
The Year 1920 (68) 

 

Summary: On March 4, Examinations for Classical Honour Moderations began for Jack and lasted for eight 

days, and on March 31 he learned that he had earned First Class Honours. On March 9, the Martlets had dinner 

in the J.C.R. with the Pembroke College Cambridge Martlets and the University College Oxford Martlets. Then 

they returned to Mr. Long’s rooms for their joint meeting over which Jack presided. On March 31, Jack earned 

First Class Honours in Classical Honour Moderations, and later in the year he began Greats. 

 

The Government of Ireland Act 1920 was passed by the British Parliament in this year, dividing Ireland into 

two countries—Northern Ireland and Ireland. In this year or a later year shortly after 1920, Jack wrote the 

poems “Oh That a Black Ship,” “Heart-breaking School,” “And After This They Sent Me to Another Place,” 

and “Old Kirk, Like Father Time Himself.”
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January 1920 

 

January 12 Monday. Jack writes to Leo Baker from Little Lea about his lack of privacy, Baker’s health, and 

H. E. Monro’s refusal to publish the poems Jack sent him, encouraging Baker to come to Oxford 

next term so Jack can become his disciple in mysticism. 

January 14 Wednesday. Hilary Term begins. 

January 15 Thursday. Around this time Warren completes his visit to his father and Little Lea. Warren gets 

his orders, reports to Salisbury Southern Command, and is sent to Devonport to work with the 

Horse Transport, commanded by Vale, as Barracks Officer before taking a course at Aldershot. 

January 21 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Vinter’s rooms and set the schedule and topics of this term’s 

meetings. 

January 28 Wednesday. The Martlets meet and hear B. P. Wyllie present on “Don Quixote of Cervantes,” in 

E. F. Watling’s rooms. The meeting adjourns when Jack’s pipe falls into the fire. 

 

February 1920 

 

February At some point in early February, Warren leaves Devonport to take a course, the 2
nd

 Regular 

Officer’s course, at Aldershot. During the first three months of the course he stays at the Victoria 

Hotel in Aldershot with Parkin and Faithfull. 

February 2? Monday. Jack reads Euripides’ Bacchae. He is in Baker’s rooms at Univ. with Pasley until late at 

night, conversing about ghosts, spirits, and Gods, generating a “fit of superstitious terror” in 

Jack. Baker used to dabble in things occult. 

February 3? Tuesday. Jack writes to Arthur about his conversation with Baker and Pasley. He read and 

enjoyed H. G. Wells’ Marriage on his return trip to Oxford from Belfast. He thinks he may read 

some of Wells’ more serious books. 

February 4 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father about Aunt Lily Suffern, a coat the maid sent, a book on 

Mexico that Albert is reading, and H. G. Wells, thanking him for his letter. He is reading George 

Borrow’s Lavengro at breakfast every morning. He has a good walk. Around this time Jack and 

Minto move from 76 Windmill Road, Headington into the house of Mrs. John Jeffrey, a butcher 

by occupation, at 58 Windmill Road. 

February 11 Wednesday. The Martlets meet at 8:00 p.m. and hear George H. Stevenson, M.A., speak on 

“Goethe’s Worther and Iphigenia” in G. O. Vinter’s rooms. Jack presides. 

February 14? Saturday. Jack writes to Arthur about Lavengro, Borrow’s anti-Catholicism, Tchaine’s thinking 

Jack will become a critic, the frosty weather, their accommodations at 58 Windmill Road, and 

Arthur’s poor spelling. He has purchased Charles Doughty’s epic poem Mansoul, which was 
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recently reviewed in the Times. He has read two and a half of the six books of that epic poem; it 

has some well at the world’s end scenery in it. 

February 17 Tuesday. A statute is passed making women full members of Oxford University. 

February 25 Wednesday. The Martlets meet to hear H. L. Hopper speak on “Thomas Hardy” in Mr. J. E. S. 

Long’s rooms at 8:00 p.m. Jack presides. 

 

March 1920 

 

March Warren purchases a Triumph motorcycle with sidecar. 

March 1 Monday. Warren begins or continues training courses at Aldershot Military Garrison, England. 

March 4 Thursday. Examinations for Classical Honour Moderations begin today and last for eight days, 

apparently excluding Sunday. Jack has swollen glands as he begins to write. 

March 9 Tuesday. The Martlets have dinner at 7:15 p.m., wearing dinner jackets, in the J.C.R.
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Pembroke College Cambridge Martlets and the University College Oxford Martlets. Then they 

return to Mr. Long’s rooms for their joint meeting, where they hear a paper by Mr. E. R. Scott on 

John Masefield. Univ. participants include Wilkinson, Pasley, Hartmann, Hamilton-Jenkin, 

Edwards, Long, Craig, Wyllie, Watling, Hopper, and Vinter. Carlyle, Stevenson, and Wilson 

attend as Fellows. Two of the five guests from Pembroke are G. F. McCrane, President, and E. 

R. Scott, Secretary. The others are Macan, Fox, and Dunston. 

March 10 Wednesday. The Martlets meet and hear J. E. S. Long read a paper on Max Beerbohm in A. K. 

Hamilton-Jenkin’s rooms. 

March 12 Friday. The last day of examinations for Classical Honour Moderations. Shortly after this, Jack 

and Minto pack up and move to other quarters, then take a holiday in Cleeve near Wales. 

March 27 Saturday. Hilary Term ends. 

March 31 Wednesday. Jack earns First Class Honours in Classical Honour Moderations. 

 

April 1920 

 

April 1  Thursday. The Times publishes Jack’s First in Classical Honour Moderations. 

April 2 Good Friday. Jack writes to Arthur from a new home about his hard work before exams, the 

eight days of exams, the move to other living quarters, a holiday in Somerset which he is now 

enjoying, and his intention not to visit Albert. He mentions the feeling of Richard Wagner and 

The Well at the World’s End. Jack is writing and reading a lot. He finished George Eliot’s 

Romola recently, and he then read Washington Irving’s Lives of Mahomet and his Successors 

and Lowes Dickinson’s The Meaning of Good. Jack is now reading Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley 

and Prometheus Unbound. Mrs. Moore has a bad cold. Warren goes to Hove with Parkin for 

three days, seeing Brighton while visiting Parkin’s family. 

April 3 Saturday. Warren and Parkin spend more time in Hove and Brighton. 

April 4 Easter Sunday. Jack writes to his father about his First Class Honours in Classical Honour 

Moderations, being unable to come home, his time in Somerset, the beautiful countryside, and 

thanking him for the checks. He is reading Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley and has sent a poem to 

the Hibbert Journal. Warren and Parkin spend more time in Hove and Brighton. 

April 7  Wednesday. Trinity Term begins. 

April 11 Sunday. Jack writes to Arthur about Arthur’s cheerfulness in his letter, the possibility of Arthur 

coming to live in Oxford, The Slade School of Fine Art at University College, London, poultry 

farming, philosophy as a possibility for Arthur, Scott’s Waverley, seeing the Castle of Dunster 

recently in Somerset, Sir James Barrie’s play Dear Brutus with its supernatural element, 

Oliphant Down’s play The Dream-Child, Arthur starting to write again, and Jack working on his 

poem on Merlin and Nimue. Arthur’s best plan is probably to enroll at The Slade School of Fine 

Art at University College, London. He has finished Waverley and has started Thomas Carlyle, 
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On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History. Jack writes to his father about his First 

Class Honours, Aunt Warren, Daisy, the town of Watchet where Coleridge and the Wordsworths 

slept once, Warren possibly returning to France for military service, and Albert’s poor health. 

 

May 1920 

 

May 1 Saturday. Jack writes to his father about finances, his two new tutors in history (George 

Stevenson) and philosophy (Edgar Carritt), Herodotus, traveling, Herodotus, Marco Polo, and the 

Irish news. 

May 3? Monday. Jack writes to Arthur from University College about Responsions, Arthur’s plans to 

attend Oxford University, the elimination of Greek from Responsions after June, Latin, a recent 

walk Arthur took, an anthology of poems with Blackwell that Jack and some friends have written 

together, Baker leaving Oxford, and painting. He and the Moore’s have moved to 131 Osler 

Road, Headington. 

May 5 Wednesday. The Martlets meet at 8:00 p.m. and Jack calls on G. O. Vinter to read his paper on 

“Alfred Noyes,” a contemporary English poet, short story writer, and playwright, in A. K. 

Hamilton-Jenkin’s rooms. 

May 19 Wednesday. The Martlets meet at 8:00 p.m. and hear E. F. Watling on “Charles Lamb” in J. E. S. 

Long’s rooms. Jack is absent due to illness. 

May 23-29 Sunday-Saturday. Warren is in Belfast on a leave. This is perhaps At the approximate halfway 

point of Warren’s second training course, when he gets a leave of two weeks and travels to 

Belfast by way of Liverpool, traveling with a man named Patterson. He is stationed at Aldershot 

in Hampshire. Shortly after this Warren buys a Triumph motorbike for £130 and uses it to run 

over to Oxford on weekends. 

May 25 Tuesday. Jack writes to his father about the heat, thanking him for his check and having been in 

bed for several days with the flu. 

 

June 1920 

 

June 1  Tuesday. While enrolled in the second of four courses, Warren is assigned to the 487
th

 Company 

Army Service Corps. 

June 2 Wednesday. The Martlets meet at 8:15 p.m., and Jack calls on R. M. S. Pasley to read his 

paper on “Richard II and Edward II” in Mr. E. F. Watling’s rooms. 

June 6? Sunday. Jack writes to Arthur with tips for learning Latin, and also about Robert Nicholls, Virgil, 

and hot weather. He is reading Rudyard Kipling’s Kim, Anthony Trollope’s The Small House at 

Allington, and Edward Sheldon’s play Romance. Jack also writes to his father about Albert’s 

illness, Warren’s cars, the proposed Anthology of poetry, new shoes Jack has purchased, Arthur 

being able to pass Responsions, a bus strike in Oxford, and being certified for a 20% disability. 

He indicates that an Anthology, The Way’s the Way, is being considered for publication. 

June 16 Wednesday. Warren celebrates his twenty-fifth birthday. The Martlets meet to hear J. E. S. Long 

present a paper on “Max Beerbohm” in A. B. Craig’s rooms at Univ. at 8:15 p.m. Jack is present. 

June 17 Thursday. The Martlets meet at 7:25 p.m. to set the meeting schedule for most of the term. Jack 

is reelected as president. 

June 19 Saturday. Jack writes to Arthur about Smalls and how to prepare for those exams, the cost of an 

Oxford education, spelling, the anthology of poetry, Leo Baker, and an encouragement to Arthur 

to start writing again. Jack is reading Bergson. The anthology (with Carola Oman, Margaret 

Gidding, Pasley, Baker, and Lewis as contributors) is to come out in autumn. He walks to Oxford 

every morning down a green lane (Cuckoo Lane),which runs parallel to and north of Headington 

Hill, from Pullen’s Lane to Old High Street. 

June 22 Tuesday. While walking on the High, Jack meets Mrs. McNeill and Janie McNeill. 

June 23 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father about Mr. Henesy’s death (a close friend of Albert), 

meeting Mrs. McNeill and Janie, Arthur, and a thank you for the check. He tells Albert that he 



has received a prize of £5 worth of books for earning First Class Honours. He encloses a sketch 

of Arthur Blackburne Poynton. Oxford University’s Encaenia is celebrated today at 11:30. 

June 24 Thursday. Jack has tea with Mrs. McNeill and Janie. 

June 26? Saturday. Jack reads John Keats’ Endymion. 

June 27? Sunday. Jack has lunch with Mrs. McNeill and Janie. Then he writes to Arthur about Robert 

Davis’ teaching ability, getting £5 worth of books as a prize from Univ. for earning a First, his 

purchase of H. R. H. Hall’s The Ancient History of the Near East with his prize money, 

Herodotus, the magic of names, John Drinkwater’s play Abraham Lincoln, and the wisdom of 

Arthur getting a tutor in English. The publication of the anthology has been put off. He is reading 

John Mackail’s Lectures on Poetry and John Keats’ Endymion. 

 

July 1920 

 

July 10  Saturday. Trinity Term ends.  

July 25 Sunday. Jack writes to his father about the Colonel (i.e., Warren), Belfast rioting, a biography of 

the Shah of Persia (which he quotes from), and Uncle Gussie and Aunt Hamilton’s recent stop in 

Oxford. Warren is apparently with Jack at this time and has been for at least the weekend. 

 

August 1920 

 

August 1 Sunday. Around this time Warren gets a leave of five weeks at the end of his six months of 

Regular Officer’s training courses. 

August 11 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father about his permanent commission in the special reserve, 

asking his father to make up the £50 per annum he has lost because of his military commission, 

and the Henry’s. 

August 14? Saturday. Jack writes to Leo Baker over two or three days from Washford, Somerset, about 

renting a house, Milton, Spenser’s Faerie Queene, art, originality, the masters, Blackwell 

hesitating to publish the anthology, revisions of Nimue and The Wild Hunt, the beauty and 

solitude of Washford, a trip to Porlock, a church of St. Dubricius who is said to have crowned 

and anointed Arthur, and Jack’s move into a new house. He includes in his letter a poem and 

asks Baker’s opinion of it. 

August 20 Friday. Jack joins Warren at Aldershot Camp in Farnham, Hampshire. They travel on Warren’s 

motorcycle to Liverpool and cross to Belfast by August 26. 

August 26 Thursday. Warren and Jack arrive at Little Lea. 

 

September 1920 

 

September 23 Thursday. Warren and Jack leave Little Lea. 

September 25 Saturday. Jack writes to Leo Baker about Baker’s new job, Blackwell’s not publishing the 

Anthology. writing a paper weekly for tutorials and one for the Martlets, the dryness of his 

imagination, stating “my imagination seems to have died,” Pasley’s engagement, a theory of 

poetry, a definition of poetry and its uniqueness among the arts, the Guild, and his postulation of 

some sort of God, declining an invitation for Christmas. 

 

October 1920 

 

October 9 Saturday. Jack writes to his father about the death of Heinemann, the pleasant weather, the 

franchise of women at Oxford University, and the possibility of a coal strike. 

October 10 Sunday. Warren takes a photograph of Mr. and Mrs. Kirkpatrick, the only known photograph of 

them. Michaelmas Term begins. The Martlets meet to set the meetings for the term, all of them 

on Wednesdays. 



October 20 Wednesday. The Martlets meet, probably at 8:00 p.m., and Jack calls on Hamilton-Jenkins to 

read his paper on Charles Dickens in J. E. S. Long’s rooms. 

 

November 1920 

 

November Albert still considers himself estranged from Jack. 

November 3 Wednesday. Jack reads his essay on “Narrative Poetry” to the Martlets in Hamilton’s rooms, 

probably at 8:00 p.m. He speaks of the fullness of narrative poetry, quoting from John Milton’s 

Paradise Lost and Edmund Spenser’s The Fairie Queene. The discussion after the paper is long. 

November 17 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. Robson Scott’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m., and Jack 

calls on Mr. B. P. Wyllie to read his paper on “French forms in English verse.” There is animated 

discussion, which includes discussion of the conflict between formalism and free verse. 

November 21 Sunday. On “Bloody Sunday” the IRA shoots fourteen British intelligence operatives in Ireland. 

November 29 Monday. Jack celebrates his twenty-second birthday with a visit to Pembroke College, 

Cambridge, where he reads the paper he had read to the Martlets on November 3, “Narrative 

Poetry,” at the joint meeting of the two Martlet Societies after dinner in the old library of 

Pembroke, Cambridge. Jack, Vinter, Hamilton-Jenkins, and Pasley are guests of the Cambridge 

Martlets. They stay in the home of one of four Oxford Martlets. 

November 30 Tuesday. Jack and the other three Oxford Martlets see Cambridge, including King’s College 

Chapel, stained glass windows of Erasmus and Cranmer, undergraduates, and dons.
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 The 

Martlets of Oxford probably return on this day. 

 

December 1920 

 

December 1 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. Burt’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m. Jack asks Mr. W. D. 

Robson-Scott to read his paper on poet and short story writer Walter de la Mare. 

December 8 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father after a visit to Cambridge on behalf of the Martlets and 

some days in bed, thanking him for a check and Bill Patterson’s book of verse, Songs of a Port 

(Poet?). He has been recommended to try for the Vice Chancellor’s Essay Prize next April on 

the topic “Optimism.” Warren has visited Jack recently. 

December 15 Wednesday. Warren is granted a leave of absence until his date of embarkation to Sierra Leone. 

December 17 Friday. Michaelmas Term ends. 

December 22 Wednesday. Jack writes to Leo Baker about going to Little Lea for Christmas, hearing 

Lohengrin, and The Way’s the Way, sending the revised version of “The Wild Hunt.” The 

anthology will never be published unless the authors come up with some money. 

December 23 Thursday. Warren leaves on his Triumph for Liverpool and Belfast. Jack meets Warren, 

and they cross to Ireland overnight. Jack writes a letter to Leo Baker, stating that The 

Way’s the Way will never be published. 

December 24 Friday. Jack arrives at Little Lea. Jack and Warren visit their father from December 24 to 

30. 

December 30 Thursday. Jack and Warren leave Little Lea. 
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The Year 1921 (248) 

 

Summary: Jack’s friend Arthur Greeves started his studies at the Slade School of Fine Art in London. Warren 

Lewis left for a year of service in Sierra Leone on March 9, staying in Belfast until his departure. Jack 

continued as the President of the Martlets, but stepped down later in the year. Twice during the month of March 

Jack visited the poet W. B. Yeats in his Oxford home. On May 24, Jack won the Chancellor’s English Essay 

Prize for his undergraduate essay on “Optimism.” In late July, Jack joined Albert and Uncle Augustus and Aunt 

Anne Hamilton for a week of travel in England. 

 

In this year Jack reads John Locke’s book On Education at Grendon. This year, probably in the summer, Owen 

Barfield earns a First in English Literature and A. C. Harwood a First in History.
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January 1921 

 

January Arthur enters the Slade School of Fine Art in London. 

January 9 Sunday. In Belfast, Jack and Warren go to church at St. Mark’s alone, leaving their father at 

home with a cold. They are expected for lunch at the McCormacks. Gillespie’s taxi comes for 

them at 3:30 and they arrive at about 4 o'clock. They are welcomed by Mrs. McCormack, 

daughter Kathleen, and son Craig. Other guests include Mr. & Mrs. Briscoe and Miss Thompson. 

They have supper there and leave at 7:20 in order to get home by 8. Warren goes to bed after 

reading a couple of Yeats’ plays. 

January 10 Monday. In the morning Warren reads Mlle. de Montpensier until it is time to go to Glenmachan. 

Warren and Jack wait until the last moment and then set out in a heavy downpour. This morning, 

Cousin Mary presents them with the time honored Xmas Order of the Book. After lunch Grundy 

suggests going in to the pictures. She picks up Lily at Schomberg, while Kathleen Heard, Jack, 

and Warren go in the car with Cousin Mary. They go to Cornmarket for a good show with 

Norma Talmage starring. They have tea at the movie house after the show. Jack and Warren go 

home by the rail motor. The rest return in Grundy’s car. They find Albert at home in one of his 

peevish moods. They have a heated argument on the happiness of wealth during dinner. After 

dinner, Warren reads some more Montpensier until bedtime. 

January 11 Tuesday. Warren and Jack rise early with Jack going into town to buy a copy of Bill Patterson’s 

poems, Songs of a Port, because Patterson is coming to lunch. Warren reads his book all 

morning. When Jack returns, Warren reads Bill’s book. Bill Patterson arrives at about 1:00 p.m. 

After lunch they talk books and music and play the new Scriabine on the gramophone. Bill 

leaves at about 2:30. Warren writes to Blackwell’s, asking for secondhand copies of some 

memoirs. In the afternoon they walk past the back of Campbell College, and Warren posts a 

letter to Knock. Jack gets E. V. Lucas’ Friendly Town. 

January 12 Wednesday. Warren walks in the garden in the morning, but it rains most of the rest of the day. 

Jack and Warren find some old drawings of theirs from about 1905, which they paste into their 

collection. This is the day that Warren was originally to sail for Sierra Leone, but he never 

received the orders. In the afternoon Jack packs. After dinner Albert decides that his cold is too 

bad to permit him to accompany his sons to the boat. They board the S. S. Patriotic. This evening 

Jack and Warren cross to Liverpool. 

January 13 Thursday. Warren gets up at 7 a.m. Warren and Jack have breakfast at the “Woodside” hotel at 

Birkenhead. They enjoy some flatfish and a couple of tinned tomatoes each. Jack takes the 9:25 

train from Birkenhead. Warren spends the morning looking for his kit without success. He has a 

grill at the N. W. Hotel for lunch, and after lunch he goes to the Walker gallery, viewing 
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“Beatrice and Dante,” “Leaders,” “Fast falls the eventide,” and the anemic girl being embraced 

by the shepherd. He especially likes the pictures “Eve” and “Off the Needles.” He also sees a 

watercolor of Great Bookham church. He has tea at the N. W. and then goes to the 1
st
 House at 

the Empire. Warren goes to the boat at about 9:15, beginning the overnight journey on board, 

and he writes his diary for yesterday and today while waiting for supper. 

January 14 Friday. Warren returns to Belfast, arriving at home about 8:15 a.m., and stays until his departure 

for Sierra Leone on March 9. He sends Jack four volumes of Mémoires de Mademoiselle de 

Montpensier to be bound. Hilary Term begins. Warren is up and dressed by the time the boat 

docks, so he walks to a tram to get to Little Lea. At 8:15, he finds his father in bed with a bad 

cold. After smoking a pipe, Warren walks down to the arches and buys a stick of shaving soap. 

Then he goes into town to place an order at Lyle & Kinehan on Albert’s behalf, and from there to 

Rodman’s where he gets his father some notepaper. Then he goes to Erskine Maynes where he 

buys Edward V. Lucas’ Open Road as his present from Cousin Mary. Then he goes to Mullan’s 

where he orders a life of Marshal Turenne, probably Marshal Turenne by Thomas Longueville 

(1907). He goes home by rail motor and meets Aunt Annie at the Belfast Station. In the 

afternoon Warren goes to Cecil’s children’s party at Glenmachan. Gordon and Lily are also 

there, as are Mrs. Clarke, Mrs. Hugh, and Mrs. Wick McCready. Cousin Mary gives Warren an 

invitation for Albert and him to come for supper on Sunday night. He goes home for dinner and 

then smokes and talks, then glances through a volume of Pepys. Then he goes to bed. 

January 15 Saturday. Warren is awakened at 9:20 a.m. by Annie Mulligan, housemaid at Little Lea from 

1919 to 1928, who tells him that Albert is not getting up. Warren asks Squeaky to stop in on his 

rounds, then Warren walks in the garden. In the morning Warren again looks through Alec 

Waugh’s 1917 novel Loom of Youth. After dinner Warren goes for a walk around the back of 

Campbell College. In the evening Warren reads Mémoires de Mademoiselle de Montpensier. 

Since Albert is ill, Warren has the cellar key and uses it to help himself to a large whiskey and 

soda before going to bed. He reads a few Charles Lamb essays before going to bed at 11:30 p.m. 

January 16 Sunday. Jack spends much of the day working on his essay on Optimism. Albert is still in bed 

today, but his cold is improved. Warren does not go to church today, but he sits in the little end 

room and reads Montpensier. Squeaky calls at about 12:30 p.m. and talks with Albert, probably 

checking on his health. Warren eats at 2:40, and then he goes for a walk. After tea Uncle Gussie 

and Aunt Annie arrive. Warren chats with them for some time. After supper Warren finishes 

Montpensier. He goes to bed at 11:30. 

January 17 Monday. After breakfast Warren calls the office for Albert. He then goes upstairs and packs 

Montpensier into two parcels to send to Jack at Univ. for binding. Then he writes to P.M.C. 

Aldershot to forward his letters: to Ainslie “A” Supply Company to get his allowances, to Station 

Master Farnboro about his missing luggage, to Jack about the book binding, to McGregor for a 

checkbook, and to J. Jones about some tin trunks. He gets a letter from Blackwell’s this morning 

with book slips. He selects two of them, Memoir of Mareschal, Surgeon to Louis XIX and Secret 

Correspondence of Louis XV. He sends a check with his order. Albert gets up for lunch today 

and spends the afternoon in the little end room. After some cold mutton and beer Warren goes 

down to the Strandtown Post Office and mails his letters. Then he goes to Sydenham, intending 

to go home via Tillysburn, but the tide is so high that he gets bogged down in the field by the 

station. After tea Aunt Annie calls and asks Warren to dine with them on Thursday night. Today 

he starts to read the life of Condé again. Albert is very restless all evening. Albert goes to bed at 

9:00 and Warren at 10:30 after reading Condé and writing his diary. 

January 18 Tuesday. Warren finishes Condé today for the second time. After breakfast he calls Conlan for 

Albert. In the afternoon he walks down to Holywood for some cigarettes, getting picked up by 

Gunnie (Gundred) in her car. She gives him a lift. He returns home by the rail motor. Albert is 

downstairs for the first time today. Warren calls Mullen’s to inquire about his Turrene. Albert 

gets on Warren’s nerves today. This evening Warren gets a telephone invitation from Grace 

Ewart to play bridge there on Saturday week at 3 o'clock. He accepts. After dinner Warren looks 

at the Dumas novels of the French period he is studying and brings them upstairs. He chooses 



Memoirs of a Physician, Olymphe de Cleves, The Regent’s Daughter, and The Chevalier 

d’Harmental. He starts reading the last one. He goes to bed at about 11:30. 

January 19 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father in the morning from the Oxford Union Society about the 

trip from Belfast to Liverpool and from there to Oxford, his essay on Optimism, and a letter from 

Aunt Lily, asking that Warren find and send him Evelyn Abbott’s A Skeleton Outline of Greek 

History. The Martlets meet in the evening, and old Carlyle reads a paper for the meeting. Warren 

gets a call from Grundy this morning and is invited to play bridge at Glenmachan tomorrow 

night. Albert goes into town in a taxi this morning, but comes home at 12:30. Before lunch at 

2:30, Warren makes a catalogue of his French books. After lunch Warren goes into town by train 

from Sydenham, and down to Donegal Quay to see about his luggage. It has not arrived yet. 

Then he goes to Mullan’s, where his Turrene has arrived. He charges it to Albert’s account. He 

and Albert have beef steak and kidney pie for dinner tonight. After supper he finishes Alexandre 

Dumas’ Le chevalier d’Harmental. He goes to bed at 11:30 p.m. 

January 20 Thursday. Warren gets a letter from J. Jones with his half-year financial statement. Then he goes 

for a walk past Tillysburn and to the Kinnegar. On his return he receives two letters, one from 

Ainslie at Aldershort and one from the P.M.C., both stating that he was under orders to have 

sailed on the Appam on the 12
th

, but the orders, supposedly sent directly from the War Office, 

had never arrived. On receipt of these letters he goes to Strandtown and sends a telegram to the 

War Office asking for instructions. In the afternoon he stays home and reads. Warren dines at 

Glenmachan in the evening with Cousin Mary, Lily, and Gordie. After dinner they play bridge. 

He goes home and finishes reading the Chevalier d’Harmental. He goes to bed at 11:45 p.m. 

January 21 Friday. Jack writes to his father about A Skeleton Outline of Greek History being still in Oxford, 

about a history tutor who is a grandson of Felix Mendelssohn, i.e., P. V. M. Beneke, the Martlets, 

Carlyle’s paper presented at the Martlets, and Warren’s plans to leave for Sierra Leone. Jack is 

still working on his essay on Optimism. Though dated January 21, the letter is postmarked on 

January 29 at 2:00 p.m. Because of illness, Albert stays in bed today. Warren starts reading his 

Turenne this morning and enjoys it. Warren reads, walks in the garden, and chats with Albert. 

After lunch Warren goes to the post office and mails a letter from his father to Cousin Mary, 

explaining that he will not be able to dine there tomorrow night. On the way he meets a telegraph 

boy with a wire for him from Aldershot, asking him to explain “immediately by wire” why he 

had not sailed on the 12
th

. He replies that he had no orders. He catches the 5:42 rail motor from 

Sydenham and arrives at Holywood at approximately 6:00 p.m. He has a pleasant evening with 

Uncle Hamilton, but with beef steak and kidney pie. He returns by the 9:08 rail motor. His new 

books come from Oxford this evening. He talks with his father until 10:30, and then he goes to 

bed at 11:45. 

January 22 Sunday. Warren gets up late this morning. After the fire had been going in the little end room for 

some time, Albert gets up too. Warren does no serious reading in the morning. Both Albert and 

Warren worry about his lack of orders to West Africa. He gets no news from London or 

Aldershot today about the matter. In the afternoon he goes for a walk to foreshore, past 

Holywood Point, and then into Holywood Station. Then he walks home. He dines at Glenmachan 

at 7:30. Lily, Gordon, and the Bishop of Clogher (in 1921 this would have been Maurice Day) 

are all present. They have a good dinner of soup, roast chicken and a ham and sweets, dessert 

and coffee. Warren gets home at about 10:20 p.m., and after some reading, he goes to bed at 

midnight. 

January 23 Sunday. Warren gets up at about 9:30. Albert gets up this morning feeling much better. Neither 

one goes to church, so Warren spends the morning reading “Turenne,” which he finishes. 

Squeaky comes in the morning and prescribes a tonic for Albert. After tea Warren walks around 

the barracks. On coming in from his walk he begins to read Gramont’s Memoirs again. Since it is 

Sunday, Warren and Albert do their readings at 9:30 p.m. and Albert goes to bed at 10 o’clock. 

After he has gone to bed, Warren writes his diary for yesterday and today. Having done this and 

having smoked a last cigarette, he looks at Punch magazine, then he goes to bed at about 10:45 

p.m. 



January 24 Monday. Warren gets up at 9:15. Albert goes into town this morning at 10:30 in a taxi, 

announcing that he will return at the usual time in the evening. Today Warren reads Frankfort 

Moore’s The Ulsterman. Warren gets no news about his orders to Sierra Leone. At about 12:30 

he gets a telephone message from Conlan to say that Albert is on his way out of town. Warren 

has lunch alone before his father’s arrival. In the afternoon he goes for a walk down by the river 

bank. In Sydenham Park about a mile southwest of Little Lea, he meets the Appleman 

(Gallagher), and after dinner he is on the telephone to ask Warren to tea on Wednesday at 4 

o'clock. Warren accepts. He starts reading Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice this evening. 

Albert is reading The Tour of the Hebrides. Warren goes to bed at about eleven forty-five. 

January 25 Tuesday. Albert goes into town at 10:10 this morning. After he leaves Warren takes a walk in the 

garden and then comes in and reads Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, which he finishes. While 

on his way into the dining room for the morning beer, Albert walks in at 12:20, a change of plans 

for Albert. After lunch Warren mails some letters for his father. He does not get a letter about his 

orders to Sierra Leone. After mailing the letters, he goes into town by the rail motor and has a 

drink at the chapter house. Then he goes home to tea. After tea he starts Jane Austen’s Mansfield 

Park because of his enjoyment in reading Pride and Prejudice. After dinner John Greeves 

arrives and the conversation turns on champagne. John Greeves and Warren finish a bottle of 

champagne between them. Warren goes to bed at 11:30. 

January 26 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. Hamilton’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m. Dr. Carlyle 

presents a paper on “European Drama of the Last Sixty Years.” In the afternoon Warren goes to 

the Appleman for tea. Also present are Mrs. Gallagher (Appleman’s mother), a married sister of 

his mother, and Eileen Gallagher who is also a sister. Stewart Kelly and his wife are also there. 

The party also includes a Major and Mrs. Herron. The Kellys bring Warren home in their car.  

January 27 Thursday. Albert goes into town this morning, and after Warren walks in the garden he finishes 

Jane Austen’s third novel, Mansfield Park. This morning Warren also writes to Aldershot, 

acknowledging the copy of his confidential report, and also pointing out that he still has no 

orders. He mails this on his way to lunch. He goes to Glenmachan for lunch to say goodbye to 

Hope. At Glenmachan, he helps Grundy take a photo of Cecil and Christian. Grundy gives 

Warren a ride to Little Lea in her car and finds his father in the garden. They walk in a drizzle of 

rain. In the afternoon Warren reads A. C. Benson’s Upton Letters. After dinner he plays the 

“Palliegei” records, with his father’s agreement. Grace Ewart calls on the telephone in the 

evening to make certain that Warren is still available for her bridge party on Saturday. He goes to 

bed at 11:00 p.m. 

January 28 Friday. Albert goes into town today. Again there is no news for Warren about his commission. In 

the morning he discovers a lot of old drawings and is undecided whether to put them in their 

book or to leave that for Jack to do. Warren reads The Strayings of Sandy by Dorothea Conyers. 

After lunch Warren stays in and reads until tea time, which includes a plate of brown bread and 

butter. After tea he takes a short walk past the first turning off the high Holywood Road. Albert 

is home by the time Warren returns. Warren gets a letter from Blackwell’s by the evening post, 

stating that they have located a copy of Marshal Berwick’s memoirs. Dinner features a lentil 

soup and a piece of stuffed pork. Albert gives Warren £1 in silver for his afternoon’s bridge 

playing at Pumblechook’s tomorrow. After dinner he reads A. C. Benson’s House of Quiet. 

January 29 Saturday. Jack mails the letter he wrote to his father on January 21. Albert does not go into town 

today, so after breakfast he and Warren walk in the garden. Today Warren starts St. John 

Ervine’s The Foolish Lovers, a story of County Down. Warren lunches at Glenmachan to say 

goodbye to Hope Ewart who leaves for Brighton this evening. Warren arrives at 12:55. After 

lunch he goes to Pumblechook’s in Gordon’s sidecar, while Grundy takes Lily in the car. Before 

tea, Warren plays bridge, and after tea he gets Lily as a partner. They leave at about 6:30. Warren 

goes home and has a supper of boiled bacon. Barton comes in after supper, and they have some 

pleasant chat. Warren goes to bed at 12:10. 

January 30 Sunday. Warren takes his father for a walk around by Holywood in the morning. On the way 

back they meet John Greeves who comes in for half an hour. In the afternoon Warren finishes 



The Foolish Lovers. Warren and Albert leave in the rain for Glenmachan for supper. Cousin 

Mary and Grundy are present, and they have porridge, galantine of chicken and a boiled egg. 

They enjoy conversation after supper. At 10:00 p.m., because of the rain they are taken home in 

the car. Albert smokes a cigarette with Warren and offers to pay £50 of Warren’s tailor’s bill. He 

goes to bed at 12:15. 

January 31 Monday. Warren does not get any orders, but he gets claims from Aldershot. He also orders the 

Berwick book from Blackwell’s and writes to Farnboro about his luggage. Then he balances his 

financial accounts for the month and finds that he is more than sixty pounds to the good. He 

walks to Holywood and catches the rail motor into town. He goes to the General Post Office, 

mails his correspondence, and then purchases a roll of film. Today he finishes St. John Ervine’s 

Mrs. Martin’s Man. He also skims The Hound of the Baskervilles. After tea he adds to his 

catalogue, including a numerical index, and enters his new books, totaling sixty-two books. For 

dinner tonight they have cold boiled bacon, among other items. After dinner Warren starts 

reading the play “Cyrano de Bergerac.” He goes to bed at 11:45. 

 

February 1921 

 

February 1 Tuesday. After breakfast Warren takes a walk in the garden. He uses the telescope to solve a 

mystery about a destroyer, which is being used for transporting Sinn Feiners from some place or 

other. He finishes reading the excellent play “Cyrano de Bergerac.” In the afternoon, Warren 

walks around by Tillsburn and takes a photo of the rail motor as it nears the station. After tea he 

starts the biography of Mareschal. Albert comes home this evening, having had the tooth out 

which has been bothering him for the last few days. After dinner, Lily calls and asks Warren to 

dine at her home, Schomberg, at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday night and play bridge afterwards. He 

accepts. Warren reads Mareschal until quarter to twelve and then goes to bed. 

February 2 Wednesday. Warren receives no news from the War Office or Aldershot. He reads Mareschal all 

the morning, making good headway. After lunch, he goes by railmotor to town and has a drink. 

He also buys the magazine Motor Cycling. After tea Warren reads again until it is time to dress 

for Schomberg, where he arrives at about 7 o'clock. Florrie Greeves is there. After dinner Warren 

plays a rubber of bridge with Lily as partner. At about 9 o'clock Janie McNeill arrives and takes 

Lily’s place. Janie asks Warren to her house tomorrow and his help to make up a foursome, 

which he promises to do. He gets home just on the stroke of 10:30 and talks with his father until 

Albert goes to bed. He goes to bed shortly after midnight. 

February 3 Thursday. While Warren is at breakfast, Gladys Leslie comes over from the hospital to use the 

telephone, theirs being out of order. Warren reads more of Mareschal this morning, compiling 

three pages of useful notes on the composition of the Mousquetaires and the Gardes Francaises 

regiments. Since there is no news for Warren by the second post, he sends a telegram to Seymour 

at Aldershot asking for news. On his return he reads more Mareschal until dinner. After dinner 

Warren goes to Janie’s home for bridge, playing with Janie, Florrie Greeves, and Gladys Leslie. 

About halfway through bridge, another Greeves comes in,“Alfy.”Warren goes to bed at 

midnight. 

February 5 Saturday. Warren leaves Belfast on an evening boat. 

February 6 Sunday. After the overnight voyage Warren arrives at Fleetwood in the morning. The boat train 

leaves at 8:5 (8:05 or 8:50) on Sundays. Warren eats breakfast on board the boat before getting a 

train to London. He has lunch on the train. The 3
rd

 Class part of the train is filled with a 

pantomime company traveling down from Preston. Warren arrives at Euston, books a room, and 

then he goes to Farnboro on the 5 p.m. train and to the “Tumble Down Dick” where he receives a 

warm welcome. He has supper there, redeems his packing cases from the station, and catches the 

8:00 train back to town. Arriving at about 9:15, he takes a taxi to Euston, and gets his luggage 

into the luggage room. Then he writes his diary for the last three days. He goes to bed at 10:30 

very tired. 



February 7 Monday. Warren gets up, packs, and pays his bill. He goes to McGregor’s and purchases a new 

checkbook. From there he goes to Jones, and sees about his tin boxes which will be ready for 

him after lunch. He purchases a mosquito net to be sent to him in Sierra Leone. He has lunch at 

the Piccadilly Grill: a half-dozen of oysters, a fried sole, and some calf’s liver with a half bottle 

of Veuve Clicquot, followed by coffee and a cordial Medoc. Then he goes back to Jones by taxi 

and collects his trunks and then goes on to Euston. He then takes the 4:45 train for Fleetwood. 

He has his dinner on the train. On his arrival at Fleetwood he sees the R.T.O., who will not allow 

the revolver to go on board. He gets a receipt for it and a promise that it will be sent to any 

address in England that he wishes. He goes to bed on board the Fleetwood almost immediately 

after departure. 

February 8 Tuesday. Warren gets up, goes on shore and then to Little Lea, where he has breakfast. In the 

morning, he finds Pascal’s The Provincial Letters while looking for something to read. He 

receives news in a letter from Aldershot that he has been granted leave until the date of his 

embarkation, but he does not receive any explanation. In the morning, Mrs. Greeves calls and 

invites Warren to dine at Bernagh on Thursday night at 7:00. He accepts. In the afternoon he 

walks to Strandtown and sends a wire to the Station Master at Fleetwood, asking him to get his 

packing cases put on board tonight. He reads an E. F. Benson book today, i.e. The Challoners. 

Albert is reading the Tour of the Hebrides. 

February 9 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. Huskinson’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m. The President, 

i.e. Jack, asks Mr. Hopper to read his paper on Romanticism in Art. During the discussion Jack 

attacks Hopper’s position, while Carlyle agrees with Hopper. Carritt weighs in on the definition 

of the essence of art. Gundreda Ewart calls Warren at about 10:30, suggesting a walk across the 

hills with the dogs, so he agrees. They meet Janie McNeill who joins them. On the way back 

they meet Cousin Mary, and all return to Glenmachan together. In the afternoon Warren goes 

into town by rail motor from Sydenham and then to the Fleetwood boat to get his packing cases. 

He gets a taxi and takes them to Little Lea. He spends the afternoon unpacking them and stowing 

their contents. The Berwick book that he had ordered comes from Blackwell’s in the evening. 

Warren goes to bed at eleven-thirty. 

February 10 Thursday. Warren finishes reading St. John Ervine’s Changing Winds. At 11:30 a.m. he goes for 

a walk up the hills with Gundrede and Lily. On their way back they meet Cousin Mary and walk 

home with her. He goes home for lunch. He gets in the mail the mosquito net he had ordered 

from J. Jones. In the afternoon he reads Seton Merriman’s The Last Hope. He goes to the home 

of the Greeves for dinner at 7 p.m. with Gordon, Lily, and a Mr. & Mrs. Ridgeway. In the 

evening Mr. Ridgeway, a much traveled man, talks about his many journeys, especially in Latin 

America and China. He goes home and to bed at midnight. 

February 11 Friday. In the morning Warren reads about Louis XV. There are still no orders for him from the 

War Office. He writes to Frederick at the War Office to ask him about his situation. After lunch 

he goes into town and buys a shirt at Robinson & Cleaver’s to wear to Glenmachan tonight. Then 

he returns home and continues to read his book. He changes and goes to Glenmachan at about 

7:40. He learns that he has been invited for bridge after dinner at 7:45. He makes this discovery 

before he gives himself away, so he dines on a cup of coffee and a cream cracker while waiting 

for the others. Janie McNeill and a doctor from Craigavon make up the rest of the four bridge 

players. Gundrede and Warren lose heavily. He gets home at 10:30. His book order of 

Montpensier arrived earlier today from Morley’s. 

February 12 Saturday. Albert does not go into town this morning. After breakfast Warren reads Louis XV 

until about 11:30 when he and Albert go for a walk around the river bank. After lunch Warren 

continues his book. After tea Warren and his father go for another walk, this time around the 

barracks. They have an excellent supper of snipe and stuffed eggs this evening. They plan to 

attend Lord’s Prayer in the morning. After supper he reads until bedtime, writes his diary, and 

goes to bed at midnight. 

February 13 Sunday. Warren and Albert go to church, arriving earlier than usual. They hear Matins Lessons 

from Gen. 19:12-30 and Matt. 24. Warren enjoys the Benedictus, and Barton preaches well on 



“almsgiving.” Warren walks home with John Greeves who had sat in the small pew in front of 

them. Albert was rather irritating all day, demonstrating an obstinate inability to grasp the sense 

of any remark addressed to him. Warren gets a letter from de Smidt at Sierra Leone, containing 

some useful hints on clothing and other items to bring to Sierra Leone. In the afternoon Warren 

and Albert walk down to the Hamiltons, where they visit Aunt Annie. They walk home again in 

time for supper. After supper they spend time reading and then have their “Sunday readings” 

after which Albert goes to bed. Warren spends an hour reading a volume of George Bernard 

Shaw’s Dramatic Essays and Criticisms. He goes to bed at midnight. 

February 14 Monday. Warren still has no orders from the War Office. He spends most of the day reading, 

especially about Louis XV. After dinner Warren finishes the first volume of the correspondence 

of Louis XV. Then he starts the second volume. He is also reading George Moore’s Vale (1914). 

February 15 Tuesday. In the morning Warren hears from Blackwell’s this morning that they have found him a 

copy of Roger de Rabutin’s Hist. Amoureuse des Gaules for 28/-, which he then orders. Warren 

learns that his orders have been sent to Sierra Leone and that he should expect to sail in four to 

six weeks. Today Warren finds and reads a new volume of Grandfather Hamilton’s diary, 

finishes the volumes of 1850 and 1852. Warren hears from Frederick, who is at the War Office, 

today. His orders have been sent to Sierra Leone, and a fresh passage is now being arranged for 

him, probably because the mistake occurred at the War Office. He can expect to sail in from four 

to six weeks. Warren has dinner at Glenmachan this evening with Gordon, Lily, Grace Ewart, a 

friend of hers, Miss Williams, and Mr. Eager, the curate. After dinner they play a game of cards. 

He gets home at 10:30.  

February 16 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father about letters to Aunt Lily Suffern, Warren’s upcoming trip 

to Sierra Leone, his book bill, to which he asks Albert to contribute, Tchanie (Janie McNeill) and 

Lily, Helen Waddell, whom he met at the Carlyle’s home, and the cold weather. Arthur has been 

at the Slade in London and is apparently tiring of it and considering going to France. Warren 

reads Grandfather Hamilton’s diaries all day today, finishing two volumes of the Baltic Journal. 

He has a gravy soup for dinner this evening, followed by a dish of sweetbreads. After dinner 

John Greeves comes in for conversation, and he invites Albert and Warren to come to the view 

day at the Stormont sale on Saturday. 

February 17 Tuesday. Warren goes into town by the rail motor in the morning. He goes to Stewart’s to see 

about disposing of the Triumph motorcycle. Then he goes to Hoffman’s to have his hair cut, and 

he buys some powder, tooth powder, and brilliantine. He returns home. After lunch he goes into 

town again and books a seat for tomorrow’s matinee of “The Country Girl.” He also buys the 

Motor Cycle at the Station and then goes home to tea. Today he finishes the reading of the 

Hamilton Diaries. He learns that the story of Noah’s Flood survived among the Red Indians. 

When he finishes this, he continues reading about Louis XV. 

February 18 Friday. Warren gets a letter from Jack which includes a cutting from an Oxford paper about the 

death of a character who used to sit all day in the Union. He reads Louis XV until noon when he 

changes clothes and catches the 1:14 train from Sydenham into town. He goes to a meeting of the 

Great Northern chapter house, then to the Opera House. He sees “The Country Girl” and enjoys 

himself. This includes two songs he used to whistle in the streets when when he went to 

Wynyard, “Under the Deodar” and “Molly Married the Marquis.” He leaves the theater at 4:15, 

walks to the G.N.R. (Great Northern Railway) to see the “limited” off, and then goes home by 

the rail motor. The mail has come in, so he gets Mrs. Constable’s photo. After dinner John 

Greeves calls to inquire if they are going over to Stormont with him tomorrow. Warren reads 

Louis XV until bedtime. Warren then goes to bed at 12 o'clock. 

February 19 Saturday. Warren has breakfast at 10:45. After breakfast he calls John to ask him to bring over 

his catalogue of the Stormont sale. Warren takes a walk on the river bank with Albert. After 

returning from the river bank, they have a glass of sherry. Then Warren settles down to read 

Louis XV until lunch time. After lunch he reads again until tea time, finishing Broglie’s memoir 

on the State of Europe. After tea they walk nearly into Holywood along the high road and back 

the same way. For supper tonight they have snipe. After supper Warren again reads his book 



about Louis XV. At 11:30 p.m. Warren goes upstairs, writes his diary for yesterday and today, 

and goes to bed at 12:00. 

February 20 Sunday. Warren and Albert do not go to church this morning, because Albert is complaining of 

indigestion. They then go for a walk round the foreshore to Kennegar and back the same way to 

Sydenham and home. After a glass of sherry, Warren once again begins to read Louis XV, which 

he finishes just after dinner. He also reads Stackpool’s Order of Release, a novel dealing with the 

same period. In the afternoon Uncle Gussie and Aunt Annie arrive, bringing Albert’s 

candlesticks with them. They have an excellent supper tonight of cold chicken. After Albery 

goes to bed at half past nine, Warren sits up reading and smoking. 

February 21 Monday. This morning Warren starts the memoirs of the Marquis de la Fare. Later he takes a 

photo of the dog, Tim, and after lunch he takes the film into town to get some photographs 

developed. He also goes to Donegall Pass to see Stewart about selling the Daudel. They have a 

dinner of vegetable soup and fricassee of chicken. After dinner Warren reads Conan Doyle’s 

Valley of Fear, one of the Sherlock Holmes series. He goes to bed at midnight. 

February 22 Tuesday. Warren spends the morning reading La Fare and making a lot of notes. In the afternoon 

he goes into town to see about his film. After dinner Mr. Eager the curate comes in and drinks 

tea with Warren and Albert. After he leaves, Warren and Albert argue about the book bill, food, 

and housekeepers. Warren starts going to bed a little earlier and reading in bed. Tonight he 

chooses Keats and starts reading Endymion. 

February 23 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. J. E. S. Long’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m., with three 

Martlets from Pembroke College Cambridge as guests, one of them Mr. Ayling, who has brought 

a paper to read. They have dinner in the J.C.R. before the evening meeting. On reassembling in 

Mr. Long’s rooms, Jack asks Mr. Ayling to read his paper on short story writer “O. Henry.” 

During the discussion Jack disagrees with the speaker on the merit of O. Henry. They adjourn 

late. Warren continues reading the Memoirs of La Fare all morning, making plenty of notes. 

After lunch he walks into town across the Park and to Pollock’s where he gets his photos. He 

returns home by rail motor and has his last meeting at the chapter house for a long time. He 

meets Janie McNeill and Gladys Leslie outside the gate of Little Lea, and they ask him to make 

up a foursome of bridge at Janie’s tomorrow night. He accepts. In the evening he reads W. J. 

Locke’s House of Baltazar. After dinner they are visited by John Greeves. Kelsie calls at about 

half past nine, asking Warren to lunch tomorrow. He accepts. After going to bed Warren reads 

the second and third books of Keats’ Endymion. He goes to sleep just before 1:00 a.m. 

February 24 Thursday. Warren reads La Fare in the morning on the reign of Louis XIV. He goes to lunch at 

Glenmachan with Kelsie. Because she has a cold Janie McNeill’s bridge party is put off until 

tomorrow night. Cousin Mary lends Warren The Soul of Ulster by Lord Ernest Hamilton. He also 

finishes reading The House of Baltazar. After Warren goes to bed he reads the fourth and last 

book of Endymion. 

February 25 Friday. Jack writes to Leo Baker about Baker returning to Oxford, a poem Baker sent about faith, 

and Pasley losing interest in the muse. He is reading Prometheus Unbound, going for long walks, 

and working on his Venus poem. In the morning Warren reads La Fare until eleven o’clock when 

he gets a telephone call from Kelsie, inviting him for a walk up the hills with her and Lily. He 

takes up The First Seven Divisions to Glenmachan for Cousin Mary and The Foolish Lovers for 

Grundy. They take their walk over the hills to a farm. The view over the Lough is wonderful. 

After lunch Warren finishes reading La Fare. Warren changes into his blue suit before dinner, 

and he goes out to be picked up by the car at the gate at 7:40 p.m. for Janie McNeill’s home. He 

plays bridge with Jane against Kelsie and Gundrede. They change partners, play more bridge, 

and have a very pleasant evening. Gundrede takes Warren home again, getting him home at 

10:15. He reads a few of Jacob’s short stories before turning in. He goes to sleep at midnight. 

February 26 Saturday. Warren selects the books he wants so he can look at the “memoirs of the Mareschal de 

Berwick” and brings them downstairs. Then Albert and Warren set out to walk around the river 

bank. They complete their walk by rounding the small peninsula which lies on the other side of 

the Connswater and then return home. Warren receives his orders by noon. He is to sail from 



Liverpool by the S. S. Appam on March 9. He writes to Elder Dempsters and also to the War 

Office, acknowledging receipt of his orders. In the afternoon they walk to the post office, and 

from there they go to “Mopsi” to buy a stick of shaving soap. Warren chooses an E. F. Benson 

which is new to him, Sheaves. He goes up to bed at 11 o’clock and writes his diary for yesterday 

and today. Before going to sleep he reads the first two books of Paradise Lost. He goes to sleep 

about at 11:40 p.m. 

February 27 Sunday. Warren goes to church in the morning. Eager preaches a sermon on “the place Bethel.” 

After dinner Warren finishes Benson’s Sheaves. After tea Warren and his father walk around the 

barracks. For supper they finish the cold salmon and afterwards Warren reads George 

Birmingham’s book, Up the Rebels, a book about Sinn Fein. Albert reads the Absalom chapter 

this evening to Warren. The Birmingham book is easy reading, leaving Warren with half an hour 

before bedtime, so he opens a W. W. Jacobs book. After going to bed, Warren reads the third and 

fourth books of Paradise Lost. 

February 28 Monday. After breakfast Warren cleans out a drawer in the little end room and packs his French 

library. After this he works on his kit for Sierra Leone. He also puts together a small number of 

books to take with him. While he is packing, Kelsie calls to invite him to lunch tomorrow, and he 

accepts. After lunch he goes into town to purchase some additions to his traveling library. He 

buys an Everyman Milton, Barchester Towers, and a reprint of selections from the Sevicque 

letters. In Donegall Place he meets Reed, who joined 6
th

 Auxiliary Company, Boulogne, and also 

Whitehouse and Kennedy. They have a long chat. He goes home by rail motor, and on the way 

he has a meeting at the chapter house of the C. D. Railway. In the evening he reads Hyacinth, a 

serious book by George Birmingham. In the evening mail, Warren’s two volumes of Bussy 

Rabutin (Roger de Rabutin) arrives. After Warren turns in for the night, he reads the fifth and 

sixth books of Paradise Lost. 

 

March 1921 

 

March 1 Tuesday. Jack writes to Warren. He meets the Cornish Alfred Hamilton-Jenkin while going into 

College, and they go to Hamilton-Jenkin’s rooms on Merton Street. They talk about The Survey 

of Cornwall by Richard Carew and The Autobiography of a Cornish Smuggler by John Cornish. 

After breakfast Warren reconciles his financial accounts for February. He calls Watterson the 

painter and Elwood the dentist, the former to ask him to send a sign-writer to paint Warren’s 

name on his travel boxes tomorrow and the latter for an appointment for 1:30 today. He cancels 

lunch at Glenmachan, but he will go to Glenmachan for lunch tomorrow instead. He goes into 

town by the 12:30 rail motor, has a drink at the station, then goes on to Royal Avenue—his 

father’s office—where he borrows money from his father for his dental appointment. He has a 

cold lunch at the C.D. Railway Refreshment room and then goes home by rail motor. He reads E. 

F. Benson’s Mammon & Co. at home. This evening Warren reads the seventh and eighth books 

of Paradise Lost. 

March 2 Wednesday. In the early morning, Warren adds his new French books to his catalogue, and after 

that, he reads a volume of Sherlock Holmes until it is time to go to Glenmachan for lunch. He 

arranges to go to Island Magee on Saturday, weather permitting, with Kelsie by the 10:20 train 

and returning by car. Back at the house he spends most of the afternoon making a list of things to 

take to the West Coast. After dinner the sign-writer from Watterson’s arrives, and in less than an 

hour he paints Warren’s name on his trunks. This evening John Greeves visits, and, while John is 

still there, Willie Jaffee arrives. Warren reads two more books of Paradise Lost after going to 

bed. 

March 3 Thursday. After an early breakfast, Warren goes into town by tram shortly after 10:00. He goes 

first to Robinson & Cleaver’s and orders some items for his traveling kit. Then he goes to the 

Liverpool office in Donegall Place and tries to book a berth for Tuesday night but is unable to do 

so. Then he goes to the dentist’s office for a follow-up appointment. He comes home by rail 

motor. Feeling unwell because of the dental appointment, he has a poached egg and a cup of tea 



instead of his usual lunch. He starts reading Smollet’s Roderick Random. He does not continue 

Paradise Lost tonight, going quietly to bed at 10:45, getting to sleep almost immediately. 

March 4 Friday. Jack writes to Leo Baker about Barfield’s poetic piece “Tower,” Baker’s music, his work 

on his essay on Optimism, Baker’s criticisms of “The Wild Hunt,” and Pasley’s £5 College prize 

for a historical essay. Warren spends most of the morning marking collars, shirts, etc., after 

which he reads and finishes Roderick Random. After lunch goes into town by rail motor to the 

Liverpool office to book a berth. He learns that he had been booked for a berth yesterday in spite 

of what they told him. Then he goes to the end of Donegall Quay where the destroyer Malcolm is 

lying. He also sees the Lord Antrim in York Dock. He has a drink at the C. D. Railway and then 

goes home. After dinner Warren tries to read Sir John Mandeville’s travels but gives it up 

because it is tedious. He then reads again The Corner of Harley Street until bedtime. After 

getting into bed, Warren finishes Paradise Lost. 

March 5 Saturday. Warren dresses in his gray suit and Sandhurst tie and then goes into town on the same 

tram with Jimmie Thompson. Kelsie arrives at the station at approximately 10:10 and they get 

corner seats on the 10:20 train. Princess Maud and Burns’ Grouse are the only two boats in 

Larne Harbor. They take the ferry to Island Magee and go to Kelsie’s hut. At the hut they find 

Grundy and Janie McNeill already busy preparing a meal. They enjoy a meal of sandwiches, 

hard-boiled eggs, buns, and tea, and afterwards some good talk. Later Warren returns home by 

train with Grundy, catching the 3:55 with the help of a taxi. They have tea at the N. C. Hotel. 

Then they go home by taxi, with Gundred dropping Warren at the gate. At home Warren goes for 

a walk with Albert in the rain, so their walk is short, going around the Circular Road. After 

supper, Warren starts reading Quiller-Couch’s lectures On the Art of Writing. 

March 6 Sunday. Warren does not go to church today, but does his packing instead. John Greeves arrives 

at Little Lea after church, so he stops packing and they have a glass of sherry each. After dinner 

Warren continues to pack with the assistance of Albert. Warren changes and has tea before going 

to Holywood. Just as they are ready to start, the Hamiltons arrive. Albert produces drinks and 

they toast each other’s voyage. After they leave, Warren and Albert go out for a short walk. On 

his return Warren continues with packing. This evening he finishes Quiller-Couch’s On the Art 

of Writing. After going to bed, Warren reads in William Morris’ Poems by the Way. 

March 7 Monday. This morning Warren gets his books from the bookbinders at Oxford. He calls Elwood 

the dentist and finds that his appointment is for 1:00 p.m. He goes into town by rail motor, and 

has a meeting at the chapter house. Just outside the G.N. Station he meets Willie Greeves. He has 

his tooth problem addressed, and he is supposed to go back tomorrow at 10:30 for the last time. 

He goes home to a late cold lunch at about 2:30 after which he spends an hour arranging a 

gramophone concert for the evening. After that, he starts reading Mark Twain’s Yankee at the 

Court of King Arthur. He hears news from Russia about Bolshevism being smashed. After dinner 

he plays his concert which Albert enjoys. Uncle Gussie calls today with particulars about the 

Appam. Because of the pain due to his dental work, including a headache, he does not read. 

March 8 Tuesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. Burt’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m., to elect a new Secretary 

and set the topics of the papers for the term. Warren goes into town by tram and up to the dentist 

Elwood for the last time. He returns home by rail motor and has a final meeting of the chapter 

house. He finishes packing after lunch, labels his boxes, and drags them downstairs. Kelsie calls 

on the telephone to say goodbye over the phone. Then Warren reads some more of the Yankee at 

the Court of King Arthur. Albert comes home and gives Warren a present of five pounds. Warren 

changes clothes before dinner, a dinner he does not like because it is a beefsteak and kidney pie. 

Gillespie’s taxi arrives at 7:30, and Warren goes into town. Albert accompanies himm to the 

quay. Warren crosses on the old Classic boat in a cabin to himself. He reads a large part of 

William Erskine Russell’s Fifteen Chapters of Autobiography. Before turning in, he eats supper. 

March 9 Wednesday. Warren gets up early and dresses shortly after he arrives in Liverpool, leaves his 

luggage in the storeroom on the landing stage, and has breakfast at the Lime Street Hotel. He 

takes a walk after breakfast and also finishes reading the Russell book. He has a grill at the hotel 

and then takes a taxi to the landing stage, stopping to purchase film and cigarettes. He then gets 



on board and finds his cabin, which has four berths. He leaves from Liverpool at 4:15 p.m., 

traveling out of the Mersey River for Sierra Leone, West Africa, on board the S. S. Appam. 

Before sailing, Warren mails his departure letter to the War Office and a postcard of the ship to 

his father. At 5:30 he books his meals, getting a corner seat at one of the tables. At 11 o’clock 

they hove to off Holyhead breakwater and drop off their pilot. Warren goes to bed at about 

11:30. 

March 10 Thursday. Warren gets up at 7:30 and has a cup of tea. He dresses and has a breakfast of grilled 

herring sausage, bacon, etc. He has a cold lunch at 10:00 a.m. At about 11:00 p.m. they pass a 

pilot boat at anchor somewhere near the Bristol Channel, and they see a steam trawler to 

starboard at about 6 p.m. In the lounge he reads a novel The Inviolable Sanctuary by George A. 

Birmingham and dozes until tea time. After tea he goes for a walk and watches the waves 

breaking over the forecastle. He goes into the smoking room at 6:30 for a short time. He reads 

about half of a book called Jim, the Penman before going to sleep. 

March 11 Friday. Warren gets up at about 7:30 a.m. The typical schedule is to have breakfast at 8:30 a.m., 

lunch at 1 p.m., tea at 4 p.m. and dinner at 7:30. Almost the only amusement on board is to watch 

the sea. After lunch a Colonel and a Major both going to Sierra Leone come to Warren’s cabin 

and introduce themselves to him. After dinner this evening one of the passengers plays the piano 

for about an hour, which Warren enjoys very much. He goes to bed at about eleven-thirty. 

March 12 Saturday. Students are going down today. Jack meets with the Master at 9:00 a.m., receives a 

little homily at Collections, and writes more of his serial letter to Warren about Collections, B. 

A. Wilkinson (former President of the Martlets before Jack), and the Queen. After breakfast 

Warren tries rowing and riding in the gym for some exercise. Their daily routine includes being 

called at about 7:30, bathing and dressing, going to breakfast at 8:30. Then they read or walk in 

the morning, and at about 11 o'clock they go to the smoke room to drink beer. Lunch is served at 

1 o’clock. Then passengers go to their cabins and sleep until tea time. After tea one either walks 

or works out in the gym. By six o'clock or so, people start to drink cocktails before changing 

clothes for dinner, which is at 7:30. After dinner there is generally some music in the lounge 

which passes the time until bedtime, which is at about eleven o'clock. In the afternoon there is a 

boat drill for the crew. After dinner a man plays a violin in the lounge with accompaniment on 

the piano. After the concert Warren has a couple of drinks in the smoke room before turning in. 

Warren goes to bed at about 11 o'clock. 

March 13 Sunday. Jack waits for Pasley in his rooms at Unity House in a lane near the Headington Church, 

and then they go for a walk in a wood. They lunch together on rabbit pie with Mrs. Moore. Jack 

writes more of his serial letter to Warren about Pasley, Pasley’s engagement, and his walk with 

Pasley. There is a worship service on board the Appam in the saloon at 10:30 but Warren does 

not attend. He goes to the gym instead and does some mechanical horse-riding and rowing. He 

starts to read A. F. Pollard’s History of England. After lunch this afternoon they see a school of 

whales on the port bow. They have an excellent dinner tonight, beginning with oysters. After 

dinner Warren enjoys a couple of drinks with a subaltern in the Fusiliers. Warren turns in at 

eleven. They will probably make Sierra Leone next Saturday or Sunday. 

March 14 Monday. Jack receives a letter this morning from William Force Stead, inviting him to visit the 

poet William Butler Yeats. After dinner he goes to Stead’s place on Canterbury Street. They go 

to Yeats’ home at 45 Broad Street where they enter and climb a stairway past a series of “rather 

wicked” William Blake pictures, especially the “Book of Job” and “Paradise Lost” pictures, and 

meet 60-year-old Yeats, his wife, Catholic priest Father Cyril Martindale, and another man who 

does not speak all evening. Jack writes more of his serial letter to Warren about Stead’s letter, 

the meeting with Yeats, and the talk with Yeats on magic and cabbalism. Warren spends some 

time in the gym this morning. In the afternoon Warren takes a few photos, and then he goes to 

the smoke room where he starts to read Arthur Young’s Tour in Ireland. They pass Madeira, an 

island several hundred miles west of the coast of Morocco, during the afternoon. After tea 

Warren plays bridge with Woods, Whittingham, and Dawson. They also play after dinner and 

continue until 1:30 when Warren turns in. 



March 15 Tuesday. After rising at 7:30, Warren goes on deck for a few minutes before breakfast. During 

the morning they pass Grand Canary, part of the Canary Islands. In the afternoon the Chief 

allows Warren to go over the engine room. After dinner they play bridge. Warren goes to bed at 

around midnight. 

March 16 Wednesday. At about 10 o’clock this morning a tramp steamer passes them, going north. Warren 

plays a lot of bridge. Warren goes to the gym after breakfast for exercise and again in the 

evening. He and some friends play bridge until after 3:00 a.m. 

March 17 Thursday. Warren gets up earlier than usual because of the stuffy cabin and walks on the main 

deck before breakfast. Warren sees his first barraconta this morning, then, in the afternoon, a few 

nautilus or “Portuguese Men of War.” They expect to make Sierra Leone on Saturday, or early 

on Sunday morning. 

March 18 Friday. Jack writes more of his serial letter to Warren about a letter from his father, the 

beautiful spring weather, and a pub at Garsington.
5
 While sailing to Sierra Leone, Warren 

meets a barrister called Murphy, son of a Town Councilor, and one who has often worked 

in the same court with Albert. Warren exercises a short time on the rowing machine. In 

the evening he attends a fancy dress ball. 

March 19 Saturday. Hilary Term ends. Jack writes to his father about Warren’s travels to Sierra Leone, his 

recent visit to see Yeats, and his essay “Optimism” going to the typist next week, and he extends 

his serial letter to Warren by writing very briefly about God as “an old gentleman in a blue 

dressing gown.” Warren gets up and bathes. His ship, the S. S. Appam, sights the coast about 

11:30, arrives at Freetown, Sierra Leone, a few minutes after noon. De Smidt comes to meet him, 

they lunch on board, and they leave the Appam at 2:30 in the A.S.C. gig. He goes through 

Customs and then is taken to inspect his new office in the heat. It has a view looking out over the 

harbor and a telescope through which he and others can watch the shipping. They walk up the 

hill to the mess, stopping on the way at the club for a drink. His quarters consist of a bedroom, a 

sitting room, and a bathroom. He goes to dinner at seven-thirty and to bed at ten. 

March 20 Sunday. Jack sees William Force Stead on Broad Street with his wife and a friend. Stead 

sees Yeats again, who invites him and Lewis to visit him again. Yeats says he learned 

magic from Henri Bergson’s sister. Warren wakes up this morning, noticing the absence 

of any freshness in the dawn. He has a servant, whose name is Copra. He has breakfast on 

the veranda from where there is a fine view. He can see roofs, trees, and streets of the 

Mendi part of Krootown, a narrow-necked peninsula known as “King Tom,” and beyond 

that, the wooded hills, stretching out to Lighthouse Point. On the right, he can see the 

harbor, a shopping area, and a bar, plus the state of Bullam in the distance. In the 

evening, he walks up with MacDonald to the H.A.R. Mess on the top of Mt. Aureol 

which is about a three-mile walk. The view from the top of the hill is magnificent and 

worth the climb. Warren meets Major and Mrs. Keyworth. 

March 21 Monday. Jack writes more of his serial letter to his brother about Stead and Yeats, visiting Yeats 

again, Andrew Lang, the Victorian period, and the penchant of the Victorians for selecting one 

great man in each category. Some of this letter is written after March 26, when the second visit to 

Yeats took place. Warren dresses this morning in full khaki drill uniform in order to go and 

report his arrival to the O. C.
6
 Troops, but he will have to go tomorrow. He goes to the office 

with Macdonald, who takes him to the bank and introduces to the manager and also to Styles the 

chief cashier. From there they go to the British and African Trading Company, where he gets his 

record book. When they get back to the office, they start the handing over of supplies. Warren 

tries to read in the afternoon, but it is too hot. He gives up and goes to sleep instead. 

March 22 Tuesday. W. T. Kirkpatrick dies in his sleep. Warren gets up early and dresses up again 

in uniform. After breakfast he meets his servant boy who has lost the keys to the back 
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 Officer Commanding. 



door. He reports to the O. C. Troops at 9:30, a man named Faunce with the rank of 

Colonel Commandant. After this interview he goes down to the office and starts taking 

over the various accounts. Then they go to take over the gig (boat) and find everything 

complete except for one oar. In the afternoon they row in the gig to King Tom peninsula 

for the R. A. Sports. He meets the Governor, Wilkinson and his wife, and also the 

colonial secretary. They row back in the evening. The boats Patani and Gambia put in 

today, and the tramp Hulberson of Los Angeles sails away. 

March 23 Wednesday. Warren goes to the office at about 9:30 and is busy all morning with taking over, 

mostly the M. T. stuff. This afternoon there is a dance at the club which Warren avoids. Instead 

he sits in his bungalow and reads “Comus” and “Lycidas.” He has pineapple for tea. It is guest 

night in the mess this evening, and there is a big crowd: Styles from the bank, the skipper, and 

the No. 1 of the Dwarf, some of the West Africans and others. Warren leaves at midnight. 

March 24 Thursday. Warren rises and has breakfast. The Ekari homeward bound with mail arrives at about 

9 o'clock. Warren spends most of the morning taking over the balance of the M. T. stores. At 

noon he goes out on the Harry to the Ekari for lunch. They have a very good meal. Then Warren 

goes to the mess. He formally takes over today and is now the Officer in Charge of Supplies & 

Transport. In the afternoon he goes to Hill Station by train with Macdonald. Their first call is on 

the O. C. Troops, who gives them a cup of tea and shows them his fowls. They go to the West 

African Regiment. Then they return home. 

March 25 Good Friday. Warren calls today “a whole holiday,” but he does not mention that it is 

Good Friday. He does not go down to the office. He reads some of Jarrocks for the fifth 

or sixth time. After sunset he walks with Macdonald around the hill. They have a farewell 

in the mess for Strong Scobell and Macdonald tonight. Warren goes to bed at midnight. 

March 26 Saturday. Yeats, Jack, and Stead only meet, and they talk of books and literature, 

including William Morris. Yeats appears quite normal this time. Warren gets up and goes 

down in full uniform to the Governor’s house where he signs his name in the book. He 

then goes to the office and writes some letters home, to Blackwell for a copy of George 

Moore’s Abelard and Heloise, to Stewart about his motor bike, and to McGregor’s about 

finances. They lunch on shore after the Zaria arrives and then go back to the office. They 

go on board the Zaria about 3:30. Wilson and Warren leave in the Henry at about 4 

o'clock after saying goodbye to Macdonald, the man he is replacing. They have a very 

small crowd in mess tonight. After mess Warren goes to his bungalow and reads Jarrock 

till about 10:00 p.m., and then goes to bed. 

March 27 Easter Sunday. Warren notes that a good percentage of those he works with go to church, 

but he is not among them. He spends most of the morning moving into Macdonald’s 

quarters. He finishes reading Jarrocks, and he resolves to read through the entire Bible 

during his time in Sierra Leone, doing five pages a day. He returns to his bungalow soon 

after supper. Before going to bed, he looks through his book of English Essays, reading 

one by Hazlitt entitled “On Living to Oneself.” 

March 28 Monday. Jack writes to his father about the death of Kirkpatrick, which Albert had mentioned to 

Jack, Kirk’s influence on him, his debt “as much as one human being can owe another,” Kirk’s 

clarity of thought and helping Jack win a scholarship, writing his condolences to Mrs. 

Kirkpatrick, his essay Optimism, Warren, and the visit to Yeats. On this day, Jack stops at the 

pub in Garsington (mentioned in a later letter).
7
 Warren has the entire day off, apparently the end 

of a four-day holiday for Easter. After breakfast he walks to the office in mufti to see if there is 

anything urgent that requires his attention. He returns to the bungalow where he stays for the 

morning, and he reads novelist and playwright William J. Locke’s (1863-1930) Septimus. After 

the sun sets, Warren walks with Wilson along the Circular Road. At the mess this evening 

Warren is introduced to the Lieutenant of the Dwarf. He reads in his room for an hour or so after 

dinner, and then he goes to bed. 
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March 29 Tuesday. Warren goes to the office in uniform this morning at the usual time. Warren works out 

the pay for tomorrow. He makes out a list of Elder Dempsters code signals, so that he can spot a 

boat while she is still some way off, since he has some duties with arriving and embarking ships. 

In the afternoon he starts Paradise Regained and reads the first book. He sleeps for the rest of the 

afternoon and at sundown goes for a walk. He goes up the old Portuguese tower that was built in 

1702 as a watch place. After dinner in the mess, Warren chats with De Smidt about old times. He 

goes to bed at about eleven. 

March 30 Wednesday. Trinity Term begins. Warren has a busy day at the office. After lunch he goes back 

to the office to pay out salaries. He signs various bills and does not leave the office until 4:35 

which is rather late. He goes to bed at about 11 o'clock. 

March 31 Thursday. Today is the deadline for the Chancellor’s Prize Composition to be sent in. Jack’s 

essay “Optimism” is among the entries. Warren is busy all morning getting his bills ready and 

passing them on to the Command Paymaster. He gets no mail, but the mess gets three days of 

newspapers. In the afternoon he reads the second book of Milton’s Paradise Regained. In his 

Bible reading, he reads the story of Lot. After sundown he goes for a walk around the hill. The 

finals of a tennis tournament took place at Hill Station earlier today. He goes to bed at about 

midnight. 

 

April 1921 

 

April 1 Friday. Warren finishes his end of the month transactions and balances the imprest account 

(probably the petty cash system). He also arranges contract letters for a supply of ice for the 

hospitals for this month. He talks on the phone with the S.M.O. about a sanitary man for 

Wilberforce Hospital. He takes his usual nap after lunch. After tea he goes for a walk with 

Wilson, nearly into Krootown and back, Krootown being the local slum of Freetown and a very 

dangerous place. At the mess tonight they fill Barry’s tennis cup with champagne and send it 

around the table. After dinner he sees lightning in every direction, and at about 11 o'clock it 

begins to rain. 

April 2 Saturday. Warren goes to the office and is met with the news that there is a bad outbreak of 

smallpox in the town. Since not much is happening in the office this morning, he writes a letter 

to Jack. he goes to his bungalow after lunch and finds it invaded by a swarm of bees. But he 

eventually gets rid of them. He takes a nap until tea time and after tea goes for a walk with 

Hanlon. Warren leaves Hanlon at the club on the way home, takes a bath and changes. He goes 

to bed at about 11 o'clock. 

April 3 Sunday. In the morning Warren writes checks for some of his debts. At about 11:10 a.m. the 

Akabo is reported as passing Murrytown, so he tries to get a pass to go on board her but is unable 

to do so. He plays bridge this evening for the first time since his arrival with Sauceau, Wilshire, 

and Cooke. During a nightcap with Sauceau, he discusses the new issue of The Motor Cycle with 

him. 

April 4 Monday. Warren goes to the office earlier than usual this morning because he has a 9:30 meeting 

at Headquarters with the Command Rifle Association. He writes a couple of letters about his 

allowances and about permission to go on board mail boats. He pays salaries to the last two boys 

this morning. He takes an afternoon nap and then reads the fourth and last book of Paradise Lost. 

He also reads a little more of Boswell on Samuel Johnson. After sunset he goes for a walk with 

Wilson. Later he plays bridge with Cooke, Elliot, and Patchell after dinner. 

April 5 Tuesday. Warren goes to the office and spends a couple of hours in writing up the imprest 

account and other items. Then he goes to Hart-Cox’s office and talks with the War Office about 

his missing allowances. He takes a nap and then reads the Bible, finishing Genesis. Then he 

starts Milton’s “Samson Agonistes.” He also reads some of Boswell. After tea he goes for a walk 

with Hanlon. He goes to de Smidt’s quarters before dinner and has a drink with him. He plays 

bridge after dinner with Cooke, Elliot, and Patchell. Then he goes to de Smidt’s quarters where 

there is a drinking meeting taking place on the veranda. He gets to bed very late. 



April 6 Wednesday. Warren stops in at the S.M.O.’s, and Colonel Martin gives him a permit to go on all 

the E. D. ships. Nothing much happens in the office. Warren finishes “Samson Agonistes.” In the 

afternoon he takes a short walk around Tower Hill. After dinner Warren and others sit on the 

veranda. The first tornado arrives after dinner at about 9:30. He goes to bed at about 11:30. 

April 7 Thursday. Little happens in the office today. De Smidt, Poindestre, and Eliot drop in at about 11 

o'clock for conversation. Warren walks back up the hill with them. In the afternoon he reads 

some of Boswell’s Johnson and also “L’Allegro” and “Il Penseroso.” He walks down to the grass 

fields with Wilson after tea. He plays bridge after dinner. After bridge Warren goes with de 

Smidt and has a couple of drinks in his quarters and then goes to bed. 

April 8 Friday. Warren takes a swim before breakfast. Nothing much happens in the office. He writes to 

his father and to the Cashier Southern Command. He takes his nap in the afternoon and after tea 

reads some of Keats. He goes for a walk up Aureol to the pipeline and back with Hanlon. Mess 

at 7:45 today entertains the Colonel who sails for England tomorrow. After dinner Major Traill 

makes a speech about the Colonel and then de Smidt proposes his health on behalf of the 

honorary members. After that they sing “for he’s a jolly good fellow.” 

April 9 Saturday. Warren goes to the office rather early. He arranges to carry out embarkation at 11 

o'clock. He goes to the Appam with Hanlon in a hired boat at 11 o'clock. Proceedings on board 

are cheery. Colonel and Wilshire offer drinks all around. After several drinks they have lunch on 

board after the passenger lunch is over, a lunch for five: Traill, de Smidt, Mackie, Styles and 

Warren. They have a lunch of potted herring, cold roast mutton, mashed potatoes, Melton 

Mowbray pie, biscuit and cheese, and coffee. They go up the hill to the club in hammocks, where 

they have more drinks, getting up to the mess in time for a swim before mess. Tonight is an 

unofficial guest night in the mess. Warren goes to bed soon after dinner. 

April 10 Sunday. Warren goes for a swim before breakfast and then walks to the office in mufti. He 

spends the morning reading Boswell and drinking beer. In the evening he writes his diary and 

reads his allotted portion of the Bible. After that he is asked to play tennis by Wilson, Patchell, 

and Elliot. Elliot asks him to challenge Major Ahearn and Reynolds to a rubber of bridge, which 

doesn’t end in success. Warren sits up talking with Barry and Patchell until about half past one. 

April 11 Monday. Warren continues his daily Bible reading, arriving at “a rather tedious portion” of the 

Bible, undoubtedly the latter part of Exodus. He catalogues information about incoming and 

outgoing ships. In the afternoon he reads Boswell, finishing the first volume. He takes his usual 

afternoon’s nap. He goes for a walk alone around Tower Hill, and after that he swims with Barry 

and Wilson. After mess he plays bridge with Barry against Cooke and Patchell. He goes to bed at 

11:30 after a quiet evening. 

April 12 Tuesday. As Warren is going down to the office,  Traill tells him to stop Hanlon from leaving for 

Port Lokkoh. Warren arranges for the Ford van to be kept under a canvas shack at Lower 

Commissariat. In the evening he goes for a walk with Rose up Aureol, through Kortright to 

Leicester Crossroads, at the base of Leicester Park, and from there to home, a distance of about 3 

½ miles. After mess he plays bridge with Patchell, Cooke, and Elliot. He goes to bed early. 

April 13 Wednesday. In the morning Warren convenes a board to deal with the newly arrived quarterly 

supplies from the Eboe. After the board, he recruits the French Company, Wilson, Barry, and 

Porteus of the W.A.R. to enjoy a bottle of lager apiece. This evening Warren inspects some flour 

down at the cook house. He thinks he wants to get a monkey as a pet. He goes to bed at 1:00 a.m. 

April 14 Thursday. In the morning Warren draws money from the bank to pay the salaries of the staff and 

then takes the Ford van to show to de Smidt its condition. He arranges to send a launch up to 

Port Lokkoh on Monday for Hutchinson of the R.A.M.C. who is said to have been gored by a 

bush cow. In the afternoon he reads Boswell and then reads some of The Open Road. He has a 

swim before dinner. After mess he plays bridge. They then talk about the rights of man, and he 

goes to bed at 1:30 a.m. 

April 15 Friday. Warren goes down to the office earlier than usual because of a ship’s arrival. He goes out 

to the ship and gets a fine meal. After lunch he writes his diary and continues his Bible reading, 

which reaches Leviticus, which, he says, does not “add to one’s love of the Jews.” After that he 



reads Century of English Essays until 3:00 p.m. when he returns to the office to pay the Carrier 

Corps. He swims in the evening with Thompson and his relief, a man called Brettel. He plays 

bridge. He goes to bed at 11:30 p.m.  

April 16 Saturday. In the morning Warren writes a report on the state of the Ford box car, and de Smidt 

comes to inspect it. He tells Warren to come up to H.Q. with him and bring the report with him, 

which lasts until noon. Warren is to write another report explaining that the car is unsuitable for 

the work and therefore the proposed reduction in the strength of the Carrier Corps cannot take 

place. Immediately thereafter he goes to lunch. He plays bridge after dinner with Shiel against 

Horner. Warren goes to bed at 10:30. 

April 17 Sunday. After breakfast Warren spends a couple of hours reading the newspapers and periodicals 

which arrived yesterday. After this he goes back to his bungalow and reads his diary. After lunch 

Warren takes a nap at 1:30 and sleeps until ten minutes to four. After tea he reads the Bible and 

is nearing the end of the book of Leviticus. He also reads some more Boswell and then some of 

Lamb’s Essays of Elia. After that he goes for a walk around Tower Hill. He chats this evening 

with the new C.R.A. (perhaps Command Rifle Association). Warren goes to bed at 10 p.m. 

April 18 Monday. Warren goes for a swim in the morning and then down to the office rather late. He 

writes a report on the proposed reduction in the strength of the Carrier Corps
8
 this morning, and 

then takes it to de Smidt for him to review. After returning to his office, he checks over the 

supply issues. Warren is unable to sleep this afternoon, so he reads Boswell until tea time. At ten 

to four he starts out alone around the Aureol-Kortright walk to see if some hard exercise will 

help him feel better. His walk lasts one hour and twenty minutes. He gets a rubdown and then 

goes for a swim with Hanlon. After mess Warren plays bridge against Brettel. He goes to bed at 

11:30 p.m. 

April 19 Tuesday. Warren takes a swim this morning. Also in the morning he writes a long letter to Mrs. 

Simpson. He takes a nap in the afternoon, and after tea reads some of A. C. Benson’s 

autobiography The House of Quiet. He reads his allotted portion of the Bible and is still nearing 

the end of the book of Leviticus, finding it dreadfully boring. He walks part of the way to 

Leicester Crossroads. After mess he plays bridge. After that he attends a gathering in de Smidt’s 

quarters which breaks up very late. 

April 20? Wednesday. Jack writes to his brother about his diary languishing,
9
 the start of term, a recent 

rendition of Macbeth at Maureen’s school, the coal strike, sawing wood, Milton, the Bible, the 

Hebrews as “Class A primitives,” and asking whether Warren is getting The Times Literary 

Supplement. Warren has little to do in the office, but he writes a further report to de Smidt about 

the Ford car. He sleeps as usual in the afternoon and reads some more of the The House of Quiet. 

After tea he goes for a walk with Wilson around Tower Hill. In the mess at guest night he sees 

that Porteus of the West African Regiment is in. He plays bridge after dinner. After bridge is 

over, he attends a very cheery gathering in de Smidt’s room, which lasts quite late. He gets to 

bed at 2 a.m. 

April 21 Thursday. Albert Lewis writes to Warren about the funeral arrangements for Kirkpatrick. Warren 

swims in the morning. He takes Ben John, who is going to be the driver of the Ford van, to see 

de Smidt. After sleeping in the afternoon he start The Letters of Horace Walpole, Earl of Oxford. 

After dinner he plays bridge. He goes to bed fairly early. 

April 22 Friday. Warren is up early and swims. He does not have a lot to do in the office this morning. He 

makes arrangements about a supply office on the ship Akabo tomorrow, and he staffs a 

contractor about the brand of flour he is supplying to the R.A.S.C. He goes to the club in the 

morning. After lunch he sleeps and then swims. He then walks to the club again. They stay there 

until it is too late to go to the mess for dinner, so they dine at “George’s.” He returns to his 

quarters after dinner. 
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April 23 Saturday. Jack writes to his father about the weather, Albert’s health, the strike, a Pepys 

quotation, Kirk’s funeral, the idea of annihilation as unthinkable, Warren’s letter, Warren being 

pleased with his billet, and the lack of news about his essay Optimism. Warren spends a busy 

morning down at the office getting up the carriers for kit etc. At about 11:45 he goes up to the 

club. Barry and Hanlon are there, preparing for their voyage. At about two o'clock the meeting 

adjourns to George’s for lunch. Warren returns to his bungalow and takes his usual nap. He 

wakes and goes to the club for tea. As they are having tea, the Akabo rounds Murrytown. Warren 

goes to the Akabo and boards her in the Harry with Mackie and Barry at dusk. Warren meets the 

ship’s doctor, a Dublin man who knows a mutual friend. They have a drink or two together, and 

then Barry and Hanlon buy Warren dinner. 

April 24 Sunday. Warren skips breakfast because he feels unwell. He resolves to drink no more than three 

drinks per day. After an afternoon nap Warren goes for a walk in the Kissy direction to the East 

with Wilson. After supper he reads some more Walpole until about 11 p.m. when he goes to bed. 

April 25 Monday. As Warren is getting up, he hears an anchor chain running out and guesses it is the 

Ebani. He arrives at the office about 8:45 and goes out in the launch with Mackie. Falle is one of 

the passengers, as is McLellan. They sit in Lower Commissariat until their kit is through the 

customs, and after 12 o'clock de Smidt and Warren get away in the box car. In the afternoon 

Warren sleeps for two hours after which he has tea and then walks with the Colonel and Woods 

around the grass fields for about a one-and-a-half hour walk. After dinner Warren reads some 

more Walpole for an hour and then goes to Major de Smidt’s quarter where he has a couple of 

whiskeys and soda and some good conversation. He goes to bed at 11:30. 

April 26 Tuesday. There is little for Warren to do in the office this morning, but he works at a succession 

of small jobs until twelve o'clock. McLellan comes in to see about getting some rations. 

McLellan invites Warren to visit him and his wife whenever he wishes. This afternoon Warren 

begins R. N. Benson’s novel The Dawn of All. After tea, Warren walks around Kortright with 

Woods. After mess he talks with Falle about the condition of the boats and their stores. Warren 

goes to bed at 11:15. 

April 27 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in a special meeting in Mr. Huskinson’s rooms to elect three 

people. Warren is fairly busy today getting ready for payday, and he is beginning to get his office 

in order in preparation for Falle’s threatened inspection. After lunch Warren has his hair cut by a 

sapper. He finishes reading The Dawn of All this afternoon. After tea he walks to King Tom with 

Woods, then he walks back again and loses his way. He has two whiskeys with de Smidt and 

goes to bed at 11:15 p.m. 

April 28 Thursday. Warren goes to the hospital where he is vaccinated by Reynolds. He has a very 

pleasant morning in the office. The McLellans look in, and Warren chats with Mrs. McLellan 

while her husband is getting his gramophone through the customs. Warren is invited to lunch at 

the McLellans on Sunday. After lunch Warren goes to the garrison library for the first time. 

Poindestre is there and reminds Warren that he is to dine with him on Saturday night. He checks 

out from the library Sonia Married by Stephen McKenna, Mrs. Ames by E. F. Benson, and Poor 

Relations by Compton McKenzie. He reads the latter with many laughs during the afternoon and 

evening. He goes to bed at 11:15. 

April 29 Friday. Warren’s first job is to go to the bank and draw the pay. In the afternoon he goes to the 

office at 3 o'clock and pays salaries, all except the fifteen carriers who will be paid tomorrow. 

After he returns from the office Warren finishes reading Mrs. Ames. After that Warren goes for a 

walk around Tower Hill. He goes to bed at 11:55 p.m. 

April 30 Saturday. Because of his light schedule this morning, Warren is fairly busy in the office for the 

first part of the morning, paying out stray carriers etc. He writes a letter to Jack. He doesn’t do 

anything much in the afternoon except pack a suitcase for his visit to the West African Regiment. 

Warren and Shiel, Warren’s right-hand man, get to the West African Regiment mess at about 

7:20 after some car troubles. They have dinner at 7:45. The dinner is a thick soup, barraconta, 

rissoles, chicken and vegetables, apricots on pastry, and herrings rois on toast, plus Heidsick Dry 



Monopole wine. After dinner they talk in the billiard room. He goes to bed about 12:30 after 

splitting a bottle of bubbly with Poindestre in his room. 

 

May 1921 

 

May 1 Sunday. After a good breakfast Warren drives the Ford van to his office. He goes to the mess by 

chair and sits on the veranda until it’s time to go up Aureol for lunch with the McLellans. He 

starts for the McLellans at quarter past twelve. He arrives at the McLellan bungalow at about one 

o’clock. They have lunch together, with a cup of good coffee and a glass of port afterwards. 

McLellan shows Warren his collection of photos. Warren leaves at about 2:45. After supper this 

evening he has his first chat with Falle and then plays bridge with Major Ahearn Elliot and 

Brettel. He goes to bed at 11:45 p.m. 

May 2 Monday. Warren is disappointed that there is, once again, no news from home. At 9 o’clock 

Warren goes with Falle who begins his supply inspection with a visit to the bakery. Then they go 

to Monnodu Alie’s butchery. They next go to the office where they look at some of the figures, 

and he inspects the clerk’s office. Then Warren takes him all through the stores. Falle is quite 

satisfied with what he sees with the exception of the meat. In the afternoon Warren goes to the 

library, returns some books, and checks out Zulieka Dobson, Demi-gods by James Stephens and 

Thorley Weir by E. F. Benson. He starts reading Demi-gods. After tea he goes for a walk with 

Woods around King Tom peninsula and along the seashore. He goes to bed at 11:45. 

May 3 Tuesday. Warren takes a look at the swimming bath. Then he goes to the office and has a pretty 

busy morning there, dealing with several little problems and doing stocktaking. Warren finishes 

his work at the office at 12:35. He writes to his father, expressing his unhappiness at spending 

seven weeks in Sierra Leone without a word from him. In the afternoon he finishes E. F. 

Benson’s Thorley Weir. After tea he goes for a walk with Woods around the Cline Town 

peninsula. Warren tries to read Zuleika Dobson tonight but cannot manage it. He gets to bed at 

12:30. 

May 4 Wednesday. At the office, Warren learns that a launch he hired from a white man called Davis is 

to be ready by 11 a.m. It isn’t, so he spends more than an hour hunting for the launch. In the end 

the party gets away at 3:00 p.m. This morning Major Falle inspects the transport part of Warren’s 

work and is pretty well pleased with all he sees. In the afternoon Warren reads Joseph Conrad for 

the first time, choosing a short story called Typhoon. He likes Conrad. It is guest night in the 

mess at dinner. Warren plays bridge after mess. After that he goes to de Smidt’s room, where 

there is a gathering with drinks. He goes to bed at 2 a.m. 

May 5 Thursday. The Martlets meet in Mr. P. O. Simpson’s rooms, with Jack presiding as President, 

probably at 8:00 p.m. Jack calls upon Mr. Edgar F. Carritt to read his paper on “Minor 

Symptoms of Taste in the 18
th

 century.” The discussion on Homer, Charles Lamb, William 

Morris, Jane Austen, and John Masefield is supported mainly by Carritt and Jack. They adjourn 

at about 10:30 p.m. Warren starts the day with a swim. At eleven o'clock he goes with Falle and 

Shiel to the Thistle. A cheerful crowd in the wardroom has a drink together, and then the 

Commander takes them to the Abinsi in his motor boat. The Abinsi takes de Smidt, Justice, Cook, 

Woods and C. Thompson. The group leaves Abinsi at noon and goes back to Thistle for lunch. 

After lunch they sit on deck. The chief takes Warren to the engine room to see its capabilities. 

They go ashore at 3:00 p.m. Warren and Shiel stop at the club and drink a half-bottle of beer. 

When Warren returns to the mess, he learns that Thomas has been admitted to the hospital this 

afternoon. He plays bridge after dinner and goes to bed at 11 p.m. 

May 6 Friday. Since today is the anniversary of the King’s Accession, they hear a twenty-one gun salute 

from Thistle and also one from the battery at King Tom. Warren sends letters to all units this 

morning about rations. McLellan comes in this morning and invites Warren to tea on Sunday, 

which he accepts. Warren stops at the club on his way up the hill and meets Coverdale, the 

A.D.C. for the first time. In the afternoon he starts a new Conrad book, The Rescue. Warren 

plays bridge this evening with Major Ahearn, Reynolds, and Sauceau. He goes to bed at 11:15. 



May 7 Saturday. The Senate of Cambridge University resolves to construct a new library,
10

 which may 

be part of the inspiration for Jack’s incomplete story called “The Dark Tower.” Warren has a 

very busy morning in the office, including squaring the imprest account. Just as he is getting 

ready to leave the office, E. D.s phone to say that Zaria is coming in at 4 p.m., so Warren has to 

get ice carriers etc. Warren stops on the way up the hill at the club, where he sees Redway and 

lends him the gig to call on H.M.S. Thistle. In the afternoon Warren finishes The Rescue. After 

that he skims through The Rivals again. He goes to bed at 11:15 p.m. 

May 8 Sunday. With little to do, Warren spends a dull morning lounging from one room to another and 

reading a little of book after book, including a couple of short stories by Conrad from a 

collection of three called Twixt Land and Sea. At about 11:30 a.m. one of the Amsterdam boats, 

the Oberon, arrives. In the afternoon Warren goes to McLellan’s. Before tea they play a race 

game with model fences etc. and horses. Warren walks back with Stokes and arrives just five 

minutes before the gate closes. He goes to bed at 12:30. 

May 9 Monday. Jack writes to his father about the weather, his study of Roman history, Warren’s living 

circumstances in Sierra Leone, and the lack of news about his essay Optimism, thanking him for 

some money that Albert sent. He is reading Tacitus again. The Times reports a riot in Aldershot 

by 2,000 Reservists with a red flag. Warren gets an amusing letter from Jack in the form of a 

diary about the happenings of Oxford, which he enjoys immensely. It is probably the letter of 

April 20. He spends a busy morning worrying people about rationing. He decides to recommend 

bacon, cheese, margarine, and four ounces of meat for commutation. In the afternoon he reads 

Charles Lamb and also some of his Century of English Essays. He also copies the twelfth chapter 

of Ecclesiastes into his table book. After mess he plays bridge with Major Ahearn, Elliot, and 

Shiel. He goes to bed at about 11:45 p.m. 

May 10 Tuesday. Jack writes to Warren about the coal strike, the calling up of the reserves, the sack of 

Aldershot, the new term, Pasley’s future in-laws, Baker coming back up to Wadham, magic, tea 

at Carlyles in Holywell, continuing his letter into May 11 about Kirk on Aristotle, the bike ride, 

Milton, Warren’s puzzle, and Dr. Macran’s visit. He has recently had tea with the Carlyles at 

their home on Holywell, and he recommends Alphonse Daudet’s L’Immortel. Hart-Cox, Stokes 

and Warren Lewis are the only people in to breakfast. After lunch Warren gets a phone call from 

his father, Albert Lewis, saying that he is well and that Warren’s photograph albums have not 

reached home. At about 2 o'clock he goes to Upper Commissariat where Falle, Gallidge, and 

Warren talk about the ration business. After tea Falle and Warren walk down to the Sanspit 

Wharf and from there round to their own wharf. He goes to bed at 11 o'clock.  

May 11 Wednesday. Jack spends part of the morning in the Union with the Rev. Dr. Frederick Macran 

and others. Macran expounds on Aquinas, modernism, William Force Stead’s religious position, 

and the divinity of Christ (stating that Christ was only a man). Hamilton Jenkin appears after 

lunch and invites Jack on a bike ride. Jack accepts, and they stop at Garsington for a drink. They 

see Sidney Groves of Univ., investigate an old windmill near Wheatley, and ride over Shotover 

Hill past English barns and haystacks. They come near the house where the first Mrs. Milton 

once lived. Jack responds to a puzzle from Warren about Comus. This afternoon Jack is visited 

by Dr. Macran, the atheist priest from Childrey. Warren goes to the office in the morning. His tea 

board assembles at 11 o’clock, with Wilson serving as president. In the afternoon he tries to read 

one of Eden Phillpot’s Devonshire stories but soon gives it up in favor of Walpole’s letters. 

When he finishes reading, he copies Walpole’s opinion of Boswell into his commonplace book. 

Tonight is guest night in the mess. Warren goes to bed at 12 o'clock. 

May 12 Thursday. Warren goes to the office and works on a scheme for tightening up the Carrier Corps. 

In the afternoon he reads a collection of short stories called Those Who Smiled and Other Stories 

by Percival Gibbon. After tea he goes for a short walk with the Colonel Hart-Cox and Patchell. 

After mess he reads The Price of Things by Elinor Glyn. He goes to bed at 11:45. 
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May 13 Friday. Warren is busy most of the morning in getting out a timetable scheme for the Carrier 

Corps when returning from jobs. He writes to all units about incorrectly completed carriers’ 

notes. At about 11 a.m. McLellan, Chrystal, and Robinson arrive, wanting to be sent off to the 

Dwarf, so Warren calls for the gig. As he is leaving the office a demand comes for a launch to 

take Major Falle to Port Lokkoh. He looks in at the club on his way. He returns to the office at 

2:30 and arranges for the hire of the Elsa to take the party to Lokkoh at 8 a.m. and to bring them 

back on Thursday. After that he pays the Carrier Corps their salaries. Then he has tea at the club 

on the way up the hill. He buys a half-dozen bottles of duty free smuggled gin from the Dwarf 

today. Warren plays bridge this evening. He goes to bed at 11:15 p.m. 

May 14 Saturday. This morning the S.S. Biafra arrives with mail, but there is nothing for Warren. At 8:30 

a.m. he starts up to Aureol Detention Barracks. He returns to the office later and has to address 

the problem about having enough ice. In the afternoon  he reads a book called Thomas (1918) by 

H. B. Cresswell, which begins, “In my experience the most difficult question a man is called 

upon to decide is whether he shall, or shall not, marry.” He plays bridge after dinner. He goes to 

bed at 11 p.m. 

May 15 Sunday. Warren spends a dull morning at the office. At about 11 o'clock he goes for a short walk 

with Shiel, stopping at the Officer’s Club at the end of the walk. After lunch he goes to Upper 

Commissariat about a burglary, and after that he goes for a walk with Falle around King Tom 

peninsula. They finish at the club, and afterwards they have tea in Falle’s quarters. After supper 

Warren plays bridge with Ahearn, Shiel, and Stokes. Before going to bed he climbs to the top of 

the old Portuguese tower. He goes to bed at 11 p.m. 

May 16 Monday. At about 10:30 a.m. Warren goes to the office with Shiel. Then he goes to the wharf 

and takes two photos perfect ships, one of Dwarf and the other of Thistle. They then go back to 

the club where they have drinks. Warren has tea at the club with Shiel and then walks down to 

see a soccer game. After the match they walk to the club and have a drink and then go home to 

dinner. He plays bridge after dinner. He goes to bed at midnight. 

May 17 Tuesday. Warren sends Falle and company for Port Lokkoh at 9 a.m. and then goes to Upper 

Commissariat and returns to his office. The Prasher arrives at 11 a.m., and Patchell, Shiel and 

Warren go aboard. They have lunch on board. After lunch they go to the Thistle with 

McCrossan, the doctor of the Prasher, where they have a drink and then go on shore. Warren 

then settles down to do some work in the office. He has tea at the club and then goes home. He 

changes clothes and then reads some of Departmental Ditties for half an hour. He plays bridge 

after dinner and goes to bed at 10:30. 

May 18 Wednesday. Warren goes to Upper Commissariat and arranges with McLellan for the loan of 

some space for Poindestre whom he has asked to dinner tonight. Then he goes to Lower 

Commissariat and signs a few papers. After lunch he inspects P.D.’s quarter and finds everything 

O.K. He also finishes Rider Haggard’s The Witch’s Head. Poindestre arrives at about 7:50 and 

they rush to get changed in time for mess. After dinner they drink a bottle of Ayala apiece. After 

dinner they play bridge. He goes to bed at 12:30. 

May 19 Thursday. Warren’s first job is to go over to King Tom and hand over the Naval Stores to the 

Chief of Thistle. He goes by boat. After an hour he returns to his office. Then he goes to Upper 

Commissariat and from there to the club. At about 12 o’clock Warren goes on board Dwarf with 

Reynolds and Hutchinson for a luncheon party, preceded by several drinks in the wardroom. 

Warren has tea at the club and then back in his quarters he tries to read different books. He reads 

James Stephen’s Demigods for the second time today. 

May 20 Friday. At 9:30 Warren presides over a court of inquiry into the loss of some stores down at 

Tower Hill battery. He then walks down the hill and does the work in his office. On his way 

from the office he stops in at the club and finds Mrs. McLellan. In the afternoon, Warren takes a 

nap. Later on he walks down with Falle to the jetty. They go into the club and find a wireless 

signal to the club from Dwarf. After dinner he sits and talks with Falle and Rose. Before going to 

bed he takes a dip in the partially filled swimming bath and then goes to bed at 10:30 p.m. 



May 21 Saturday. The Bassa arrives from Norfolk, Virginia with Warren’s flour reserve on board. He 

goes to Upper Commissariat at 9:00 a.m. Falle and Warren then walk to Lower Commissariat 

and discuss the redistribution of the Carrier Corps. In the afternoon he reads a book lent him by 

Falle, The Salving of a Derelict (1907) by Maurice Drake. After the sun had gone down Warren 

walks down to the wharf. He stops in at the club on his way up the hill and has a drink. Then he 

goes to the mess and changes clothes for dinner. He plays bridge after dinner. He goes to bed at 

11 o'clock. 

May 22 Sunday. While Warren is at breakfast, the Mere line Rabymere arrives. After breakfast he goes to 

his bungalow and puts on a vest before going to the jetty with Falle. They walk about the harbor 

for a bit and then back to the club where there is the usual Sunday morning gathering. Then they 

slowly go up the hill to their quarters. After lunch Warren borrows the key of the Company 

office from Falle and selects three books, A Duchess of France by Paul Waineman, Many 

Inventions by Rudyard Kipling, and The House of the Dead by Fyodor Dostoevsky. In the 

afternoon he reads Many Inventions and enjoys it as much as ever. After tea he goes to the club. 

He plays bridge after supper and goes to bed at 11 o'clock. 

May 23 Monday. Jack extends his letter to Warren and finishes it. The coal strike is still going, 

and the Japanese prince has visited Oxford. Warren goes to a conference at Upper 

Commissariat at 9:15 a.m. with Falle, Stokes, and McLellan to discuss the secret 

proposals for the withdrawal of the outposts from Lokkoh and Mabauta. His job is to 

draw up comparative statements of the R.A.S.C. cost of maintaining these companies 

there and at Freetown. Without much routine work to do he is able to devote most of his 

time to it. After lunch Warren returns to the office, and he continues with his figuring, 

this time to find the cost of rail transport between Hill Station and Water Street. He does 

not go down to the club this evening but has a drink with Falle on the veranda of his 

quarters. After mess he chats on the veranda of the mess for a bit and then goes to Falle’s 

quarters for a gramophone concert, hearing “Mikado,” then a Chopin Nocturne, then a 

selection from some opera, and finally a Regimental march. He leaves at 12:15 a.m. 

May 24 Tuesday. Jack wins the Chancellor’s English Essay Prize for his essay on “Optimism.” He 

sends a telegram to his father today about the prize. The prize is worth £20. Brundrit of Wadham 

College takes second place, a man who inclines to the Bolshevik left. Warren dresses in mufti 

after having had a swim. He has breakfast after most others breakfasted at 6 a.m. preparatory to a 

parade on the grass fields. He starts to read Fyodor Dostoevsky The House of the Dead, an 

account of prison life in Siberia. Brettell comes in, so Warren puts away his book and walks 

down to the office, then to the club. In the afternoon he takes a nap. After tea and a swim he 

takes a walk that finishes at the club. He entertains Shiel with gin & water in his quarters. He 

goes to bed at 11:45 p.m. 

May 25 Wednesday. Warren goes for a swim before breakfast and then down to the office at the usual 

time. While there for half an hour seeing Elliot about dumping some dud ammunition, he goes 

from there on to Upper Commissariat to talk with Major Falle. The first job there is to revise the 

statement of the employment of the Carrier Corps here and in the protectorate, which they 

accomplish. Then they start on the supply demands for the year. At 11:30 he goes back to the 

office and signs a few documents. In the afternoon he finishes Dostoevsky’s The House of the 

Dead. Warren goes to the club this evening with Elliot. He goes to bed at midnight. 

May 26 Thursday. Warren doesn’t arrive at the office until 9:15 this morning and finds a large amount of 

work to do. He deals with the supply demand question until Gullidge discovers that it is based on 

eleven months instead of twelve. Because it is too hot to do anything, Warren lies on his bed and 

sweats. As soon as the sun goes down he goes for a swim but learns that someone has emptied 

the swimming bath. Today he starts Paul Waineman’s A Duchess of France (1915). When it gets 

a little cooler, he goes for a walk up Aureol with Falle. After mess he plays bridge. 

May 27 Friday. At 8:30 Warren goes with Colonel Patchell and Hart-Cox in the gig to Zaria. Patchell 

leaves today on the Zaria. They open a bottle of Pommery & Greno before leaving the ship. He 

sees quite a number of visitors in the office, including Falle, McLellan, and Major Traill. Warren 



stops at the club on his way up the hill. In the afternoon he continues A Duchess of France. He 

has tea with Falle, which includes bread, sardines, and biscuits. After that Falle and Warren go 

on the Kortright-Leicester Crossroads walk. After mess he talks service gossip with Falle. After 

Falle has gone to bed, the Colonel advises Warren to take a tour of duty in Hong Kong. He gets 

to bed at midnight. 

May 28 Saturday. Warren goes to the office and has a very busy day. He has a lot of requisitions and 

chits to be signed, and then he convenes a court of justice. Momo Kemp is brought before him 

for being absent from work and is fined four days copper. After that he interviews Mr. Phillips of 

the S. L. Coaling Company about the line of a tug for towing targets for the artillery and 

embodies the result into a letter to O.C.A.S.C. Then he has to check every figure on the supply 

reduction demand. Then he goes to the club for iced beer. After lunch he reads his book until tea 

time. He again has tea with the Major and hears a record or two on his gramophone. After that he 

walks with Major Falle to Cotton Tree where Falle catches the train to spend the weekend with 

the Faunces. He changes clothes at 6:30 and at 7 goes to George’s with Sauceau, Elliot, and 

Stokes. He goes to bed at 11 p.m. 

May 29 Sunday. Jack writes to his father about the Chancellor’s English Essay Prize, the Mugger (who is 

delighted that a Univ. man won the prize), a letter from Blackwell offering to publish the essay 

on Optimism, and getting a copy to his father. He learns that letters to Warren are going astray 

“at the world’s end.” Jack has written to Heinemann’s about the same topic, since Heinemann’s 

has the right of first refusal of Jack’s next publication. Jack is reading John Henry Newman’s 

Loss and Gain. Warren goes in to breakfast. Later he walks down to Lower Commissariat with 

Shiel and at about 10:30 they go to the club. Hood, Ginger, and Coverdale also arrive. Warren 

leaves at about 11:30, stops at his billet to put on a tie, and then goes to Aureol to have lunch 

with the McLellans. Stokes is there too. We have a meal of curried prawns, rissoles and 

vegetables, fruit, macaroni cheese, coffee, and port. After lunch Major and Mrs. Keyworth and 

some of the West Africans arrive, and they play the race game until tea time. Tea is on a very 

lavish scale with pate du fois gras (fattened duck or goose liver) sandwiches and other items. In 

the evening he plays bridge. He has a few drinks with Shiel afterwards. He goes to bed at 11:30 

p.m. 

May 30 Monday. When Warren gets to the office his first job is to draw out some money for paying 

salaries. After the money is deposited in the safe, he goes to Upper Commissariat with the supply 

demand figures for the Major. When he returns to the office, he writes a letter about the target 

touring business. Then he works on the Port Lokkoh and Mabanta withdrawal scheme. Since it is 

after twelve o’clock, he goes to the mess for lunch, stopping at the club on the way. Falle asks 

for the gig at 2:30 to be rowed out to have a look at the American schooner. Warren is back in 

the office by 1:10 p.m. and finishes the Lokkoh affair by half past two. Warren finishes in the 

office at 4:30. Warren has tea alone. He plays bridge in the evening. He goes to bed at 11:30 p.m. 

May 31 Tuesday. The Appam drops anchor at 7 a.m., and Warren, Horner, and Ahearn go out to the 

Appam to get on board. They adjourn to the smoking room. Col. Hastings of the West African 

regiment is one of the arrivals. Falle leaves at about 9:30, and they attend to the business of 

booking berths etc. They then go on shore. Falle comes to the office to see Warren about a hair-

brained scheme of the G.O.C.’s for towing his car up to Lokkoh by barge. He goes to the club at 

11:45 and finds most of the newcomers being inaugurated into Sierra Leone life. He has tea with 

Falle and after that goes for a walk with him up Mt. Aureol. He plays bridge this evening. He 

goes to bed at 11:20 p.m. 

 

June 1921 

 

June 1 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in the Senior Common Room, probably at 8:00 p.m., as the 

Senior Honorary Members entertain the Society. The Secretary, Mr. Watling, reads a paper on 

Parody. Jack presides as President. Warren’s first task is to go to the bank and cash a check. He 

then gives Styles some money for a ticket in his sweep. From there he goes to the African 



Company where he buys an umbrella, a pipe, and some other items. He then does some 

stocktaking and finds everything correct. He pays the Carrier Corps their salaries at 11:30. He 

learns the news that Kirkpatrick has died in his sleep on the night of March 22. 

June 2 Thursday. After Warren goes to the office, Falle comes down to the office and institutes a new 

logbook for the box car and the ambulance. Warren purchases a mango monkey from a local 

Sierra Leone boy. Shiel and Warren have decided to buy their own drinks and keep them in 

Warren’s bungalow, thereby avoiding problems with those who try to get free drinks from them. 

He goes to bed at 11:00 p.m. 

June 3 Friday. Instead of rising early to celebrate the king’s birthday, Warren dresses in mufti and goes 

to Lower Commissariat. Then he goes to Upper Commissariat and arranges for the Major’s 

correspondence, and then he returns to his bungalow. He spends the morning reading. During the 

afternoon he takes the monkey out and ties her up to the tree outside the bungalow. After mess, 

he goes with Rose and Shiel to Government house for a large dinner gathering. He goes to bed 

about midnight. 

June 4 Saturday. Warren does a little work in the morning in the office, especially returning some 

money to the bank. He does nothing much in the afternoon. He then takes a swim and has tea 

with the Major. The two of them go down to the jetty at 4:30 p.m. They go on board the Palma. 

June 5 Sunday. In the mail Warren gets two Corps Journals and an amusing letter from Jack. Falle and 

Warren go to the R. M. S. Elmina at 10 o’clock. Then they walk up the hill, and Warren returns 

to his shack. He takes a nap at about three o'clock. he then settles down to read Boswell instead 

of trying to get any more sleep. After tea he has a swim and stays there until it rains. Warren 

plays bridge. Reynolds and Shiel go to Warren’s bungalow for a nightcap. He goes to bed at 

11:30. 

June 6 Monday. Warren takes the money which he had overdrawn to the bank this morning and on his 

way back purchases a new umbrella. He spends most of the morning balancing and checking the 

imprest account. Shiel and Warren sit up for some time talking in Warren’s shack. 

June 7 Tuesday. Warren rescues Falle on King Tom this morning where he had been marooned. Warren 

checks over the imprest account this morning and completes transport regulations. In the 

afternoon he reads some Boswell and sleeps. After tea he writes his diary and takes a swim. In 

the evening he plays bridge. Shiel has a nightcap with Warren before turning in. 

June 8 Wednesday. Warren goes to the swimming bath as usual this morning, but he decides not to 

swim. He goes to the office at the usual time. He writes a troublesome letter for the War Office 

about the clothing of the Carrier Corps. He closes the imprest account for May this morning, and 

it balances. In the afternoon he reads the first two books of Paradise Lost. After tea Warren 

swims instead of going for a walk. Falle comes in before dinner and has a couple of whiskey and 

sodas with him. After mess Warren plays a rubber of bridge with Shiel, Reynolds, and Mackie. 

He then retires to his quarter and reads until midnight. 

June 9 Thursday. Warren has a lot of bills to pass along for payment which always take a long time to 

check, including one from the War Office about the cost of repairing the G.O.C.’s car last 

February. Warren returns about 12 o’clock and finds Shiel, so he has a drink with him. He reads 

another book of Paradise Lost this afternoon. At 3 o’clock Falle and Warren walk down to the 

jetty and go by gig boat to King Tom. Then they return home again. He has tea at the club and 

there meets Gibbie, so he goes up to Tower Hill hastily. This evening Warren sits in his room 

and reads. He goes to bed at 11:30 after a swim. 

June 10 Friday. Warren’s board assembles this morning to take over the case of champagne overcarried 

by Eboe. He gets his customs rebate this morning. After the board there is very little to be done 

in the office. He drops in at the club on his way up the hill. He sleeps until tea time this afternoon 

and then walks down with Falle to the King Tom peninsula. When they get back they have a 

whiskey and soda apiece on Falle’s veranda. Shiel goes to bed about 11 o'clock, but Falle and 

Reynolds come in on their way back from the Maxwells, the latter staying for a few minutes 

only. Falle sits up talking with Warren until 1:30 a.m. 



June 11 Saturday. Warren takes his morning swim as usual and then goes down to the office. Mrs. 

Thompson calls this morning to ask for ice for her party. Major Rudkin, who is sailing in the 

Appam, comes in this morning to settle his bread bill, so Warren walks up to the bakery with him 

and from there on to the club. They have a drink and then Warren goes with Mrs. Mac to Upper 

Commissariat where they pick up Mac and go shopping. Later on the McLellans come into 

Warren’s office, and at 11:30 Warren gets Mrs. Mac a ride on a hammock up to the club while 

Shiel and he walk. Warren has a drink at the club. In the afternoon Warren goes to sleep. After 

tea Shiel comes in and reads a book while Warren writes his diary. They then go for a walk 

around Tower Hill. As soon as dinner is over, Shiel and Warren change and take a swim. They 

then have a drink and go to bed at 11 p.m. 

June 12 Sunday. Warren gets up and goes for a swim. As he is sitting down to breakfast he sees the H. M. 

S. Thistle moving past Murrytown. Warren leaves the club for Lower Commissariat at 10:30 and 

there picks up his grass hammock. At lunch Warren gets a telephone message from the Col. 

Commandant, asking about the ambulance that was all night at his bungalow. At three o'clock 

Warren goes up the hill to the McLellans where they have a good time and play the race game. 

Shiel comes across to Warren’s shack as usual after 8:30. He goes to bed at 10:45 p.m. 

June 13 Monday. Jack steps down as President of the Martlets, and a new President is elected. The 

Martlets meet in J. A. M. Hamilton’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m. Falle comes down to the 

office with Telford this morning about the ferodo which Warren hands over, and then he and 

Warren talk about the ambulance. Brown comes to the office during the morning and Warren 

releases him under open arrest. Warren receives a letter from home stating that Jack has won the 

Vice-Chancellor’s prize for his essay on “Optimism.” He also writes part of an eight-page letter 

to his father, since the Appam is carrying mail that will be able to convey his letter. MacLellan 

calls about half past eleven and asks if he might come to lunch with Warren, which they agree to 

do. Warren goes into the club on his way up the hill and there meets Reynolds and Wilkes. In the 

afternoon Warren finishes the eight-page letter to his father to send on Appam on Thursday. He 

sits next to Falle at mess tonight, who is, like Warren, suffering from indigestion. Shiel and 

Reynolds come to Warren’s quarter after dinner. Warren goes to bed at 11 o'clock. 

June 14 Tuesday. Warren is nearly healthy again this morning. He gets into the office as the S. S. 

Flaxmen is dropping her anchor. He buys eighteen picture postcards of Freetown and the area for 

his father Albert. Then he goes to the bank and draws a check for £133 to pay the Carrier Corps 

this afternoon. He pays the staff on his return to the office. He walks up the hill this morning. He 

is back in the office by 2:30 and finishes paying the staff by half past three. Before going up the 

hill again he writes short descriptive remarks on some of his postcards and posts all of them to 

his father in one envelope. He goes to the mess. Falle comes in for a drink before the meal. 

Afterwards Shiel and Warren retire to Warren’s shack and go for a swim. They sit up talking 

until 11 o'clock. 

June 15 Wednesday. Warren begins the day with a swim as usual. He spends the morning in the office, 

processing a few bills. At 11 o'clock he is called to come up to the hospital to give evidence in 

the Brown case. He and Falle go to the club and each have a gin & ginger. Warren goes up the 

hill and to his quarter to change clothes. In the afternoon he reads an essay or two out of his 

Century book and then settles down to the serious business of writing a letter to Jack. He writes 

eight pages by 5 o'clock. About 6 o'clock Henry Coverdale arrives, so Warren has him and Major 

Falle in. Warren sits next to Falle at supper tonight. After dinner Warren swims with Shiel. They 

return to the bungalow. Warren is in bed by 10:30. 

June 16 Thursday. After dinner one evening this week Jack visits Cousin Mary and Kelsie Ewart for tea 

in a private room at the Mitre with the discussion about Ireland, Turner, and Sinn Fein. Warren 

celebrates his twenty-sixth birthday. He works on the embarkation returns, and he gets out to the 

Appam at about 12:30 with Major Rudkin and Reynolds. McKie and Warren hurry to George’s 

where they have a good lunch. After this they go to the ship again at 2 p.m., this time 

accompanied by Falle, to embark some others. Soon after 3 o’clock Warren says goodbye to 

everyone and pushes off in the gig with Falle to the Thistle where they have tea and then go on 



shore again. He then swims with de Burgh and Shiel. At seven o'clock they change into mufti 

and go to George’s where they have dinner and a couple of bottles of champagne. Then they go 

back to Tower Hill for another swim after which they retire to Warren’s bungalow until a late 

hour. 

June 17 Friday. Perhaps today Jack has lunch with Cousin Mary, Kelsie, and Cousin Bessie.
11

 Jack writes 

to his father about Albert’s sprained ankle, publishing his essay (which several dons have 

advised against; Jack already regrets one or two things in Spirits in Bondage), and a friend who 

got a schoolmaster’s job. Cousin Mary and Kelsie have been in Oxford for a few days with 

Samuel Graham, the family coachman and friend. Warren talks with Major Ahearn at breakfast 

time about the ambulance. Then he repeats it to Falle in his office and conveys that interview to 

Ahearn. Warren goes to the club. Then he goes to the jetty and on board the Thistle with a copy 

of the labor contract which de Burgh wants to study. He has a drink with him and goes ashore 

and to his office again. He makes arrangements to have the gig’s crew and two carriers for Falle 

at the office at 2:30 to carry the sails of his boat up to his quarter. In the afternoon Warren naps 

with a volume of Boswell nearby and finally falls into a genuine sleep. Shiel and Warren sit on 

the Major’s veranda and listens to a long and varied program of music. Warren goes to bed at 

about midnight. 

June 18? Saturday. In the evening Jack dines alone with Kelsie in a private room at the Mitre.
12

 Warren 

takes his usual pre-breakfast swim and then goes to the office where he finds little happening. 

There is a letter from the War Office about the question of the reduction in strength of the Carrier 

Corps but he does not yet answer it. Shortly after midday Warren goes in the Thistle’s motor 

launch to eat with de Burgh, Reynolds, and Shiel. They have lunch and several drinks on board. 

The Captain comes aboard at 3 o’clock and takes them to his cabin for a final whiskey and soda 

before letting them go ashore. Warren returns to his quarter at 4 o’clock and sleeps until six. He 

is then sent for by Falle and finds Falle bandaged up and in great pain with an abscess in his ear. 

After dinner he returns to his bungalow and reads some Elia until about 11:30. He goes to bed at 

12 midnight. 

June 19 Sunday. The Patani arrives this morning from Liverpool with mail on board. After breakfast 

Warren brings Horner over to his cabin, and they plan the necessary scheme for the old man. 

Then he goes to see Falle who is a little better this morning. De Burgh stops in for lunch. After 

lunch Warren takes de Burgh to say goodbye to the Major. They then have a final drink, and he 

returns to the ship. The ship leaves at about 4 o’clock. Warren goes to bed at 11:30. 

June 20? Monday.
13

 Jack writes to Arthur about the busyness of life, the Chancellor’s English Essay Prize 

and how the winner is selected, his two visits with the Irish poet Yeats, the subjects of magic and 

apparitions from Yeats, his regular schedule, Arthur’s work at the Slade, the possibility of a visit 

from Albert, and the Ewarts’ visit. After breakfast Warren goes to see the Major and finds him 

better and more cheerful. Warren himself is dealing with a boil which makes sitting down 

painful. Warren goes to Upper Commissariat. From Upper Commissariat he goes to the club. 

From there he goes to his office where he deals with the notification of a further consignment of 

supplies from Patouni, so he sends an application for a board of officers for Wednesday. He 

stops in again at the club on his way up the trail. In the afternoon he has a short sleep, and at 4:30 

he and Shiel go for a walk. They walk to Kortright by Kortright House path and along to 

Leicester Crossroads and then back. He goes to see Falle after dinner but since he appears to be 

asleep, Warren does not go in. He goes to bed at 11:30. 

June 21 Tuesday. Kelsie and Cousin Mary leave Oxford.
14

 Warren has an exasperating day, dealing 

especially with a broken down car at King Tom bridge and the transport of passengers on board 
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ship. Shiel and Warren have dinner at George’s. On his way home Warren turns out the night 

watchman. He goes to Falle’s room where they have a little music and then Warren heads home 

and goes to bed. 

June 22 Wednesday. King George V is in Belfast to open the Parliament of Northern Ireland. Warren 

fires Ben John for his final exploit yesterday of driving the ambulance without an inner tube in 

the back wheel. Then he convenes the ration board, which consists of Major Supple, Elliot, and 

James of the West Africans. They discuss the situation with the condition of the supplies and 

their deficiencies. After this Warren goes to Upper Commissariat and signs a few papers. 

Redway calls and asks Warren to bring the embarkation program (i.e. who leaves when and for 

what purpose) since the Colonel has given priority to two fellows going home on courses. So 

Warren goes and walks Redway through the entire business. On the way back he stops at the 

club for a bottle of beer. In the afternoon Falle lends Warren Archibald Forbes’ Memories of 

Peace & War. Falle and Warren have a whiskey & soda this evening before dinner and then go 

to his place for a cocktail. It is guest night in the mess, and the guests are McLellan, Mackay, and 

Goddard. Falle chats with Warren until about eleven o'clock when Warren goes to bed. 

June 23 Thursday. After breakfast Warren goes to see Falle and persuades him not to come down to his 

office as he had intended to do. He gets a telephone message from Osborn this morning saying 

that he has wired to Lagos for those 2
nd

 Class berths which Warren requires on the Elmina. 

Warren finishes the embarkation scheme, deals with a few routine matters, and then goes to the 

Major’s quarters with one of his black clerks. They go through the embarkation scheme, which 

he approves. He stops in at M.H.Q. on his way down the hill and sees Redway to make sure 

everyone is fitted in. Then he goes to his office. He goes to the Garrison library in the afternoon 

after lunch and checks out three books, Joan &Peter by H. G. Wells, Landmarks by E. V. L. and 

The Nigger of the Narcissus by Joseph Conrad. He starts the book by Wells. Falle has a relapse 

this evening, and when Warren goes to see him after supper he is not well. Warren goes to bed 

after a quiet evening at 11 p.m. 

June 24 Friday. Warren goes to see Falle after breakfast. Falle is feeling a bit better and will go to the 

hospital to have his ear examined. Warren arranges to send him a hammock for the trip. When 

Warren arrives at Lower Commissariat, he learns that all the Carrier Corps are out, so he hires 

four boys. He sees Telford about the G.O.C.’s car. Then he goes to Upper Commissariat where 

McLellan has Private Johnson appear before Warren for disciplinary purposes. Warren remands 

him for the Commanding Officer who has greater powers of discipline than Warren has. Thomas 

calls Warren at the club at about midday to say that the G.O.C.’s car will be ready at 2:30. Falle 

is going up to Mt. Aureol tomorrow so Warren gets a letter from him authorizing Warren to sign 

checks. Warren gets Falle a couple of books from the library. Setting aside H. G. Wells on a hot 

afternoon Warren starts reading Landmarks by E. V. L. He goes to bed at 11:30 p.m. 

June 25 Saturday. Jack and the Moore’s visit Standlake, taking their lunch along. They also climb the 

Cumnor hills west of Oxford in the heat on foot, see Oxford as they look back, and after lunch 

along the side of the road reach Bablocke Hythe after a stop at a pub for beer and lemonade. At 

Standlake they talk to Mrs. Penfold, the owner of a cottage, about renting the cottage during the 

summer. A few miles beyond them is Kelmscott, where William Morris once lived. To their right 

at Stanton Harcourt is an old Manor with a room where Alexander Pope long ago wrote his 

famous parody of the Iliad. In Sierra Leone, Warren has breakfast and then goes to Falle’s 

quarter to get any final instructions and to arrange for a hammock to tote him up the hill. From 

there, he goes to Upper Commissariat where he locks up four pounds in gold which Falle always 

carries with him. Redway calls and gives Warren orders to transfer Daddy Owen to Zaria from 

Akabo today, which he does. He then goes to the club. This afternoon he finishes Landmarks. He 

also takes another look at Joan & Peter. In the evening Shiel and Warren search for a large and 

fast bat which flew into Warren’s quarter, and they finally get him out. He goes to bed at 11:30. 

June 26 Sunday. Warren sits opposite Shiel at breakfast and has a good meal. His boil is nearly gone this 

morning, and life looks fairly rosy for him. He stays in his quarter and reads Joan & Peter until 

10:30 when Shiel comes. They walk around Tower Hill and then to the club. They find Henry 



Coverdale and three of the W.A.F.F.s going home. He learns that the King and Queen have been 

over to Belfast to open The Ulster Parliament. They have a few drinks and then go back to lunch. 

He spends the afternoon finishing Joan & Peter. At about 4:30 when the rain stops Shiel and 

Warren walk up Mt. Aureol to the hospital. Falle has just had his ear dressed and is in great pain. 

They get back at about six o’clock. He goes to bed at 11:30.  

June 27 Monday. Oxford University observes the Encaenia ceremony. An organ plays while people 

trickle in. The dignitaries enter the Sheldonian Theatre at 11:30 a.m. in caps and gowns. At noon 

the Vice Chancellor enters with the Heads of Colleges, Doctors, Proctors, and Noblemen. 

Honorary degrees are given to Georges Clemenceau, Sir Roger Keyes, the Rt. Rev. Monseigneur 

Pierre Battifol, Louis-Victor the 7
th

 Duc de Broglie, and others. Then the Professor of Poetry W. 

P. Ker gives an oration in Latin, mainly about colleagues who had died during the past year. Jack 

reads part of his essay “Optimism” at Encaenia, due to winning the Chancellor’s English Essay 

Prize. Jack writes to his father about having to read a two-minute part of his essay in the 

Sheldonian Theatre for the Encaenia, a lost check from Albert dated two years earlier, his 

participation in the Encaenia ceremony, Masonry, and Albert’s leg. Warren spends a short time 

in Upper Commissariat this morning and then goes to his office where there is a lot to do. First 

he draws all the checks for the end of the month payments, then does other business. After that, 

he writes a letter for the War Office, pointing out that no further reduction of the Carrier Corps 

could be made. Warren receives a registered letter from Albert this morning with a dividend 

warrant for £5-5-0 and a check from his father for £5 as a birthday present. After lunch Warren 

meets Mormodu, who had been cleaning out the Major’s room, and goes along with him, taking 

a book, Yarns from a Captain’s Log (1912) by J. Bowline and R. R. C. Gregory. He spends most 

of the afternoon reading it. Warren tries a bottle of whiskey from the mess this evening since his 

own stock is exhausted. Warren plays bridge after dinner. He goes to bed at 11:30. 

June 28 Tuesday. Things are slow for Warren this morning in the office. A War Office letter comes 

through, suggesting that in future they should have their flour shipped from home instead of 

making local purchases. Shiel and a party from the S. L. Company are up at the club this 

morning constructing a motor road. Warren spends a lot of time this morning trying to get his 

own office to forward his letter about the cars. After lunch he goes to the library and takes When 

the Sleeper Wakes, by H. G. Wells, and Confessions of a Young Man, by George Moore. He 

begins the former book this afternoon, the story of a man who fell asleep for two centuries and 

woke up to find that his original capital had expanded to such an extent that his trustees were 

rulers of the world. Shiel has completed his move and is now located alongside Warren. After tea 

Warren walks up to Mt. Aureol with the C.R.A. (Command Rifle Association) to see Falle. Falle 

is very much better now and pretty cheery. Ruddles, Shiel, and Warren sit up talking in his 

quarter till midnight. 

June 29 Wednesday. Warren drafts a letter or two in the morning, when the O. C. Troops sends for him. 

The discussion is about the clothing of the Carrier Corps. After this business he goes to the 

Ebani. Mrs. Mac introduces Warren to the old man, Capt. Faill. The Captain takes them into his 

cabin and gives them drinks. After that he takes them into the saloon and gives them a lunch of 

sago soup, Irish stew, cold sausage, cheese, coffee and a crème de menthe. Warren leaves at 2 

o’clock with a cordial invitation to revisit the ship on her return. He gets to the office at 2:30 and 

pays the salaries of the Carrier Corps which takes him until about half past three. He then 

hammocks up the hill and changes, after which he finishes reading Wells’ When the Sleeper 

Wakes. He sends a note to Falle this evening. Shiel comes in after dinner, and they stay up 

talking until 11:30. 

June 30 Thursday. Warren devotes his attention to Upper Commissariat this morning. He sketches a 

favorable draft reply to the War Office suggestion that flour should be shipped out from home. 

He goes to the club where he finds a group of the West Africans including Woodyat. Warren is 

called at lunch time from the office to know if the gig might take an officer going on leave to the 

Akabo. In the afternoon he reads George Moore’s Confessions of a Young Man. At 3:30 Warren 

meets Ahearn, Reynolds, and Hutch, and they go up by car to Hill Station. They call on Stokes. 



After dinner Warren reads some more Moore until half past ten, when Reynolds and Shiel arrive 

and chat until 11:30. Then he goes to bed. 

Summer Jack moves out of college housing into a home with Mrs. Janie King Moore and Maureen. 

 

July 1921 

 

July  Jack writes to Leo Baker about beauty, definitions of beauty, whether beauty is objective or not, 

and Pasley on immortality, thanking him for Paul Carus’s The Gospel of Buddha According to 

Old Records. Jack is writing a new version of the “Foster” poem. 

July 1 Friday. Jack receives a letter this morning from Warren and writes to him in the garden around 

10 p.m. about God being “like a person who never acknowledges one’s letters,” previous letters 

perhaps not reaching Warren, the term, the Martlets, John Milton, William Morris, Alexander 

Pope’s parody on the Iliad, Albert’s plan to visit Jack, and swimming at Parson’s Pleasure, 

offering to send Warren a copy of his essay Optimism (which, he says, deals with the existence 

of God by arguing that it makes no difference whatsoever whether or not God exists), and 

congratulating Warren on his birthday. He mentions that he has been meeting with the Martlets 

and had an excellent dinner with the don Martlets a few weeks ago, undoubtedly referring to the 

June 1 meeting. Jack agrees to order the books Warren wants and says that he has found a bad 

edition of Matthew Arnold’s The Oxford Poems of Matthew Arnold. Warren goes to Lower 

Commissariat this morning and pays the salaries of the balance of the Carrier Corps. He then 

goes to Upper Commissariat at about 10 o’clock and signs some letters. Robinson comes in at 

eleven o’clock and hands over the Presidency of the S. & D. Mess to Warren. He goes to the club 

to listen to gossip. After lunch he takes three books out from the library: The Wrecker by 

Osbourne & Stevenson, The Time Machine by H. G. Wells and George Lorimer’s Old Gorgon 

Graham. He skims through some of the latter during the afternoon. After tea, he balances his 

accounts and finds himself richer than he had expected. He also starts the Wells book. When it 

has cools down a bit, Shiel and Warren walk up the hill to see Falle. After dinner tonight Warren 

feels sleepy but manages to stay up until half past eleven. 

July 2 Saturday. Warren spends most of the morning shopping. He buys a white topee, a pair of white 

shoes, and some white socks, but from three separate shops in different parts of the town. He 

chats with Major Hood at the club this morning. The great event of today is the first performance 

of the “Roy-yells,” the newly formed Tower Hill concert party. Dinner is at 7 o’clock, and the 

show is at 8 in the men’s mess room. Warren attends and is agreeably surprised to find the show 

really very good. Reynolds comes back with Warren to his quarter after the show and has a 

nightcap. He goes to bed at midnight. 

July 3 Sunday. Warren goes into breakfast. He spends the earlier part of the morning in his room 

reading The Wrecker. Then he goes down to the club, Hood, Coverdale, and Shiel being among 

the earlier arrivals. Shiel and Warren go to lunch at George’s. They then walk back to the club. 

Warren changes clothes and reads until 3:30. He then changes into his new white suit, and goes 

up the hill to the McLellans. He spends time doing the race game with the others this afternoon. 

He gets back about 7 o’clock. After dinner, Reynolds and Hutch come in for a drink. 

July 4 Monday. Warren gets up and dresses in full khaki for the arrival of Zaria. He goes to Upper 

Commissariat where there is some routine business to attend to. He talks with Osborn about 

berths and finds the situation unchanged. He also draws up a pro forma by which he hopes to 

arrive at the total cost of the M. T. on the strength of this command. He then goes down to Lower 

Commissariat where he begins to balance the imprest account for the month. Shiel comes in 

about 11:30 and they go to the club. Mrs. McLellan comes in later on and Shiel asks her and her 

husband to come to dinner at George’s on Saturday night, which she accepts. Warren sees Hood 

and arranges to let him have forty carriers on Wednesday. In the afternoon he reads The Nigger 

of the Narcissus by Joseph Conrad. He sees Reynolds in the evening, who gives him some 

powder to dissolve in water and rub on his body to deal with the heat. He goes to bed at the usual 

time. 



July 5 Tuesday. At daybreak the Zaria arrives. Warren goes down to the jetty with Reynolds to go off 

to Zaria. When they get on board, they find that Major Braken, MacKensie, and Ribchester have 

disembarked themselves, so he looks for them and finds them at the customs shed. He arranges 

to do embarkation for the Elmina, which has just arrived, at 11 a.m. Warren goes up to Upper 

Commissariat and learns that Falle has returned to duty. From there he goes with Shiel to Elmina 

where he signs the embarkation forms for Cragg, Church, and Moore. They have drinks together 

in the smoking room and then go ashore to lunch at George’s. Falle and Warren have some 

champagne for dinner tonight. 

July 6 Wednesday. Most of Warren’s forenoon is occupied in putting Falle up to speed with recent 

developments in the office. Warren shows him the War Office letters, and then they balance the 

imprest account. After that they look at the supplies. Warren meets Findlay, the M. O. from Port 

Lokkoh, this morning. He comes in to discuss passages with Falle. Warren goes into the club on 

his way up the hill. He spends the afternoon in rereading Henry Merriman’s With Edged Tools. 

Warren plays bridge after mess tonight. Mason is Shiel’s guest and comes to Warren’s quarter 

afterwards. 

July 7 Thursday. Warren tries to get his furnishings from Onitsha cleared through customs, but he has 

difficulty. He squares his imprest account. Then he signs his name on forms for an hour and a 

half. He goes to see the Major at 11 o’clock. He eventually goes to Upper Commissariat, where 

he reads through Falle’s drafts about the Eboe business and the flour from S.R.D. Warren finds a 

crowd at the club this morning including Mrs. Mac. In the afternoon he reads H. G. Wells’ The 

Invisible Man. After hours Falle comes to Warren’s quarter and they have some interesting talk. 

Warren goes to bed at 11:15. 

July 8 Friday. After breakfast Warren goes to the office and finishes accounts at the end of the month. 

He drafts a letter to all units about the reduction in strength of the Carrier Corps. Warren meets 

MacLellan in the club this morning, and he invites him to have lunch with him. Mac accepts. 

After lunch Warren shows him his new camp bed and mosquito net. Warren spends the afternoon 

reading The Abbess of Vlaye by Stanley Weyman. He has tea and sardines, bread and butter, with 

Falle this afternoon. 

July 9 Saturday. Trinity Term ends. Jack writes to his father about his letter and a check, Warren’s 

recent letter, assurance that letters are now reaching Warren in Sierra Leone, Albert’s impending 

visit to Oxford, Oscar Wilde’s theory that nature copies art, Shaw’s new books, and the heat. 

Warren arrives at the office where he finds Brettell with a query about the hospital soda water 

account. Falle comes to the office and among other things Warren shows him the sugar supply. 

MacLellan comes to lunch with Shiel today and after lunch he comes to Warren’s quarter. He 

spends most of the afternoon in working on Warren’s camp bed. Mac and Shiel wear dinner 

jackets while Warren wears a white suit. They have a drink at the club. They go to George’s 

where they have a meal of small chop, soup, fish, iced asparagus, roast pork, sweet, ices, dessert, 

champagne, coffee, and liqueur brandy. After dinner, they all go to Tower Hill. They have a 

couple of drinks together, and then the Macs go home. Warren gets to bed at midnight. 

July 10 Sunday. After breakfast Shiel and Warren go to the club where they have half a pint of Dry 

Monopole apiece and then go to Government House to see Coverdale. From there they go back 

to the club. From there, Falle, Shiel and Warren go to George’s for lunch. After that they go for a 

sail by going to Lower Commissariat and getting the coxswain. The coxswain arrives and after a 

lot of trouble they put to sea. They go up river and around the Adona, then from there to King 

Tom and back home again. Shiel and Warren then have tea with Falle in his quarter where they 

are later joined by the Colonel. Shiel comes to Warren’s quarter after dinner. He goes to bed at 

about 11:30 p.m. 

July 11 Monday. Warren wakes up in pain because of a new crop of boils. He goes to the office. Then he 

arranges all the details for Falle to go over to King Tom and put his boat in the water at twelve 

o’clock. Shiel calls at about 10 a.m. and asks if a hammock could be detailed to bring him up 

from King Tom. Warren arranges this for him with four hired boys. Falle comes to the office 

about 11 a.m. and cancels his arrangements for King Tom. Warren shows him the sugar supply, 



and Falle suggests that Warren should find out if it would be possible to dispose of some of it 

locally. This afternoon Warren starts a new E. F. Benson book, The Money Market. He settles his 

personal accounts and finds that he was barely in the black last month. Falle comes in after 

dinner, and, later on, Shiel arrives. He goes to bed at about 11 p.m. 

July 12 Tuesday. Warren notes that it is the anniversary of the Battle of the Boyne in 1690. The Ekari 

arrives at daybreak with a load of mail. He receives a letter from his father, which describes the 

visit of the king to Northern Ireland, a copy of Corps Journal, and an income tax rebate form. 

After breakfast Reynolds and Warren go to the ship to meet Godding, the new R.A.M.C.
15

 and 

Temple who is Daddy Owen’s relief. Warren gets Godding, Temple, and their kits safely 

delivered to shore. There is a very big crowd in the club this morning. In the afternoon he reads a 

collection of stories and articles by Frank Bullem under the title of From Wheel and Lookout. 

July 13 Wednesday. After a dull morning, Falle gives a very successful little lunch to the MacLellans 

and Warren. After that he goes to Lower Commissariat, where they get the gig under sail. They 

go around the Adona and then into Klinetown and back on the other tack. In the evening Warren 

spends time with Shiel, who is ill. Falle and Warren have a bottle of Beam for dinner tonight. 

Warren turns in at about 11:30. 

July 14 Thursday. When Warren gets to the office, he arranges for the transference of Faunce’s baggage 

to Government Wharf and onto the ship. At about half past one Falle and Warren go to King 

Tom in Falle’s boat. While they are doing this, Abinsi comes in at 12 knots, a thing unheard of in 

the harbor. Faunce eventually gets on board. 

July 15 Friday. Warren goes to see Shiel after his meal and finds him better but not completely well. 

Then he goes to the Garrison Court Martial Room where he does officer in attendance on the 

Audit Board for the S. & D. Sergeant’s Mess. Because of his boils Warren has to stand up all the 

time. After this Warren goes to M.H.Q. to arrange for some ice for the Bishop. From there he 

goes to see Mackenzie in his lab. Mackenzie takes a culture from Warren to make an inoculation 

to treat the boils. Then Warren goes to see Reynolds, who gives him a hospital cocktail. Then 

Warren goes to the club. After lunch he calls for a hammock from Lower Commissariat and is 

carried to the bank where he cashes a check for £116 to pay the Carrier Corps. Having paid out, 

Warren dismisses one of the boys for theft. On his way up the hill he stops at the club and makes 

up Shiel’s cellar book for him. He sits with Shiel until about 10:30 when he goes to bed. 

July 16 Saturday. Warren walks down after breakfast to Upper Commissariat with Falle and McLellan. 

They discussed the steps to be taken on the arrival of Batanga on Tuesday. Falle and Warren go 

to Lower Commissariat. There is very little to do this morning, and Falle can’t resist the 

temptation to go for a spin in the dinghy, so Warren stays in the office while Falle goes in the 

boat. Warren goes to the club at the usual time. There he has a lunch of sandwiches, ginger nuts, 

and Lager beer. When the rain has lifted, he goes down to Lower Commissariat with Falle in the 

hope of getting to sail, but they have to give up the attempt and go home. Warren rereads most of 

Benson’s Dawn of All during the afternoon and evening. He has tea with Falle. Falle comes to 

Warren’s room after mess and they talk until midnight, when Warren goes to bed. 

July 17 Sunday. After breakfast Warren goes to the club where he issues the various stores from the 

cellar for Shiel. While he is doing this, Falle and Reynolds arrive. The three of them go down to 

Lower Commissariat. They go to the dinghy in the gig to go sailing. They come in about 11:30 

and walk up to the club. There they each have a large lager and then go to lunch. Today 

Warren’s boils are nearly gone, and he can sit down in comfort. After Warren finishes lunch, he 

retires to his bungalow where he writes his diary for yesterday. He is suffering from prickly heat. 

After mess he reads a very good E. F. Benson novel for the second time, Mammon and Co. He 

goes to bed at 11 p.m. 

July 18 Monday. Warren stops at Upper Commissariat on his way down this morning and makes his 

final arrangements for landing the draft tomorrow when it arrives. At about 11 o’clock M.H.Q. 
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calls Warren and tells him to arrange for 13 Naval ratings on Boulama to be conveyed to Tower 

Hill. He orders the gig for 1:30 and leaves at 2 p.m. At 4 o’clock he goes to tea with Falle. 

July 19 Tuesday. Warren gets up early this morning and walks across to the garden to look for Batanga. 

On his way down to the office he goes into E.D.’s to get his green pass renewed. The Batanga is 

due in at 10 o’clock. A wireless from the ship says that she has two sick men on board, so 

Warren goes to the office to make arrangements for the ambulance etc. Falle comes down to the 

office early this morning. Batanga is in sight by 10:15 and in by 11 o’clock. Falle, Reynolds, 

Osborn of E.D.’s, Warren, and Michael Thomas go to the ship in the gig in a heavy downpour of 

rain. They get on board and introduce themselves to the offices of the draft, i.e., Porter of the 

R.G.A., Boyle his Subaltern, and an M. O. called Fraser. The ship’s officers provide a lunch of 

cold roast beef, potatoes, cold pork, biscuit and cheese, Island plums, and coffee. The tug and 

lighter come alongside at 1:30, and they leave by 2:30. The band of the W.A.R. is in attendance. 

This evening Warren goes to Falle’s quarter, and they have a concert of music, but they are both 

so sleepy that they stop at 10:30. Warren goes to bed at 11:15 p.m. 

July 20 Wednesday. Albert leaves Belfast to visit Jack in Oxford. They spend the first night in Betws-y-

Coed, Caernarvonshire, Wales, the same place where Albert and Flora spent the first part of their 

honeymoon in 1894. Warren receives a parcel of books from home, probably with the influence 

of Jack. After lunch he goes to his quarters to examine the parcel. It includes Cary’s Dante, Peter 

Wright’s At the Supreme War Council, and a couple of books by Trollope. The inclusion of 

Dante makes Warren think that Jack must be at home in Belfast (although he is not), since he 

recently asked Jack to get Warren a copy of it. He reads Dante in the afternoon and enjoys it. 

July 21 Thursday. Falle dresses in white today and tells Warren to get ready for sailing the dinghy, so 

they go to the office and get ready to sail. They go out in the dinghy at about 10:30 and have a 

very enjoyable spin. Provisional embarkation program No. 4 is issued this morning, and Warren 

receives the decode of the telegram showing what officers are on the Appam. He has lunch at 

George’s today with Falle and then goes up the hill. He reads some more of Dante this afternoon 

and then reads At the Supreme War Council. He has tea with Falle. Warren goes to bed at 10 

p.m. 

July 22 Friday. This morning Warren talks with the coxswain and corrects a few things. Reynolds and 

Godding come down to the office this morning, and Warren arranges for Godding to sleep in the 

office on Sunday night prior to his departure for Port Lokkoh on Monday morning at 6 a.m. 

Warren completes his imprest account today and sends it up for checking. He goes up the hill to 

the club and then to lunch. In the afternoon he reads some more Dante and sleeps. Warren goes 

to bed at midnight. 

July 23 Saturday. As Warren is going down to the office this morning, a ship comes in, the Bull liner 

Conejos. He walks up to the club and meets Major Hood, and after a glass of beer they go to the 

Ordnance yard to sit on a trade testing board. There they inspect some bits of wood. They go 

home. In the afternoon he reads some more Dante. He has supper at 7 o’clock. He goes to bed at 

11:30. 

July 24 Sunday. Jack joins Albert and Uncle Augustus and Aunt Anne Hamilton, and they take a short 

walk.
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 They lunch at the Clarendon in Cornmarket Street. Then they travel in Uncle Hamilton’s 

four-seater Wolseley over Folly Bridge and toward Berkshire, then through Nailsworth, 

Cirencester, Tetbury, and Malmesbury, ending the day at Chippenham at 5 p.m. They have tea 

and take comfortable rooms for the night. After dinner Jack and Albert walk, and then Jack and 

Uncle Gussie walk and talk about God. Uncle Gussie thinks that the universe works and shows 

evidence of an intelligent mind behind it. Jack has a headache. Warren goes to see Falle after 

breakfast and learns that he is going to spend the day in his quarter with a bad cold. he goes to 

Government Wharf to meet Michael Thomas who says that all the passengers are off except the 

two new Ordnance officers. Warren goes to the customs shed. Next he goes to the club where he 

hears some of the latest gossip. He has tea with Falle in his quarters this afternoon. He reads 
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more Dante and has also started The Small House at Allington, one of the new Trollopes. He 

goes to bed at midnight. 

July 25 Monday. Jack buys some aspirin in the morning, and they have a hotel breakfast of porridge, 

fried fish, and plinth. They are on the road at about 10 a.m. and travel through Bath, Farrington 

Gurney, and Chewton Mendip to Wells. After touring Wells Cathedral, they have lunch in Wells. 

On the road again by 2:00 p.m., they go through Westbury, Cheddar, Axbridge, Highbridge, and 

Bridgewater into Somerset. They go through Nether Stowey and climb the Quantocks, see the 

last valley in Somerset and then the Bristol Channel on the right, and on the left the lower moors, 

known as the Black Hills. They go into Williton, Old Cleeve, and through Washford to Dunster 

by 4:00. They stay at the sixteenth-century Luttrell Arms. Because of car troubles, they have the 

car towed to Minehead two miles further on. There is a hill crowned by the Dunster Castle near 

the town of Dunster. They can see Watchet and the Bristol Channel from their hotel. After 

dinner, Jack and his Aunt Annie climb the nearest ridge, and they have an evening beer in the 

garden and then go to bed. Warren convenes a board on the sugar supply this morning, consisting 

of Major Keyworth, Brettell, and Coleman. A lot of sugar has been lost by melting. This 

afternoon Mac proposes that Warren become a paying guest at his bungalow for the rest of his 

tour, which Warren eventually declines. In the afternoon Warren reads The Small House at 

Allington. After mess they go to the Sergeant’s Mess smoking concert, which is rather amusing. 

July 26 Tuesday. In the morning they walk to Minehead to see about the car. They drive the car back and 

take to the road after lunch. They travel through Minehead and Porlock. Aunt Annie and Jack 

visit the church in Porlock because they have more car troubles and are held up for about forty-

five minutes, having to return to the mechanic in Minehead. They go through Exmoor, up one 

side of a steep hill, and down the other side of the hill to Lynmouth, and they find a hotel with a 

veranda above the river at 4 p.m. After dinner they walk, come to the surface of the moor, sit 

under a haystack for a time, conversing all the way, and arriving back at the hotel at 11:00. Jack 

shares a room with his father this night. Uncle Hamilton buys Jack a drink before they retire. 

Warren has a good breakfast and then stops on his way down the hill at the club for a drink, then 

walks to Lower Commissariat with Shiel. No ships are in the harbor this morning except 

Batanga and the Dutchman off Klinetown. He brings in storeman Chita this morning for stealing 

a packet of biscuits, fining him ten shillings. In the afternoon he continues reading Trollope. He 

gets his photos from Sergeant Pine today. He plans to send them to his father. Falle comes to 

Warren’s quarter after dinner. To bed at 11:45. 

July 27 Wednesday. Jack, Albert, Uncle Gussie, and Aunt Annie have lunch at Clovelly after arriving at 

the beach. They then pass into Cornwall, which seems like County Down or Antrim in places. 

They spend this night at Tintagel, where a King Arthur Hotel is located; it has a Round Table in 

its lounge with the names of the knights written on it. The area is loosely connected with the 

King Arthur legend, and it is the location of King Mark and the Tristram story. They enjoy the 

coast. They see the huge Tintagel rock with the remains of a fortification on it. In the evening, 

Jack reads Moliere’s play George Dandin, or le Mari Confonda, drawn from the bookcase in the 

hotel lounge. Warren goes to Upper Commissariat and asks Falle for help with a particular 

person. Falle, McLellan and Warren then have a conference on the possibility of making further 

reductions in strength, based on a recent letter from the War Office. Warren opposes any 

reduction on principle and Falle arranges to meet him at Lower Commissariat on Saturday 

morning to go into the matter fully. Warren is called on the telephone from Lower Commissariat. 

He goes to the club. This afternoon he writes to McGregor’s, instructing them to pay Jones ten 

pounds a month until further orders. Then he goes to tea with the Major. After dinner Warren 

goes to Falle’s room where the time passes quickly. Shiel and Warren get home at midnight. 

July 28 Thursday. Jack and his companions leave Tintagel after breakfast, pass through Redruth to 

Penzance, and through pouring rain come to Land’s End. Warren goes to the office where he 

finds a couple of West African Subalterns using his office as a lounge. He draws the checks for 

the units this morning and after that argues with the French Company mechanic about his bill. 

Then he goes back to the mess by way of the club. At 2:30 Shiel and Warren hammock up to the 



Macs. They play the race game. They get back about 7 o’clock. After supper Warren visits Falle 

for a few minutes. Shortly after he returns to his own quarter, he goes to bed at midnight. 

July 29 Friday. Some of the events of these days are not carefully recorded and dated, although the start 

of the journey is accurate. Jack writes, “A big lacuna occurs here: some pages of journeying have 

been lost,”
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 a lacuna that includes Dartmoor. Warren gets down to the office where he finds 

Pease waiting to go off to the mail boat. Down to the bank in the afternoon, he draws a check for 

imprest for £160 and a ten-pound one for S. & D. mess. On reaching the office he finds Falle 

there. After Warren pays out, he and Falle walk up the hill together and have tea at the club. 

Warren goes home, changes clothes, and reads. Falle comes in after dinner and stays until 

midnight when Warren goes to bed. 

July 30 Saturday. Apparently today Jack and his friends travel from Lyndhurst in the New Forest, 

through Camberley, Maidenhead, and Oxford to Warwick where they spend the night. Warren 

goes to the office. Falle comes in this morning, and they have a conference on the question of 

reduction of the Carrier Corps. This afternoon Warren reads The Small House at Allington at his 

camp bed in the inner room. Later on in the afternoon he takes a nap and then goes to tea with 

Falle. Shiel, Warren, and Falle play a concert on the gramophone in Falle’s room after supper. 

July 31 Sunday. Jack and his traveling companions see a statue with the name Boswell in Lichfield. Jack 

takes a train from Lichfield to Oxford. As soon as breakfast is finished, Shiel and Warren set out 

for the Prashu, stopping at the club en route and splitting a pint of beer. Then they go on down to 

the gig and on board. There they meet the doctor and have a reunion with him. Later in the day 

the Colonel, Horner, and Brettell arrive on board so Shiel and Warren leave. When they get to 

the club, Warren gets a telephone message from Henry Coverdale asking him to come down to 

Government House to see him. Shiel and Warren go and find him laid up with dysentery. Warren 

borrows from him the book Louis XVIII by Mary E. Sanders. From Government House they go 

up to Mt. Aureol where they have lunch with the MacLellans. After lunch Warren does a little 

reading and takes a nap in his own quarters. Shiel and Warren go to George’s for supper and 

afterwards have a nightcap with Sauceau in his quarters. Then he goes to bed. 

 

August 1921 

 

August 1 Monday. Warren has breakfast on Falle’s veranda. In the morning Warren works on balancing 

his accompts and finds himself better than £75 to the good. Because of an all-day rain, Warren 

spends most of his time either in his own or in Falle’s quarter. He finishes the life of Louis XVIII 

and finds it one of the most interesting books he has read for a long time. After tea Falle and 

Warren superintend the removal of the ice chest to Falle’s rooms. Warren goes to the club at 

about 7 o’clock where he and Falle pick up Sauceau and Reynolds for dinner at the George’s, the 

latter the guest in honor of his impending departure on the Zaria. From George’s they go to 

Major Hood’s bungalow and drink beer for some time. He goes home and to bed at 12:20. 

August 2 Tuesday. Warren has a rather busy morning, dealing with the questions of sugar and hospital 

comforts, and also taking stock. In the afternoon Falle and Warren go back to the office where 

they decide letter on a draft for the War Office about the sugar. By the time everything is settled, 

it is tea time. Warren receives a letter from Jack, informing him that Albert intends to visit 

Oxford with Uncle Gussie and Aunt Annie (this probably refers to the visit of July 20-30 and 

indicates the lag between letter-writing and the arrival of the mailed letter). Jack is not pleased 

with this development. Warren goes to bed at 11 p.m. 

August 3 Wednesday. Warren has breakfast with Falle and then goes down to the office. Reynolds, Owen, 

Leighton and Coleman head to the harbor to welcome and process the R. M. S. Zaria and S. S. 

Oakmere. Warren spends most of the morning preparing a statement of the medical comforts on 

hand with a view to recommending a reduction in stock. Just as he is leaving the office, S. S. 

Oswestry arrives. This afternoon he reads some of Spencer Childers’ A Mariner of England. In 
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the evening he has dinner with Falle and then goes to his own quarters where Shiel sits with him 

till 11:15 when Warren turns in. 

August 4 Thursday. Warren finishes the hospital comforts figures this morning and finds that he has a 

surplus, so he arranges with Gullidge to recommend a reduction. This takes most of the 

remainder of the morning. Warren goes up to the club where he sees Coverdale for the first time 

since he got up. He sleeps in the afternoon. He has tea with Falle. After dinner this evening, they 

play the gramophone. Warren reads some more of Spencer Childers’ book in his own quarter 

until eleven o’clock and then goes to bed. 

August 5 Friday. Warren goes down to the office where his first job is to go to the bank and cash a check 

for forty pounds, and then he pays the clerks their extra pay. He goes to the club this morning 

where he meets the Commanding Officer. In the afternoon and evening he finishes A Mariner of 

England. In the evening he has dinner in the new mess, and afterwards returns to his quarter 

where he reads a few cantos of Dante’s Purgatory and then chats with Shiel until 11 o’clock. 

August 6 Saturday. Warren gets a telephone message from Temple this morning, agreeing to give up the 

four Armament officer hammock boys. After that, Falle and Warren put together a letter to the 

flour contractor. After that, Warren works on the monthly imprest account, correcting a couple of 

the vouchers, but sorting everything out and getting it ready for copying on Monday morning. He 

goes to the club for a bottle of Guinness and gets permission from Hood to buy a bottle of gin for 

the mess. Then he walks up the hill with the Colonel. Warren gets some sleep this afternoon, and 

then he has tea. Warren returns to his own quarter at 10:30 and sits chatting with Shiel until 11 

o’clock. He then changes into khaki and goes around King Tom to end the night. 

August 7 Sunday. Jack writes to Warren from 28 Warneford Road in Oxford about Albert’s recent visit, 

Pasley coming to help with the pretense that he is not really living with Mrs. Moore, the week of 

travel with Albert, John Milton, and a photo of Warren. He includes a copy of his prize-winning 

essay “Optimism.” After breakfast Warren goes back to his room and reads a canto of Dante. 

Then he writes a letter to Jack, answering all the points in his letter and giving him have the local 

news from Sierra Leone. He also encloses a photo of H.M.S. Dwarf, including a short description 

of as much of the ship as possible. For lunch they have a tin of lully and some raw onions. 

Warren naps for most of the afternoon and then goes to tea. Warren talks with Falle until about 

10:40 p.m. and then returns to his quarter where he sits and chats with Shiel for ten minutes 

before going to bed. 

August 8 Monday. On his way down to the office Warren stops at the club and gets his bill, which is the 

largest club bill he has had since he joined this station. Warren goes to the office and completes 

the imprest account. Then he walks with Falle to the Customs shed to see Falle’s dinghy. On the 

way they stop at the French Company where they see some Amer Pecon, and Warren purchases 

a bottle. He also buys a bottle of grenadine. He learns today that a system of lectures three times 

a week has been inaugurated for candidates for promotion exams. He decides to attend them. The 

inaugural one is in the school room at 11 a.m. tomorrow. He takes a nap this afternoon, and he 

gets out of bed at about half past three to sign checks for the Treasurer of the S. & D. Mess. 

Falle, Shiel and Warren gather in Falle’s quarters at 6:30 and drink some Amer Picon. 

August 9 Tuesday. Warren does a certain amount of routine work in the office and then discusses the 

Medical Comforts position with Falle. They draw up a form and forward it to the War Office 

with a letter about the proportion of stock they wish to retain and asking for a ruling for the 

disposal of the remainder. At 10:30 he goes to the School Room at Tower Hill for the first of the 

promotion lectures. There is a good attendance, i.e. Horner, Porter, Shiel, Brettell, Higgins, 

Rivelt, Crane, Sauceau, Boyle, Warren Lewis, and Major Thompson. Traill speaks on the object 

and scope of the lectures, and he announces the first of the series for 11 a.m. tomorrow in the 

Mess Office. Shiel buys Warren a stout in the mess after this, and Warren gets a copy of the new 

textbook, Tank Training, on loan from the Adj. R. A. He then changes into mufti and reads a 

canto of Dante before lunch. After lunch he reads another canto or two and then takes an 

afternoon nap. He goes for a short walk with Falle after tea. Falle comes in for a whiskey in the 



evening. Shiel dines with Warren and Falle this evening. They sit talking with Falle until 11 

o’clock and then go to bed. 

August 10 Wednesday. At the office Warren prepares a list for Falle showing the quantities and brands of 

the champagne in the Medical Comforts store. After that they get the spare mast for the Magbile 

boat from the yard and put a block on it. Then they are visited by Osborne, and in honor of the 

change of regime Falle opens a bottle of bubbly. After that Warren goes to the mess office where 

he hears the first lecture, which is about writing orders. He has a bottle of stout with Shiel in the 

mess afterwards, and then he goes to his quarter to change for lunch. In the afternoon he reads a 

canto or two of Dante. He also starts The Usurper by W. J. Locke. After tea he borrows Falle’s 

Macaulay and reads the paper on Samuel Johnson. He walks around Tower Hill. 

August 11 Thursday. After breakfast Warren goes to the office and finds a letter from Redway saying that 

embarkation will be at 2 p.m. They say farewell to Major Beckton’s wife and to Major Supple. 

Falle, Hood and Warren go to the ship about 11 o’clock in the gig. Stokes introduces Warren to 

his wife on board. On returning to the office he finds a letter from the bakers about some 

problems. He reads some more of The Usurper. After tea Warren borrows Freud’s Short Studies 

on Great Subjects from Falle. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

August 12 Friday. At the office, Warren deals with the question of the bakery, but then he goes to the 

promotion lecture, the subject being “Appreciation of the Situation.” Horner gives the lecture. 

After the lecture Warren borrows the textbook from Horner. After lunch he goes to his room and 

makes a sketch map of the thing with a view to working out the A.S.C. side of the show. While 

he is doing this, a letter from Gullidge asks him to come and inspect some potatoes which he 

thought unfit for issue. He stops at the club on the way up the hill. He tries a new French drink of 

Falle’s called Sacrista this evening and finds it excellent. 

August 13 Saturday. Warren goes to the office with the Major for the last time this morning since he goes 

back to Upper Commissariat on Monday. Warren draws the checks for civilian subordinates’ pay 

and among others gives the Major his. He also discusses the position with the hospital supplies 

and arranges what proportion is to be retained. He walks up the hill by Schumacher & 

Straumann’s store and sees there some quarter bottles of Dry Monopole. In the afternoon he 

reads Froude’s Times of Luther and Erasmus. He has dinner with Falle as usual. 

August 14 Sunday. Warren gets up and puts on a white suit. After breakfast he goes for a walk around 

Tower Hill with Falle and from there on to the club. There he meets de Burgh on his way home 

in the Gambia. He spends all morning at the club and then goes to lunch. He does some some 

arranging of hammocks for Shiel and himself to go up to the MacLellans. Warren goes to the 

Macs where they have a pleasant afternoon. He plays the race game and wins. Warren arranges 

to put de Burgh up for the night. After dinner Shiel and de Burgh call on Warren and Falle. Falle, 

de Burgh, and Warren go to Warren’s quarter where they talk until a late hour. He goes to bed at 

about midnight. 

August 15 Monday. There is little for Warren to do in the office this morning. He has a drink with de Burgh 

at the club, after which Warren puts him on board his ship. Warren states that he is “not 

particularly interested in religion” but doesn’t like what was said at a memorial service. In the 

afternoon Warren starts a collection of short stories by Cutcliffe Hyne called Mr. Horrocks 

Purser. He goes to bed at midnight. 

August 16 Tuesday. Warren gets up and goes down to the office this morning rather late. He goes to the 

bank, cashes a check, and pays the Civil Staff. After this, Falle, Shiel, de Burgh and Warren go 

to the Gambia. They get on board and are introduced to the captain. They spend a very pleasant 

morning followed by an excellent lunch. They meet the Chef and the Purser. 

August 17 Wednesday. Warren gets de Burgh out of bed and takes him along to Falle’s place for breakfast. 

After that they go to the club and have a glass of Dry Monopole apiece. Then they go to the 

office. Warren gets the gig and sends de Burgh off to his ship. After that, Warren walks to the 

bank and cashes a check. After lunch he goes back to the bank and draws the cash to pay the 

Carrier Corps and then goes to the office. He pays the Carrier Corps in record time. He gets into 

the gig and goes to the Gambia to collect de Burgh according to plan. He has a cup of tea there 



with de Burgh’s fellow passenger, Delaney. De Burgh arranges a fine dinner. After dinner they 

bring the captain of the Gambia on board and converse in the captain’s cabin. 

August 18 Thursday. Warren gets up and dresses in mufti this morning and then goes down to Upper 

Commissariat and from there on to Lower Commissariat. Then he goes to the club where he 

meets Wighton, who instructs Warren to meet him and Falle at Lower Commissariat. At Lower 

Commissariat they are summoned to E. D.’s office for a conference with the Col. Sec., Newton, 

W. Falle, Mac and Warren. They have to make arrangements to lodge some passengers from the 

ship that is on fire in the dismantled barracks at Kortwright and give them bedding etc. Warren 

has lunch with Shiel at George’s. After lunch Warren goes down to the wharf and sees all the 

kits of the draft into the lighter and then goes out in the Harry. Upon arrival they have several 

drinks with the homegoing draft merry. 

August 19 Friday. Warren’s first job is a court of enquiry on the loss of some stores from signal hill, so they 

assemble at the court martial room. Because of a lack of evidence, he arranges for the court to 

continue at 9:30 tomorrow morning. He goes to the office where little is happening. He has tea 

with the Major this afternoon. Falle is going to a dance on board Saxon this evening, and Warren 

helps him get his kit together. After a solitary meal, Warren goes to his place where he starts to 

read The Life of Rodrigo Borgia. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

August 20 Saturday. After breakfast this morning, Warren goes to the Court Martial room for the postponed 

court of enquiry on the loss of R. E. stuff from signal hill. No one is able to understand the native 

gunner, who has some rather important evidence to give. After that he goes to the office. Then he 

goes to meet Mac at the club. He then goes to his quarter and goes to Kortwright where they 

have lunch. After lunch Warren visits the detention barracks and from there goes to the Wilson 

Hall and changes for badminton. He has an enjoyable afternoon at badminton. He returns to the 

bungalow, takes a bath, and changes clothes. After dinner Fraser and Belle come in and play 

whiskey poker. He goes to bed at about midnight. 

August 21 Sunday. Warren and the others have a real English breakfast of fresh sausages, English bacon, 

eggs, marmalade, honey, etc. After breakfast they go out to catch butterflies. They work their 

way up beyond Leicester Crossroads and back again, then have lunch and a bottle of beer. He 

ends up playing the race game at three o’clock with some others. He reads a magazine until Belle 

and Fraser arrive. They play the race game. For supper this evening they have cold chicken and 

ham. After that, they go down to Fraser’s place at Mt. Aureol and play whiskey poker. He 

returns home at about 1:30 a.m., and then he goes to bed after a night cap. 

August 22 Monday. Albert writes to Warren about the England trip he took, and Jack writes to his father 

about some expenses he has had since his return to Oxford (dental, shoes, trousers, shirts, and 

socks) and his busyness. After breakfast Warren sets off down the hill. He goes by way of Tower 

Hill and stops at the club for a bottle of beer. He finishes the bills and other work this morning, 

when Falle calls with a question about the method of accounting for flour and bread. Warren has 

to work on some figures in order to answer the question and finishes at about 11:20 a.m. On his 

way up to Upper Commissariat he meets the Major and goes for a round of shopping with him. 

After lunch he writes his diary and then starts a story by Maurice Drake called WO2. He goes to 

bed at 11:30. 

August 23 Tuesday. At the office Warren goes to McLellan’s office where he talks with him and with 

S.S.M. Viggus, the president of the S. & D. Mess. They discuss the question of fuel and oil very 

exhaustively and as a result he writes to M.H.Q. to say that there is no possibility of the position 

improving unless a white orderly is given to this mess to check the fuel on arrival. After this Mac 

and Warren are sent for by Falle who reads them a long piece about confidential reports. After 

that he goes down to his office and starts to investigate the Faux business. This evening Shiel 

dines with Warren. After dinner Warren plays the Major’s gramophone. 

August 24 Wednesday. Warren goes to the office and deals with the carrier Kanda Saisy. He decides to hold 

matters over until he hears from the police. Warren takes Michael Thomas with him to see the 

Command Paymaster to show him the boat’s crew clothing account. He explains the method by 

which the surplus cash at the end of the period is absorbed into the imprest account. From there 



he walks up the hill to the club with Falle. After lunch Warren goes to the library and takes out  

three books: The Adventures of Captain Kettle, The Gray Lady and Blue Water by F. W. 

Wallace. He reads The Adventures of Captain Kettle during the afternoon. After some reading, 

he falls asleep. After tea he walks down to the club and purchases some cigarettes. After dinner 

Warren falls asleep in Falle’s deck chair where he stays until he is dragged back to his own 

quarter by Shiel to help him to write up a road reconnaissance. Later on in the evening Hood 

comes for a drink. Warren goes to bed at midnight. 

August 25 Thursday. Kanda Saisy, the carrier who is supposed to have been employed by Faux, comes to 

Warren’s office this morning. He cross-examines Saisy, but Saisy has been too well primed by 

Faux and he can get nothing out of him. From the office he goes up to the club. While at the 

club, a carrier arrives, staggering under a mass of ledgers and papers. It takes twenty minutes to 

deal with them. Shiel comes to lunch with Warren today, and they have a meal of lully beef, raw 

onions and potatoes. Mac conducts a miniature badminton tournament this afternoon with Fraser, 

Mac, Shiel, Roberts, Mrs. Mac, Belle, and Sergeant Buck. Falle arrives about 3:30, having 

lunched on Saxon. Shiel and Warren invite the Macs to lunch at George’s next Thursday. Shiel 

has dinner with Warren this evening and they have soup, ground nut chop, and a couple of 

poached eggs. Warren goes to bed at 11:30.  

August 26 Friday. Warren goes to the office and receives a letter from Crafter, the Officer in charge of 

Transport at Port Lokkoh. He asks Warren to come up and stay with him for a bit, but Warren 

doesn’t. He goes to Upper Commissariat and discusses the Crafter letter with the Major. They 

also go to Stiffcock’s office to look at the Lokkoh pay sheet. Then Warren walks to Schumacher 

and Straumann’s where he buys two quarter bottles of Heidsack. Then he goes to Lower 

Commissariat. Falle comes to Warren’s quarter before dinner. Warren goes to bed at eleven 

o’clock. 

August 27 Saturday. The first thing Warren does on getting to the office is to write a report for the Major 

about D.O.W. After that he works on the bills for the month. An orderly arrives with a letter 

from the Commissioner of Police informing him that Kanda Saisy has been employed on Faux’s 

farm for the last two years. Shiel arrives at about eleven o’clock, and Warren gives him a 

quarter-bottle of Dry Monopole. When he has gone, Warren brings in Faux and shows him the 

police letter. Faux still tries to deny the whole business so Warren fines him 30/-. Falle and 

Warren go to the club. This afternoon Warren reads Blue Water by Wallace. After dinner a 

carrier arrives with supplies from Elmina, two pounds of fresh sausages and one pound of butter. 

August 28 Sunday. Warren has a luxurious breakfast of fresh sausages and fried eggs. Then he goes down 

the hill to the club with Shiel. This morning the chapter meets at the club and finishes all the 

champagne in the club. Warren then moves to George’s for lunch along with Coverdale, Falle, 

Burt, Hamilton, Johnson, Shiel, Ellis, Sauceau, Mackie, and Mackey. They have ground nut hop, 

prawns, chutney, hard-boiled eggs etc. Warren finishes with a crème de cacao. After lunch Falle 

and Warren walk around the town and then home after a stop at the club to collect a tin of 

cigarettes and a bottle of whiskey. Warren goes to bed soon after dinner. 

August 29 Monday. Warren goes to the office. Warren interviews Kanda Saisy, showing him the letter from 

the police. He fines him 5/- for telling lies. From there he goes to Upper Commisariat. Falle read 

extracts from a very interesting confidential letter to Mac and Warren this morning. The War 

Office is going to develop cross-country M. T., and the divisional train as a horse-drawn unit will 

disappear from the new War Establishments. Shiel lunches with Warren and Falle today. As they 

are finishing they see R. M. S. Prashu coming in by Lumley, so so all three change and go down 

to the wharf. When they get alongside, they find McCrossan on deck, who takes them to his 

cabin for a few drinks and the gossip of the voyage. They arrange that he is to come and dine 

with Falle and Warren at George’s. Warren goes ashore and sleeps for an hour until 7 p.m. Then 

Warren goes to the club by hammock and meets McCrossan and Falle. They eat dinner at 

George’s and then go to Mackey’s place for a nightcap. 

August 30 Tuesday. Warren goes to the office where there is very little work to do. Shortly after eleven 

o’clock Warren and Falle meet Faill the skipper of the Ebani and they go with McLellan to the 



ship in Faill’s new motor launch. Mrs. McLellan arrives later. As soon as she comes aboard they 

are all ushered into Faill’s cabin where two bottles of Dry Monopole and a glass of crushed ice 

make their appearance. After this they are taken down into the saloon and given a lunch of soup, 

grilled chop, galantine of veal, biscuit and cheese, fresh radish, and coffee. After lunch they take 

the McLellans ashore. They stop at the club for a drink, While Warren is having a drink with 

Freeman before dinner, he learns that Traill has been badly injured in a motorbike accident, 

breaking his shoulder and experiencing some abdominal wounds. Warren talks with Falle until 

11 and then goes to bed. 

August 31 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father about plans for the holiday in Belfast in October, Warren 

and his health problems, his neuralgia, and the violence in Belfast, thanking him for some 

money. Warren goes to the office. From there he is taken to the hospital and has his eyelid cut 

and a boil extracted. From the hospital he is called by Lower Commissariat to say that Capt. Faill 

and Morrison are waiting for him there. He goes to meet them. After going to the office he walks 

with Faill and Morrison up the hill to the club, and he gets them drinks. He is not feeling well 

enough to go on to lunch at George’s, so he arranges with Mac to pay out the Staff and Carrier 

Corps. Then he takes a hammock down to Lower Commissariat and draws the check. After he 

hands over the check to Mac at George’s, he goes to his bungalow. Warren has three slices of 

bread and butter for tea. He has a plate of soup and a poached egg for dinner and then goes to his 

quarter where he finds Shiel and Foreman and spends the evening with them. 

 

September 1921 

 

October 1921 

 

October 10 Monday. Michaelmas Term begins. 

October 24 Saturday. Jack returns to Oxford by boat and train, apparently after a several-week holiday in 

Belfast (see the August 31 and October 25 entries).
18

 

October 25 Sunday. Jack attends lectures most mornings and all morning. Jack writes to his father after 

spending several weeks at Little Lea about Oxford winter, Warren’s silence, morning lectures, 

and his busy schedule. 

October 28 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in H. D. Ziman’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m. Mr. Burt reads a 

paper on “The Art of Correspondence.” Jack may be in attendance. 

 

November 1921 

 

November 9 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in E. G. N. Wallis’ rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m. Jack may be in 

attendance. 

November 23 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in the Senior Common Room, probably at 8:00 p.m. Mr. John A. 

Currie reads his paper on “Futurism.” Jack may be in attendance. 

November 28 Monday. The Martlets of Univ., Oxford, meet jointly with the Martlets of Pembroke College, 

Cambridge, but Jack is unable to attend. Col. A. S. L. Farquharson reads a paper on “Prefaces 

and Postscripts.” 

November 29 Tuesday. Jack celebrates his twenty-third birthday. 

November 30 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father from the Union Society about thanks for a letter and 

enclosure, a family wedding he won’t attend, Warren’s lack of letters, sending Warren his essay 

on Optimism, and the unrest in Belfast, having just spent several weeks at Little Lea. Jack has a 

touch of the flu. This is the last letter by Jack in Collected Letters, I, until May 1, 1922. 

 

December 1921 
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December 7 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Simpson’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m. George Fasnacht 

reads a paper on “Henry James.” The meeting adjourns at about 11 p.m. Jack may be in 

attendance. 

December 17 Saturday. Michaelmas Term ends. 

 



The Year 1922 (282) 

 

Summary: Warren began the year in Sierra Leone, concluding his service there in late March and arriving in 

Liverpool on April 7. On April 2, Jack began to write Dymer, a long, narrative poem that was later published in 

1926. On June 8-14, Jack sat for six days of Exams in Greats, six hours a day, exclusive of Sunday, three hours 

in the morning and three hours in the afternoon. For the second time, he earned First Class Honours in Greats. 

During the summer Jack looked for various tutoring jobs to earn some money. On June 24, Jack was 

interviewed by the philosopher E. R. Dodds for a position as lecturer at University College, Reading, in 

Classics. On August 8, Warren and Jack carried out a long desired project of visiting Watford to see where they 

had attended Wynyard School. In late August, Jack visited the National Gallery at Trafalgar Square, enjoying 

the Titians, Botticelli’s Mars and Venus, and Veronese. In September he applied for a Fellowship in Philosophy 

at Magdalen College for which he was unsuccessful. On October 3, Warren left Belfast for Colchester, where he 

began service as officer in charge of suppliers until December 1925. On October 13, Jack had his first meeting 

with F. P. Wilson, his English tutor, which began his studies in English Language and Literature. Both Warren 

and Jack spend part of December at Little Lea. 

 

In this year or the next, Jack writes the poem “The Carpet Rises in the Draught.”
19

 

 

January 1922 

 

January 1 Sunday. Warren drinks tea early while deciding on New Year’s resolutions for his last few 

months in Freetown, Sierra Leone. He has a breakfast of kidneys and liver at 9:00 a.m. They then 

smoke cigarettes until 10 a.m. and move to their various occupations. Frazer goes to the hospital, 

the Major cleans his rifle, and Mac and Warren go out butterfly catching. They head for the Rue 

de la Paix which connects Mt. Aureol with hill station. They take about three hours, and then 

they go back for lunch. After lunch Warren reads The Admirable Betty by Geoffrey Farnol in his 

room. They have tea and then dinner. After dinner they play the gramophone and go to bed at ten 

o’clock. 

January 2 Monday. After Warren finishes the chits at the club, he goes with Mac to see Faill at his ship, the 

S.S. Ebani. They bring him ashore for lunch about noon and Faill, the Major, Frazer, Mac, and 

Warren have a very good meal at George’s, after which Faill returns to his ship. They hang about 

the club veranda until three o’clock, change into good clothes, then go to Government House. 

The West African band performs on the terrace. He finds Massa Johnson, and Ginger Gilson 

spends time with them until sunset, when dancing starts and the bar opens. Well after 6:30 p.m. 

the band plays “God Save” and Warren is able to make his escape. 

January 4 Wednesday. Warren goes to the Club in the morning, and Hart Cox invites him to go to Mann & 

Cook’s store, which has just gone bankrupt. He purchases a dozen pints of Pommery & Greno 

for the Club as well as two dozen bottles of Barton & Guestiers St. Julien wine. 

January 7 Saturday. Warren looks at his mess bill, which includes drinks and smokes at just over £16. 

Today is Mac’s birthday, so he treats Warren and others to dinner with drinks in the bungalow. 

They have hors d’oeuvres, mock turtle soup, boiled barraconta, roast chicken with chip potatoes 

and French beans, and plum pudding. They drink Dry Monopole and after dinner some excellent 

brandy and soda. They play vingt-at-un
20

 until 1:45 a.m. 

January 8 Sunday. Warren sends a check for £3-3-5 to Lloyd’s Bank Aldershot in settlement of an account 

which he opened when he was on his RASC course last year. 

January 9 Monday. After tea Mac and Warren play badminton, each winning two games. They play vingt-

et-un again in the evening. 
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January 12 Thursday. In their respective capacities of Embarkation Medical Officer and Transport Officer, 

Frazer and Warren stand by all day to see an ill Mackenzie safely invalided by the S. S. Ekari 

(Ebani). When the launch gets alongside in the evening Warren goes on board and gets K. A. 

Frazer and Warren gets Mackenzie up the ladder. They then find the doctor. While they are in 

the lounge, the Captain comes and asks them to dinner when they are ready. Crafter, Mackenzie, 

Frazer and Warren have a table to themselves. The meal is hors d’oeuvres, soup, fish, roast pork, 

and a sweet, accompanied by a bottle of Veuve Clicquot 1911 and followed by coffee and a 

liqueur brandy. Mac (Mackenzie or McLellan) sits with them and drinks ginger ale. Warren talks 

with the doctor in the smoke room after dinner, and he goes on shore at about 10:15 p.m. and up 

the hill to bed. 

January 14 Saturday. Hilary Term begins. Warren and MacLellan have a short sleep after lunch today, 

change clothes, go down the hill to the model school from where a car takes them and Frazer to 

call on the Faunces. At the home of the Faunces they find that they are out, so they go to the 

West African Mess and have a drink with Redway. After that they return to the Club in the 

evening, pick up their hammocks, and go home. 

January 16 Monday. Today Warren learns who will relieve him when he returns home. Hamilton relieves 

Falle, English from Belfast relieves Warren, and Caddell relieves McLellan. 

January 17 Tuesday. Warren learns that the bakery will be inspected by Colonel Commandant Jaunce at 

10:30. He goes up at 10:15 and sees that everything is as it should be. Then he waits from 10:30 

until 11:40 when the inspector arrives. 

January 18 Wednesday. Warren learns that his relief sails from Liverpool on March 8. 

January 25 Wednesday. Warren goes to the club office this morning. 

January 26 Thursday. Dressed in mufti this morning Warren goes down to the club and finds Shiel. He and 

Shiel go to the Africa Company and then to the Lower Commissariat. Shiel buys Warren lunch at 

the Club and after lunch Shiel, Cox, Mason, Cheeseman and Warren relax on the club veranda 

until tea time. Then they walk up to Tower Hill together. Soon after they return to the club the 

“Akabo” is sighted, so they walk down to the Lower Commissariat. They watch the ship for a 

while, and then they go down to the wharf where Warren picks up Frazer. They see Lucas off at 

sundown. Warren sits with Shiel for some time, and they have a couple of cocktails. Then they 

say goodbye, and Shiel leaves Sierra Leone. F. and Warren walk to George’s for dinner. Warren 

goes home and gets to bed at 10 p.m. 

 

February 1922 

 

February 1 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. E. J. N. Wallis’ rooms at 8:00 p.m. The meeting with the 

Pembroke Martlets is set for Feb. 22. Simpson reads his paper on “Sir Walter Raleigh.” Jack may 

be in attendance. Before going down the hall Warren supervises the packing of one of his tin 

boxes with mess kit to be taken down to Tower Hill. Warren goes downtown with the Major and 

comes back to the bungalow for lunch and tea. After tea he walks down to Tower Hill where 

Mac has the Major’s old quarter fitted up for them for the night. Then Warren goes swimming. 

Falle comes from the club at about 7:00. Warren dresses and goes with the others to Freeman’s 

quarters for a drink. He has dinner in the mess. After dinner, the Colonel, Falle, Justice, Wilshire, 

Mac and Warren play pool. They get to bed at 10:00 p.m. 

February 3 Friday. All of the West African Regiment clears ground and builds barriers. They have a 

conference at the E.S.A.’s office at Tower Hill this morning, where a list of the necessary stores 

is created. Then Warren goes to his office and from there to E.D.’s where he makes provisional 

arrangements for lighters, lorries, etc. 

February 4 Saturday. Warren’s first job this morning is to go and see White of E.D.’s. White says that the 

Appam is due at 6 p.m. Then Warren goes to his office and works out a provisional transport 

scheme in the event that the Appam brings someone who has the flu. When he returns to E.D.’s, 

they have just received a wireless from the ship saying that there is no influenza and no 

suspected cases. Warren then arranges for lighters (barges to unload ships where there is no 



adequate harbor) for the draft in the usual way, to be available at 8:30 a.m. tomorrow morning. 

Warren has lunch in the office today: ham sandwiches and half a bottle of Sauterne. He goes to 

the library and gets The Pot of Basil, Bearers of the Burden, The King’s Signet, and Stepsons of 

France. After tea he walks to Leicester Crossroads and back. The Appam finally arrives just after 

7:00 p.m. 

February 9 Thursday. Warren’s first duty today is to arrange with Scovil about the transport. The troops will 

parade at Tower Hill at 12:30 so Warren is to have the Harry and a lighter ready for them at 

Government Wharf at 1 p.m. Frazer and Warren spend the morning in the Lower Commissariat 

playing a standard game with pennies. At 12:30 Frazer and Warren have lunch at George’s, a 

lunch of stuffed tomatoes and roast meat. As they are finishing, the Aba arrives and Warren goes 

to Government Wharf to meet Scovil. They go in the launch to the strains of “Auld Lang Syne” 

from the pier head. On arrival, F. and Warren see the ship’s surgeon. While F. hands over a sick 

man’s documents to him, the surgeon buys them a drink. Then Warren gets a signature for 

Privates Brown and Telford’s papers from Sanceau and then goes to the troop decks. They send 

off Major and Mrs. Hood, R. E. Major Brekton, R.A. M. C., Captain & Mrs. Porter R. G. A., and 

Lt. Sanceau R. E. F. Warren sees all of this just after tea. At about five o’clock Warren comes 

ashore, then goes to the club for a whiskey and soda. He goes to bed shortly after 10 o’clock. 

February 10 Friday. The education commission appointed by H. A. L. Fisher in 1919 completes its work. 

February 12 Sunday. Warren goes on a climb up Leicester Peak, a conical hill about three-and-a-half miles 

from their bungalow, topped by a small plateau about twenty yards square. The expedition 

consists of Falle, Mac, and Warren with a party of six carriers carrying supplies. They are able to 

see Freetown, King Tom and Tower Hill, also Bullom to the North near the airport and the creek 

islands. They also see the ship “Elmiona,” which is lying at anchor. They see Lumley Beach, 

Leicester Village, and Mt. Aureol. At about noon they have a cold lunch of tinned salmon, bread 

and butter, and tinned spiced beef and tongue, followed by a bottle of lager. Then they take two 

photographs to celebrate the occasion. The Major and Warren are back at the bungalow shortly 

after 2:30. Warren takes a cold bath. Then he skims through Rudyard Kipling’s 1897 novel 

Captains Courageous again today. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

February 14 Tuesday. Warren mails a letter to McGregor’s this morning asking them to send him twenty 

pounds in English notes for his journey home. 

February 15 Wednesday. Mann calls to say that there is a committee meeting of the club to consider the 

trading loss on wines for the month of January, which Warren attends. The meeting includes Col. 

Wighton president, Hart-Cox secretary, Mann terms, Kennedy wines, and Wilshire as the fifth 

member.  

February 18 Saturday. The R. M. S. “Abusi” arrived at about 7:30 p.m. last night, bringing S.Q.M.S. Forshaw 

in relief of Gullidge, Corporal Sadd as Master Baker, and Corporal Mackenzie in relief of 

Corporal Pink. When Frazer and Warren get to the office they determine to go to the ship. They 

get on board, and they see Stiles of the B.B.W.A. They have a glass of beer with Hodgett who is 

now going back to Nigeria. Warren returns to shore and sees Forshaw. his new chief clerk. 

February 19 Sunday. Warren stays indoors all morning. Robinson comes to lunch and stays until after tea. 

This evening they see a Navy ship coming in. She proves to be H.M.S. “Antrim” from home, 

fitted as an experimental wireless ship. 

February 21 Tuesday. Warren gets a launch out of E.D.’s to take Faunce to pay his call on the “Antrim.” 

Upon arrival, Faunce has a great time and enjoys himself thoroughly. 

February 22 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. Curtis’ rooms at 8:00 p.m. Three Martlets from Pembroke 

College, Cambridge, are present. Mr. Clift of Pembroke College, Cambridge, presents a paper on 

“Books, Life and Carpet Slippers.” Jack may be in attendance. 

February 23 Thursday. The R. M. S. Appam arrives at daybreak so Warren goes in his jacket and slacks to do 

his part in embarking the draft. Embarkation is at 10 a.m. but Warren goes early, and he goes on 

board with Col. Atkin for a haircut. On going on deck again he meets Scovill, who is alarmed 

because he has to do the berthing list over again. Warren later goes down to the 2
nd

 class deck 

and says goodbye to Gullidge. They leave to have some lunch at George’s. In the afternoon 



Warren sits in the club until sundown, then borrows a towel and goes swimming. During the 

afternoon, he talks with Mackey. Then he goes home. 

February 24 Friday. The R. M. S. Antrim sails for Devonport this evening about 9:30. 

February 27 Monday. Today at 10:30 the S.M.O. does his periodical Sanitary Inspection of Warren’s 

operation, starting with the bakery. He brings Rudkin with him. Everything is in order, and he 

congratulates Warren. After that, Rudkin and Warren go to the Upper Commissariat, where they 

are joined by Falle, and from there they to the slaughter house for more inspecting. At the Lower 

Commissariat everything is as it should be, and Rudkin departs well satisfied with what he has 

seen. 

 

March 1922 

 

March 8 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. Haig’s room at 8:00 p.m. Mr. Wallis reads a paper on 

English poet and assistant to Florence Nightingale “Arthur Hugh Clough.” They adjourn at 10:30 

p.m. Jack may be in attendance. 

March 15 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. Anderson’s rooms at 8:00 p.m. They adjourn about 10:20 

p.m. Jack may be in attendance. 

March 23 Wednesday. Warren completes his tour of duty in Sierra Leone despite his dislike of tropical heat 

and insects. 

 

April 1922 

 

April 1 Saturday. Jack begins keeping a diary.
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 Jack walks to Iffley in the morning and calls at the 

Askins. Jack goes to the show at Headington School after tea. He sees Arnold’s Tristram and 

Yeats’ Land of Heart’s Desire, still appreciating the beauty of Yeats’ play. 

April 2 Sunday. Jack starts a poem on Dymer in rhyme royal.
22

 Jack walks on Shotover in the 

afternoon. In the evening, Jack, Mrs. Moore, and others play bridge. Jack reads Colonel 

Repington’s book aloud, i.e. Charles à Court Repington, After the War: A Diary (1922). 

April 3 Monday. Jack works on Roman history notes all morning and Adamson’s chapters on Aristotle 

after lunch. They read more Repington in the evening. Jack calls it a rather depressing day. 

April 4 Tuesday. Jack walks into Oxford and leaves two poems (“Misfire” and “Offa”) at the Mercury to 

be typewritten. Jack works at Adamson, writing about Aristotle’s theory of eidee, seemingly fatal 

to immortality, before lunch. A letter comes from Arthur. Jack does Roman History all afternoon 

and some in the evening, and Book II of Plato’s Republic. He goes to bed shortly after midnight. 

April 5 Wednesday. Jack starts revising Greek History today. Jack picks up the two poems, now typed. 

He also sees William Force Stead, who gives him proofs of his proposed book, The Sweet 

Miracle. Jack works for the rest of the day, except for a nightcap reading some Repington. 

April 6 Thursday. Jack and Mrs. Moore move today to Red Gables on Headington Road for two weeks, 

thanks to Lady Gonner. It is a day of packing, but also a fair morning’s work. They reach Red 

Gables at 6:00 p.m. by taxi. Jack finds and starts reading Mallock’s New Republic. Jack reads the 

fourth Book of the Republic. 

April 7 Friday. Jack’s two typed poems are returned by the Mercury. After breakfast Jack does two 

hours of very satisfactory work memorizing Greek History notes. Joy Whicher and her mother 

arrive in the late morning. Jack goes to Warneford Road in the hope of letters. Jack wishes that 

life and death were not the only options, since he likes neither of them. Warren arrives in 

Liverpool from a year’s service in Sierra Leone and then goes to Little Lea to begin a six-month 

leave. 
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April 8 Saturday. Hilary Term ends. Jack goes to town immediately after breakfast for meat and gets 

back shortly before eleven and puts in good work on Greek History until lunch, and after lunch 

again until tea time. After supper Jack reads most of the fifth book of Plato’s Republic. Jack has 

a bad headache. Jack puzzles over his accounts, and he is unable to reconcile them. Jack finishes 

The Everlasting Mercy, thinking it the poorest thing of Masefield that he has read yet. Jack’s 

friend Rodney (R. M. S.) Pasley and “Johnnie” Hamber are married today. 
April 9 Sunday. Jack finishes Masefield’s Pompey the Great, thinking it the best of Masefield that he has 

read. Jack walks on Shotover, getting back before lunch. Jack tries to write today, but he is 

unable to do so because of his despondency over the rejection of his poems. 

April 10 Monday. In the morning, Jack goes over Roman History. Then Jack does Greek notes up to date. 

He goes out a little before lunch to enjoy the sunshine and drink a bottle of Guinness next door in 

the “White Horse.” After lunch Jack copies out the poem beginning “The last star of the night” to 

send it to the Mercury again, and to send the Mercury’s refusals to the English Review. He walks 

into Oxford and leaves the poem at the typists and sends off the two others. 

April 11 Tuesday. Maureen’s grade report arrives today. Jack puts in a good morning’s work on Greek 

History and reads most of the sixth book of the Republic after lunch. Jack goes into Oxford after 

tea. After supper Jack and Dr. Askins talk of the Napoleonic wars, Christina dreams, and 

immortality. Jack walks to the bus with him afterwards. 

April 14 Good Friday. Jack gets his poem back from Squire’s; it has been rejected. Jack does Greek 

History until lunchtime. In the afternoon he walks up the field path, along the road which skirts 

Stowe Woods, back by the footpath starting through Elsfield church. Jack does good homework 

after tea and again after supper. 

April 15 Saturday. Mrs. Moore reminds him that today is the fourth anniversary of his getting wounded at 

Mt. Bernenchon. Jack works in the morning. After lunch he walks into Oxford to call in College 

and buy some things. Jack takes the Grundy’s  (the library)’s Persian War from the library. Jack 

tries to work at Dymer, but he is discouraged by his attempt. Jack reads some more Repington. 

April 16 Easter Sunday. Jack goes with Maureen to Highfield Church, and they hear Rev. Alfred George 

Clarke preach. After lunch Jack works at Dymer. 

April 17 Monday. Jack receives a letter from Aunt Lily, stating that she has recommended Spirits in 

Bondage to several people. Miss Brayne, Maureen’s violin teacher, comes to tea. Jack 

memorizes and afterwards does some walking in the garden. After supper Jack finishes the 

seventh and begins the eighth book Plato’s Republic. 

April 18 Tuesday. Jack works in the morning. In the afternoon he walks into Oxford and looks up Civil 

Service examination papers in the Union, probably thinking that he may end up working for the 

Civil Service. Before supper he calls on Arthur Stevenson and his mother, hoping to hear 

something of the Civil Service. In the evening he copies out his poem “Joy” and works a new 

ending. 

April 19 Wednesday. Trinity Term begins. The atheist priest Cranny (Rev. Frederick Walker Macran) 

appears unexpectedly, and they talk theology and Macran’s convictions about evolution. Jack 

asks him why he doesn’t abandon the church if he thinks Jesus is not God. 

April 20 Thursday. Jack does a dull morning’s work. He goes to the White Horse before lunch. In the 

afternoon he goes into Oxford to try and get back his poem “Joy,” but the place is closed. They 

leave Lady Gonner’s by taxi at three o’clock. Jack and company settle in from tea time to 

suppertime. After supper Jack begins to copy out his poem “Nimue.” 

April 21 Friday. Jack gets up shortly before seven, cleans the grate, lights the fire, makes tea and toast, 

bathes, shaves, has breakfast, washes up, puts the new piece of ham on to boil, and is out by 

10:30. Jack gets his poem “Joy” at last from the typist. Jack returns about noon. Mrs. Moore is 

cooking for the first time since her illness. He washes up after lunch and studies Greek History 

notes until tea. Mrs. Baker comes for tea, which lasts an hour. Jack works again after supper. 

April 22 Saturday. Jack gets up about 6:30 a.m. and does the same jobs as the previous day. Jack is settled 

to work by 9:30 a.m. and puts in a good morning. Sheila Gonner comes to tea. Jack works again 



after tea and from supper until ten o’clock. He finishes the last part of the twelfth book of 

Herodotus. 

April 23 Sunday. In the morning Jack finishes fair copying
23

 “Nimue.” In the afternoon he calls on Mrs. 

Stevenson to talk houses. Jack finishes his notes on Herodotus. 

April 24 Monday. Jack starts to memorize his Herodotus notes en masse today. Jack works from 9 to 11 

in the morning. Then Jack goes into town with Maureen to see her off to Bristol. Jack calls at the 

office of Rayson the architect, 15 Broad Street. Jack works after lunch. After tea Jack walks on 

Shotover. He works after supper. A cheerful letter arrives from Albert Lewis today. Warren has 

been at home (from Sierra Leone) for twelve days. 

April 25 Tuesday. Jack writes in his diary about a woman who visited them today, calling for Dorothy. 

April 26 Wednesday. Jack studies the Pentekontaetia period in Greece all day. Maureen writes and says 

that after an hour with Miss Kathleen Whitty she finds her music hopeless. They also receive a 

letter from Miss Whitty about Maureen’s poor musical technique. 

April 27 Thursday. Term begins today. Jack works hard on the Athenian politics of the Pentekontaetia. 

Before lunch Jack goes into Oxford and gets Whibley’s book out of the Union. Jack works again 

from lunch until tea time. 

April 28 Friday. Jack goes into College early and learns that they have Collections in hall at 9:30 on 

philosophy, handed out by Stevenson to Jack, Blunt, Wyllie, Watling, P. O. Simpson, Montagu, 

Hastings, Haig, and Salvesen. Jack gets out at about 12:30. Jack goes to Wadham to look for Leo 

Baker. After lunch Jack goes on with Greek History. William Force Stead comes in to have his 

new proofs praised and to talk about poets W. B. Yeats and Robert Bridges. 

April 29 Saturday. Jack gets up and goes into College where they do a general ancient history paper for 

Stevenson in Collections. Jack is interviewed by Stevenson. Mrs. Moore gets a long letter from 

Miss Whitty about Maureen. 

April 30 Sunday. Jack calls for Baker at Wadham College, and they walk over the fields to Marston. 

Baker has had a poem accepted by the Beacon, where Barfield is now working as a sub-editor. 

After lunch Jack works on Dymer. After tea Jack puts up curtains in D’s (Mrs. Moore’s) room. 

After supper Jack finishes and fair copies the first canto of Dymer. 

 

May 1922 

 

May 1 Monday. After not writing for four months, Jack writes to his father about a plum cake (with 

thanks), examinations, Warren’s impending leave from Sierra Leone, Jack’s impending 

examinations in June, and the weather. Jack works all afternoon on Thucydides. A letter arrives 

from Barfield accepting “Joy” for the Beacon. Jack probably spent some time in Belfast since 

early December. 

May 2 Tuesday. Jack works in the morning memorizing notes on the Pentekontaetia and reading 

Thucydides, while Maureen visits a potential place to rent. After lunch Jack tries to see Jenkin, 

but he is out. Jack leaves “Nimue” to be typed. Jack walks slowly and pleasantly through 

Mesopotamia
24

 and by rope ferry to Marston, then up the lane to Headington via the small 

cemetery. Jack gets back in time to put in some more work before supper. With Mrs. Moore, 

Jack writes a letter to Dr. Ley of Christ Church asking him to recommend a good music teacher 

for Maureen. 

May 3 Wednesday. Jack works on the Thucydides text. He goes into town after lunch, and after looking 

for Jenkin in Merton Street, he meets him in the High. They walk down St. Aldate’s and over the 

waterworks to Hinksey. Jack speaks to Jenkin about staying up for another year and about 

religion, Jenkin’s views being “traditional and rather different to mine.” Jack works at 

Thucydides again in the evening. He goes to bed early. 
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May 4 Thursday. After breakfast between Jack goes into town early. Jack calls on Baker in Wadham, 

sees the May issue of the Beacon, and goes to College at 10:30 for Stevenson’s class with 

Watling, Wyllie, Blunt, Montagu, Haig, and (later) Hastings. Jack goes to Cornmarket and gets 

back “Nimue” accurately typed. He sends it to Squire in the afternoon. Jack works at an English 

text of the Politics in the afternoon, and goes for a short stroll up Headington before supper. He 

does Thucydides note-making in the evening. Jack has mild shooting pains in his left armpit near 

his war injury. 

May 5 Friday. Jack meets Barfield at 2:30 at the Headington Post Office. They walk over Bayswater 

Brook and have tea in a little house on the London Road. They talk about Baker, about Barfield’s 

holiday in Italy, and how Barfield came to work at the Beacon. 

May 6 Saturday. Jack goes into town after breakfast to see Dr. Allchin of 15 Beaumont Street about 

lessons for Maureen. Jack finds Allchin engaged until twelve. Jack tries to work on “Psyche” in 

the Union with no success. Jack meets Wallis, P. O. Simpson, and Blunt. Jack goes back to 

Allchin at noon. Jack arranges for Maureen to visit Allchin at 4:15 next Tuesday. 

May 7 Sunday. Jack sits in the garden, writing a passage for a new version of “Psyche” in blank verse. 

Jack finds his way out to 14 Chadlington Rd., through North Oxford. Jack joins Stevenson, his 

wife, his child Helen, and someone named Mackay for lunch. They sit in the garden after lunch. 

Stevenson talks of a Master, probably R. W. Macan, writing a modernist essay on the 

resurrection and his job at Le Touquet working on coding during the war. Jack comes home to 

find Mrs. Moore in the garden with the Doc,
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 Mary, and Peony Askins. They sit in the garden 

after supper. While at the Walkers, Jack has an amusing conversation with H. D. Ziman about 

Ziman disliking Jack’s distemper. 

May 8 Monday. Jack gets to work in the garden at 8:45 a.m. and continues, making notes and 

memorizing, until one o’clock. Jack goes into town after lunch to Jenkin’s rooms. W. D. Robson-

Scott is with him. Jenkin claims to have been surprised to hear of Jack’s removal from the 

Martlets. He takes Jack in his canoe for a short time. Jack gets home about 4 o’clock. Jack has 

tea in the garden and makes an analysis of Kant. Jack memorizes this after supper, and also his 

Greek History notes. 

May 9 Tuesday. Jack’s poem “Nimue” is returned from Squire with a refusal. Jack gets to work at 8:45 

a.m. in the garden. Jack does some more analysis of Kant and some Thucydides notes. On this 

date Maureen may go to see Dr. Allchin about music lessons (see entry of May 6, but also see 

the entry of May 22) at 4:15. 

May 10 Wednesday. Jack works on Greek History for part of the morning and then goes into town and 

does two questions in the Union under Schools conditions, one from a Roman History Paper and 

one from a Logic Paper. Jack buys a panama hat at Lane’s in Queen Street. Jack meets Watling, 

who tells him that their Schools begin on June 8. Jack gets Jowett’s translation of the Sophists 

from the library and works on it after lunch. Jack walks on Shotover, which he calls “gorgeous,” 

after tea. 

May 11 Thursday. Jack goes into town and calls to see Baker. Baker gives back the first Canto of Dymer. 

Jack then goes to Univ. and sees Carritt. Then Jack goes to Stevenson’s class with Watling, 

Wyllie, Blunt, Montagu, Hasting, and Haig. Jack gets home about 12:30 p.m. The Doc is there, 

and Maureen is very ill. After lunch Jack does a logic paper which Carritt had given him, taking 

three hours to do it. 

May 12 Friday. Jack works on an analysis of Kant and then on Greek History until shortly before lunch. 

Jack goes into town to see if Jenkin will come to the show tonight. Jack works again after lunch. 

Jack comes back for supper and then returns to wait in the queue at the Corn Exchange. The 

Asquiths arrive. The Wycherley play is, on the whole, good, Sir Hugh Allen conducting. Baker 

performs well as Mr. Formal, and Barfield dances in the show. Lady Gonner and her niece visit, 

so Jack moves into another room. The Doc comes today also. 

May 13 Saturday. Sir Walter Raleigh, Chair of English Literature at Oxford University, dies. 
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May 14 Sunday. Jack catches a bus into town and returns home shortly after lunch, having picked up G. 

K. Chesterton’s Magic and Jones’ Road to Endor from the Union. Mrs. Moore and Jack sit in the 

little alley way behind the French windows after lunch. Jack reads through the play Magic. 

Afterwards Jack begins to read The Road to Endor aloud, and continues it for the rest of the day. 

May 15 Monday. Jack gets to work at 9:30 a.m. and puts in a morning on the Sicilian Expedition and 

doing some memorizing. After lunch Mrs. Moore reads to Jack from the Times the memorial 

article on Sir Walter Raleigh, who has just died on May 13. Jack memorizes afterwards. While in 

town Jack meets Poynton, who gives him a Latin Prose to do as a trial. After supper Jack works 

on the Sophists and starts the prose. 

May 16 Tuesday. Jack starts work after breakfast then walks into town to get Freeland’s History of Sicily. 

Jack calls on Baker and drinks some sherry with him, and they talk about Dymer. Jack walks 

with him this afternoon. Baker calls for Jack soon after lunch, and they push their bikes up 

Shotover and sit there. After tea, until nearly 7 o’clock, Baker and Jack have a conversation 

again about keeping the myth true in Dymer. 

May 17 Wednesday. Jack works at Greek History all morning. The Doc comes to see Maureen before 

lunch. Jack works again until tea time. Tea is at 4, and Mrs. Raymond joins them. Jack goes into 

town for a tutorial with Carritt on Benedetto Croce, whose idealism, Jack once described as 

indistinguishable from materialism,
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 and Kant and universals. The Martlets meet in Mr. Curtis’ 

rooms at 8:00 p.m. Mr. H. D. Ziman reads his paper on “Samuel Butler.
27

” They adjourn about 

10:30 p.m. Jack is probably in attendance. 

May 18 Thursday. Jack works in the dining room from lunch until tea, then he walks through Iffley, 

across the lock, and then along the meadow. After supper Jack writes a long letter home about 

taking another school (since the English Schools have been greatly altered), his scholarship 

likely continuing for another year, English Literature as a rising subject, changes in the English 

School so that philology is less important, the people at Univ. wanting Jack to stay in Oxford, 

seeing the Asquiths while waiting in line to see a ballet, and having his poem “Joy” accepted by 

The Beacon. 

May 19 Friday. Jack works on the Revolution of the 400 (Greek History). After lunch Jack walks into 

Oxford. Jack calls on Baker, who wants Jack’s advice. After tea Jack buses back to College and 

calls on R. W. Macan, the Master of Univ. He advises Jack to take the extra year because it is 

hard to earn a position right out of University. He advises Jack to try for another prize. Jack goes 

for a drink of Guinness. Jack has a long talk with Minto after supper, telling her about old times, 

Tubbs, and Miss Cowie. Afterwards Jack makes a start on his next paper for Carritt and does 45 

minutes of work on it. 

May 20 Saturday. Jack works in the morning on early Attica and Solon (Greek History). After lunch he 

rides to the Union and takes out Sir James Barrie’s The Admirable Crichton. Then he rides 

beyond Marston to see Barfield. Jack meets Barfield just beyond the village on his way to the All 

Soul’s dance. They sit in a field and talk. Jack goes home for tea and finds the Doc and Mary 

who soon leave. For the rest of the day Jack works on the second Canto of Dymer. 

May 21 Sunday. Jack rides to Merton Street after breakfast and calls for Jenkin. They cycle to through 

Marston to Elsfield and Beckley, where they call at Bee Cottage. Harwood gives them water and 

they rest. Jack leaves the first Canto of Dymer for Barfield’s criticism. They continue their ride 

downhill from Beckley. 

May 22 Monday. Jack buses into College and pays Farquharson an entrance fee for Schools. They see 

Dr. Allchin, arranging for Maureen to see him at 3:30 next Friday. Jack comes home and finishes 

his notes on Solon. After lunch Jack buses to Wadham and sees Baker. They have a long talk on 

psychoanalysis. A wire arrives from Albert Lewis saying “Stay on” in answer to his letter.
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May 23 Tuesday. Jack works all morning in the alley way, memorizing Greek History notes. Mary and 

the Doc call. After lunch Jack buses into Oxford, takes Croce’s Essence of Aesthetic out of the 

Union and walks to Parson’s Pleasure to go swimming. He meets Wyllie, who is leaving 

Parson’s Pleasure. He comes home and has tea in the garden, then finishes the paper for Carritt 

about Croce, who assumes the unreality of matter. He goes to bed early. After coming in from 

the garden he writes one stanza of Dymer. 

May 24 Wednesday. Jack works on Greek History, then leaves home at 11:45 and buses into Oxford, 

meeting Barfield for lunch at 1 o’clock outside the Old Oak. They decide to go to the Good Luck 

instead for lunch. From there they walk to Wadham gardens (Wadham is Barfield’s College) and 

sit under the trees and argue about Christina dreams. They then turn to Dymer, with Barfield 

being favorable about the poem. “Like me, he has no belief in immortality etc., and always feels 

the materialistic pessimism at his elbow.”
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 Jack comes home for tea in the garden by way of 

Magdalen. Jack goes to Carritt at 5:45 and reads him a paper. Carritt is insisting that right is 

unrelated to good. The Martlets meet in Anderson’s rooms at 8:00 p.m. Mr. Curtis reads his 

paper on “Walter Savage Landor.” Jack is probably not in attendance (see the entry for June 21). 

May 25 Thursday. Jack memorizes in the morning. The Doc comes just before lunch and examines 

Minto’s shoulder. Minto, Baker, and Jack discuss whether or not he should go to Ireland, when 

both father and brother are there, resulting in being shot at. 

May 26 Friday. Jack buses into Oxford after breakfast and does a Greek History translation paper in the 

Union. Jack comes home shortly after twelve. Jack reads and enjoys Bosanquet’s The 

Philosophical Theory of the State in the afternoon. The Doc and Mrs. Stevenson come to tea and 

talk about spiritualism, including ghosts, psychoanalysis, and condemning Freud. After supper 

Jack starts reading Strachey’s Queen Victoria to Mrs. Moore. Jack and Mrs. Moore sit up late 

talking. 

May 27 Saturday. Jack calls on Stevenson and asks Stevenson to let him know of any tutorial work 

during the vacation. Jack then calls on Carritt and makes the same request. Jack meets Blunt who 

offers to get him a schoolboy to coach. Jack also visits Williams, the local agent for Trueman & 

Knightley, who advises him on how to get a teaching position. After lunch Jack works on Dymer 

in the garden, then bicycles to town after tea and swims. After the swim, Harwood praises Dymer 

extravagantly. 

May 29 Monday. After lunch Jack cycles into town to visit Baker. They adjourn to Wadham gardens and 

talk about Dymer. After tea Jack goes to see Miss Vida Mary Wiblin at 43 Hamilton Rd. about 

teaching Maureen technique. They have supper in the garden. Mary and the Doc come later. Jack 

goes indoors and works on Latin prose. 

 

June 1922 

 

June 1 Thursday. In College Jack finds a note from Carritt stating that Farquharson thought he could get 

Jack a job in Oxford for the vacation and also drawing Jack’s attention to a Fellowship at 

Magdalen (this is not the Fellowship he eventually wins at Magdalen). Jack calls on Baker and 

gives him the new Dymer. Jack leaves Baker, gets a haircut, goes home, and takes a cold bath. 

Jack works in the drawing room after lunch. They have tea in the garden and Jack goes to 

Parson’s Pleasure for a swim. After supper Jack reads William Heitland, continuing the reading 

in his own room when Mary and Doc appear. After dark Jack goes out and talks with Doc alone 

in the garden about perversion and the philosophy of getting drunk. 

June 2 Friday. In the morning, Jack works on Greek History and starts revising Roman notes from 

breakfast to lunch. Jack changes and goes to Baker’s tea fight at about 3:45. 

June 3 Saturday. In the Oxford Union, Jack reads some of the poems in Hardy’s new book. Jack looks 

into a copy of Freud’s Introductory Lectures. Jack gets Havelock Ellis’s World of Dreams from 

the Union and returns home. In the garden after lunch, Jack reads Spenser’s canto about 
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Phaedria. Sheila Gonner comes to tea. Jenkin arrives. They all sit down to tea and Miss Vida 

Mary Wiblin arrives. Jenkin asks Jack to come on the river, so they walk to Magdalen Bridge 

and then go up the Cherwell in his canoe. Jack lends Dymer to Jenkin, and they talk about Lord 

Byron’s Don Juan, the horrors of marriage, and Greats. 

June 4 Sunday. Jack reads Havelock Ellis’s dream book and writes about it in his diary. After supper 

Jack sits for a long time outside talking. 

June 5 Monday. Jack walks to Cornmarket, sees Mrs. McNeill and Janie, and promises to meet them on 

Wednesday afternoon. Lady Gonner comes to tea, and they discuss Strachey and parenting. 

June 6 Tuesday. Jenkin returns Dymer to Jack, who had lent it to him on Saturday. Watling brings Jack 

a note about a position at Wadham for a Greats graduate who is willing to read law. Jack and 

Jenkin go to Magdalen Bridge and take Jenkin’s canoe. They go up the Thames, past Folly 

Bridge and the gas works, into a narrow side stream, and finally to Ferry Hinksey. There they 

have tea in the garden of the pub.  

June 7 Wednesday. Jack goes to College to see Carritt about the proposed job at Wadham. Jack then 

calls on Baker in Wadham and asks his advice about the Wadham job. Jack works in the garden 

until 3:45 and then goes to the McNeills  at Oxenford Hall Hotel, and Jack takes Janie to the 

Good Luck for tea for two. The Martlets meet in Mr. H. D. Ziman’s rooms at 8:00 p.m. 

Anderson reads a paper on “William Blake.” Jack is probably not in attendance (see the entry for 

June 21). 

June 8-14 Thursday-Wednesday. Jack sits for six days of Exams in Greats, six hours a day, exclusive of 

Sunday.
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June 8 Thursday. Jack begins exams for Greats today. Jack leaves home early and goes to College. Jack 

sees old George and recovers his mortar board. Jack tries to see Carritt, but he is out. Jack goes 

to the Schools at 9:30 with Blunt and Montagu. They do a paper on Roman History questions 

until 12:30. They all go to see Stevenson afterwards. Jack lunches in Hall with P. O. Simpson, 

Blunt, Montagu, Charles Mackenzie, John Currie and others, and lies on the grass in the quad 

afterwards. Jack returns to the Schools for Unseens (Greek and Latin translation) at two o’clock. 

Jack finishes at about 3:45 and goes home. 

June 9 Friday. Jack goes to Schools from 9:30 until 12:30, doing a paper on philosophic books. Jack has 

lunch in Hall with Montagu, P. O. Simpson, Blunt, etc. He does translation of Roman History 

texts from 2 until 4 p.m. Jack goes home and finds Miss Featherstone and Mrs. Moore in the 

garden. After reading a little Plato Jack returns to town. Jack meets Wyllie in the High. Jack gets 

a letter from his father in the afternoon and a notice from Truslove, drawing his attention to a 

philosophical lectureship at Bangor, North Wales, for £300 a year. 

June 10 Saturday. Jack goes to the Schools at 9:30 to write a Greek History paper. Jack then goes with 

Baker to Wadham. They lunch together at the Old Oak. Harwood comes over from another table. 

Jack goes back to the Schools at 2:00 for a paper on translation from Plato and Aristotle. After 

supper Jack reads through the two Cantos of Dymer. Jack gets a notice from Truslove today 

about a Classical Lectureship at Durham. 

June 11 Sunday. Jack gets up late and cycles into Oxford, leaving his bike at College. From there he 

walks through Christ Church down into Luke Street. He states that he gets “a whiff of the real 

joy,”
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 but it was only momentary. He walks back into the wood and then home again. Jack 

washes his hands at the Union and takes out William James’s Varieties of Religious Experience. 

Jack reads this book for most of the afternoon. Jack looks over some old philosophy essays as a 

refresher. 

June 12 Monday. In College, Jack finds Poynton and talks with him. He then goes to the Schools with 

other students for a Logic paper, probably at 9:30. Jack goes back to Schools at 2:00 and does a 

translation paper. Jack comes home to tea. Jack then goes to see Carritt and talks about the job at 

Wadham College. 
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June 13 Tuesday. Jack goes into College and then to Schools at 9:30 where he does a General Ancient 

History paper. Jack writes steadily all through the time until 12:30 p.m. At 12:30 he rushes up to 

Queen’s Lane to Wadham and calls for Baker, and they talk about Pasley and marriage. Jack 

goes back to Schools at two o’clock for Latin Prose. Jack finishes Latin Prose at about 4:45. 

June 14 Wednesday. Jack goes in to Schools at 9:30 and does a paper on Moral and Political philosophy. 

Jack lunches in Hall with Montagu, George Fasnacht, John Currie and others. Jack does Greek 

prose in the afternoon, probably at 2:00. Jack goes home and has tea. He reads a little of William 

James and talks with Mrs. Moore. Jack goes in again at 7:45 p.m. to dine in the Senior Common 

Room with Carritt and Stevenson. Stevenson tells a story about the philosopher F. H. Bradley. 

Carritt, Haig, and Jack get into a long conversation on the subconscious, which Carritt denies.  

June 15 Thursday. Being finally free of exams, Jack goes out walking at 10:00 a.m. He goes up Shotover 

and down the other side to Wheatley, getting thrills from his experiences, “full of unspecified 

memories.”
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 Jack gets home about 12:45 p.m. and has a late lunch. Jack writes five stanzas for 

the third canto of Dymer in the afternoon. Miss Wiblin comes to give Maureen a lesson and has 

tea with them. Jack reads William James in the afternoon and evening, including the chapter on 

Mysticism. Jack and Mrs. Moore sit in the drawing room in the evening with a fire. Jack’s two 

poems have come back from the English Review. 

June 16 Friday. Warren celebrates his twenty-seventh birthday. Jack gets a note from Carritt in the lodge 

with a ticket for the annual Greek play at Bradfield a week from Saturday.  

June 17 Saturday. Jack gets a notice from Truslove in the morning about a classical lectureship for a year 

at Reading. Jack meets Carritt in the library. Jack then calls on Poynton, who promises to write a 

testimonial on Jack’s behalf if one is requested. Poynton says that he thinks it very unlikely that 

Jack’s failure to do verse would hurt him for the Reading job. Jack also calls on Stevenson, who 

also promises to write a testimonial on Jack’s behalf. Jack goes into the J.C.R.
33

 and writes two 

letters to Dodds, one a formal application. Jack goes home. They have supper at 10:00. Jack and 

Mrs. Moore then discuss finances, probably about the need to limit spending. 

June 18 Sunday. Jack wakes up late this morning in a state of depression. Jack writes a few stanzas for 

Dymer in the morning and then in the afternoon reads Hume’s Of Morals, which, Jack writes, 

contains all of Jack’s own fallacies in ethics.
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 After lunch he walks up Shotover, going to the 

grove of firs where it overlooks the lane to Horspath. Here he sits and thinks for some time.
35

 

After supper Jack continues the Antigone. 

June 19 Monday. After breakfast Jack goes for a walk, determined to spend no money on tobacco or 

buses. Mrs. Moore and Jack sit in the garden for a while. Jack writes some more of the third 

Canto of Dymer and two political stanzas for a later canto. After tea Jack walks up to Headington 

again to see Mrs. Hinckley. Jack and Mrs. Hinckley have a conversation about parents and 

children. Jack receives a letter from Aunt Lily with an attack on Sir Walter Raleigh and the 

encouragement to eat six to eight oranges a day. 

June 21 Wednesday. Jack sits in the alley way and writes Tan’s speech for the third Canto of Dymer. 

Then Jack writes to his father about his recent exams, hoping for the best and confident that he 

did well on the history papers, overhearing one of the examiners refer to Jack thinking that Plato 

is always wrong, the upcoming viva, and Aunt Lily. After lunch he bicycles to Beckley and calls 

at Bee Cottage where he finds Harwood. Harwood shows Walter de la Mare’s new book, The 

Veil, to Jack. After tea Harwood brings out Barfield’s “Tower” and some new pieces of his own, 

while Jack gives him the new canto of Dymer to read. They then go out for a walk, down to 

Otmoor. Jack gets back to Bee Cottage about 7:15. Jack eats a supper of ham with Harwood. 

Jack leaves at 7:45 and bikes 25 minutes to the meeting of the Martlets in Wallis’ rooms. It is his 

first Martlets meeting in a long time. Present are Allen, Carritt, Watling, W. D. Robson-Scott, 
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Curtis, H. D. Ziman, George Fasnacht, E. F. Simpson, an unknown person, and Dr. Counsell. 
Allen reads a paper on Joseph Conrad. Allen argues against Carritt and Jack. Carritt has heard 

from an examiner that Lewis thinks that Plato is always wrong. 

June 22 Thursday. Jack goes into Oxford and leaves an advertisement at the Oxford Times office for 

tutoring work during vacation. After supper Jack reads aloud to Mrs. Moore the first volume of 

his diary. 

June 23 Friday. Jack runs an ad in The Oxford Times, offering tuition in philosophy or Classics. Jack 

receives a letter from Arthur in the morning. Jack goes into town in the morning, first to 

Blackwell’s, where he sells his History of Persia, the History of Seventeenth Century France, 

Joseph’s Logic, two volumes of Sellar, and a volume of the Loeb Euripides. Jack then goes to 

Wadham College and discovers that Baker has been moved to the Acland Nursing Home. Jack 

walks to the Acland at 25 Banbury Road and visits Baker. Jack gets a letter in College from 

Dodds, summoning him to an interview in Reading at 11 a.m. on Saturday. Jack goes back to 

town after lunch to invite Baker to stay with him. 

June 24 Saturday. Jack is interviewed by the philosopher E. R. Dodds for a position as lecturer at 

University College, Reading, in Classics. Jack has breakfast before 8 and cycles to the station to 

catch the 9:10 train to Reading. Jack reads the Antigone during the journey. Jack arrives at 

Reading, finds his way to University College, and leaves his bike at the Lodge. Jack then walks 

around until 11:00, when he is escorted to the Principal’s room, where he is interviewed by 

Dodds, Childs, and de Burgh. The lack of having done verse will not hinder his application, but 

the Principal, Childs, insists that he live in Reading. The Principal shows Jack around the college 

and leaves him in the Senior Common Room to wait for lunch, coming back at 1:00. At lunch the 

Principal introduces Jack to Miss Powell, one of their dons. Jack leaves the College at 2 and 

cycles to Bradfield College to see Sophocles’ Antigone performed in Greek, for which Carritt 

had given him a ticket. Jack meets Watling and Jenkin outside the theater. After the play Jack, 

Watling, and Jenkin go to a marquee and have tea. Jack comes home. Jack and Mrs. Moore have 

sandwiches for supper and discuss the Reading job, which Jack doubts that he would take. 

June 25 Sunday. After breakfast, at 10:00 a.m., Jack walks to Beckley. Jack calls at Bee Cottage where 

he finds Harwood’s brother and Barfield. Jack arranges for Barfield and Harwood to come to tea 

on Tuesday, and then he continues his walk. After lunch, Jack writes seven stanzas of a new 

canto III for Dymer in his own room. Jenkin arrives, and they all have tea. Baker arrives by taxi 

with his Aunt, but his Aunt leaves almost at once. Jenkin stays until 7 o’clock. After supper Jack 

talks with Baker, who is staying with Jack while he recuperates from his illness. 

June 26 Monday. After lunch Jack continues Dymer. Baker comes down for tea. After supper Jack does 

Latin with Maureen. Mrs. Moore has a long talk with Baker, and then Jack does the same. Jack 

gets a letter from Arthur, who is coming to Waldencote. 

June 27 Tuesday. Jack works most of the morning on Dymer. After lunch Jack goes out for a stroll 

through St. Clement’s and up the old London Road. Harwood turns up at about 4:00 for tea and 

Baker comes down shortly afterwards. They discuss Doughty. Harwood argues that there is no 

real difference between the Christina dream and art, while Baker and Jack oppose this idea. 

June 28 Wednesday. The Encaenia ceremony takes place in the Sheldonian Theatre at 11:30 a.m. Jack 

receives a wire from Arthur saying that he will arrive by the 5:55 train. Jack writes a little more 

Dymer and goes to meet Arthur in a steady drizzle at the Oxford train station. They taxi out to 

Warneford Road, where they find Minto, Maureen, and Leo Baker.
36

 Arthur will stay in Oxford 

until July 19. Arthur agrees to stay with Jack and sleep in Jack’s camp bed in his room. They 

have supper with Miss Wiblin. Arthur describes the evening as “one long note of uproarious 

laughter.”
37

 Afterwards Miss Wiblin plays Debussy’s Cathedral. Miss Wiblin will come to Jack 
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for Latin tuition on Friday evenings. They get to bed at nearly midnight with Arthur sleeping on 

the camp bed in Jack’s room.
38

 

June 29 Thursday. Arthur draws Leo Baker.
39

 Jack shows Baker “Misfire” and then finishes and fair 

copies Canto III of Dymer. Baker and Arthur spend most of the morning in the drawing room 

talking psychoanalysis. Just before lunch Arthur and Jack walk as far as Magdalen College to get 

a taxi. After lunch Jack and Arthur accompany Baker at 2:55 to Wadham College, where Arthur 

meets Harwood and a cousin of Baker.
40

 Arthur and Jack then walk to Waldencote through 

Mesopotamia. At Waldencote Jack and Arthur see Mrs. Dawes about a potential rental house. 

Jack and Arthur then come home to tea. Arthur reads James’ Turn of the Screw while Jack 

finishes his canto. In the evening Mrs. Moore, Arthur, and Jack start three-handed bridge when 

Mary Askins comes and makes a fourth. Arthur moves into the back room where Baker had 

slept. 

June 30 Friday. Jack runs an ad in The Oxford Times, offering tuition. After breakfast Arthur and Jack 

bus into Oxford. Jack calls first at the Times office where he finds an answer to his 

advertisement. They go to Christ Church College, library, cathedral, and hall to see some fine 

portraits of Reynolds, Raeburn and others and copies of drawings after Michelangelo and 

Raphael. Arthur goes looking for John Bryson of Oriel at Merton College
41

 while Jack visits 

Farquharson. Jack shows Arthur the library, the chapel and the Shelley memorial at Univ., 

looking especially at the Dutch windows.
42

 They return home, buying strawberries in Cowley 

Road on the way. When lunch is ready, a woman named Ida Malcomson, to whom Arthur had 

written, turns up. After lunch Jack packs up his things for the night and bikes into Oxford. Jack 

tries to see Arthur Blackburne Poynton in College and fails, so he goes on to Beckley, where 

Jack is warmly welcomed by Barfield and Harwood. M. L. Jacks and his wife come for tea. M. 

L. Jacks is one of the strangers with whom Jack traveled from Pangbourne last Saturday. Jack 

talks with Barfield and Harwood about fancy and imagination; Barfield argues for the similarity 

of Christina dreams and the essentials of art. After supper they go for a walk in the woods near 

Otmoor. They compose a burlesque poem in terza rima on the way back that they call “The 

Button Moulder’s story.” 

 

July 1922 

 

July 1  Saturday. Jack walks to the pub to buy a pack of cigarettes. Jack reads a Study of Meter. They 

have breakfast at 9:30. Afterwards Barfield and Harwood read the third canto of Dymer, while 

Jack reads the third part of Barfield’s “Tower.” Jack leaves at 12:15 and bikes home for lunch. 

At lunch Mrs. Moore reminds Jack that Miss Wiblin is coming, so Jack goes into town to look up 

“Higher Certificate” papers, but finds none. After tea Jack goes into College and again fails to 

see Poynton. Jack walks home in lots of rain. Miss Wiblin comes for supper and afterwards does 

Latin Unseens with Jack in the drawing room until 11:30 p.m.
43

 This is Jack’s first “tutorial” 

with her. 

July 2  Sunday. Jack reads Bernard Shaw’s Irrational Knot which he has not previously read. Arthur had 

brought it back. Ida Malcomson calls for Arthur soon after breakfast and he goes off to Islip. 

Mrs. Moore and Jack discuss the Reading job. 

July 3  Monday. Arthur is still with Ida Malcomson and Abigail.
44

 Jack has a cold and so stays in bed. 

Jack finishes The Irrational Knot and reads Dr. Hugh Crichton Miller’s The New Psychology and 

the Teacher. At about 12:30 p.m. Jack gets up, shaves, and dresses. Arthur is driven back to 
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Oxford, is dropped off at Carfax, takes the bus home,
45

 and they have lunch. After tea Jack walks 

up and down Warneford Road. A letter arrives stating that the Reading job has been given to 

John Mabbott. After supper Maureen, Arthur, and Jack attempt to do a geometrical problem for 

Maureen. After supper Jack reads Henry James’ Turn of the Screw aloud to Mrs. Moore and 

Arthur. 

July 4  Tuesday. After breakfast Arthur and Jack go into town to shop. Jack calls in College in the hope 

of seeing Poynton, but Poynton is out of Oxford. Jack then goes to the Union, then to 

Blackwell’s to rejoin Arthur. Returning to the Union, Jack takes out for Arthur a copy of Carl 

Jung’s Analytical Psychology and William Rivers’ Instinct and the Subconscious. Jack and 

Arthur get home at about 1:00. After lunch Arthur reads Miller’s book until 3:30.
46

 After supper 

Jack continues reading aloud and finishing The Turn of the Screw. Arthur and Jack argue about 

“obscurity” in art. 

July 5  Wednesday. After breakfast Arthur and Jack go out for a walk together up Shotover, toward 

Forest Hill, Horspath Lane, Jack’s favorite grove above Horspath Lane,
47

 and Cowley Barracks. 

They discuss Ireland, home, and allowances.
48

 After lunch Arthur goes into town, does some 

shopping for Minto, coming back in time for tea,
49

 and checks with The Oxford Times about 

tutorials for Jack, and Jack reads William Rivers’ Instinct and the Unconscious and chats with 

Mrs. Moore. At 8:00 Miss Wiblin arrives and they have supper. Miss Wiblin gives Maureen a 

music lesson and Jack looks over Miss Wiblin’s Latin Prose. Jack is very late getting to bed. 

July 6  Thursday. Jack takes Arthur out for a walk, going to Carfax by bus, then down St. Aldate’s and 

by Lake Street over the water works to South Hinksey.
50

 Jack puts Arthur on a bus and then 

stops at Magdalen College. After lunch Jack begins a dissertation on the hegemony of the moral 

value for the Magdalen Fellowship in philosophy, while Arthur reads Miller and Jack’s 

“Dymer.”
51

 They have tea with Mrs. Raymond and Mrs. Wendy Reed. Mrs. Raymond has 

offered Minto the loan of her house during August.
52

 They don’t get to bed until nearly 2:00 a.m. 

July 7  Friday. Jack runs an ad in The Oxford Times, offering tuition. Jack works on a prose for Miss 

Viblin after breakfast until lunch time, while Arthur goes into town shopping.
53

 He has lunch 

(with Arthur
54

 and others) and buses into Oxford. Jack rushes to town to see Poynton.
55

 Jack 

drops off Livy in College and takes out a volume of Cicero for Miss Wiblin. By bus Jack goes to 

Headington where Arthur meets him. Barfield and Harwood come for tea, and Barfield needs a 

place to stay overnight. He will spend the night at Jack’s place. Jack and Arthur have tea in the 

garden.
56

 Then later Barfield, Harwood, Jack, and Minto have tea.
57

 At 8:00 Miss Wiblin arrives, 

and seven people sit down to supper, including Jack, Barfield, Harwood, Miss Wiblin, and 

Arthur.
58

 Afterwards some play bridge, while Jack retires with Miss Wiblin to the drawing room 

for Latin. They spend about an hour and a half on Latin and then stop. After the lesson they have 

some tea. Some play bridge, and Miss Wiblin plays the Brahms’ Rhapsody.
59

 Barfield goes to 

bed at about 11:30 and Jack at about 1:30. Harwood leaves early at 10:30. 
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July 8  Saturday. Trinity Term ends. Everyone is late getting up. Harwood turns up during breakfast to 

speak to Barfield for a minute and then goes on to ride to Dorchester and beyond. After saying 

goodbye to Barfield, Arthur leaves for Shotover immediately after breakfast to do some 

drawing.
60

 A letter arrives from Pasley. Barfield leaves at about 11:30. Jack does not go out 

because of a cold. In the afternoon Jack reads Cicero’s De Finibus. Arthur returns around 3:00 

for lunch.
61

 They have supper at about 8:00, when Harwood comes. Arthur plays the piano, and 

they discuss music. Arthur seems to indicate that Jack plays the middle movement from 

Beethoven’s Pathetique.
62

 Jack goes to bed earlier this evening. 

July 9  Sunday. After breakfast Arthur sets out for Shotover alone to paint in water colors.
63

 Jack sets to 

work after breakfast to write a letter to Pasley so Pasley won’t feel he has to rent their place. Jack 

reads the fourth Book of Paradise Lost in the morning. At about noon Jack walks up Shotover 

with Arthur
64

 and comes back for lunch at 1:00. Jack and the others light a fire in the drawing 

room and sit there. They have tea. Jack tries his hand at an epilogue to Dymer with no success. 

Just as they are sitting down to supper, Jenkin comes in. They discuss The Turn of the Screw and 

Jane Austen’s Emma. Jenkin leaves at 10:30 with a copy of Dymer to read. 

July 10 Monday. Jack goes into town early, and Arthur takes his oils to the golf course along Cowley 

Road and paints some trees in a field.
65

 After lunch Jenkin comes, and he and Jack cycle up 

Shotover to the bridle path to Horspath where they sit and talk. Arthur is present when they 

return, and they talk about books and Jane Austen.
66

 Jenkin departs soon after tea. Jack reads 

River’s book, Instinct and the Subconscious.  

July 11 Tuesday. Arthur and Jack leave at 11:30 and proceed to the first gap on Shotover, where Arthur 

sits down to paint. He has a packet of sandwiches and a bottle of milk which Minto had prepared 

for him.
67

 Jack reads Shelley, especially the fourth act of Prometheus. Later Jack walks around 

the whole amphitheater of the first gap. Arthur has brought sandwiches, but Jack leaves him at 

12:30 and goes home to lunch. After supper Jack reads Ovid’s Metamorphoses in the garden 

when Arthur returns. They walk to the top of Shotover.
68

 Arthur heads for home at about 6 p.m.
69

 

Miss Wiblin calls and leaves a Latin prose. A letter comes from Pasley that it is okay for him to 

come. 

July 12 Wednesday. After breakfast Arthur goes to a nearby farm with his oils to paint until 2 p.m. and 

Jack goes into Oxford.
70

 After lunch Jack works on his dissertation in the garden and Arthur with 

his diary until informed that it was 4:35 and that they have to be at Meadowlands for tea at 5. 

Jack dashes off on foot and Arthur follows on Jack’s bicycle. After helping her clear part of the 

hill behind the garden, Mrs. Hinckley, Veronica (who will teach French at Maureen’s school 

next term), Arthur, and Jack have tea. They talk about art in general. Jack says that Ruskin was 

to Turner what Coleridge was to Wordsworth.
71

 Jack leaves at about six to go to Headington.
72

 

Back at the house Miss Wiblin comes and they do about half an hour’s lesson in Latin before 

supper, to which Jenkin also comes. Afterwards Jack finishes Miss Wiblin’s lesson while Arthur 

talks to Jenkin,
73

 and they all have tea and cakes in the dining room. 
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July 13 Thursday. Jack works all morning on his dissertation, and after lunch until Miss Wiblin comes 

for Maureen’s lesson. Cranny (Rev. Macran) comes very discouraged, “utterly at sea,” stating 

that he thinks he’s going mad. Miss Featherstone, who is renting the house to Minto, comes for 

tea. Arthur, Jack, and Cranny remain in the dining room talking about spiritualism. Cranny 

leaves at about 6. Arthur and Jack walk to Headington, then to the Barracks Road and the Green 

Road and to Horspath Road, finally home by way of the golf links. They have supper, and Arthur 

finishes his diary, while Minto reads the paper and Jack is on the sofa.
74

 

July 14 Friday. Jack writes a few stanzas for the fourth canto of Dymer, while Arthur goes to the 

Gonners with Maureen’s violin. Jack goes into College at about 11 a.m. and sees Farquharson. 

The Farq gives Jack some Latin prose and good advice, recommending Rivington’s “Class 

Books” of Latin Unseens for Miss Wiblin. Jack then goes to the Union and returns home. After 

lunch, Arthur and Jack go up Shotover to the “crab apple” landscape, calling at Mrs. Hinckley’s 

on the way.
75

 They then proceed to the bracken ridge above Horspath. Jack leaves Arthur to paint 

and returns for tea, while Arthur stays to paint until 6:30. Jack finds Mrs. Moore and Dorothy 

making jam and so joins then in snagging red currants until tea at five. Jack does a little more 

snagging afterwards and reads Hingley’s Psychoanalysis. Arthur returns to Warneford Road, 

changes, and goes to the Stevenson’s by 7:45.
76

 Miss Wiblin finishes her Latin lesson with Jack 

at 10:30.
77

 

July 15 Saturday. After breakfast Jack and Arthur learn that they have only 20 minutes in which to reach 

the Parks and go on the river with Miss Hinckley. They hurry into town and meet Veronica. 

They walk to Lady Margaret Hall
 
and take a canoe. Veronica and Jack paddle while Arthur 

makes himself comfortable in the canoe. They first go as far as Parson’s Pleasure, then north 

again. They land for a few minutes in a field. They sit on new mown hay. They continue 

upstream to the Cherwell Hotel. Here they drink lemonade and ginger beer through straws.
78

 

Veronica makes the remark that an educational career is a school of hypocrisy, teaching other 

people things you have rejected. On the return journey they yield to Arthur’s request to paddle. 

On the way back they look into Lady Margaret Hall and its J.C.R., getting home at about 2 p.m. 

Arthur practices and Jack reads.
79

 Mrs. Moore is still making jam. After tea Jack goes back into 

Oxford for some books.
80

 

July 16 Sunday. Jack goes to the Gonnor home right after breakfast for Maureen’s violin.
81

 Upon his 

return Jack finds Miss Wiblin at the house and they settle to work, first on grammar. They then 

do Unseens for the rest of the morning. Miss Wiblin stays for lunch and later for tea. Arthur 

paints after lunch.
82

 Jack gives her some more Latin to work on until 4:00. Later Maureen and 

Jack bus into New College where they meet Arthur and go to chapel. Jack enjoys the music a 

great deal, especially the psalms and Stanford’s Magnificat. After chapel Jack, Maureen, and 

Arthur walk home. In the evening Arthur plays piano duets with Maureen, and then Jack, Minto, 

and Arthur talk about the Old Testament.
83 

July 17 Monday. Jack goes into Oxford early, while Arthur goes to do some painting until 12:45.
84

 After 

lunch Arthur and Jack set off with thermoses of tea and baskets of food. They find Veronica, 

who has brought two other females, Miss Wigg and Miss Marianne Hugon, at Lady Margaret 

Hall. Arthur punts them up the river. They have tea under the trees opposite the Cherwell Hotel 

during rain. They drop one of the women at the Lady Margaret Hall landing stage at five o’clock 
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and then proceed to a place beside the Parks and tie up their punt. Arthur begins painting 

Veronica. At 7:00 they go home with Jack stopping at Univ. for letters.
85

 Getting back by bus, 

they find Baker, who has been at the house since 2:00. Baker had his viva this morning. He is in 

Oxford rehearsing for a part in Bernice de Bergerac’s “Glorious England,” which is performed in 

the Priory gardens of Christ Church on July 31. 

July 18 Tuesday. Jack calls Arthur late this morning. Mrs. Moore and Jack persuade him to postpone his 

departure until tomorrow. Shortly after breakfast Baker arrives at about 11.
86

 Baker, 

Arthur, and Jack sit in the drawing room where Baker reads some passages from the 

melodrama, and they talk about psychoanalysis, the spirit world, and photographic 

phenomena until 12:30.
87

 Later they are joined by the Doc. They walk for a short 

time down the Magdalen Road before lunch, where Baker leaves them. At 2:30 

Miss Wiblin comes for a lesson from Jack on Latin prose, which lasts until nearly 

5:00, while Arthur reads Henry James’ short story “The Altar of the Dead,”
88

 with 

tea brought to them afterwards. In the evening, Jack walks to Iffley and finds Arthur 

with the Doc and Mary. They all walk to Iffley Church and admire the Norman 

tower and arches.   They talk with the parson, Randal Clarendon.
89

 When the bell 

tolls for Evensong at six, they leave.
90

 The Doc tells them about his trip up the Amazon River in 

Brazil. When they return, Jack helps Mrs. Minto make jam in the kitchen. They have a late 

supper at about 8:30
91

 with mushroom stew. 

July 19 Wednesday. Arthur packs as he prepares to go, Jack orders a taxi,
92

 and Jack writes a section for 

the beginning of the fourth canto of Dymer. Arthur departs with many regrets in the taxi at 

12:20.
93

 Jack accompanies Arthur in a taxi to the train station, which will get him to the Belfast 

Steamship Company. Jack lends H. G. Wells’ The Island of Dr. Moreau to Arthur.
94

 Jack comes 

back and finds that jam-making has begun again. Jack helps for a little while. Jack has a cold 

lunch alone. Baker comes at 2:30. Jack and Baker walk up Shotover. They have tea after Baker 

leaves, and the Doc and Mary arrive. Jack has a few words alone with the Doc. 

July 20 Thursday. Jack writes to his father about his upcoming viva on July 28, the examination for a 

Magdalen Fellowship, the opportunity to submit an original dissertation on some topic along 

with his application, vacation plans, a request for £25 from his father, a classics lecture at 

University College, Reading, which he declined to apply for (and met Eric Dodds in the process), 

Arthur having been in Oxford recently, and the calm now in Belfast. He still takes daily walks. 

July 22 Saturday. In the morning, Jack works on his dissertation. Afterwards Jack reads the Chanson de 

Roland. The Doc is here in the morning. After lunch Baker comes. Maureen and Jack make 

Baker play “boy’s names.” Miss Wiblin comes in the evening for a Latin lesson. 

July 23 Sunday. After a late breakfast Jack settles down in the drawing room and reads more than half of 

Shakespeare’s Henry VI, Part I. Jack reads the Sunday Times, then gets lunch. After lunch Jack 

reads the chapter on Reality about the Absolute, thought, and feeling in F. H. Bradley’s 

Appearance and Reality. At six o’clock Miss Wiblin comes and does Latin with Jack until 

suppertime. Later, Mrs. Moore and Jack talk about Maureen’s musical future. Arthur writes a 

letter to Jack, enclosing a check for £5 for his lodgings and board.
95

 

July 24 Monday. Baker comes at about 2:30 p.m. and talks about Vaughan Williams, whom he saw 

yesterday. 
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July 25 Tuesday. Jack writes to Arthur about Arthur’s letter, Vida Mary Wiblin, Baker’s play, Baker 

staying and recuperating with Jack, the weather, the Chanson de Roland, Minto’s appreciation of 

Arthur’s visit, and Maureen’s decision to leave school and devote herself entirely to music. The 

Doc, Baker, and Jack sit on the sofa while Mrs. Moore summarizes. Miss Wiblin comes after tea 

with her Latin exam tomorrow. 

July 26 Wednesday. Jack gets a letter from his father with some money in it. Jack goes over his books 

and papers and makes a few notes for the viva. Jack waits until 11:00, does a little more 

gardening, and then goes into Oxford to visit the Union. Jack checks out the seventh volume of 

Havelock Ellis’s Psychology of Sex. Jack makes a note that he wants to look up Oneida where 

Plato’s Communism seems to have been successful. Jack comes back for lunch. Baker comes 

after lunch, and Jack persuades him to accompany him to the show at Headington School. The 

first piece is a Latin play about Horatius Cocles (sixth century B.C.), then a kind of fairy play. 

Before supper Jack nails up the peeling paper in various parts of the house. In the evening Jack 

writes to his father. Miss Wiblin takes her Latin exam. Jack writes to his father in the evening, 

with thanks for his enclosure of money, about the Reading job, some land that Magdalen College 

has bought, and problems in Dublin. 

July 27 Thursday. Jack does some work after breakfast. Baker comes at about 10:30. Baker and Jack 

walk to Headington by the cemetery. They talk of group marriage as a remedy for monogamy, 

Jack advocating it is better than prostitution or an affair, but Baker disapproving. 
July 28 Friday. Jack gets up and dresses in white tie and subfusc and heads in to his viva for Greats. All 

students present themselves at 9:30. John Linton Myers of New College, Wykeham Professor of 

Ancient History, calls over the names and reads out the times at which they are to come for their 

viva. Two others and Jack are told to stay, and Jack is immediately called. He has his viva first. 

Horace William Brindley Joseph, Senior Philosophical Tutor of New College, conducts the five-

minute viva, asking Jack about the contradiction of the pleonexia, a quotation from Pater, the 

right to punish, and Plato and the soul. 

July 29 Saturday. Baker comes again after lunch, and Jack sits with him in the garden, talking about 

reincarnation. They come indoors and have tea, talking about international politics. Mrs. Moore, 

Maureen, and Jack work on making jam. Jack sits on the steps with Mrs. Moore and reads 

Hamilton’s book. They have a very late supper. Arthur Greeves gets letters from Jack and Minto 

by the midday post, who write about leaving the Warneford Road home for the Raymond’s 

house, Jack’s letter of July 25. Arthur writes back to Minto in the afternoon.
96

 

July 30 Sunday. Jack gets up rather late. After breakfast Jack goes to the drawing room and starts 

rewriting Canto IV of Dymer. Baker comes, and Jack walks with him up Shotover. They sit on a 

stile above the descent to Quarry and talk about Maureen, anima, and Dymer. Jack and Baker 

come home to lunch. Baker and Maureen play duets afterwards. Baker stays until about 3:45 

p.m. Mrs. Moore feels better. 

July 31 Monday. At 1:30 Miss Wiblin comes. Then Jack, Maureen, and Miss Wiblin go to Christ Church 

to see Baker perform. They wait at the steps outside hall until Baker appears and leads them to 

their free seats in the Priory gardens of Christ Church where Bernice de Bergerac’s “Glorious 

England” is to be performed outside. They return to College for their bikes and see on the lists 

that Baker has earned a third. 

 

August 1922 

 

August 1 Tuesday. Jack and the Moores move to Hillsboro, Western Road, Headington. Jack and family 

work at packing all morning and afternoon. Jack goes to buy some things in Cowley Road. The 

Pasleys come at 6:00 p.m. or earlier to help Jack and family move to another home. Maureen and 

Jack bike, while Mrs. Moore and the luggage travel in the car. They have a busy evening settling 

in. Jack and the others have supper at 8:30, then Miss Wiblin and Jack wash up. Warren is 
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planning to go to Oxford to attempt to bring Jack back to Belfast. Arthur Greeves goes to Little 

Lea after dinner, and Warren is present.
97

 

August 2 Wednesday. After breakfast Jack buses into College and calls on Farquharson. Farq keeps him a 

long time, talking about books. Jack goes with him to watch Miss Wiblin (whom they now call 

“Smudge”). Mary, Maureen, and Helen Rowell play tennis. All of them go for tea at the house. 

Afterwards the others return to tennis, while Mrs. Moore and Jack have some quiet time. Supper 

is at about 8:15. The Pasleys and Mlle. Cahen arrive a day early and go to the former house at 28 

Warneford Road. They arrive here and Mlle. Cahen is given supper. 

August 3 Thursday. Jack rises and goes into town with Andrée to show her the sights. They return for a 

late lunch. The Pasleys come shortly afterward. Jack talks with Johnnie, Pasley’s wife. After tea 

Jack goes to town and meets Warren at the Roebuck Hotel in Cornmarket, where Warren checks 

in, and they dine together at Buols, 21 Cornmarket Street. 

August 4 Friday. Jack buses into town with Andrée and leaves her at Carfax. Jack then meets Warren, and 

they walk to the Schools to see if his lists are out in the evening. The lists are up. Jack learns that 

he has earned First Class Honours in Literae Humaniores (Greats). Jack wires his father about 

the First and heads for lunch with Warren at Buols. While waiting for Warren, Jack goes back 

home for tea with the Pasleys and Smudge and probably Mrs. Moore. Jack watches a game of 

croquet and then returns to Warren to dine. Jack goes home late and straight to bed. 

August 5 Saturday. Warren meets Mrs. Moore and Maureen for the first time. Jack goes to College after 

breakfast to see Poynton about money matters. Jack discovers that he has a balance in his favor. 

Jack buses to Headington, changes into white tie and subfusc suit, and returns to lunch with 

Warren at Buols. At 2:00 Jack meets the others at Univ. porch to be taken under Farquharson’s 

wing. Then follows a long ridiculous ceremony making them B.A.s. Jack meets Warren again at 

the Roebuck, and they go home. Everyone is present for tea. Jack goes back to town for dinner. 

August 6 Sunday. Warren comes out to the house with his luggage. Warren moves in with Jack and the 

Moores. They play bridge in the afternoon. 

August 8 Tuesday. Jack has tea with the Stevensons. Warren and Jack carry out a long desired project of 

visiting Watford. They start by bus and catch the 11:30 a.m. train for Bletchley. Reaching 

Bletchley, they have lunch at the station and catch the 1:40 train, arriving pretty late at Watford. 

They go up to Wynyard. Wynyard is now called Northfield and is a girls’ school. A woman 

shows them around, pointing out improvements. Warren and Jack both remark how absolutely 

right the schoolboy is in his envy of “grownups.” They have tea in the garden of a hotel near the 

station and catch the 6:09 back to Oxford. They change trains at Bletchley where they have a 

sandwich and a whiskey and soda, then enjoy a pleasant return journey in the evening. They have 

supper at Buols. At Buols over supper, Warren says he supposed he would grow up some day. 

Then they travel home by bus. The others meet them at the terminal where they are seeing 

Smudge off. Letters of congratulation on Jack’s graduation come from the Ainley-Walkers, 

Carritt, Lionel Lord, Stevenson, and Benecke. 

August 9 Wednesday. Jack and others have a late lunch at which Smudge is also present. Afterwards Jack 

plays ping pong with Warren, which continues until tea time. Then the Pasleys and Helen Munro 

arrive. Pasley gives Jack an account of the lectures for teachers which he is attending. While Jack 

washes up, the others play croquet. Jack reads some of the British philosopher F. H. Bradley, 

alone in the drawing room with Mrs. Moore, and then Jack plays croquet. During the game Jack 

amuses Helen and Maureen by surreptitiously clipping clothes pegs onto the tail of Warren’s 

coat. Arthur receives a letter from Minto by the midday post, learning that Jack has earned a first 

in Greats.
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August 10 Thursday. At about 2:00 Smudge, Andrée, Warren, and Jack set out with tea baskets etc. and go 

to Magdalen Bridge. Jack insists on taking a canoe, even though the flooding of the river makes 

it dangerous. They land in a meadow on the left bank just above the Parks and have tea in the 
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hay. They travel back to Magdalen Bridge at about 7:00. Warren and Jack go to College to look 

for the mail, and then they have a drink in the yard of the Mitre. Warren urges Jack to say 

whether Jack would be home in Belfast in September. Jack says probably not. This results in an 

end to their talk with some tension. Jack meets Beckett and agrees to lunch with him the next 

day. They reach home for supper, and Smudge plays some music for them. After Jack and 

Warren have gone to bed, Warren continues to sulk, apparently over Jack’s plan not to visit 

Belfast this fall, and Warren announces his intention of returning home next Monday (although 

he doesn’t). Jack writes, “Oh for a day alone.” 

August 11 Friday. Jack and Warren continue to discuss going to Belfast. Jack walks into town with Warren 

through Mesopotamia. Jack and Beckett have lunch together at All Souls in the buttery
99

 with a 

man called Thomas Edward Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia, formerly of Jesus College) and 

another person. Arthur writes Jack a letter of congratulations for his First in Greats.
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August 13 Sunday. Jack and the others play a good deal of croquet. Jack amuses Andrée with his attempt to 

translate the opening of Aeneid II into French alexandrines. In the evening they try to go to the 

Cowley Fathers to hear plainsong, but end up instead in the Catholic Church. 

August 14 Monday. Warren resumes his diary. after breakfast Jack and Warren go into Oxford by bus, 

stopping at Magdalen bridge to book a punt for noon. They go on to the Union where Warren 

returns the life of Anne of Austria and takes out Social France in the XVII Century by Cecile 

Hugon of Somerville, an author whom Jack knows. From the Union they go to the 

photographers. They then go to the stationers where Warren buys the notebook in which he 

writes his diary, and then they return to Headington to collect Andrée and Maureen and the chop 

boxes and then bus back to Magdalen bridge. There they are joined by Miss Wiblin (“Smudge”). 

Smudge, Andrée, Maureen, Warren, and Jack go on the river in a punt with Jack and Warren 

sitting on the poop or stern locker and paddling. They go past Parson’s Pleasure, the men’s 

bathing place, all the way to a place called Slay’s Tea Gardens. There they land and have a lunch 

of sandwiches and ginger beer. After lunch they try to paddle upstream but the current is too 

strong for them, so they turn around and travel down. On the way down they disembark the girls 

at the ladies bathing place and pull over to the opposite bank. After that they pick up the girls and 

paddle and punt down to the backwater diverging from Parson’s Pleasure where they tie up 

alongside a cricket ground and have tea while Andrée reads to them from Verlaine, the French 

Swinburne. They then paddle home. Warren pays 6/- for the punt. Some of them have fun in the 

garden after supper, while Warren reads a couple of chapters from his new Union book and then 

goes to bed. Warren does not return to Belfast today after all. 

August 15 Tuesday. After breakfast Warren goes into town through Mesopotamia, the name given to an 

island in the Cherwell which is joined to opposite banks of the river at each of its extremities and 

forms the foot passage from east Oxford into the center of Oxford, in the morning to buy pork 

pies for Mrs. Moore while Jack works on his dissertation until lunchtime. In Oxford Warren first 

goes to Blackwell’s to ask about Fairfax’s Tasso for Jack. While they are hunting for it Warren 

looks into Bossonet’s Oraisons funèbres, which he purchases for two shillings. He then goes to 

the Mitre for a tankard of beer in the courtyard. He comes home by bus. After lunch Warren sits 

in the garden and reads the Social History, a probable reference to Social France in the XVII 

Century. Jack spends the earlier part of the afternoon writing to his father but sets this aside to 

play a round of croquet with Warren until the arrival of the Pasleys. After tea Warren reads in his 

new book for about an hour and then walks to the village pub with Jack, where each has a drink 

and some talk, and then they return late for supper. In the evening Smudge plays the piano, a 

piece by Stravinsky. After this they play a couple of rubbers of bridge. There is some 

conversation with Andrée before bedtime. 

August 16 Wednesday. In the morning after breakfast Jack accompanies Warren into town by way of 

Mesopotamia to return some books to the Union. They meet the master of University, see some 
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curiosities in the bookshop windows, and finish with beer in the courtyard of the Mitre. They 

then go to the Union where Jack changes some books, but Warren does not get anything. From 

there they go to the markets in search of a delicacy much appreciated by cats, but they are unable 

to get any. After leaving the markets they find themselves without any change for bus fare so 

they go to the Roebuck for an aperitif and then go home. They arrive home for a very late lunch. 

While they are still at the table the Pasleys appear and delay them for some time before they take 

Andrée, Smudge, and Maureen to go out to play tennis. In the afternoon Warren finishes reading 

Social France in the XVII Century. Warren and Jack remain, playing ping pong until after four 

o’clock and tea time, for which Maisie joins them. After tea, Jack and Warren walk to a house at 

the foot of Shotover Hill where he has a message to deliver, and from Shotover Jack and Warren 

go to a pub in Old Headington to drink beer in the back room. Then they return home for supper. 

At supper Mrs. Moore tells the story of Frank and a brush with the Ludgershall doctor in 1918, 

which amuses Warren. Jack goes with him after supper to the pub to buy rum in a medicine 

bottle. Warren and Jack take Smudge home. They bus to Summertown (north Oxford along 

Banbury Road) and back. When they return home, Andrée and Warren finish the remainder of 

the rum, and then he goes to bed. 

August 17 Thursday. After breakfast Jack and Warren walk into Oxford through Mesopotamia and call at 

Morley’s to see if Warren’s books have been bound. They are not ready. Then they go to the 

Mitre for a tankard of beer, and then Warren goes to the Union while Jack does some shopping. 

At the Union, Warren settles on the first volume of Julia Pardoe’s Louis the Fourteenth and the 

Court of France in the Seventeenth Century. Then they go to Univ. where they meet Pasley. 

They go to the Mitre and have a drink and then return home. After a late lunch Jack takes the bus 

to go to tea with the Carritts at Boar’s Hill. Jack buses to Carfax and then to Abingdon Turn, 

arriving at the Carritts at Heath Barrows at 4:15 p.m. Jack is introduced to Basil Murray of New 

College. In the afternoon Warren reads his new book. After tea Mrs. Stevenson comes in and 

leaves at about 6:30 to go to a Bible class. Before she leaves, they play bridge with her, she 

playing with Maureen against Andrée and Jack. Jack comes back home and plays croquet with 

Andrée, Maureen, and Warren until supper time. Afterwards Andrée and Jack play bridge against 

Mrs. Moore and Warren. After supper there is more bridge, Warren playing with Mrs. Moore. 

Warren goes to bed fairly early for him at 11:30. Jack also goes to bed early. Albert expresses 

displeasure to Arthur over Jack’s unwillingness to come home.
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August 18 Friday. Warren and Jack bus into Oxford after a late breakfast, then walking as far as the “White 

Horse.” On arrival Jack shows Warren the hairdressers and while he goes to the Union, Warren 

has his hair cut. Then Jack and Warren go to the Mitre for a tankard of beer and from there on to 

All Souls College to invite Jack’s friend Beckett to lunch. A porter leads them to the Codrington 

Library, where they find Beckett in one of the smaller rooms. Jack introduces Beckett to Warren, 

and Beckett promises to arrive in time for lunch at Headington. Then Jack and Warren go to the 

Roebuck and from there home by bus. Beckett joins them shortly after Jack and Warren arrive. 

Beckett joins them but has to go back immediately after lunch. After lunch Jack works on his 

dissertation and starts recopying it. Warren reads more Louis XIV. The Pasleys come for tea and 

tennis in the afternoon, and after tea they decide to play ping pong instead. So the Pasleys, 

Smudge, Jack, and Warren play in an impromptu table tennis tournament organized and won by 

Rodney Pasley. When they had all gone, Jack and Warren walk to the village pub and have a 

drink, returning for supper. After supper Smudge, Andrée, Jack and Warren play bridge until 

about eleven o’clock when Smudge has to go, and Mrs. Moore takes her place. Jack and Warren 

walk Smudge as far as The White Horse and wait there until Smudge is out of sight. When they 

return they finish the rubber of bridge until 11:00 p.m. 

August 19 Saturday. They celebrate Maureen’s sixteenth birthday. Jack goes into town through 

Mesopotamia with Warren after breakfast. Jack and Warren visit the book-binder and the 

photographer (where Warren gets some prints of Wynyard and other places). Then they go to the 
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Union where Warren gets the second volume of Julia Pardoe’s Louis XIV. Then they go to the 

Mitre for beer. They go to the G.W.R. (Great Western Railway) to inquire about ticket prices for 

Warren’s visit to Belfast, and after the G.W.R. Jack buys a new pipe and they go to the Roebuck 

for an aperitif. They then catch the bus home. After lunch Warren finishes the first volume of 

Oeuvres de Louis XIV, and Jack takes Andrée to the Union. Maisie Hawes and Warren play some 

croquet. After tea the girls go to play tennis and after Jack washes up they go out to deliver a 

note for Mrs. Moore and go from there to the village pub where they have a drink. They return 

home and have a game of croquet. Maisie Hawes stays for late supper and afterwards dances for 

them. After the dancing they play hide and seek in the garden, and then have some piano music. 

Mrs. Moore asks Warren to see Maisie home while Jack does the same for Smudge. Warren gets 

home at about 11:30 p.m. and goes to bed shortly thereafter. 

August 20 Sunday. In the morning Warren reads his book. Jack spends the morning working on his 

dissertation for the Magdalen Fellowship. Shortly before lunch Jack walks out with Warren to 

their usual pub, and they drink cider. After lunch Jack plays croquet with Warren. Jack changes 

and cycles to Warneford Road and finds Pasley. Jack and Pasley go to call on the Mugger, 

Reginald R. Macan, Master of University College. They find his wife in the garden and soon are 

joined by the Mugger, and they talk of Hutchinson’s novels. Pasley accompanies Jack along the 

Iffley Road. They meet Andrée, Smudge, and Warren outside Cowley St. John. Pasley leaves, 

and the rest go in for plainsong, which Jack says has a “faint charm.” From here Jack goes to 

Warneford Road to have supper with the Pasleys. They talk about a play Pasley hopes to write 

and immortality with a negatively hopeful attitude. Before tea time Warren sits in the garden, 

reads his book and eats a couple of apples. At 6 o’clock Warren and Smudge take the bus for 

Cowley St. John where they are to meet the others by arrangement to hear their “plain song.” On 

leaving the bus they meet Andrée and Maureen who had been out for a bike ride and Jack 

returned from the “Mugger’s.” Warren and Smudge arrive at Cowley St. John and find the 

Church of the Cowley Fathers. They (Warren, Jack, Andrée, Maureen, and Smudge) hear the 

lessons and singing but leave before the sermon. Jack goes from the church to have supper with 

the Pasleys, Maureen and Andrée bike home, and Warren takes Smudge back to supper. After 

supper they start a rubber of bridge, but at the end of the first game Mrs. Moore decides that it is 

time for Smudge to go home. Maureen then takes Smudge’s cards and they finish their rubber of 

bridge, Andrée and Warren winning. Jack comes home after spending time at the Pasleys. After 

they have gone to bed Jack tells Warren some good stories of Poynton. They arrange to look at 

the stained glass in Univ. chapel the next day. 

August 21 Monday. Andrée, Warren and Jack bus into town after breakfast to see if a broken souvenir plate 

can be repaired and to return books to the library, but they find the library already closed. They 

then go to the University College chapel where Jack shows them the Dutch windows (stained 

glass windows of Jonah and Elijah) and Warren takes a photo. They also look into the Univ. 

dining hall and the University church. Then they go the Merton College Chapel, followed by the 

Merton College thirteenth century library. They then go to the House (Christ Church) to see the 

pictures, including Gladstone and Penn, the vaulted wooden ceiling, and gilded coats of arms in 

the dining hall. The three of them go to the courtyard of the Mitre where Warren and Jack drink 

beer while Andrée has a cocktail. They bus back home and have tea with those returning from 

tennis—Pasley and his wife, Mrs. Goddard and her daughter, and Maisie Hawes. After tea Mrs. 

Pasley and Warren play Pasley and Mrs. Goddard’s daughter at croquet. Then they have supper, 

then Andrée and Warren go to the Stevensons to play bridge, arriving at 8:40 p.m. and leaving at 

11:00. While Warren is gone, Jack and Mrs. Moore discuss Warren, and Mrs. Moore says he is 

nice. 

August 22 Tuesday. After breakfast Jack and Warren go into Oxford by bus, while Mrs. Moore and 

Maureen go to the dentist. Jack and Warren go to Morley’s to see if Warren’s books have been 

bound. Two of the books are finished and have been dispatched to Little Lea, but the others are 

not yet ready. They then go into Blackwell’s where Jack has some books on order. Then they go 

to the Mitre for a drink, followed by a return to Headington to play a game of croquet before 



lunch. On coming into lunch today Warren finds a new pipe on his plate and another one on 

Jack’s, both presents from Maureen. In the afternoon Warren writes his diary for the previous 

day which takes him until tea time. After lunch and washing dishes, Jack works on his 

dissertation (an application for a Magdalen Fellowship) until tea time. After an early tea 

Maureen, Jack, and Warren take the bus into Carfax and from there by another bus to the train 

station, where they meet Daisy Perrott, Maureen’s godmother. They meet Miss Perrott and then 

Jack and Warren go the Mitre for a drink and a smoke. They return home before supper and Jack 

and Warren are playing croquet when Mrs. Moore brings Miss Perrott to join them. Warren takes 

her as a partner and Jack takes Andrée. After supper Maisie dances for them. After Smudge 

leaves, they play bridge, Jack and Warren against Andrée and Miss Perrott. Shortly after this, 

Mrs. Moore replaces Miss Perrott. At about 11:30 Jack and Warren escort Miss Perrott to the 

room which she is occupying further down the street. Warren goes to bed at about 12 o’clock. 

August 23 Wednesday. In the morning, after finishing his diary Warren plays a single of croquet with Jack. 

Warren also reads a farcical novel called Crome Yellow by Aldous Huxley. After lunch Warren 

plays croquet again. After tea Jack, Andrée, and Smudge go for a walk, but instead of going with 

them Warren stays and reads Kipling until about 6:30 when he goes for a short stroll round the 

village. On their walk, Jack, Andrée, and Smudge walk up the field path through “The Red 

Land,” talking about paramnesia, werewolves, damnation and decapitation. Maureen returns 

from Oxford in great spirits with a new camera which is probably a gift from her godmother. 

After supper they read for a little time and then play a couple of rubbers of bridge. They finally 

stop at midnight and go to bed. 

August 24 Thursday. Warren and Jack walk to town after breakfast. They first go to Morley’s where 

Warren gets four of his books, i.e., two volumes of the collection Petitot, plus Vie du M. du Guay 

Trouin and Cardinal Richelieu. The other five volumes are finished and have been sent to Little 

Lea. Next they go to Blackwell’s, and from there to the print shop by way of Carfax and then to 

the Mitre, where they discuss the possibilities of denationalism as a force in world development. 

They return home for lunch, which includes Andrée and her cousin Georges Sée, Andrée’s 

cousin, who has just arrived and whom Mrs. Moore asks to lunch. Much of the afternoon is spent 

trying to determine how to get rid of Georges Sée. Jack and Warren start a game of croquet. 

After tea, which Pasley joins when he arrives, Warren and Jack go to their pub to drink large 

whiskeys. They come back and play croquet until Maureen tells Jack that Andrée has come. 

They invite Georges to stay for supper. Pasley returns Dymer to Jack with some criticism. After 

the meal is over, they play bridge, Sée and Andrée against Jack and Warren. At ten o’clock 

Georges Sée leaves to catch the last bus. Mrs. Moore comes in, and they play a couple of rubbers 

of bridge. During the day Warren tries unsuccessfully to start The Pickwick Papers. Finally he 

reads Chambers’ Danger Mark. He goes to bed shortly before midnight. Jack goes to bed about 

midnight. 

August 25 Friday. Warren and Jack go to town to make arrangements for Jack’s trip to London and 

Warren’s trip to Belfast tomorrow, pay a farewell visit to the Mitre, probably for a drink, and 

return home. Maisie Hawes comes after lunch and plays croquet with Jack against Warren and 

Andrée. The Pasleys come to supper. After supper they all have fun playing “French and 

English” on the lawn. 

August 26 Saturday. Warren and Jack do most of their packing before breakfast. They are delayed for a few 

minutes to have Maureen take a photo, and then they depart, carrying Warren’s trunk between 

them. They are running very close for Jack’s 10:50 train to London, so Jack moves quickly for 

the station bus and leaves Warren to move his box alone for his trip to Belfast. Jack arrives just 

as the train is ready to go and gets a First Class compartment alone in which he travels to 

London. Baker meets Jack at Paddington and takes him via tube to Baker Street to lunch at 

Karraway’s, which is run by one of Baker’s aunts. Here they meet another one of Baker’s aunts. 

From here they go to the Haymarket to see A. A. Milne’s “The Dover Road.” They go back to 

Karraway’s for tea and from there to 9 Staverton Road. Here they meet Baker’s third Aunt. After 



supper they sing old English carols. Jack goes to bed early after some chat with Baker in his 

room. Warren arrives in Belfast today. 

August 27 Sunday. Today is Arthur Greeves’ birthday.
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 In London, Jack walks with Baker in the morning 

through suburban avenues, parks, and streets. They go back for lunch. Afterwards Baker and 

Jack are left alone with his aunt. Jack then retires to his room to write his diary. After tea they 

sing carols again. In the evening Baker plays lots of music on his gramophone. Jack hears the 

Kreutzer Sonata by Beethoven for the first time and the death scene from Mussorgsky’s Boris 

Godunov. Jack states that Baker has passed the religious stage. 

August 28 Monday. Shortly after breakfast Jack goes with Baker to the Old Vic where he begins his job 

today. When they emerge from Waterloo Jack remembers for the first time that he had 

previously heard Carmen at the Old Vic years ago while on his way to Bookham. Jack sees him 

disappear through the door and walks back over Waterloo Bridge. Jack resolves to enter the 

National Gallery at Trafalgar Square. Jack sees the Titians, but the only things that he likes much 

are Botticelli’s Mars and Venus with satyrs, and Veronese’s “Unfaithfulness.” From Trafalgar 

Square Jack takes the Tube to Waterloo and waits for Baker at the stage door of the Old Vic. 

Baker comes out at 4:30 p.m. after Jack spends half an hour admiring Waterloo Rd. They take 

the Tube to Karraway’s, and Baker talks about his day. They then go to Paddington where Jack 

catches the 6:50 p.m. train back to Oxford. Jack arrives at Hillsboro about 8:30. Cranny (Rev. 

Macran), in an odd mental state, had visited Mrs. Moore today. Jack goes to bed early. Jack 

writes in his diary about going to London to see Leo Baker in his first professional stage 

performance. 

August 29 Tuesday. In the morning Jack works on his dissertation. Maisie comes before lunch, and they 

hold a consultation about her. After lunch Jack buses into town and makes an appointment for 

3:00 p.m. tomorrow with Walsh, the solicitor, to discuss Maisie’s situation. Jack returns and 

helps Mrs. Moore with the plum jam. Mr. Raymond turns up to stay in the house, which he let to 

Mrs. Moore and Jack, so Jack spends the night at Mrs. Ward’s home. 

August 30 Wednesday. Jack spends most of the morning helping Mrs. Moore. After lunch Maisie appears 

and goes into town with Mrs. Moore. Apparently Mrs. Moore and Maisie meet the solicitor 

Walsh at 3:00 p.m. Jack tries to get on with his dissertation with an attack on hedonism and 

addressing Kant. Jack learns about the visit with the solicitor and that Maisie’s parents have no 

power over her. 

August 31 Thursday. The plumber comes in the morning and fixes a pipe under the sink. After lunch they 

pick plums and Andrée offers to stone them while Jack goes to his dissertation. Jack then helps 

Mrs. Moore with the jam. 

 

September 1922 

 

September Warren uses his Daudel, his new motorcycle and sidecar. Warren suggests that he and Jack make 

Pudaita Pie, a collection of Albert’s choice sayings. 

September 1 Friday. All morning Jack sits in the dining room, working on his dissertation on the topic of 

pleasure. After supper Jack takes Maureen to the Gonners. On the way they meet Smudge, who 

tells Jack that she passed her exam, and Jack walks back with her.  

September 2 Saturday. Jack spends the morning at work in the dining room writing about the idea of desert. 

He gets a letter from Baker, whose aunt knows that Maisie’s interview with Iris de Villiers is just 

a way to get more students. 

September 3 Sunday. They play croquet, Andrée and Jack against Maisie and Mr. Wiblin (Smudge’s brother). 

After tea Jack goes out to deliver a message. He comes home in a state of agitation about how 

Maisie is being treated at home. He has supper. Afterwards Jack helps to wash up and then reads 

two tales of Tolstoy, Where God is, There is Love and The Godson. Maisie comes to the house at 

11:30 p.m., leaving behind her abusive parents. Jack creeps down the road, finds lights still on, 
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goes to the hall door with considerable caution and gets a note through the letter box at the house 

of Maisie’s parents. Jack comes down to Warneford Road and lets himself in. Jack retires at 1:35 

a.m. to sleep in his shirt. 

September 4 Monday. Maisie leaves early for London, they have breakfast, and Jack shaves in Mrs. Moore’s 

room. Jack buses into town and calls on Walsh the solicitor to talk about Maisie. Later, at the end 

of Gipsy Lane Jack meets Smudge, who is going to sleep with Maisie at Warneford Road. Jack 

sees her back as far as the lamp posts. Jack has one of the worst colds he’s ever had. 

September 5 Monday. Jack and the Moores move back to 28 Warneford Road from 58 Windmill Road. Jack 

and company pack all day. They get down to Warneford Road at about 5:00. Mrs. Moore and 

Maisie do most of the work upstairs while Jack works downstairs. Jack goes twice to the pub to 

get brandy. 

September 6 Wednesday. In the morning mail Ivy gets a letter from her fiancé saying that he is arriving at 

Carfax at 9:30 a.m. and asking her to meet him. Jack rushes into town and brings the young man 

out. In the afternoon Jack, still carrying a cold, sits in his own room and writes in his diary. 

September 7 Thursday. In the afternoon Jack tries to work but ends by lying on his bed. A letter comes from 

the solicitor Walsh saying the Commander (Maisie’s father) has asked for Maisie’s address. He 

goes to bed early. 

September 8 Friday. Jack stays in bed until tea time. Jack begins reading the Odyssey, Book V through to the 

middle of Book VIII. His cold is still bad. 

September 9-11 Saturday-Monday. Between Friday, September 8, and Monday, September 11, the latter the 

date of Jack’s departure for Ireland, the only important event is an interview between Mrs. 

Moore, Ivy, and Jack. 

September 11 Monday. Jack travels to Belfast by way of Liverpool. Warren and Jack do a lot of motorbiking 

during this vacation. They bike to Holywood, usually for a drink in the Central Hotel, Island 

Magee, Newcastle, and Brown’s Bay, where one day they lunch with Kelsie and Gundred at 

Kelsie’s hut. Jack reads Galsworthy’s Forsyte Saga. Jack also reads the greater part of James 

Stephens’ Irish Fairy Tales. Warren rigs up the croquet lawn, and Warren and Jack play some 

croquet. Their father Albert also plays some. In the evening. Warren and Jack often play chess. 

Jack sees Arthur frequently. Jack works on his dissertation nearly every day and finishes it. 

During the days between September 11 and 21, Jack and Warren take three trips on the Daudel, 

once to Newcastle for lunch at the Slieve Donard during which Warren introduces Jack to the 

chapter houses at Piketown near Downpatrick and another when they take tea to Island Magee 

and see the excavations. The third trip happens on September 19. 

September 12 Tuesday. Jack arrives in Belfast. 

September 19 Tuesday. Warren and Jack take an excursion on Warren’s Daudel, their third trip, during which 

they go down to Island Magee for lunch at the hut with Kelsie and Gundred. 

September 21 Thursday. Warren and Jack take a new route and cross to England by way of Heysham rather 

than via Liverpool or Fleetwood. They start early, catching the 5:45 a.m. boat train from 

Heysham. After crossing, they take a train, the London Express, to London. They have breakfast 

at 8:00 on the train at Leeds and later a morning drink at 11:30. They arrive at St. Pancras at 

12:15 and take a taxi to Euston where Warren books a room while Jack goes to get theater tickets 

at Karraway’s. Jack gets these tickets, speaks to Baker’s aunts, and then leaves to rejoin Warren. 

Jack gets back at about 12:45, and they have lunch. Jack is reading H. G. Wells’ Modern Utopia. 

After lunching at the Euston Hotel, they drive to the theater. They see Galsworthy’s Loyalties at 

the St. Martin’s Theatre on West Street in London, which is preceded by the first act of James 

Barrie’s Shall We Join the Ladies? From the St. Martin’s Theatre they return via Tube to have a 

whiskey at Euston, collect Jack’s bag, and from there they take a taxi to Paddington, where 

Warren sees off Jack after getting Jack whiskey and soda and sandwiches in the refreshment 

room. Although the train was crowded he managed to get a corner seat on the train to Oxford and 

so they part at 6:55 p.m. Jack travels to Oxford and arrives home at 9:00. Warren is under orders 

to report to Colchester, so he does not accompany Jack. After they part, Warren has supper at the 



Paddington Station Hotel and has oysters for the first time this season. After that he returns to his 

hotel room by tube and goes to bed. 

September 23 Saturday. After breakfast Jack goes into town and delivers his dissertation to the typist who 

promises to have it ready by Thursday. Jack then goes to College and gets from Frank the notice 

about the Magdalen Fellowship. Jack there learns that the dissertation and testimonials are to be 

handed in on Monday, September 25, and not on the 30th as Jack has supposed. Jack therefore 

goes to Magdalen and speaks to the porter who tells him that he had better see the President. Jack 

accordingly calls at his residence. Jack then goes to the Union and writes to the Master of Univ., 

to Carritt, and to Stevenson asking for testimonials. Warren leaves London for Belfast as soon as 

he gets his business finished. He travels third class by the 11:45, which does the 200 miles into 

Lime Street in four hours including stops at Crewe and Edge Hill. At Liverpool he gets an 

overnight boat from Liverpool to Belfast. 

September 24 Sunday. Moppie (Maisie Hawes), Maureen, and Jack go out. Jack washes up after breakfast and 

sets up for lunch. The three are on the road at noon. After lunch Jack helps Mrs. Moore compose 

a letter to Moppie’s prospective employer, Miss Quinlan of Cardiff. Later on Jack starts Maureen 

on an English essay and tries to give her some ideas about structure. Jack is to teach her Latin 

and English for the “School Certificate.” Jack sits up with Mrs. Moore alone after the others have 

left. Warren arrives in Belfast in the morning and travels to Little Lea. 

September 25 Monday. Jack buses into Oxford and calls at the typist. She has not yet finished his dissertation, 

and she asks him to return at a quarter to six. Jack spends the time in the Union reading 

Chesterton’s Robert Browning. At quarter to six the typescript is finished. Jack calls in Univ. for 

the testimonials from Carritt and Stevenson which have been left for him. Jack goes to Magdalen 

with the testimonials. Here Jack meets Alfred Ewing, back from Geneva and competing for the 

position, as is Dodds (from Reading). The interviews with Herbert Warren are very short, and 

they fill up forms. Jack gets home by about 7:30 to find Smudge there. 

September 26 Tuesday. After breakfast Jack walks to Magdalen and from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. undergraduates do 

an English essay on satire. At 3 p.m. Jack returns to Magdalen. From 3 to 6 they do “literary 

unseens”: Hesiod, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and Ausonius. Tea is brought to them in hall at 

4:30. Jack gets to bed at about 11. 

September 27 Wednesday. After breakfast Jack goes to Magdalen by 10 o’clock and does a philosophy paper 

on the importance of Time for ethics, on generalization, on Kant, and on pragmatism. Jack walks 

home to lunch and then back again to Magdalen at 3 to write a Latin Prose paper. Jack goes 

home by bus and finds Mrs. Moore mending clothes for Moppie and teaching her how to pack. 

Jack sits down and writes “M. Blake” on tapes with marking ink, because Moppie has decided to 

use Moira Blake (invented name) as a professional name. Jack writes some notes for Maureen as 

an introduction to the Aeneid. Jack goes to bed at 12:45 a.m. 

September 28 Thursday. Moppie leaves for Cardiff, Wales. Jack goes in to Magdalen after breakfast. The 

students do a paper on Ancient History and Political Philosophy. After lunch Jack buses back to 

Magdalen. They do Philosophical Unseens—one piece on Plato, one on Aristotle, and one on 

Tertullian. Jack buses home. Jack writes in his diary for the previous day. Jack then sets up for 

supper. They finish and wash up by 8:30. In the evening Jack reads to Mrs. Moore from his diary 

for June. They go to bed early.  

September 29 Friday. Jack walks in to Magdalen after breakfast. Jack decides to skip the paper on Greek prose 

this morning. Therefore he goes to the Union instead and does work on Milton, including a look 

at Mark Pattison’s book Milton as well as the second volume of Masson’s edition of Milton. 

Before lunch Jack finishes an analysis of the Aeneid for Maureen. In the afternoon Jack returns 

to Magdalen to do translation of French Unseens, including a piece by Rostand on Borrier “Fille 

de Roland” and a piece by Victor Hugo about the boyhood of Palestrina. Jack comes out after tea 

and buses home. They have an early supper. Jack applies himself to Dymer. After Maureen has 

gone to bed, Jack reads to Mrs. Moore his diary for July. In Belfast, Warren writes in his diary. 

September 30 Saturday. This morning Jack does not go in to Magdalen. After breakfast Jack washes up and 

prepares the dining room. Jack then goes to his room and starts to work again on the sixth canto 



of Dymer. After supper Jack works on Dymer. After Maureen has gone to bed, Jack continues 

reading his diary to Mrs. Moore up to the present date. Then Jack reads some Pattison and goes 

to bed late. While his father is in town at work, Warren is busy in the morning correcting the 

Corps seniority list by means of the corps journals for the last three months and afterwards 

writing the summary which serves as his diary for the last month. He plays some croquet, then 

walks in the garden and meets his cousin Kelsie at the front gate, she being on her way to 

Craigavon. They talk of the Graham affair. He is asked to lunch on Monday and accepts. At 

about 1:30 Albert returns from town and announces that the UK has declared war on Turkey. 

They discuss the situation for some time. After this they have a heavy meal off hot boiled beef. 

Warren is reading this week Coggin and its sequel Hare by Ernest Oldmeadow. After tea they 

walk down in the rain to get the evening paper for details of the declaration of war and learn that 

there has been no declaration of war to date. Graham Père visits from Glenmachan this evening 

to consult the O.A.B. about his son. After supper Warren gives a concert on the gramophone. He 

gets to bed at 11 o’clock. 

 

October 1922 

 

October 1 Sunday. After washing up Jack sits by an open window and works on Dymer. T. S. Eliot’s poem 

“The Waste Land” is published this month in The Criterion. Warren attends church with his 

father, commenting on the deadness of the service and wondering why these people attend 

church. Eager delivers the sermon, then they return home for a glass of sherry and a short walk 

before dinner. In the afternoon Warren sits on the garden seat until tea time reading in Austin 

Dobson’s Collected Poems. After tea Albert and Warren wander up and down the fields for an 

hour or so in conversation. Then follows supper and “readings.” After Albert goes to bed Warren 

writes in his diary until twenty past eleven. 

October 2 Monday. Jack reads the story of Mozart and The Magic Flute. Jack writes in his diary that a 

modern poem about the Ultimate should not be about good and evil, as in Paradise Lost, but 

should have what Hegel calls dialectic. Smudge comes for lunch, and afterwards, until 4:00, Jack 

does Unseens with her. Then they have tea. In Belfast Warren spends the morning collecting his 

uniform and mufti for packing. By the time he has finished it is time to go up to Glenmachan for 

lunch. After lunch Warren learns that he is expected to play bridge at Janie’s tonight, his last 

evening at home. After lunch Bob takes Warren in his car to conduct some petrol consumption 

tests which he has in hand. The car is one of the flat twin a-c Rovers, and Warren is surprised 

with its performance. They travel to Donaghadee, Ballywalter, and Grey Abbey and have a 

pleasant run in spite of a couple of heavy showers. They get back at about 5:15 and it being too 

late for tea and finding his father at home, he gets a glass of sherry from him. Albert complains 

when he learns that Warren is going out after dinner to play bridge. After bridge at Jane 

McNeill’s home Warren gets a lift back tonight in Gundred’s car and after a little soda water and 

whiskey he goes to bed at 11:15.  

October 3 Tuesday. Warren leaves Belfast for Colchester, where he will begin service as officer in charge 

of suppliers until December 1925. Jack works all morning in the drawing room on John Milton. 

After tea Jack goes over some Virgil which Maureen is to prepare for tomorrow. Then Jack 

writes out a vocabulary containing almost every word in it and a few explanatory notes. This 

takes him until suppertime. 

October 4 Wednesday. Warren’s six-month leave expires, and he is assigned as assistant to the officer in 

charge of the RASC in Colchester, England, where he serves as officer in charge of suppliers. 

After breakfast Jack continues his notes on Milton’s L’Allegro and II Penseroso in his room. 

Jack is reading Robert Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy and spends time reading Milton’s 

passage about scholars. After lunch Jack walks to the Union to get a book about Milton’s times. 

Jack looks into Clarendon’s The True Historical Narrative of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in 

England. Jack takes out the third volume of John Richard Green’s A Short History of the English 

People
 
and Vol. II of Hamilton’s Gallipoli Diary. Jack then walks home again. After tea Jack 



reads a good deal of Green. Later Jack reads to Mrs. Moore until suppertime. Smudge comes to 

supper, and after supper Jack works with her on Tacitus’s Agricola. After Smudge has left Jack 

reads to Mrs. Moore again. 

October 5 Thursday. Jack calls on the solicitor Walsh in St. Aldate’s and shows him the agreement which 

Miss Quinlan, Moppie’s prospective employer, had sent. Jack works in his own room before 

lunch. In the afternoon Jack sits with Mrs. Moore in the dining room and finishes Milton’s 

Comus and Lycidas. 

October 6 Friday. Jack works pretty well and gets through much of the second book of Paradise Lost. Jack 

goes to his room until supper time and reads some of the Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce and 

all of the Tractate on Education. Both Smudge and Mrs. Hankin join Jack and Mrs. Moore for 

supper. Jack washes up afterwards. Jack reads the poet John Keats’s letters in the evening. The 

evening papers report the breaking down of negotiations with the Turks. 

October 8 Sunday. After tea Jack walks to College to find Carlyle, who is out again. Later, Jack walks 

down Holywell and sees a light in the windows of the Carlyle house, rings the door, and learns 

that the family has just returned. Jack is with Carlyle for about forty-five minutes, discussing the 

possibility of Jack taking the course in English if he fails to get the philosophy fellowship.
 

Carlyle says
 
he is glad to hear that Jack has managed the Magdalen exam well. 

October 9 Monday. In the morning, Jack goes to his room and finishes fair copying Canto IV of Dymer. 

Jack reads the whole thing through. At 10:30 Smudge comes, and Jack goes with her to the 

drawing room to do the Agricola for her Latin lesson until lunch. Mrs. Moore brings them tea 

and biscuits in the middle of the morning. He looks again at the book on Mozart. The Doc and 

Mary arrive, and the Doc is cheerful. They go into the dining room and have tea with Jack and 

Mrs. Moore. The Doc tells some stories of Cranny’s (Rev. Macran) cowardice. Jack starts a 

poetical letter to Harwood. 

October 10 Tuesday. Michaelmas Term begins, the term in which Jack begins work on a degree in English 

Literature. Jack settles down to Milton, reading Books II and III of Paradise Lost. Jack goes 

through Masson’s notes on Paradise Lost, finding many new points. Mrs. Moore gets Jack some 

tea during the morning. After lunch Jack goes for a walk. Jack walks up Shotover and beyond to 

the railway, then home through Horspath and the golf links. Jack goes to the drawing room to 

read the fourth book of Paradise Lost. Mrs. Moore and Jack talk about the poverty of many of 

their acquaintances. 

October 11 Wednesday. Jack goes to his work after breakfast and finishes the fifth book of Paradise Lost. At 

about 11:30 Jack starts to do Virgil with Maureen. They continue until lunchtime. Jack finishes 

his letter to Harwood and reads part of the sixth book of Paradise Lost. 

October 12 Thursday. The Times announces that the Fellowship in Philosophy at Magdalen College, which 

Jack had applied for, goes to Henry Habberley Price. Immediately after breakfast Jack and 

Maureen do Virgil until 10:30, when Miss Brayne comes to give Maureen a violin lesson. Jack 

then goes to his room where he puts on his dressing gown and is comfortable, though it is very 

cold. Jack reads Paradise Lost again and finishes Book VI and begins Book VII. After a cup of 

tea, Jack turns to Chaucer. Jack reads Chaucer’s poem The Book of the Duchesse. After lunch 

Jack walks into town. In the Union Jack meets Carlyle. Jack then goes to College to report. Term 

begins today. Jack begins a program in English language and literature. In the porch Jack meets 

Poynton. 

October 13 Friday. Just before 1:00 p.m. Jack meets Farquharson, who tells him to see Wilson of Exeter. 

Jack has his first meeting with F. P. Wilson, his English tutor, which begins his studies in 

English Language and Literature. Jack goes home to lunch, then rushes back to Exeter. Jack 

finds Wilson in his house in Manor Place. Having fixed up work and lectures, Jack hurries home, 

where he finds Jenkin. Jack walks with Jenkin before tea. After tea Jack goes to see Carlyle. 

Carlyle gives Jack a letter of introduction to Miss Wardale, and Jack hurries to Wellington 

Square to find her, but she is not there. 

October 14 Saturday. Jack has his first meeting with Edith Elizabeth Wardale of St. Hugh’s College. Jack 

hurries through breakfast and goes as quickly as he can by bus to St. Hugh’s to inquire for Miss 



Wardale’s address. Jack finds her in a house at 12 Margaret Road. Jack is to go to her for 

tutoring in Anglo-Saxon on Tuesdays at 12:00. Jack comes back, taking a volume of Chaucer 

from the College library. At home Jack goes to his room, where he reads Troilus until lunch. 

After lunch Jack bicycles to Merton Street and calls for Jenkin. They set off along Parks Road, 

then through Wolvercote and Port Meadow. They go by the tow path to Wytham village. Here 

they enter, where Jack’s bike makes a great noise. They come onto the road at Swinford Bridge. 

At Godstow they have a cup of tea in the Trout Inn, and then go back to town. Jenkin comments 

that natural beauty affects him as the suggested background of a happiness that isn’t there. At 

Gadney’s Jack buys Sweet’s Anglo-Saxon Reader. Jack reaches home by 6:30. After supper Jack 

starts on a piece in the Anglo-Saxon Reader. Jack gets to bed late. 

October 15 Sunday. Jack works all morning in the dining room on Sweet’s Anglo-Saxon Reader. At 12:45 

Jack changes and bicycles to Chadlington Road to lunch with the Stevensons. Jack gets home by 

3:30 and does Anglo-Saxon until tea. Then Jack goes on with Troilus. Smudge comes at 6:30, 

and Jack does Latin with her until 8:00, when they have supper. After supper and washing up, 

Jack does more Troilus to the end of Book III. Warren writes his assessment of the first ten days 

in Colchester in his diary. As assistant to the O.C.R.A.S.C.
103

 his day begins at 8:50 a.m. when 

he gets to the office and opens the letters. Sorting out the letters keeps him busy until the 

Colonel’s arrival at 10 o’clock when the results of his labors go before the Colonel. When he has 

dealt with all the files it is Warren’s job to write the answers, which occupies him until about 

12:45 when he goes to lunch, returning to the office at 2:30. The afternoon is more or less a 

repetition of the morning, and he completes his day’s work shortly after 4:00 p.m. His boss is 

Lieut. Col. P. C. de la Pryme D.S.O. Next in order of seniority to de la Pryme is Major and 

Brevet Lieu. Colonel Leland commanding the 21
st
 Mechanical Train Company. 

October 16 Monday. After breakfast Jack bicycles to a 10:00 lecture at the Schools, stopping on the way to 

buy a bachelor’s gown. H. C. K. Wyld
104

 lectures on the history of the language in the North 

School. After lunch Jack bicycles to the Schools to find the library of the English School. Jack 

checks out W. M. Rossetti’s collation of Troilus and Il Filostrato and comes home. Jack goes 

back to Troilus and nearly finishes Book V. Jack writes a fragment for the fifth canto of Dymer 

in the evening. 

October 17 Tuesday. Jack bicycles to town after breakfast and goes to H. C. K. Wyld’s second lecture at 

10:00. Jack then cycles to 12 Margaret Road to Miss Wardale for an hour’s lesson in Anglo-

Saxon at noon. Jack is to read the Riddles for the next tutorial. From lunch until tea time Jack 

works at an essay on Troilus. After tea Jack walks to Iffley churchyard and back. 

October 18 Wednesday. After breakfast Jack sits in the dining room doing Virgil with Maureen. Jack 

bicycles to Schools for a 12:00 lecture on Chaucer by Percy Simpson, Librarian of the English 

School. Jack gets a letter from his father at College. Jack then rides home, lunches, and retires to 

his room. Jack leaves his books and walks to the foot of Shotover, then by the field path to 

Cowley Barracks and home by way of the golf links. Jack is just starting back to his work when 

Jenkin arrives and Jack talks to him in the drawing room. They talk of Troilus, and this leads 

them to the question of chivalry. This leads the discussion to Christianity, and Jack states that a 

person gets very little definite teaching in the Gospels. 

October 19 Thursday. Jack has tea at breakfast and then takes the bus into town, thus arriving late at the 

Schools for a 10:00 lecture by C. T. Onions on Middle English texts.
 
After

 
this Jack comes home 

and starts to read Chaucer’s poem Hous of Fame. Jack continues reading after lunch until 

Dorothy announces that Cranny (Rev. Macran) and his daughter are in the drawing room. Jack 

goes in, shakes hands with Cranny, and is introduced to his daughter. At tea Smudge and 

Maureen arrive from an afternoon concert where they have heard Vaughan Williams’ new 
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symphony. Then comes Jenkin. Jenkin persuades Jack to come to his rooms. He shows Jack one 

or two poems of Donne’s, and he also reads Jack some ballads. 

October 20 Friday. Jack goes in to the Schools for an 11:00 lecture on Old English poetry by Miss Wardale, 

which takes place in the North School. From there Jack bicycles through wind and rain to F. P. 

Wilson at 9 Manor Road for a noon tutorial. Jack goes home. Jack goes to his room, reads some 

of the Geoffrey Chaucer’s poem The Legend of Good Women, and then he reads the Canterbury 

Tales until suppertime. 

October 21 Saturday. Jack gets up rather late and starts Virgil with Maureen after breakfast. They finish at 

11:00. Then Jack works on his U.L.
105

 Riddles. After tea Jack goes to the drawing room and 

continues the Canterbury Tales. Then they have supper. Afterwards Jack reads the Miller’s Tale 

and beyond to the end of the Reeve’s Tale. 

October 22 Sunday. Jack gets up rather late. Jack goes out for a walk shortly after breakfast with William 

Shakespeare’s Two Gentlemen of Verona. Jack finishes reading it during his walk. Jack walks up 

Shotover and home by the wood path. Jack gets home for lunch at 1:30. After lunch Jack reads 

Chaucer’s Man of Lawes Tale in the dining room. Everyone is happy at tea. Afterwards Jack 

reads Riddles. Jack learns the passage on Cynewulf and Cyneheard from the Chronicle. Then 

they have supper and wash up, after which Jack starts the passage of Aelfred on the state of 

learning in England. Mrs. Moore reads to Jack from the Sunday Times the week’s installment of 

Mrs. Asquith’s Biography.
 
Jack gets to bed at midnight. 

October 23 Monday. Jack walks to the Schools after breakfast. Wyld is lecturing at 10:00, and Jack attends. 

Then Jack comes home and does some more Old English before lunch. After lunch Jack works 

on Chaucer in the drawing room.  

October 24 Tuesday. After breakfast Jack goes to the Schools to hear Wyld at 10:00. After his lecture Jack 

goes to College, and from there to the Union and then to Taphouses to do a message for 

Maureen. Jack then bicycles to Margaret Road and has a tutorial with Miss Wardale at noon. 

October 25 Wednesday. Jack walks into town and returns two books to the Union and gets one by Robert 

Burns to prepare himself for tonight’s Martlets. Jack goes to the J.C.R. where he finds George 

Fasnacht, Salveson, Jenkin, W. D. Robson-Scott, Davie, and others. They converse and then 

depart for the Martlets meeting in the rooms of McKisack.
 
These turn out to be the rooms Jack 

had when Jack first came up in 1917. Carlyle comes in after the paper has begun. The visit to 

Pembroke College, Cambridge, for a joint meeting of the two Martlet societies is provisionally 

fixed for Dec. 4. A Scot named John Hill Mackintosh Dawson reads a paper to the Martlets 

society on “Robert Burns.” “Mr. Lewis and Mr. Salverson also contributed to the discussion by 

valuable remarks. The Society adjourned about eleven o’clock.”
106

 Jack walks part of the way 

home with Jenkin, Robson-Scott, and Arthur Mort. 
October 26 Thursday. Jack walks to the Schools and hears a lecture by C. T. Onions. At home Jack goes to 

his room and goes on reading the Clerke’s Tale by Chaucer. When Jack comes down for lunch, 

Mrs. Moore reminds him that Smudge is coming for lunch and for a Latin lesson from Jack. 

Soon afterwards Smudge arrives, and they have lunch. Jack does Latin with her until 4:00 and 

then resumes his work on Chaucer. With breaks for tea, supper, and washing up, Jack continues 

until 11:00. 

October 27 Friday. After breakfast Jack does Virgil with Maureen until it is time to go to Miss Wardale’s 

lecture in the Schools. After this Jack cycles to Wilson, probably for a noon tutorial. Jack 

arranges to go to Wilson for a tutorial at 4:45 on Fridays instead of at noon. Wilson asks Jack to 

tea at 4:00 p.m. next Friday afternoon. Jack reads him his essay and they discuss it. Jack gets a 

letter from Carritt, inviting Jack to come and see him. 

October 28 Saturday. Jack writes to his father about his busy schedule (apologizing for not writing earlier; 

this is his first letter to his father since July 26), being considered the ablest man in the recent 

exams, his allowance, his thriftiness, the wisdom of an academic or literary career rather than 
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law or something else, his study of Anglo-Saxon, his Anglo-Saxon tutor Miss Wardale, and a 

recent meeting of the Martlets on October 25 about the poet Robert Burns. 

October 29 Sunday. Immediately after breakfast Jack bicycles to Forest Hill and visits Aunt Lily. Jack stays 

until 1:00. She talks all the time on a variety of subjects, including Shotover and Shelley, a 

bookseller, the Vicar’s wife, and that the cardinal error of all religions was the assumption that 

God existed for or cared about us. He left Dymer with her and departed. 

October 30 Monday. After breakfast Jack walks to the Schools to hear Wyld’s lecture at 10:00. Jack walks 

home again and does Anglo-Saxon. After lunch Jack goes to the drawing room. Jack finishes the 

Riddles essay. Jack goes on with Aelfred’s translation of the Cura Pastoralis. At supper they talk 

about operas and the Ring. Later Jack sits with Mrs. Moore near the drawing room fire. 
October 31 Tuesday. After breakfast Jack goes to Wyld’s lecture at 10:00. Jack receives a formal letter in 

College from the Mugger informing him that the Master and Fellows have decided to continue 

Jack’s scholarship. Jack replies immediately from the J.C.R. Then Jack cycles to Miss Wardale 

for his noon tutorial. Jack takes out from the library Arthur Hassall’s European Tables, comes 

home, and starts making out a table of English literature beginning at 1500. Jack works on this 

for the rest of the day. 

 

November 1922 

 

November 1 Wednesday. Jack decides to skip Simpson’s lecture and spends the morning hard at work. After 

lunch Jack goes to the library of the English Schools and reads Wyld’s most elementary book, A 

Short History of English, in order to prepare for Miss Wardale’s paper. Jack then walks to the 

Union and takes out a volume of John Gower containing the poem Vox Clamantis. After supper 

Jack begins his essay, and he extends his table to the end of the 18th century before going to bed. 

November 2 Thursday. Jack goes to the Schools library to work on phonetics. From there Jack goes to the 

Union at 4:00 and takes out a volume of Gower. Jack walks back home. Mrs. Moore and Jack are 

just sitting down to tea when the Doc turns up. After tea Jack goes into the drawing room and 

continues his essay. The Doc leaves after a short time. After supper and washing the dishes, Jack 

finishes his essay. 

November 3 Friday. After lunch Jack goes into town to the library and works on phonetics. Jack then walks to 

Manor Place and has tea with F. P. Wilson, probably at 4:00. Afterwards Jack reads him his 

essay on Gower during a 4:45 tutorial. 

November 4 Saturday. Jack starts on his bike for Forest Hill in northeast Oxford to see Aunt Lily. Jack meets 

Aunt Lily coming down the hill to get milk and bread, so Jack joins her after putting his bike 

away. She strongly disapproves of Dymer and comments on many other matters, such as Hamlet, 

Bacon, and Byron’s Don Juan. Jack starts leaving at about 3:30. 

November 6 Monday. In the morning after breakfast Jack goes to Wyld’s lecture at 10:00. He goes home, 

finds Jenkin there, and chats with him about the people in the English School, seeing Wyld as 

both pedantic and rude. 

November 7 Tuesday. Jack has a heavy cold. Jack decides to skip Wyld’s 10:00 a.m. lecture and instead 

translates the tenth century Old English poem The Wanderer until 11:30 when he bicycles to 

Miss Wardale’s. They have a good hour, beginning at 12. On getting home Jack learns that Mrs. 

Stevenson wants him to tutor Sidney in Latin. Jack arranges to take her on Sundays. After lunch 

Jack bicycles to Jenkin’s rooms. They start by the Botley Road and bicycle through Ferry 

Hinksey. When they get to Thessaly, they lay their bikes down and walk into the wood. They 

enjoy the beauty, and Jack appreciates Jenkin’s delight in elementary pleasures. Jack gets back 

late to Jenkin’s rooms, where they have tea. Jack reads a piece by Jenkin and Jenkin has Jack 

read aloud “Foster” which Jack had lent him. 

November 8 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Dawson’s rooms at 8:00 p.m. P. J. Terry reads a paper on 

Modern Drama, possibly with Jack in attendance. They adjourn at 10:30 p.m. 

November 9  Thursday. Jack works hard all morning finishing Piers Plowman. Jack reads it all in the C text. 

He mentions Cato and Boethius, the latter probably a reference to familiarity with Consolation of 



Philosophy. Just before lunch Jack starts his essay. Smudge comes to lunch and afterwards Jack 

does Latin with her until tea time. After tea Jack continues his essay, and also after supper.
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November 10 Friday. Presumably, Jack has a 4:45 tutorial with Wilson. Jack gets home and changes in 

preparation for the concert to which Jack is to go with Maureen. Jack reads for a few minutes 

when Mrs. Moore sees an advertisement of a house to rent in the Oxford Times. Jack at once 

buses to Galpin’s, the house agent, on Ship Street, but he finds it shut. He returns home, and they 

have supper after which Maureen and Jack set out. The best part of the concert is the Beethoven 

Sonata, then a piece by Chopin. They get home in fairly good time and then to bed. 

November 11 Saturday. Jack goes into town to Galpin after breakfast to find that there have been forty 

applicants and the house is already rented. Then Jack goes home and works on Old English 

Grammar. Then he turns to the Wanderer. For a few minutes before lunch Jack walks, taking The 

Return with him. After lunch, Jack begins Beowulf, working hard until tea time. At tea time the 

Doc turns up. He seems in good form and speaks well of Dr. Brown’s last lecture. Jack meant to 

go out but stays talking after tea. They discuss Tennyson, Keats, and Shelley. At about 6:30 the 

Doc leaves and Jack walks back with him, talking of death and other horrors. They walk to the 

end of Iffley village in south Oxford to look at the church and the trees. Jack leaves him and 

walks home. 

November 12 Sunday. After an early lunch Maureen and Jack cycle to the Sheldonian Theatre to hear the 

Oxford Bach Choir. They get seats on a windowsill just under the painted roof. Jack notices 

Curtis, George Fasnacht, Emmett, W. D. Robson-Scott, Arthur Mort and Cyril Bailey. Cyril 

Bailey (Rev. Cyril William Emmett) is in the choir. The main performance is Verdi’s Requiem 

Mass. They also hear Elgar’s Funeral March from Grania, Hubert Parry’s Jerusalem and 

Vaughan Williams’ setting of “For all the Saints.” They bicycle home and have tea, and then 

Jack finishes Old English for Miss Wardale. In the evening Jack starts a new fair copy of 

“Foster” and makes some corrections. Jack then reads Mrs. Margot Asquith’s writing 

installment, probably a portion of her autobiography, to Mrs. Moore. Then they have a gloomy 

conversation on death, chance, and permanent danger. 
November 13 Monday. Jack sets off on his bike to inquire about a house rental down St. Aldate’s and beyond 

the river. Jack bikes home through Iffley and reports to Mrs. Moore. Jack promises to try again at 

4 and then returns to his work. After lunch Jack goes to the English library, returns two books, 

and reads Roger Ascham’s The Schoolmaster, also referring to a Beowulf crib. Jack leaves the 

library and walks by way of Folly Bridge and the towpath to the Weir House they are thinking of 

renting. The house is rented before he has a chance to make an offer. 
November 14 Tuesday. Jack sets off after breakfast via Southfield Road to the Cad’s
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 lecture at 10:00 a.m. 

Maureen joins Jack on the bus on her way to a lesson with Dr. Allchin. Jack is late at the 

Schools, but Wyld is also late. He lectures for about half an hour, discussing Bridges. Jack buses 

to Miss Wardale’s, where he has his tutorial at noon. 

November 15 Wednesday. Mrs. Moore receives a letter from Moppie, who is in London. 

November 17 Friday. After breakfast Jack works at Beowulf in the dining room until 11:30 when he walks to 

the Schools to hear a lecture by George Gordon. Jack walks home for lunch, at which Smudge 

turns up. She says she can’t go to Samson and Delilah, the opera by Camille Saint-Saëns, and so 

Jack takes Maureen. Cranny (Rev. Macran) arrives right after lunch. Cranny describes himself as 

one who thinks too much to believe; he has read Ernest Renan, probably his Life of Jesus, which 

humanized Jesus and denied His deity. Cranny is depressed. Presumably, Jack has a 4:45 tutorial 

with Wilson. Jack buses with Maureen to the theater, where the Carl Rosa company performs an 

opera to music by St. Saëns. He gets to bed late. Today would have been Paddy Moore’s 

birthday. On this day five years ago Jack sailed from Southampton for service in France during 

World War One. 
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November 19 Sunday. Jack goes for a walk after breakfast. Jack goes up Shotover. Jack is reading The Cenci, a 

verse drama in five acts by Percy Bysshe Shelley, on this walk, and he finds that one really sees 

more of the country with a book than without.  

November 20 Monday. After breakfast Jack goes to the Schools to hear the Cad’s lecture at 10:00. At 12 Jack 

returns to hear Gordon give an excellent lecture on Shakespeare’s language. Jack walks home 

and has lunch and spends the afternoon on Old English. At tea Jenkin comes and works with 

Maureen. Jack goes to town again to return two books to the Union and walks both ways. 

Afterwards Jack walks part of the way back with Jenkin. After supper Jack finishes his paper for 

Miss Edith Wardale. Jack is becoming reconciled to the phonetic material because of the insights 

it provides him. Jack starts William Shakespeare’s comedy Love’s Labour’s Lost just before 

going to bed. 

November 21 Tuesday. Jack finishes the first act of Love’s Labour’s Lost over morning tea. Jack works at 

Beowulf until 11:30 when he bicycles to St. Margaret’s Road for his one-hour tutorial with Miss 

Wardale at noon. After lunch Jack bikes to Jenkin’s rooms. Jack finds Jenkin depressed over a 

conversation the previous night with a religious person. Jenkin and Jack go to Binsey via the tow 

path and the Trout Inn. They arrive at what he thought was the church of St. Fritheswide, but was 

actually the Church of St. Margaret, Binsey. They investigate the well and the churchyard. Jack 

states that he has been suffering from the fear of death, and Jenkin feels the same way. Later they 

have tea with a lot of bread and butter in Jenkin’s rooms. At 8:00 p.m. Jack may attend a meeting 

of the Martlets in Mr. Anderson’s rooms with R. H. King giving a paper on Thomas Hardy. His 

attendance is not, however, mentioned in his diary. 

November 23 Thursday. After lunch Jack goes for a walk up Shotover, Horspath, and the woods, trying to 

think of how to make a play about Caspian and Psyche. Jack goes to Robertsons for some 

tobacco, then they have tea, after which Jack reads Shakespeare’s Henry IV (especially liking 

Hotspur) part I until suppertime. 

November 24 Friday. After breakfast Jack works in the dining room on his notes for his tutor F. P. Wilson until 

11:30 and then walks to the Schools to hear Gordon’s lecture at noon. W. D. Robson-Scott is 

present for the lecture and asks Jack to go to Cambridge with the Martlets next week, which Jack 

refuses. After Gordon’s lecture, Jenkin walks with Jack as far as the bridge end, talking about 

Hotspur. Jack then goes home and has lunch with Mrs. Moore. Afterwards Jack finishes his notes 

and reads Henry IV until an early tea, after which Jack buses to Carfax and walks to Manor Place 

to see Wilson for his 4:45 tutorial. 

November 25 Saturday. Jack reaches Aunt Lily’s cottage at 2:38 p.m. Jack chats about Dymer, Keats, Asquith, 

and Shakespeare with her while she eats. 

November 26 Sunday. Jack gets up rather late and after breakfast walks out, taking author Ben Jonson with him 

and beginning the Alchemist. Jack gets far enough to enjoy the first scene, but it soon becomes 

too windy to read. He crosses the river at Iffley lock. Jack walks home and chats until lunch. 

After lunch Jack reads Shakespeare’s Henry V. 

November 27 Monday. Jack works at Anglo-Saxon grammar and the Battle of Maldon until lunchtime and 

after lunch until 3:00. 

November 28 Tuesday. Presumably, Jack has a tutorial with Miss Wardale at noon. 

November 29 Wednesday. Jack celebrates his twenty-fourth birthday. Jack, Maureen, and Mrs. Moore set out 

after breakfast and bus to Carfax, and from there to 204 Woodstock Road to see a rental house. 

Jack goes to bed late. 

November 30 Thursday. Jack is late in getting up. Jack spends the morning starting his essay on Bacon. He 

shows Jenkin part of Dymer and then walks back with Jenkin to his rooms. 

 

December 1922 

 

December 1 Friday. Jack finishes his work on Bacon. Then he goes to Gordon’s last lecture of the term at the 

Schools, presumably at noon, where he meets Jenkin. Jack walks to F. P. Wilson for his 4:45 



tutorial and reads him his essay on Francis Bacon, and they talk about Bacon, Spenser, and 

Milton. 

December 2 Saturday. Jack gets a letter from Harwood, which encloses two of Harwood’s poems, “The 

Soldier’s Coat” and “The Empty Room.” After lunch Jack bikes to Forest Hill at top speed to see 

Aunt Lily, and Jack forces himself to have some soup. He shows her Harwood’s two poems. 

December 3 Sunday. After lunch Maureen and Jack bike to the Sheldonian Theatre where they get window 

seats in the upper gallery. Sir Hugh Allen conducts the orchestra. They perform Bach’s “Sleeper 

Awake,” Maurice Besly’s “Dominus Illuminatio,” and Vaughan Williams’ “Fantasia on 

Christmas Carols.” They also sing some fragments of the Messiah. The end of the program 

includes some carols in which the audience joins. 

December 4 Monday. Jack spends the morning doing a paper for Miss Wardale. Jack meets George Fasnacht 

in town. Refusing an offer of tea, Jack invites Fasnacht to come to his home tomorrow afternoon. 

Jack and George Fasnacht discuss the extinction of life on the planet. Jenkin comes late to tea. 

Later, Jack walks with Jenkin up the hill to the Asylum gate. Jack then returns, has supper, and 

washes up. After this Jack writes to his father and then continues the Judith.
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December 5 Tuesday. Presumably, Jack has a tutorial at noon with Miss Wardale. George Fasnacht comes to 

tea. They converse about Earp and Rowland Childe, eugenics, Pasley’s principle, Schopenhauer, 

and Von Hartmann. 

December 6 Wednesday. Jack goes to College for the Martlets Society meeting. Here Jack meets Jenkin who 

leads Jack to King’s rooms where the meeting is to be held at 8:00 p.m. Present are King, 

Dawson, Curtis, W. D. Robson-Scott, John Currie, George Fasnacht, H. D. Ziman, Simpson, 

some freshmen, a new don called Keir, and Carritt. The Rev. Dr. A. J. Carlyle speaks on the 

relation of history to literature. They discuss Carlyle’s talk afterwards. 

December 7 Thursday. At 6:30 p.m. Jack goes to the Schools for the preparatory meeting of Gordon’s 

Discussion Class. Gordon meets with twelve students in the English Staff Room. W. D. Robson-

Scott and T. S. Darlow are among the twelve. All of them are marked down to present a paper, 

and Jack is assigned Spenser for his topic. Writing in his diary for the first time since October 15, 

Warren writes about Wright, the subaltern of 21 M. T. Company, who has just left to join at 

Woolwich for a Junior Officers Course. At about 11:00 a.m. Lake telephones Warren about a 

letter from Daubeny, who is to be posted to Colchester when the Irish establishment closes. 

Warren writes to Walsh at Norwich about the hay, asking for a full account of an incident in 

writing. He gets a half-day off, so he returns to his hut, lights the fire, and spends a couple of 

hours reading James Boswell’s The Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides, which he finishes. Warren 

has supper with Bushly in the mess. After supper he returns to his room. This evening he starts 

the letters of Dorothy Osborne to Sir William Temple. Warren goes to bed at about 10:15 after a 

walk to the bottom of the camp and back again. 

December 8 Friday. In the office Warren opens a letter from Eastern Command saying a relief is being sent 

from Aldershot for Private Le Hegerat, the Divisional H.Q. Clerk, who has been posted to Malta. 

The official notification of Daubeny’s posting comes through “in relief of Capt. & Q. Mr. 

Binnington, retired.” The most important job this morning is issuing acceptances and rejections 

of the bread and flour contract. At about 11:15 Warren gets a message from the hospital saying 

that the ambulance has been called out on duty so he arranges for the box car to bike Mrs. de la 

P. to the hospital. In the afternoon he writes a few official letters and checks a coal bill. He has 

some time to read some more of the Osborne letters. After tea his stove emits clouds of smoke, 

which takes nearly half an hour to clear. He then writes his diary and reads some more Osborne 

until it is time to change for dinner. On arriving in the mess he finds Hansard and Lake and two 

police officers in mufti, drinking beer. The officers explain that they arrested a civilian who is 

employed in the Sergeant’s mess and had been found in possession of some bread and meat 

given to him by a mess waiter. They now want to arrest the mess waiter, who is a soldier. Warren 

takes one of the police officers to Leland’s house, and Leland decides that there is no objection 
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to the man’s arrest. The man in question is out on pass. Having shown the officers where 

Wiseman sleeps, Warren returns to the mess and a solitary dinner. After dinner he returns to his 

room and spends the evening with his book. 

December 9 Saturday. A troublesome report from Jelbart about forage at Norwich is forwarded to Warren. 

Warren calls Walsh and learns that he has received two complaints only during the existing 

contract period, both of them verbal. Warren explains the position to Leland. He proposes a 

possible solution. Daubeny writes from Dublin today asking for leave, which Leland turns down 

by telegram. Warren then closes the office for the weekend. After lunch he walks to the 

bookshop. Warren purchases Round the Gallery Fire, a collection of short stories by Clark 

Russell, and Tales of Pirates and the Blue Seas, a selection of short stories by Conan Doyle. 

Warren reads in his room until tea time and after tea goes downtown again to the cinema near the 

club and sees the film “A Bill of Divorcement” with Fay Compton in the leading part, a film 

about a marriage where one partner goes insane. After the show he goes to the Red Lion, then to 

“The Cups.” At “The Cups” Warren has a drink with Leland and Lovell, the latter from the 

Eastern Telegraph Company. Warren then returns to the Red Lion and has supper. Lake joins 

him after supper and they taxi home together. They have a nightcap before going to bed. Before 

going to sleep Warren reads Yeats’ drama “The Countess Cathleen.” 

December 10 Sunday. Warren gets up at 9:30. Leland and Warren have breakfast in the ante room. Warren 

spends the morning reading his new books and also goes through the literary columns of The 

Observer, unsuccessfully looking for a Christmas gift for his father. Warren reads in his room 

until tea time and then decides to go for a walk. He walks across the fields to Lexden, into 

Colchester, and then back. Upon his return he sits in his room writing up his diary and looking 

through his books until supper time. 

December 12 Tuesday. This morning Jack decides to see the Bursars of John’s, Hertford, and Merton about 

renting houses. Jack is very nervous about this, but he sets off after breakfast. Jack walks first to 

St. John’s where the clerk of the Estates Bursar tells him that they have nothing. From there Jack 

goes to Merton where a clerk sees him. They also have nothing. It is the same story at Hertford. 

Presumably, Jack has a tutorial at noon with Miss Wardale, his last of the term. Later Jack also 

reads aloud to Mrs. Moore a good part of the last volume of his diary. Jack and Mrs. Moore talk 

about their finances. 

December 13 Wednesday. In the afternoon, Jack sets out walking with Lyly in his pocket.
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 Jack walks to 

Cowley village, then past the barracks to Horspath, up the bridle path and home over Shotover. 

During parts of his walk Jack reads part of Endymion. While Mrs. Moore and Jack are having 

tea, a letter arrives from Warren. Warren is getting a week’s leave and Jack should meet him at 

Euston Station in London on the 23rd. 

December 14 Thursday. Jack, Mrs. Moore, and Maureen proceed to the cathedral to see the ceremony where 

Maureen is confirmed at Headington School, with the Bishop presiding. Immediately after the 

service they meet Mary and the Doc. Mrs. Moore asks them home for tea, and they all go back 

by taxi, including Smudge. Jack walks home. After tea Jack talks alone with the Doc about 

philosophy. 

December 15 Friday. After breakfast Jack buses to the Union where he finishes and makes notes on The 

Broken Heart
111

 and reads nearly all of Beaumont and Fletcher’s Philaster. Jack finishes 

Philaster and begins The Maid’s Tragedy, another Beaumont and Fletcher play. 

December 16 Saturday. Jack spends the morning doing Virgil with Maureen. At noon Jack sets out for Forest 

Hill to visit Aunt Lily. They do not eat their lunch of chops and plum pudding until 3:30. They 

talk of Shakespeare, Emerson, the élan vital, heroism, and the forward plunge. Jack leaves her 

after tea shortly after 5:00 p.m. and walks home. Jack reaches home shortly before seven to find 

the Doc and Mary there. 
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December 17 Sunday. Michaelmas Term ends. After breakfast Jack walks up to Hillsboro to see Mr. Raymond 

about renting his place. Having reached home again, Jack writes a little until Maureen’s 

practicing in the next room interferes. After lunchtime the Doc arrives and gives them all shots. 

December 18 Monday. After breakfast Jack goes to the Union and starts George Chapman’s stage play, Bussy 

D’Ambois. Eventually Jack gives up and comes home with a volume of Middleton. After lunch 

Jack reads the Elizabethan play by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley, The Changeling, in 

the drawing room. Afterwards Jack begins Thomas Middleton’s tragedy Women beware Women. 

After tea Jack reads until Smudge comes for a Latin lesson, and they do Tacitus until 8 o’clock 

when they have supper.  

December 21 Thursday. Jack then comes to the Union and writes to Leo Baker and to his father. Jack goes to 

the bookshops to choose a Christmas present for his father, and decides on Sir Edward Abbott 

Parry’s What the Judge Thought. His arm, where he got the shot from the Doc, worries him this 

morning. Jack then comes home, and after lunch Jack goes into the drawing room and starts his 

table of dates and names for the nineteenth century. Jack and Mrs. Moore have tea at alone 5:45, 

since Maureen is playing progressive bridge at the Taylors. In the evening Smudge arrives. After 

supper Jack does Latin with Smudge. Jack gets to bed just before 1:00 a.m. 

December 22 Friday. After a late breakfast Jack goes on with developing his table on the nineteenth century 

for a little while. The Doc joins them for lunch and talks about the Titanic, which sank in 1912. 

Then Jack buses to the Union and does some research. Mrs. Moore and Jack are alone for tea. 

After tea Jack walks down Cowley Road and buys a razor blade. They sit up late in the evening 

and talk over this last year. 

December 23 Saturday. Immediately after breakfast, Jack leaves home and catches the 10:30 train. Jack is met 

at the Paddington train station in London by Baker. Baker tells Jack that Barfield is going to 

marry a Miss Maud Douie. After going to Baker’s flat, at 11:30 they go out for lunch at the Good 

Intent pub, and then take the Tube to Charing Cross where Baker leaves Jack. Jack then writes a 

card to Mrs. Moore, gets his ticket, and walks around Endsleigh Square, where Jack had been in 

the hospital in 1918. Shortly before 4:00 Jack returns to the Central Hall at Euston and there 

meets Warren, and they immediately go for tea in the refreshment room. Warren talks about 

Colchester. They catch the 5:30 train for Liverpool and Belfast. Jack remains in Belfast until 

January 12. At Liverpool they board the boat for the overnight journey. Jack is very worried all 

day by the pain in his armpit, undoubtedly because of the shrapnel still in his body. This evening 

Jack drinks four whiskeys. 

December 24 Sunday. Jack and Warren arrive at Leeborough in the gray of the morning. After breakfast and 

conversation, Jack and Warren veto churchgoing and instead go out for a walk at noon in a park 

near the shipyards. They come back and have some sherry. They have a heavy midday dinner at 

1:45. The rest of the day is spent in the study, reading. Jack reads some of Dean William R. 

Inge’s
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 First Series of Outspoken Essays. Jack talks with Warren for some time after they go to 

bed. 

December 25 Monday. Albert, Jack, and Warren go to the Communion Service at St. Mark’s, probably at 8:00. 

They see Gundrede, Kelsie, Lily, and their cousin Joey Lewis. They get back and have breakfast. 

They have Christmas dinner at 3:45. After dinner Albert encourages Warren and Jack to go out. 

Warren and Jack set out to reach Holywood by the high road and there have a drink. They are 

unable to have a drink, because they are met just outside Holywood by the Hamilton’s car and 

have to travel back with them. Uncle Gussie drives them back. They arrive at Leeborough with 

Uncle Gussie. The Hamiltons do not stay long. Afterwards Jack reads Matthew Arnold’s poem 

Empedocles on Etna. In the evening Warren plays music on the gramophone. Jack goes to bed 

early. 

December 26 Tuesday. Jack reads Edmund Burke’s Present Discontent in the morning. Warren is reading 

Samuel Dill’s Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius, and he starts discussing it with 
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Jack. They are invited by telephone to lunch at Glenmachan. While Jack and Warren are 

changing, Kelsie calls and they walk up with her. They meet Bob
 
and Cousin Mary. After lunch 

they leave and walk down to Tillysburn and go to town by rail motor. At the station they have 

drinks and Jack sends off a postcard to Mrs. Moore. Jack and Warren then return to Sydenham 

by rail and arrive at Leeborough to find their father out. After tea Jack begins Thomas Hardy’s 

novel Jude the Obscure and reads this most of the evening. Jack goes early to bed. 

December 27 Wednesday. Jack and Warren get up late. Warren spends most of the morning in the little end 

room planning a program of gramophone records for the evening. Jack sits in the study and reads 

Jude the Obscure. Albert takes short strolls in the garden and reads some before lunch. Warren 

and Jack play croquet after lunch at 1:30. Warren and Jack go into town. They get back late and 

listen to the gramophone in the evening. 

December 28 Thursday. Albert goes into town early today. After breakfast Warren and Jack go at once to the 

little end room. Jack spends a busy and laborious morning making up his diary from the time 

when he left home until now. During the morning Janie McNeill calls and invites Warren and 

Jack to lunch tomorrow. Warren suggests a walk, and in the afternoon they set out. Jack and 

Warren go up to the hills by the usual route then turn before Craigagantlet. Then they go down 

by the waterworks into Holywood. In the hotel at Holywood they drink and sit for a long time by 

a fire in the Smoking Room. They then catch the rail motor, get out at Sydenham, and reach 

Leeborough just at the same time as Albert whom they meet at the gate. At dinner Mrs. Greeves 

stops in and gives Jack a letter from Mrs. Moore. Afterwards Jack finishes Jude the Obscure. 

Jack looks into Yeats’s later poems, such as Two Kings. Jack then takes up De la Mare’s Veil. 

Warren and Jack go to bed late. 

December 29 Friday. Warren and Jack get up late. After breakfast Warren and Jack go to the little end room 

again where Jack writes to Mrs. Moore. Jack then writes in his diary. Diary writing, some 

reading of an old manuscript, and some chat over their morning beer take them until 11:30 when 

it is time to change clothes to go to lunch at the McNeills. After lunch, back at Leeborough they 

change, have some tea, and then walk down to Tillysburn where they take the rail motor to 

Holywood. Warren remarks on the insensibility of nearly everyone to beauty: “How many would 

notice that?” he asks. They then go to their usual hotel and its Smoking Room. They have their 

drink. They then come back by rail motor, getting out at Sydenham. After dinner Jack begins to 

read grandfather Hamilton’s diary of his voyage to Calcutta in 1852. Mollie Boyd calls on the 

telephone and invites Warren and Jack to play bridge some evening. Warren states that he is 

going to England tonight and that Jack is going on the 7th. 

December 30 Saturday. After breakfast Jack and Warren go to the little end room. At first Jack is delighted at 

the escape that Warren had offered to Mollie, but he soon realizes that they would be almost sure 

to see Mollie in Belfast later than the 7th. After some hesitation Jack writes a letter to Molly 

Boyd explaining that Warren made a mistake. After this Jack writes in his diary and then Warren 

presses Jack to go for a walk. Jack writes a card to Mrs. Moore and then they walk to Tillysburn 

by the High Holywood Road, and from there by rail motor to Holywood. They sit in the 

Smoking Room. They come back by rail motor to Sydenham and Leeborough, finding their 

father already home. During the afternoon Jack goes on with reading his grandfather’s diary. 

Jack receives a letter in the afternoon from Arthur, containing another letter from Mrs. Moore. 

After supper Albert and Jack go to the Liverpool boat by taxi to see Warren off to Colchester, 

and Jack returns in the same taxi. After he has gone to bed Jack reads Mrs. Moore’s letter. Jack 

then reads Boswell until late and a little of William Morris’s The Life and Death of Jason and 

Morris’s poem “In Prison” in that same book, writing in his diary that the poem expresses his 

feelings about himself at Little Lea right now, i.e. that he is in prison. 

December 31 Sunday. Jack gets up late again. After breakfast Jack and his father go to church. Jack begins 

George Meredith’s book Beauchamp’s Career, making considerable progress before nightfall. 

They have dinner at 2:30. Jack also reads The Faerie Queene, beginning at the seventh book. 

Then Jack goes out, Albert accompanying him. They meet the McNeills on the road, who ask 

Jack to lunch again on Tuesday. Jack accepts. They walk nearly to Holywood along the high 



road and back again. After going to bed Jack sits up for a long time reading Spenser. Warren 

returns to Colchester from leave tonight. 

 



The Year 1923 (184) 

 

Summary: On February 2, Jack met Nevill Coghill for the first time. Warren continued his service with the 

RASC at Colchester as officer in charge of suppliers. Between February 21 and March 12, 1923 Jack dealt with 

Doc Askins, the brother of Mrs. Moore, because Doc thought he was going mad or was about to have a nervous 

breakdown. Probably during the month of June, Owen Barfield and Cecil Harwood began attending weekly 

lectures on Anthroposophy, which they adopted, an essentially supernatural view of the world. During June 14-

19, Jack sat for exams in English language and literature and learned on July 16 that he had earned his third set 

of First Class Honours. 

 

In this year Owen Barfield and Cecil Harwood become Anthroposophists. Early this year Jack joins the mystics 

and the moderns.
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 Jack writes the poems “The Tale of Psyche Is Unjustly Told” and “The Silence of the 

Night.”
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 Rudolf Otto’s Das Heilige is translated into English as The Idea of the Holy and published by Oxford 

University Press in New York. 

 

January 1923 

 

January 1 Monday. Jack wakes early. Albert is out before Jack comes down. Jack breakfasts alone, reading 

Beauchamp’s Career,  and afterwards he goes to the little end room. Here Jack writes up 

his diary and also writes a letter to Mrs. Moore. Molly Boyd calls and invites Jack to play 

progressive bridge this Friday. He accepts. A few minutes later, Mrs. Greeves calls, asking Jack 

to come out for a walk with her and to lunch at Bernagh afterwards. Jack accepts. Jack and Mrs. 

Greeves walk to Knocknagoney by the High Holywood Road, then back by the low road. Jack 

and Mrs. Greeves meet Gundrede and talk to her for a few minutes before they go into Bernagh 

for lunch. Back at Little Lea, Jack writes a letter to Arthur and mails it. Jack reads Warren’s 

West African diary for a few minutes until tea is ready. After tea Jack walks down to Strandtown 

to buy some cigarettes. Coming back, Jack settles down to Sweet’s Anglo-Saxon Reader and 

continues, with a break for dinner, until Albert goes to bed at 10:30. Albert brings home the two 

volumes of John Donne which Jack asked for as a Christmas present. After Albert has gone to 

bed, Jack reads two more cantos of the Faerie Queene and is in bed by 11:30. Warren writes in 

his diary about his recent leave from December 23-31. He has brought back from his leave a few 

additions to his traveling library: Yeats’ Later Poems, Lamb’s Essays, Lucas’s Friendly Town, 

the first volume of The Fairie Queene, Sheridan’s plays, Flecker’s poems, and a Juvenal. He has 

been attracted to Juvenal by reading Samuel Dill’s Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius 

while on leave. After a breakfast of boiled eggs, he returns to the office, learning from Lake that 

nothing major happened in his absence. They are dealing with a contract for oats at Norwich. 

Warren checks and passes a forage bill. He learns about a new officer named Le Cornu, who is 

being lent to Colchester for a time. After tea he makes up his accounts for the year and earmarks 

his proposed expenditure on insurance etc. Le Cornu arrives at about 6:50 p.m. Warren changes 

to go to dinner at Reed Hall, which he reaches just before 7:30. The other guests are Leland, Mrs. 

Leland, and their son Frank, who is home on leave from Sandhurst. At about 9:15 they move to 

the Sergeant’s Mess and are received with drinks by Scofield. Lake comes over from the mess 

soon afterwards and a little later Major P. R. and his wife turn up. The evening passes until about 

10:30 when the Colonels withdraw, and then Warren chats with various N.C.O.’s
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 and their 

wives, including Sergeant Donovan, an old acquaintance of 7
th

 Division days, and Mrs. 
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Cranfield, wife of Sergeant Major Canfield. Warren gets home at 2 a.m. and to bed at half past 

two. 

January 2 Tuesday. Jack gets up rather late. After breakfast Jack goes to the little end room where he writes 

to Mrs. Moore and writes in his diary. Janie calls to remind Jack that he is lunching with her 

today and to ask him to come out for a walk with her and Gundreda. Jack declines on the pretext 

of work. Jack finishes his writing and has his morning beer. Jack rummages about the books and 

things in the little end room for half an hour and then changes and goes to the McNeills. Jack 

leaves the McNeill home soon after lunch, comes back, and starts Anglo-Saxon. After tea Jack 

goes out for a walk to Sandy Loaning, turning right, then to the corner of Glenmachan Glen, 

along the Robber’s Glen, and back again. Jack starts Anglo-Saxon once more and continues until 

dinner and after dinner until 10:00. After his father is in bed Jack reads Beauchamp’s Career for 

a while. Jack takes a very long time to get to sleep. Warren gets up at 8:20 a.m. and rushes to get 

through breakfast and across to the office. He answers a claim for losses against the G.E.R. Le 

Cornu tells his extraordinary story in detail to the C. O. this morning. They clear up the matter of 

the telephone operator today. In the afternoon Warren completes and dispatches his draft 

agreement for Southgate at Shoeburyness and balances his imprest account. Having some 

available time he starts to read Juvenal this afternoon. At tea today Le Cornu talks of cinema 

acting. After tea Warren goes to his room, and he changes clothes. Before supper he goes into the 

mess with Bushly. Warren goes to bed at quarter to ten. Before going to sleep, he reads for about 

half an hour in E. V. Lucas’s The Friendly Town (1905). 

January 3 Wednesday. Jack writes to Mrs. Moore, writes in his diary, and goes out for a walk. He has a 

lunch of chops, cabbage, and mashed potatoes. Jack receives a letter from Harwood, enclosing a 

poem. After lunch Jack works on Anglo-Saxon grammar. After tea Jack reads more of 

Beauchamp’s Career and begins John Webster’s White Devil. After dinner Jack changes and 

walks to the McNeills. He plays cards with Janie, Ethel Rogers, and Florrie Greeves to prepare 

Jack for progressive bridge on Friday. Back at Little Lea, Jack tries to write a poem on the theme 

“Alone in the House,” but gives it up. He reads Meredith’s letters and then goes to bed. Warren 

goes to the office and finds very little mail, therefore being able to address the December unprest 

account before the Colonel arrives. At noon Warren is president of the tender opening board, 

Lake and Le Cornu being the other members, dealing with oats contracts. He also looks at 

contracts for motor cars. For the rest of the afternoon he works on drafting the emergency 

scheme in accordance with the criticisms of the A.D.S.T. When finished, he runs through it with 

Bruce. He leaves the office at 4:30. Warren dines in a dinner jacket tonight. Lake and Warren 

escape to Leland’s after dinner. On arriving they are taken into the dining room where they find 

Leland, his son, and a Mr. Baynham. After some conversation over a glass of port they go into 

the drawing room where they find Mrs. Leland, Mrs. Baynham, and a Miss Kiddle, who is Mrs. 

Baynham’s sister. They play roulette until about 11:30 and then go home. Warren and Lake have 

a couple of drinks in the mess before going to bed. 

January 4 Thursday. After breakfast Jack goes on with his poem without much success. Jack then writes to 

Mrs. Moore and writes in his diary. Then, in the study, he works at Anglo-Saxon grammar until 

just before lunchtime when he goes to Bernagh to see if any mail has arrived. There is no mail 

for him. After lunch Jack begins again and continues until tea time. Over tea Jack reads Sir 

James Frazer’s The Golden Bough. After tea Jack walks as far as Sloan’s Seat and back. After 

dinner Jack does Caedmon in Sweet’s Reader until 10:00 p.m. when his father goes to bed. Jack 

then reads a little more of Frazer and goes to bed. After breakfast, during which he reads the 

Gazette, Warren has a very busy time in the office. Among his longer jobs are a couple of supply 

bills for checking and the return of transport and its ton mileage. He talks with De la Pryme 

about the oats tenders. Before lunch Warren goes through the revised draft of the emergency 

scheme with the Colonel, which he approves. They also discuss the tenders for hire of motor 

cars. Warren goes back to the office for an hour after lunch, completing the motor car schedules 

and drafting a covering letter for sending up with the emergency scheme tomorrow. On his way 

back to his hut, he looks at the alterations which are being made to their block. Before tea he 



reads “The School for Scandal”
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 in a Malvern Everyman. From tea time until supper he reads 

in Yeats’ Later Poems, enjoying especially “The Hosting of the Shidle,” “Into the Twilight,” and 

a poem in imitation of Propertius. After supper Le Cornu chats with Warren about life on the 

stage. Warren goes to bed early tonight and reads half a dozen of Lamb’s essays before going to 

sleep. 

January 5 Friday. Jack writes letters and also writes in his diary after breakfast in the little end room. Jack 

then comes to the study and works at Anglo-Saxon until lunchtime. Immediately after lunch Jack 

goes to Bernagh, and the servant hands him a letter. He reads Mrs. Moore’s letter and also sends 

his letter. Jack then shaves, has tea, and walks to Strandtown to buy cigarettes. Jack changes 

before dinner and goes out at 7:30 p.m. in a taxi. Jack arrives at the Boyds to play progressive 

bridge. Mrs. Boyd and daughters Molly and Dot welcome him. Mr. Boyd is in England on 

business, but the duties of host are performed by Colonel Yatman. Other Somerset officers are 

present as well as the Maurice Heyn. He leaves at about eleven. Warren receives a letter from the 

Farmer’s Co-op this morning, disqualifying them for the ensuing contract. Warren completes the 

schedules for hire of motor cars and checks all the particulars. There is a large forage bill from 

Norwich so he takes care of it. Hanbury-Sparrow, the Brigade Major, comes in during the 

morning to raise certain objections to a proposed draft for orders on the subject of costing of 

station transport. He notifies the Local Auditor and Command Paymaster today of the 

cancellation of the oat contract. After lunch Warren takes the more important of today’s files to 

Reed Hall. De la Pryme signs Warren’s drafts with a few alterations. Warren returns to the office 

where he spends about an hour registering and dispatching letters and finishing the remainder of 

the files. He reads a copy of The Spectator, and then he goes to tea at 4:20. Lake, Bushly, and Le 

Cornu are present at tea time. After tea Warren sets up a bookstand. Le Cornu and Warren have 

dinner by themselves. He speaks with Bridgeland after dinner. Warren goes to bed at 11:15. 

January 6  Saturday. Albert calls Jack very late, and Jack takes a long time dressing so he can shorten the 

long day. When Jack comes down, he is told by the servant that Mrs. Greeves has been trying to 

reach him on the telephone. Jack goes over to Bernagh to talk to her as soon as breakfast is over. 

Jack finds that she wants to arrange for him to go with her on Wednesday to see a man named 

Osborne. While Jack is sitting with her, Lily Ewart turns up with two dogs, and Jack talks about 

the bridge party. Jack walks with Mrs. Greeves and Lily along the Glenfarlough Road and then 

turns back. Jack and Albert walk through the slum park. Back at the house, Jack and Albert have 

sherry, and Jack does Anglo-Saxon until a 2:30 dinner of boiled mutton. Jack does Anglo-Saxon 

for the rest of the day. After tea Albert asks Jack if he wants to go out again. They go for a walk 

again, meeting the McNeills on the way again, and they come back and have supper. John 

Greeves comes over with a letter, and he and Jack talk for a while. After Albert goes to bed, Jack 

reads the letter. Warren has little to do from the official mail this morning. He sends his draft 

letter to ADST today recommending that the present oat contractor be retained on the list of 

those eligible to tender. De la Pryme is ill, so Warren goes across to his house with the more 

important papers. They discuss the letter to ADST about the oat contractor. This takes until 

12:50 p.m. so it is quarter past one before he gets back to lunch. He changes clothes immediately 

afterwards and goes downtown to do some shopping. 

January 7 Sunday. Jack and Albert go to church. Rev. Arthur W. Barton preaches a good sermon. Jack and 

Albert come back, and Jack is relieved to find nothing waiting for him. Jack then takes a chance 

and says that he will go over to Bernagh to see if Mrs. Greeves has any news from Arthur. Albert 

makes no comment. Jack visits Mrs. Greeves, asking her never to send anything over that Albert 

might find out about. She reads Jack a letter from Arthur, who is not coming home. Jack comes 

back from Bernagh greatly relieved. During the afternoon Jack reads much of John Fletcher’s 

play The Faithful Shepherdess. Jack also finishes George Meredith’s Beauchamp’s Career. After 

tea Jack goes for a walk, and Albert does not accompany him. In the evening Jack begins the 

Autobiography of Trollope. Warren gets up at half past ten, shaves, and then has breakfast. He 
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returns to his room and reads his new volume of Galsworthy, the play “A Family Man.” In the 

afternoon Warren reads “Windows,” his remaining Galsworthy. He also reads some of “The 

Fairie Queen” in the afternoon. At 6:30 he goes downtown with Le Cornu, stopping at the Red 

Lion where they find Lovell. They have supper at the Red Lion and afterwards sit in Bertha’s bar 

for about half an hour. They go back and Warren gets to bed at about ten-thirty. 

January 8 Monday. Jack writes in his diary, catching up since Thursday. After writing his diary and writing 

to Mrs. Moore, Jack takes a walk to the post and calls at Bernagh before lunch. There is no letter 

for him. After lunch Jack returns to the little end room and works at Sweet, probably Beowulf, 

until tea time. After tea Jack goes for a short stroll. Jack then returns, speaks to his father for a 

few minutes and changes clothes. Jack then walks over to Schomberg, the home of Gordon and 

Lily Ewart. While on his way to Schomberg, Mrs. Greeves sees him and gives him a letter from 

Mrs. Moore. Jack leaves Schomberg at about 10:30 p.m. After Albert has gone to bed, Jack reads 

Mrs. Moore’s letter. Before retiring for the night Jack finishes Trollope’s Autobiography. At the 

office Warren deals with a small military mail, including a letter from the War Office to say that 

F. W. Smythe has been allowed to change places with J. A. D. Bell on the foreign service roster, 

and will be ready to proceed to Mauritius in March. Warren writes to Bell at his leave address to 

let him know the good news. The Colonel comes to the office this morning still looking poorly. 

Warren redrafts the final paragraph of the letter about the eligibility of the Army and Navy 

Furnishing Company to hold contracts, and he gets the letter typed and dispatched before lunch. 

Just as they are going to lunch, Pickering and Hanbury-Sparrow come in to talk about Gyde. 

Things are slack in the office after lunch. He drafts a letter about Gyde’s case, and he also deals 

with the question of the marriage allotment roll quarters. Hanson comes at about quarter to three 

to get Warren to call Taylor the vet about his cat “James.” After tea this evening Warren reads 

more of “The Fairie Queen.” He reads a total of five Cantos and expresses gratitude to Jack for 

calling his attention to Spenser. He wears a dinner jacket tonight to dinner in the mess. After 

mess they play bridge for the first time for some weeks. Bushly and Warren win against Lake 

and Le Cornu. He returns to his room, lights a fire, and goes to bed. Before going to sleep he 

reads another two cantos of “The Fairie Queen.” 

January 9 Tuesday. Janie McNeill telephones Jack after breakfast, and Jack accepts another invitation to 

lunch. Jack then goes up to the little end room to work on his writing, and he does Wulfstan’s 

address to the English until lunchtime. Then he changes and walks to the McNeills for lunch. At 

about three o’clock Jack gets up to leave. Janie volunteers to come with him, refuses to come in 

for tea, and instead makes him go for a walk with her. On the way back she comes into Little Lea 

to borrow a book and stays for a long time. She discovers that Jack is sailing on Friday and 

expresses her regrets. Jack goes to Bernagh to see if there is a letter for him, but there is not. In 

the evening Albert and Jack discuss the amount of money Albert is sending to him, and Jack 

states that the amount is adequate. Jack works until 11:30 p.m. and then goes to bed. Warren 

works on the draft agreement for the hire of a billiard table for the mess to the office and calls the 

N.A.A.F.I.
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 about it. His morning includes working on the Colchester oat contract. Warren 

responds to a letter from McNamara complaining about Garner, the new clerk of Divisional 

Headquarters, asking that Garner be given a course of instruction. Warren also spends some time 

this morning checking one of Borthwick’s meat tills. At noon Palmer, Le Cornu and Warren 

opened tenders (bids) for oats at Norwich and for linseed at Colchester. They complete the 

scheduling by 12:30. When Warren returns after lunch he checks the schedules which were 

prepared in the morning and writes a covering letter to ADST. After that he checks the draft 

water agreement between W. D. and the Bury St. Edmonds town council. After tea Warren goes 

to the mess office to go through the accounts with Bushly in preparation for tomorrow’s audit 

board, but he finds that Bushly is not ready for so he retires to his hut and reads “The Fairie 

Queen.” Before supper Bushly runs through the mess balance sheet with Warren. At supper 
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tonight they have fried eggs, fried steak, and chipped potatoes. After supper Warren goes to the 

mess office with Bushly to go through the cash book. Later Warren goes to his room and finishes 

the first Book of the “Faerie Queen.” He then reads three or four of Lamb’s Essays and turns in 

shortly after 10:30. 

January 10 Wednesday. Immediately after breakfast Jack walks over to Bernagh and excuses himself from 

lunch because of work he has to do. Jack gets a letter—yesterday’s—from Mrs. Moore. After 

answering her letter and writing in his diary, Jack works on Anglo-Saxon until lunchtime. After 

lunch Jack reads Arnold Bennett’s Human Machine until it is time to change and call for Mrs. 

Greeves who is taking him to see Dr. Osborne, a don from an Australian University. Mrs. 

Greeves gives him a second letter from Mrs. Moore. After seeing Mrs. Greeves at Bernagh Jack 

comes back home, finds his father home, changes, and has dinner. Jack finishes the Beowulf 

section in Sweet. Before going to bed Jack reads some of Strachey’s Adventure of Living. Jack 

receives a letter from Arthur today, containing nothing new. Warren and his co-workers get back 

the schedules for the Colchester oat contract this morning. Col. Martin calls to complain about 

the quality of the coal supplied to the G.O.C,
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 which is strange since he gets the very best 

house coal. Warren gets the C. O. to sign the rejections for the Colchester oat contract and to 

complete the schedules, which go back for contractual review by today’s mail. Wood calls from 

Command during the morning to say that the Barrack Warden at Mill Hill had become sick and 

requesting that the B. W. from Warley be ordered to go to Mill Hill for two days a week to do 

duty there. Warren tells De la Pryme on the way back to lunch that White and Wyncoll have not 

paid their mess bills; De la Pryme will speak to them tomorrow. Warren learns from Bushly at 

lunch time that the audit board passed off very successfully at 11 a.m. In the afternoon he writes 

to the War Office to find out the date of Le Cornu’s present rank and calls Warley to warn the 

Barrack Warden that he would probably be required to go to Mill Hill tomorrow. Then he puts 

together a draft letter for ADST on the points raised in Col. Davies’ inspection report. Dupuy 

comes in later in the day and discusses with Warren the coal situation. He goes to tea at 4:30. 

After tea Warren reads the first two cantos of the second book of “The Fairie Queen.” After mess 

they play bridge until about 10 :00 p.m. when Lake leaves for a dance at the Sergeant’s mess. 

Warren goes to bed at about 11:00. 

January 11 Thursday. After letter and diary writing, Jack works on Anglo-Saxon and reads until lunchtime, 

reading part of The Fall of the Angels. Jack is inspired to write more Dymer, and he writes eight 

stanzas. Then Jack reads MacDonald’s Phantastes at tea, and he claims it serves as a devotional 

book for him. Jack then walks to Holywood, leaving a little before five and returning at 6:15. 

Albert is already at home when Jack comes back. In the evening Jack finishes The Fall of the 

Angels and reads some of the Gnomic Verses. After finishing Phantastes, Jack goes to bed at 

11:30. Warren goes to the office and finds very little to do with the mail. He has a long 

discussion with De la Pryme over the draft letter on the observations raised by Davies in his 

inspection. Warren prepares a manuscript inspection report book as directed by ADST and puts it 

up to the C. O. for approval. He gets De la Pryme to call White and Wyncoll this morning about 

their mess bills. At about 11:00 a.m. they get a letter from Eastern Command, saying that seven 

soldiers’ families are being shifted to Great Yarmouth. The place has been closing down for 

weeks, and most of the furniture has now been disposed of. Warren changes clothes immediately 

after lunch and walks downtown. He sees two pleasant reproductions of water colors in one of 

the picture shops and considers purchasing them for his room. He also goes to the Red Lion 

where he has a chat and a drink with Bertha. Then he goes to the Post Office at about three 

o’clock and sends off a wire to London, then returning to camp where he lights his fire and reads 

in a volume of Sherlock Holmes until tea time. At 5:30 Warren goes downtown with Le Cornu 

who is going to the Railway Station to collect some kit. Warren goes to see a film called “Hail 

Women,” but it is so depressing a show that he leaves after about an hour. Outside he meets Lake 

and they walk to the Red Lion together where they meet Le Cornu just emerging. They all turn 
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into the bar and meet Lovell and Peter Piper. Le Cornu finally leaves by taxi, agreeing to call for 

them on his way back and take them to camp, which he does at about 7:45. After supper they go 

downtown in Lake’s taxi to the Red Lion, where they have a long talk with Piper until nearly 

10:00. Le Cornu and Warren get home about quarter past ten and go straight to their rooms. 

Warren goes to bed almost immediately and reads in Lamb’s essays for some time before going 

to sleep. 

January 12 Friday. After breakfast Jack goes over to Bernagh, but there is no letter for him. Jack comes back 

and goes to the little end room where he writes in his diary and also writes a postcard to Mrs. 

Moore. Jack goes into town via tram and gets a new Homberg hat at the shop that used to be 

Laird’s, and then he returns. Then Jack purchases a sponge and some shaving soap, then walks to 

Leeborough. As soon as Jack finishes lunch he goes out and waits for Mrs. Greeves. She gives 

Jack a letter. Jack prepares to pack and then writes three more stanzas of Dymer. Then Jack 

comes down to the study and reads Bernard Shaw’s comedy “Candida,” a play about a love 

triangle in a socialist setting, until tea and finishes it. After tea Jack goes for a walk in the 

evening. Coming back Jack goes upstairs and starts packing.
 
The taxi comes at 8:15, and Albert 

accompanies Jack into town. Jack boards the boat to Liverpool. Jack has Mrs. McNaughton’s 

Lame Dog’s Diary with him, so he reads it in the Smoking Room until ten o’clock. Then he 

retires to his single berth room. Minto puts on a party for Maureen tonight. Warren gets to 

breakfast late this morning. After breakfast he meets Codner, the new officer, who is asking for 

Lake. At the office he addresses the mail as usual. At 10 o’clock Warren, Le Cornu, and Smith 

discuss the question of the Railway tills. Shortly after this, Leland brings Codner in and 

introduces him. Warren interviews the canteen manager about a billiard table for the mess this 

morning and agrees on the hire price. In the afternoon Warren is able to spend some time in 

writing up his diary and passing on three bills. Warren has tea at the usual time. Between tea and 

dinner time he reads three cantos of “The Fairie Queen.” They do not dress for dinner tonight as 

Piper is coming. He turns up at 7:20 and during dinner tells some interesting stories about the 

early days of the A.S.C. and about his experiences at Rouen. They play bridge in the evening. He 

goes to bed at 1:00 a.m. 

January 13 Saturday. Jack is called by his steward at 7:30 a.m., shaves, and dresses while the boat is moving 

to the dock. After breakfast on board, Jack crosses by ferry and arrives at Woodside Station 

shortly after 9:00 a.m. Jack comes down by the 9:35 train. In the morning on board the train, 

Jack finishes the Lame Dog’s Diary and lunches on board at 12:30. The train reaches Oxford at 

2:18. Jack arrives home at about 3:00. Jack changes and bathes, then talks the rest of the day. 

After supper Jack writes in his diary. They go to bed by 11:30. In his diary, Jack describes 

Maureen’s first communion tomorrow as “the uncomfortable sacrament.” Warren is late to 

breakfast and reads the papers at breakfast. At the office he finds a fairly heavy mail, including 

correspondence about the hire of motor cars. They get a visit from Sampson to discuss the 

question of a new mess corporal. Warren writes to the Army and Navy Furnishing Company 

about the linseed contract. At one o’clock Lake and Warren go to lunch. He changes clothes 

immediately after lunch and they both go downtown. In one of the picture shops he buys two 

landscapes. They then walk home via Lexden for the exercise. They get back to the mess at four 

o’clock and have tea. Warren then writes in his diary until five. At 5:30 he walks to the cinema 

near the club where he sees “The Glorious Adventure,” a film with Lady Diana Manners in the 

star part. The scene is England in the year 1666. Charles II, Nell Gwyn, and Samuel Pepys are 

portrayed in the film. He leaves the cinema at 8:10 p.m. and goes to the Red Lion where he 

meets Lake, and they have supper together. They go home by taxi, Warren taking his landscapes 

with him, which he hangs before going to bed. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

January 14 Sunday. Hilary Term begins. All are up by 7:30 and, after tea and biscuits, bike to Headington 

for church. Mr. Clarke and a curate officiate. Jack and Mrs. Moore attend, since Maureen 

receives the sacrament for the first time. After breakfast Jack spends most of the morning putting 

things into his new desk and destroying some old books. After lunch Jack starts again on the 

seventh canto of Dymer. After tea Jack reads through his Magdalen dissertation. At 6:00 p.m., 



Jack walks up to Headington, down the Green Road, and home by the old London Rd. They have 

supper at 7:30, and after supper Jack helps Mrs. Moore compose a letter to Moppie. Jack and 

Minto talk about death, second marriages, and whether or not one would feel horror at the ghost 

of a friend. Jack goes to bed at about midnight. Warren awakens at 8:30. Round brings in his tea 

and he gets up at nine o’clock after the room warms up. After dressing he writes his diary and 

then goes across to the mess for breakfast at ten a.m. He reads in the Sunday papers about the 

French occupation of the Ruhr Valley. At eleven o’clock Lake and Warren set out for a day’s 

walk. They walk westward from the camp through level country. Eventually they come to an old 

village called Peldon at 12:40 p.m. They are about four miles from West Mersea, so they decide 

to go there for a late lunch. First they go to the village inn—“The Plough”—for a jug of beer. 

Then, after a pleasant walk, they reach the “White Hart” at West Mersea in time for a late lunch 

of cold roast beef, boiled potatoes and walnut pickles, and bread and cheese. After lunch they sit 

in front of a fire with a glass of port. Finding that the Colchester bus does not leave until four 

o’clock, they decide to walk along the estuary. They see a great number of yachts and fishing 

boats in berths along the estuary. They return to where the bus starts at about 3:30, get in and 

smoke until it starts. The get back in time to get some tea at 4:45. Between tea and suppertime 

Warren reads four cantos of “The Faerie Queen.” Warren goes to supper at 8:10 and talks to Le 

Cornu for about half an hour after supper. Warren reads another canto before turning in, and he 

goes to bed at 10:45. 

January 15 Monday. After lunch Jack goes over his notes on the Elizabethan plays he has recently read. 

Probably in the early afternoon, Jack goes for a walk during which he meets the Doc as he 

returns through Iffley, and they talk. Jack finishes his notes after tea and begins Thomas Lodge’s 

prose romance Rosalynde. Jack continues it until suppertime and after supper goes on with fair 

copying “Forster.” Jack goes to bed about midnight. Warren gets up at 8:10 a.m. He reads the 

Daily Mail and the Gazette. He finds little of any importance in the mail. He learns that 21 

Company drew with Kensington yesterday 3-3 in a soccer match. De la Pryme comes over at 

eleven o’clock and says he is still undecided as to whether he is going to France or not. The 

Divisional Commercial Superintendent of the G.E.R. visits about the loss of some boats in transit 

from Norwich to Hayes. After lunch he has a slow afternoon in the office. Since Warren has 

Spenser’s “The Fairie Queen” with him in the afternoon, he has some time to read the XIIth 

Canto of the Second Book. He reads another three cantos between tea and dinner. At 6:30 he 

goes to the mess where he discusses matters of finance in general with Lake. Warren then takes a 

bath and changes into a dinner jacket for dinner. After dinner they play bridge. Lake and Warren 

have a whiskey and soda. Then Warren goes to bed, reading The Friendly Town for forty-five 

minutes before going to sleep. 

January 16 Tuesday. After lunch Jack does some work on Anglo-Saxon grammar and later begins his paper 

on Spenser for Gordon’s discussion class. The Doc appears just before tea and talks rather 

strangely about theosophical theology. Jack and Doc talk after tea. Warren reads in the papers 

that the Duke of York is engaged to a Duke’s daughter. He works on a Railway case, the 

allocation of tip carts, and a letter to O. C. Troops about the tip carts. At one o’clock Warren 

goes to lunch. He talks to Lake about a trip to Holland or Belgium for Easter. On his way back to 

the office after lunch he looks at the new field offices quarters which are being built. Warren 

works through five bills in the afternoon. Leland comes in at about three o’clock and signs the 

papers. After finishing his work Warren writes to the G.E.R.
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 asking for full particulars of their 

Belgian, Dutch, and Danish services. Warren changes after tea and goes downtown with Lake 

who was going to order a bus to bring up the Kensington team for the replay of the cup tie 

tomorrow. On their way back they go into the “George” and have a whiskey. When they return, 

Warren goes to his room and reads in Flecker’s poems until supper time. After supper they play 

bridge. Before going to bed he reads a canto of “The Fairie Queen.” 
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January 17 Wednesday. Warren goes to breakfast at 8:35. He reads the Gazette at breakfast. At the office he 

deals with the mail. At about 11:30 Kuhne from 20 Company at Kensington comes in. Leland 

invites him to lunch and takes him to see the workshops. When he returns to the office he 

arranges with Bruce that Pope should start coming into the office in the afternoon to learn the 

system. Warren changes after lunch and goes very reluctantly to watch the match, but he 

becomes excited about the match. His team scores twice during the last ten minutes of the match. 

Kuhne and Edwards come to tea and they spend a very pleasant hour talking Corps shop with 

Warren. After their two guests left by taxi shortly after five to catch the 5:22 train back to town, 

Warren reads a canto of “The Fairie Queen” until supper time. After a nightcap in the ante-room 

at nine, he goes to his room and reads three cantos of “The Faerie Queen” before turning in. He 

goes to bed at 11 o’clock. 

January 18 Thursday. After breakfast Jack works all morning on his paper on Spenser. Today is the 

beginning of term. During tea, a card comes from F. P. Wilson telling Jack to call on him at 9:45 

tomorrow morning. After tea Jack continues his work on John Donne and reads the poem “Of the 

Progress of the Soul: The Second Anniversary.” Smudge arrives just before supper and stays for 

supper and conversation. Warren gets to the office and finds little happening. He gets from the 

G.E.R. (shipping company) the particulars of their continental services, focusing especially on 

Denmark. In the office he checks four bills, three for coal and one Railway bill. He also gets out 

notices to all concerned about the mess meeting on Monday and writes a letter to O. C. R.A.S.C. 

Dublin District. At lunch he finds Lake very enthusiastic about a trip to Denmark. Warren gets a 

half-holiday today so he goes to his hut and writes in his diary. Then he goes to the mess and 

writes to the London agents of this Danish shipping company to find out if the first class fare to 

Esbjerg includes sleeping accommodation. Williams and Tredlowan come in to tea today, which 

Warren attends. After tea Warren walks downtown and mails his letter. He stops at the Red Lion 

for a drink. When he gets back from the town he goes to his room and reads two cantos of “The 

Faerie Queen” before supper. Warren sits and talks with Le Cornu after supper about the 

prospects of Bolshevism in England. He goes to his hut early tonight and spends a very pleasant 

evening with “The Faerie Queen.” Before going to bed he finishes the Third Book. 

January 19 Friday. Jack rides to Manor Road to see his tutor F. P. Wilson. On the way Jack meets W. D. 

Robson-Scott and another person going to see Wilson. There are others with Wilson when Jack 

arrives at 9:45 a.m., and the three sit in his dining room downstairs to wait. When Jack goes up, 

Wilson dictates a Collections paper to him and advises him to see Miss Wardale at once. As soon 

as Jack leaves him, Jack rides to Margaret Road and finds Miss Wardale just before she goes out. 

She says that Jack owes her five pounds and also promises to send Jack a paper. Jack leaves for 

the Union where he reads Santayana’s Reason in Art for an hour. Jack then comes home and 

reads the Iliad 16 of Homer before lunch. Since Maureen is at lunch in Headington, Minto and 

Jack are alone. In the morning Round brings Warren his tea. He then goes to breakfast and has 

two boiled eggs and reads the London Gazette. At the office he deals with a somewhat larger 

mail than usual. He drafts a letter to the ADST about the hire of motor cars. Warren takes a look 

at the new building operations on his way back to the office after lunch. Pope comes into the 

office this afternoon to start familiarizing himself with the lay of the land. Warren writes his 

diary and then starts on the Fourth Book of “The Fairie Queen.” After tea he reads another 

couple of cantos of Spenser. After dinner they play bridge. Lake and Warren talk for some time 

after the others have gone to bed, and Warren finally turns in at 11:30. 

January 20 Saturday. Jack spends the first part of the morning doing the Old English translation paper. Until 

lunchtime, Jack works on Old English grammar. After tea Jack begins his Old English grammar 

paper. Jack puts his paper in an envelope, enclosing £5, and mails it to Miss Wardale. In the 

evening Smudge comes to supper with her sister. After supper Jack does Latin from Tacitus with 

Smudge. Warren gets to the office where he finds a large mail with little consequence. He learns 

this morning from the United Shipping Company about the fare to Esbjerg. He then writes to the 

shipping people about an application for passports. Warren checks one of Borthwick’s bills this 

morning and passes a couple of Railway bills for payment. After lunch he changes and goes 



downtown, looking in at the print shop and then the book sellers, where he buys two novels, The 

Right Stuff by Ian Hay and The Regent’s Gift by May Wynne. When he returns to his new hut, he 

reads the Ian Hay novel. At 5:30 he goes to the Headgate Cinema with Le Cornu. They see the 

movie “Beating the Game” on the theme of a man who comes to a town to plan a theft and turns 

straight afterwards. After the show they go to the Red Lion and have a couple of drinks. Then 

they go to Weights for supper. They go home by taxi at 9:30 and have a nightcap in the mess 

where they talk about opera. Warren then goes to his room about 10:00, lights a fire, and turns in. 

Before going to sleep he finishes reading The Right Stuff. 

January 21 Sunday. Jack receives a card from Jenkin, who is writing from some place south of Naples, Italy. 

When Round comes in with tea, Warren shuts the window and lights the fire. When Warren gets 

up at 9:30 the room is quite warm. He goes to breakfast at 10:00. He goes to his room after 

breakfast, writes his diary, and then reads The Regent’s Gift. He reads until lunch time. After 

lunch he reads until three o’clock when Le Cornu comes back from lunch with Leland and they 

go for a walk together. They do the duck farm walk of about five miles. After tea he finishes The 

Regent’s Gift. While in the mess he browses through some of Realities by Bartimeus. After 

Warren turns in shortly after 10:00, he reads a couple of Lamb essays before going to sleep. 

January 22 Monday. At noon Jack goes to the Schools to hear Gordon give his first of eight lectures on 

Shakespeare’s tragedies. As Jack is getting his bike from College afterwards, he meets 

Stevenson, who mentions that Wyllie still has no job. Cranny (Rev. Frederick Walker Macran) 

comes in during the afternoon and stays talking until tea time. Cranny wonders whether Christ 

was a great teacher or a fanatic and has doubts about the practical nature of Christian ethics. 

After tea Jack goes to the drawing room and works on his essay on the influence of Donne on 

seventeenth century lyric. After supper Jack goes on with notes and reads a little Old English. 

Warren gets up and goes down to breakfast, reading the paper at breakfast. He gets to the office 

and sends around the information that the 2/Suffolk Regiment will be arriving in Colchester from 

Northern Ireland on the 30
th

 or 31
st
 of the month. He also sends new instructions about the 

safeguarding of revolvers and files a list of amendments to the Near East emergency scheme. 

They have a mess meeting at 12 o’clock dealing with the loss of 16/- in the messing. The 

meeting finishes by 1:15. After lunch Warren goes to see the foreman of works about his new 

room. Then Warren returns to the office. About 3:30 he reaches Eastern Command and tells Col. 

White about some arrangements. Then he writes his diary and reads “The Faerie Queen” until 

closing time. At tea they talk about ways to improve the messing. After tea Warren goes to his 

room, reading “The Faerie Queen” until changing time. Then he changes for dinner. After dinner 

Le Cornu and Warren then sit in front of the fire and chat. He goes to bed about 10:30 and does 

not read before going to sleep. 

January 23 Tuesday. Jack cycles into town after breakfast and works in the Union on his notes on the 

Metaphysicals. Jack reads Johnson’s passage in the life of Cowley. Jack prepares for Wilson at 

12:00, and then goes home at one. For the rest of the day Jack works on Middle English. Then 

Jack starts a paper on The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle passage for Miss Wardale and finishes at 

about 11:00 p.m. Warren reads the papers in the morning. When he gets to the office, he finds 

nothing of much interest in the mail. Correspondence includes the arrival time of the 2/Suffolks, 

a question from Chateau at Great Yarmouth about the labor for loading and unloading, the 

disability pension of the Barrack Sergeant at Warley, and a War Office letter about Warley’s 

reporting time. Warren spends a good deal of time drafting a report of his side of the question of 

mess finances. Warren speaks with Bushly at lunch about mess finances. In the afternoon, he 

gives Bruce and the clerks permission to have a little football practice. Warren writes his diary 

until three o’clock and then reads “The Faerie Queen.” After tea Bushly and Warren finish the 

draft of a report on the deficiencies in the messing account. He then goes to his room and reads 

Spenser until supper time. After supper Warren goes to the Red Lion, has a couple of drinks and 

then walks home. He goes to bed at 10:30, glancing through the second volume of Boswell for 

half an hour before going to sleep. 



January 24 Wednesday. Warren reads the newspaper at breakfast, as is his custom, this time the Gazette. He 

comes to the office and opens the mail. When he opens the mail, he learns, unhappily, that Lake 

is to be transferred forthwith to No. 10 M. T. Company at Bulford. He tells Leland the bad news. 

Then he goes to the Barrack Office and opens Dupuy’s mail for him. Back at his office, Walsh 

calls from Norwich to say that he could arrange to equip the two huts completely except for ten 

soldiers’ boxes, which Warren arranges to have dispatched to Bury St. Edmonds the next 

morning. Warren gets a letter from Division this morning on the subject of amendments to the 

regulations for safeguarding of arms. After lunch Warren deals with a few files, all more or less 

routine matters. He also writes his diary. Then Warren gets the Oliver typewriter from the clerk’s 

office and types out a draft of his report on the mess catering matter. It takes all afternoon, but he 

learns how to use this typewriter in the process. After tea he reads “The Faerie Queen” until 

dinner time. Tonight is Bushly’s farewell with a good dinner. After mess they play vingt et un 

until after midnight. Warren gets to bed about one o’clock. 

January 25 Thursday. Jack bikes in to College where he gets a note from Carritt, inviting him to dine in Hall 

next week. Jack answers immediately, accepting for Tuesday. Jack goes to Schools at 10:00 a.m. 

to hear C. T. Onions lecture on Middle English. There Jack meets W. D. Robson-Scott who says 

that there will be a meeting of the Martlets next Wednesday. Warren gets up and goes to the 

mess for breakfast. Then he goes to the office. He receives a list of amendments to the Near East 

mobilization scheme and enters them in the timetable. Warren sends out the sixth reminder about 

a Railway claim today. At lunch all the talk is about this afternoon’s football match. Warren 

views the work on our new bunks. Then he lights a fire in his room, changes, and writes his 

diary. Both before and after tea he reads in “The Faerie Queen” until about 6 o’clock. At 6 

o’clock Warren walks downtown to collect tickets from the Red Lion and ascertain the time of 

the R.A. Band concert in the Moot Hall. He learns that the show is at seven o’clock. He goes to 

the Red Lion where he finds Piper with tickets for four. Piper and Warren go to the show without 

waiting for the others. They enjoy a concert of two hours, hearing an overture, “La Boutique 

Fortesque,” and an encore. They leave the concert soon after nine o’clock, and they return to the 

Red Lion bar where Warren has a whiskey and soda and ham sandwiches. They are joined by 

Lake and Le Cornu. They return to the camp by taxi. Warren goes to bed and before going to 

sleep, reads “The Faerie Queen.” He goes to sleep at eleven o’clock. 

January 26 Friday. After lunch and washing up Jack changes clothes and goes in to Schools to help at the 

first meeting of Gordon’s Discussion Class. It is held in an upper room on the High. Jack arrives 

early. W. D. Robson-Scott is there. Thomas S. Darlow reads a paper on the eighteenth century. 

Jack gets home in time for tea and reads Donne and Raleigh until just before supper. Barfield 

arrives at the house. They go at their Great War talk and other things. Barfield shows Jack his 

new poem “Lama Sabacthani.” Jack shows Barfield his poems, “Requiem Mass” and “What? 

Has the night.” Jack walks back to Wadham College with him in the moonlight. Warren deals 

with a small official mail at the office. Warren works on his Seniority List from the new Army 

List. After lunch Warren has a look at the building operations on his way back to the office. Then 

Whitcombe arrives on horseback, and Warren asks him to come and see the Company play their 

final tomorrow. Warren has a fairly busy afternoon in the office. After tea Warren goes to his 

room and reads the first four Cantos of the sixth book of “The Faerie Queen.” After dinner 

Warren talks with Lake until bedtime. They go to their rooms at eleven o’clock. Before going to 

sleep Warren reads another two cantos of the “Faerie Queen.” 

January 27 Saturday. Minto wakes up Jack at 8:30, and Barfield comes to breakfast at 9:30. After breakfast, 

Barfield reads the latest version of Dymer and pronounces it great. Barfield says that he is getting 

married in April. Jack walks to Wadham College with him, where Barfield packs, and they walk 

in the garden and talk of Yeats. Jack sees him off at the train station and goes home. Warren 

reads the Gazette at breakfast. Le Cornu and Warren decide to go to London tomorrow to hear 

the Royal Albert Hall Tchaikovsky concert. They have a very busy morning with a great many 

papers going through the office. At one o’clock the office closes for the weekend. Warren 

changes after lunch and goes to see the final of the Eastern Command intra-company soccer 



match against Chatham. After the match Whitcombe comes for tea and they talk service shop for 

half an hour. Then Warren writes in his diary. He goes to the Red Lion shortly before seven. 

Lake and Warren have supper at the Red Lion. They go home by taxi getting back at about 

10:30. Warren has a bottle of beer with Le Cornu in the mess before turning in. He reads in 

Flecker’s poems until 11:00. 

January 28 Sunday. Warren gets up at nine o’clock, has breakfast, and gets down to the Station with Le 

Cornu in plenty of time to catch the 10:06. On the way Warren reads an article in The Observer 

on epigrams and theatrical reviews. They get to Liverpool Street at 11:30 and walk through the 

city, passing the bank, the Royal Exchange, and other sights. Shortly after 12:30 they get to the 

long bar at the Troc where they have a beer apiece and then go on to the restaurant “au 

Bienvenu” in Greek St. Soho for lunch. They have hors d’oeuvres, sole Meniere, and a 

preparation of kidneys followed by camembert cheese, coffee, and a Grand Marnier. After lunch 

they take a taxi and ride to 15 London Road, St. John’s Wood, where they meet Le Cornu’s 

friend Yvonne Germaine. From there they ride to Royal Albert Hall. London Roland conducts, 

and they hear “Casse Noisette,” a concerto for the piano and orchestra, and the fifth symphony. 

They are out at about five o’clock and take a taxi to St. John’s Wood. On arrival Warren is 

introduced to Major Bayliss and the mother of his daughter. They have tea and for an hour 

afterwards Miss Germaine speaks of the stage and of dancing school. The Major takes them into 

the dining room for a drink and asks Warren to come again. Le Cornu and Warren walk back as 

far as Baker Street Station where they catch a train to Liverpool Street. At Liverpool Street they 

have a sandwich and a whiskey and soda before catching the 7:40 train. They travel to 

Colchester. On arrival at Colchester they taxi to the Red Lion for supper with Lake and Piper. 

Before going to sleep he reads Shadowy Waters.
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January 29 Monday. Warren goes to the office and deals with the mail. After lunch Warren works out a list 

showing when all the captains employed overseas are due for relief. He thinks about the 

possibility of going to India in 1926 or applying for Sierra Leone first. After tea Warren goes to 

his room and writes his diary until dinner time. At about 9:30 Leland and Le Cornu go to a men’s 

dance, and after a nightcap Warren turns in. Before going to sleep he reads Galsworthy’s 

“Loyalties” for the second time.  

January 30 Tuesday. Jack reaches the Senior Common Room just as the dons are preparing to enter for 

dinner. Present are an American pianist named Antony, Carlyle, Stevenson, Keir, Allen, Emmet, 

and Carritt, who talks with Antony about Realism. Farquharson comes later. Carritt, Emmet and 

Jack talk about the expressionist theory of art. Carritt follows Jack out and asks him to come up 

to his room, where they talk about books, art, Matthew Arnold, and Pearsall Smith. Warren gets 

to breakfast at the usual time, where he reads the Times. Warren is late in getting to the office 

and there finds a fairly large official mail. He deals with a letter from ADST referring to a War 

Office letter sent in 1921 that had to do with the civil disturbance scheme. Hanbury Sparrow 

comes in to discuss the question of the reallotment of huts as offices. After lunch Warren takes a 

look at his new quarter. Bruce types the emergency scheme this afternoon, while Warren writes 

his diary. Warren reads two Cantos of “The Faerie Queen” this afternoon. After tea Warren goes 

to his room. Later Warren goes downtown and has a look at the picture shops. After having a 

drink at the “George” he walks home, stopping at the bookshop at the end of Bull Road and 

purchasing a notebook in which to continue his diary. Back in his room, he reads in “The Faerie 

Queen” until supper time. After supper and at about half past nine he finishes “The Faerie 

Queen.” Warren goes to bed early and falls asleep around 10:30. 

January 31 Wednesday. After an early supper Jack buses into Univ. College and goes to the Martlets 

meeting, held in Dawson’s rooms. Present are Terry, H. D. Ziman, Curtis, W. D. Robson-Scott, 

McKisack, Rink, and Philip Terry. McKisack reads a paper on Galsworthy at 8:00 p.m. 

Afterwards, Jack discusses the philosophy of modern novelists and the Zeitgeist with him. 

Warren goes to the office and deals with correspondence from the ADST and others, including 
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dealing with tenders for chimney sweeping. Then he goes to the Barrack Office to see Dupuy on 

the question of marriage allowance roll quarters. At lunch time he notices progress on his new 

room. Leland comes to the office at 2:30 and he, Bruce, and Warren check the new copies of the 

emergency scheme. Then Warren writes his diary. In his room this evening Warren tries to read 

some of Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle, but has difficulty reading it. Then he changes for 

dinner. They play bridge for a long time after dinner. After bridge they talk about the French 

invasion of the Ruhr, Warren being in opposition to the invasion. Warren goes bed at 1:00 a.m. 

 

February 1923 

 

February 1 Thursday. Jack gets up late and rushes to get to the lecture by C. T. Onions, “On Middle English 

Texts.” After this lecture, Jack buys some margarine and bikes home in the rain. Jack goes 

upstairs and works at Milton’s prose. After lunch Jack goes on with his work until 3:30 when he 

walks into town and has tea with George Fasnacht. Jack meets Fasnacht in the Union alley 

talking to W. D. Robson-Scott, and Fasnacht takes Jack to the Cadena where they talk 

philosophy and books. Rink claims not to believe in a personal God. Warren has a busy morning 

in the office at Colchester, England, taking preliminary steps for issuing tenders for the new 

contract for fuel wood and kindling wood. After lunch, Warren changes clothes and then writes 

up his diary. Then he takes an eight-mile walk without a coat across the football ground and 

along the road as far as Berechurch Hall, then turning left and walking to the hamlet of Black 

Heath. He turns right and stays on the Mersea Road to the village of Abberton. There he turns 

right in the direction of Layer de la Haye and returns through Shrub End, arriving at the mess at 

five o’clock.  

February 2 Friday. Jack attends George Gordon’s Discussion Class in the afternoon, which includes Richard 

Strick. Nevill Coghill from Exeter College reads a very good paper on “Realism.” They discuss 

the paper afterwards. This is clearly the first time Jack meets Coghill.
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 Warren does some 

signing and circulating of some papers in the afternoon while Bruce and others play football. 

Then Warren writes up his diary.
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 After tea he reads Galsworthy’s “Windows” until it is time 

to change for dinner. After dinner, Lake, Le Cornu, and Warren work on the mess accounts until 

9:45 p.m. He goes to bed at about 10 o’clock and reads James Flecker’s poetry for an hour. 

February 3 Saturday. Warren is busy in the office in the morning, including doing a report on the Transport 

ton mileage return and checking on a bread bill. After lunch he goes to his room and writes a 

check for his accident policy for 1923 and then writes in his diary. At about 3:15 Warren goes 

downtown and mails a letter to the insurance company, then to Richards for a haircut. Then he 

goes to Boots library and checks out Surtees’ Jarrocks’ Jaunts and Jollities. On the way home he 

stops at both picture shops, and then goes into the booksellers to get something to read on the 

train tomorrow, selecting a Clark Russell book called The Island Princess. After tea Lake and 

Warren decide to walk across the Abbey Fields to the Vaudeville cinema. They see the main 

picture “Buried Treasure,” built around the sensation that one has had a previous existence in this 

world, then an excellent Charlie Chaplin film, and then they go home to supper. Warren goes to 

bed by ten o’clock and reads Flecker for half an hour. 

February 4 Sunday. Jack goes off on his bike to have tea with Miss Wardale. Nevill Coghill arrives and joins 

them, as also does a girl whose name Jack doesn’t catch. In conversation at tea, Coghill disagrees 

with Jack’s love of Langland and William Morris, and they also discuss materialism and ballet. 

When Jack leaves, Coghill goes also, and they walk together as far as Carfax. Jack finds out that 

Coghill has served in Salonika, that he is Irish, and that he comes from near Cork. Coghill says 

that we must get rid of the bloodthirst and have more Christianity. Jack asks him to tea, and 

Coghill says that he had just been planning to ask Jack, so they finally agree that Jack should go 

to him on Friday for tea. Jack then bikes home. At about 8:30 Warren gets up and starts a fire. 
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After dressing, he writes in his diary and then goes to breakfast. Lake and Warren set out for a 

day of walking, taking along a map of Essex. They decide to walk to Stoke by Nayland, but as 

they are passing the Railway Station they decide to take the S. by N. bus so that they might go 

beyond Stoke. At Nayland they change into a smaller bus which takes them onto S. by N. At 

Stoke they walk to Sudbury, which is nine miles away. While on their way to Sudbury, they stop 

at an inn for a bottle of beer at 12:45. They continue, walk through Newton, and reach “The 

Black Boy” inn at Sudbury at 2:10 p.m. where they have a lunch of cold chicken, ham, boiled 

potatoes, celery, cheese, and a glass of port. Then they look around Sudbury. They get a train 

back to Colchester at 4:50, changing at Mark’s Tay and getting into Colchester at about 5:20. 

Warren arrives home at six. As soon as they get in Warren lights a fire. Then he writes his diary 

and has supper. After supper and until bedtime he reads Jarrocks’ Jaunts and Jollities. 

February 5 Monday. Jack bikes into town after breakfast and attends the Cad’s lecture at 10:00 on “Middle 

English Dialects.” Afterwards Jack sees W. D. Robson-Scott and asks him if he could get 

someone else to read to the Martlets instead of Jack. Jack bikes home. After Jack has been 

working for some time, the Doc appears and they talk. Jack reads Barfield’s poem to him. After 

lunch Jack goes out. Jack decides to put together some notes on Shelley’s Prometheus Bound for 

the Martlets. Jack takes the book with him. Warren takes a day off. Warren meets Codner, who 

was going up to Northampton, at the station platform. They travel together as far as the 

Piccadilly Tube Station in London where they part, and Warren goes down Regent Street to meet 

Mr. Jones about altering a jacket. He then wanders about until 12:30 looking into the picture 

shops and the bookshops. He then visits the long bar at the Trocadero for an aperitif, and from 

there he goes to the “Au Bienvenu” in Greek Street for lunch where he has hors d’oeuvres, sole 

manniere, tripes a la mode de Caen, camembert cheese, coffee and a Grand Marnier. After lunch 

he visits the Victoria and Albert Museum in South Kensington to see the ship models. Although 

part of the museum is undergoing repair, he sees the “Brittania” and H.M.S. “Victoria” models. 

He returns to Piccadilly by 4:00, and he buys a French novel to read. Warren then goes to 

Liverpool Street, arriving at about half past five. He eats a meal of tea, poached eggs, and ham at 

6 o’clock and catches the 6:39 train to Colchester by way of Chelmsford. He arrives in 

Colchester at 8:00 p.m., walks to the Red Lion for a drink, and then goes home to camp. He finds 

Lake in the mess, catches up on some news, then goes home, writes his diary, and goes to bed at 

10:45. 

February 6 Tuesday. Warren goes to the office and does some paper work. Warren learns that Col. White is 

coming, so he goes to meet him on the 11:23 train because he has not seen him for eight years. 

When they arrive at the Company, Warren turns the Colonel over to Leland and returns to his 

office to find several circulars ready to go out. Warren works on this until five minutes to one. 

After lunch he returns to the office, writes his diary, and then spends some time checking a local 

forage bill. After tea Lake and Warren go across the Abbey Fields to the Vaudeville to see 

Charlie Chaplin in “Pay Day,” followed by “Flower of the North.” They get out at 8:15 and 

return to camp. After supper with Lake, Warren returns to his room at 9:30 and goes to bed at 

10:00. 

February 7 Wednesday. At breakfast Warren reads some of the new issue of Truth. He spends the morning 

in the office, dealing with various minor problems, such as food supplies. Warren has lunch at 

one and then returns to the office. In the early part of the afternoon, Warren writes his diary. 

After tea he finishes reading Jarrocks’ Jaunts and Jollities. After dinner, Lake and Warren take 

another look at the mess accounts. Warren gets to bed at 10:30 p.m. 

February 8 Thursday. At the office, Warren deals with motor car schedules, the War Office, routes for the 

drivers, and the like. He goes to the mess at 9:30 and finds Lake and Sampson. Warren returns to 

the office, deals with the question of bread and meat and other routine matters. He goes to lunch. 

After lunch Warren goes to his room and lights his fire. He spends the earlier part of the 

afternoon writing in his diary. Shortly after four o’clock he walks to the mess for tea. After tea, 

Warren takes a short walk to the crossroads, right to Shrub End and home through the signal 

lines. Before supper Warren reads “Comus” and then turns to his books, reading Flecker’s poem 



“Gates of Damascus.” He decides to talk to Jack about getting a complete edition of Flecker. 

After supper Warren reads “Land of Heart’s Desire,” a play by Yeats. He goes to bed at 10:15 

p.m. 

February 9 Friday. By the second post Jack’s poem “Waking” comes back from The Challenge with a 

rejection notice. Next Jack will try The Spectator. After lunch Jack sets out on foot and walks 

into town. He goes to the Schools. The others gradually arrive, and they begin the meeting of the 

Discussion Class. Jack reads his paper on Spenser, and discussion follows, especially from 

Darlow. Jack leaves with Coghill and Martley, who compliment him on his paper. At tea in 

Coghill’s rooms, probably at 4:00, besides these three, were Coghill’s younger brother Jocelyn 

and someone named Cuthbert. Jack walks home to supper. He does more work after supper. 

Warren goes to the office and deals with various items of business, including the mail. After 

lunch he writes his diary back at the office. Then he types a four-page letter to his father. After 

tea he reads The Countess Kathleen in his room until it is time to change clothes, shave, and take 

a bath. Lake and Warren have dinner together. Lake and Warren go to Leland’s home at half past 

eight to play bridge. He gets home and to bed at midnight. 

February 10 Saturday. After lunch Jack goes into town to return books to the English Library. While Jack is 

there, Richard Strick talks to him about the English School, Gordon, and Raleigh. During 

breakfast Warren reads the last installment of a Winston Churchill book in the Times. At the 

office he deals with correspondence from the War Office, various bills, and Leland’s leave. After 

lunch he changes clothes and goes to Boots to exchange his library book, taking out Ship Ahoy! 

by Melbourne Garahan. From there he goes to the bank and cashes a check, and then to Bertha’s 

bar at the Red Lion until the rain stops. He goes to the picture shop afterwards and purchases 

three pictures. Upon arriving home, he begins reading his new book, the autobiography of a 

Merchant Service officer. After tea he continues reading until about 6:30 when he walks 

downtown to buy some whiskey. Everyone in the office decides on a night out, so they call for a 

taxi and go down to the Red Lion. Warren goes home by taxi and to bed at eleven o’clock. 

February 11 Sunday. Jack calls at Exeter and finds that Nevill Coghill and his brother are there. Coghill is 

ready, and they walk out immediately. They walk by way of Lake Street and South Hinksey to 

Thessaly and down by Ferry Hinksey. They go into the pub at Ferry Hinksey. They part at the 

Turl. Jack goes home and has lunch. After lunch Jack works with Sidney Stevenson for an hour-

and-a-half Latin lesson. After tea, Jack writes to his father, and then he begins to work on his 

poem “Requiem.” Warren has breakfast in the mess, then finishes a roll of film. He spends much 

of the morning writing his diary. He goes to the mess at about 11:30 for a beer and chats with 

Bridgeland. In the afternoon he borrows Locke’s Wings of a Dove from Le Cornu and finishes it 

before bedtime. He chats with Hansard for an hour, then goes downtown to have a fried sole for 

supper at the Red Lion and returns by taxi. 

February 12 Monday. After breakfast Jack walks to the Schools for the Cad’s lecture at 10:00. George Wynn 

comes and sits next to Jack. Jack walks home. After lunch Jack walks over to Iffley and gets his 

Wordsworth from the Doc’s rooms. Jack then crosses the river down by Sandford, but the 

ground is so wet in the meadows that Jack turns back. Jack then walks up the field path opposite 

the church, and he reads the opening of the last book of the Excursion. Coming home again Jack 

sits down to work a little more on the “Requiem.” Cranny (Rev. Macran) comes for tea and talks 

a lot, stating that he believes in the modern order of the world as seen in history. After tea 

Cranny leaves and Jack works on the fifth canto of Dymer. 

February 13 Tuesday. Jack works on Beowulf most of the morning, revising his work, and then he bicycles to 

Manor Place for his hour-long tutorial at 4:45 where Jack reads his essay on Milton to Wilson. 

Afterwards Jack begins Dryden, reading his Astraea Redux. Jack begins this evening to read 

aloud Thomas Hardy’s 1891 novel Tess of the d’Urbervilles. 

February 14 Wednesday. After lunch Jack walks into Schools and works all afternoon supplementing his 

Spenser paper. On reaching home Jack has tea after being greeted with the news that Jenkin had 

been there and will attend the Martlets tonight. From tea to suppertime Jack completes his paper. 

After supper Jack buses to College. Jack goes into the J.C.R. and finds Jenkin sitting with Terry, 



Robson-Scott and George Fasnacht. Present are Anderson, Fasnacht, W. D. Robson-Scott, 

Curtis, Terry, Jenkin, McKissack, Rink, and Keir. They meet in Anderson’s rooms in Durham 

buildings at 8:00 p.m. to hear Jack read a paper on the poetry of Edmund Spenser, particularly on 

Spenser’s vocabulary and metrical execution. Arrangements are made for the dinner next week 

when the Cambridge Martlets are coming. Jack’s paper is very well received, and much 

discussion follows. Jack expresses his opinion to Rink that a work of art “is not to be criticized 

but to be experienced and enjoyed.”
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 Rink walks part of the way with Jack and invites Jack to 

lunch tomorrow. 

February 15 Thursday. Presumably, Jack has lunch with Rink. Jack muses on fears of the future, employment, 

and whether he will ever be able to write good poetry. 
February 16 Friday. Mrs. Moore stays in bed because of a bad cold. After breakfast Jack finishes the Ancrene 

Riwle and goes on with Sir Gawain. Jack then goes to Schools for the Discussion Class. Robert 

Macdonald of Lincoln College reads a short paper on the adapters of Shakespeare with 

discussion following. 

February 21 Wednesday. Jack goes to 14 Longwall Street for lunch with Rink. Just before 3:00 they go out 

for a walk, and they discuss expressionism and communication. After tea Jack chats in the dining 

room with Mr. Raymond, the owner of the house he is living in. Jack chases after the Doc, who 

has just left, and they talk briefly from the end of Magdalen Road until the Iffley Turn. This 

seems to be the date when the mental problems with Doc Askins begin.
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 The Martlets meet in 

Mr. R. H. King’s rooms, probably at 8:00 p.m., after a member’s dinner in J.C.R. with the 

Cambridge Martlets. Mr. Noel Paton, probably from Cambridge, reads a paper on the “Short 

Story of Today.” Jack probably attends, since both he and Rink are Martlets. 

February 23 Friday. Mary and the Doc come before lunchtime. Doc Askins is very bad and stays. The Doc 

talks alone with Jack for a long time. After lunch Doc begins raving, thinking that he is doomed 

to hell. Dr. Hichens comes in the evening to see Doc. 

February 24 Saturday. Jack watches the Doc. Jack has some tea, bread, and butter. Dr. Hichens comes at 

11:30. Afterwards Rob Askins (the Doc’s brother) and Hichens consult, while Jack stays to 

watch the Doc. At about 1:00 p.m. Rob sends Jack to town to engage an ex-policeman for 

tonight. Jack does so and comes back after lunch. Jack goes up and lies down on his bed. Jack 

comes down for tea. After some tea Jack goes back to bed. Jack feels much better than in the 

afternoon. Jack sits and smokes until 4:00 a.m. At 4:00 Mrs. Moore calls Rob to relieve Jack. 

Jack gets to bed just before five and sleeps well. 

February 25 Sunday. Jack wakes up at 11:00, shaves, washes, and has breakfast. Because Jenkin had been to 

see Jack while Jack was asleep, Jack walks to Merton Street to see Jenkin. Jenkin is finishing his 

lunch. Afterwards they take a bus to Banbury Road, cross, and return by the Woodstock Road 

bus. After their ride Jack has tea with Jenkin and walks home. Jack sleeps on the dining room 

sofa. 

February 26 Monday. Jack is unable to work because of the Doc. The Doc comes down for lunch. In the 

afternoon Jenkin arrives on his bike. Jack rides with him to Horspath and then over Shotover. 

Back home, Jack has tea, probably at 4, and then goes out for a walk with Mary and the Doc 

along Cowley Road. Upon their return Jack goes to the post and takes Doc with him. 

February 27 Tuesday. At noon Jack goes to Wilson and explains to him why he has not done any work, i.e., 

because of the problems with Doc Askins. They spend the tutorial time talking about Elizabethan 

criticism, the topic Jack would have written on for the tutorial. Jack then bikes home. In the 

afternoon Jack works on the anonymous Middle English poem The Owl and the Nightingale. He 

is unable to do much because the Doc and Mary are present. They are also present at supper. 

February 28 Wednesday. Jack goes to his tutorial with Miss Wardale and explains why he has done nothing, 

i.e. because of Doc’s ravings. She teaches Jack for an hour. Jack comes home after leaving a note 

for Jenkin to come out later in the afternoon. Jack rides to Merton Street, and then he heads to 
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Cowley but turns back because of the rain. Jack then returns home, and he finds that all is well. 

Jack goes out for a walk up to Headington. Jenkin comes in just before tea. Afterwards Jenkin 

and Jack walk with the Doc as far as Claytons. After supper they deal with the Doc again. Mrs. 

Moore and Jack then sit in the drawing room until about 11:30 and then go to bed. They have a 

scene with the Doc in the middle of the night. 

 

March 1923 

 

March 1 Thursday. Jack gets up and has breakfast with Mrs. Moore. Jack then goes into town to buy beef 

and pork pie. Jenkin comes, but Jack cannot go with him. Rob comes on the 11:35 train and 

appears after lunch. Mary and Doc go for a walk and return at tea time. After tea Jack goes to the 

Gonners for a mattress, chats with Lady Gonner, and carries the mattress home. Smudge comes 

to supper, and afterwards Jack does Anglo-Greek with her. After Smudge leaves, Jack, Minto, 

and Rob (Doc’s brother) discuss the situation. 

March 2 Friday. At breakfast Mrs. Moore, Rob, and Jack discuss the Doc again. Immediately after a late 

lunch Jack buses into town to the Discussion Class. Gordon is ill, so the students carry on 

without him. Gilbert Burns of Christ Church reads a fine paper on Schools of Poetry. Mrs. 

Moore and Jack do some shopping on Cowley Road. 

March 3 Saturday. After morning tea Jack goes upstairs and falls asleep again. He has breakfast alone in 

the dining room and then takes messages to places on Cowley Road. Jack cycles to Littlemore 

with a message from Rob for Dr. Goode, who would examine the Doc for possible placement in 

a home. Doc has an attack at lunch. They get to bed about 12:30 a.m., Jack sleeping on the 

dining room sofa.  

March 4 Sunday. At about 3:00 a.m. Jack is awakened by noise and finds Mrs. Moore trying to calm the 

Doc. Jack gets back to bed at 5:30. Jack gets up at 9:45 and shaves. Then Jenkin turns up. Jack 

goes out with him, and they ride to Garsington and back home. After lunch Jack looks over some 

Latin prose of Sidney Stevenson, and then Rob and Jack walk with the Doc. At the house Dr. 

Goode has arrived and meets with Rob and the Doc to talk about treatment. Jack gets an early 

supper so he can take Maureen to the Gonners at Red Gables where she is staying while the Doc 

is there. 

March 5 Monday. Rob comes in while Jack has his morning tea. Rob leaves for Bristol today at 10:00. 

Jack works on Sidney Stevenson’s Latin prose. Then Jack buses into College to get a wash, and 

then buses back. 

March 6 Tuesday. Jack gets up late, buses into town, and goes to see his tutor F. P. Wilson, telling him 

again that he has done nothing because of the Doc’s condition. Jack comes home and works on 

Sir Gawaine and the Green Knight. After tea Jack works on a paper for Wardale. Jack finishes 

his paper, just as Smudge turns up. Jack does Anglo-Greek with her until 12:30. At about 1:30 

a.m. they go to bed. 

March 7 Wednesday. Mrs. Moore calls Jack at 9:30. Jack goes to see Miss Wardale for an hour’s tutorial. 

After the tutorial Jack shops and comes home. After lunch Jack bikes to Claytons to get some 

Epsom salts for Dorothy. Mrs. Moore and Jack sit up until 12:15 and then go to bed. Jack is 

awakened by Doc and gets to bed again at four. An hour later they wake up again. He goes back 

to bed at about six. 

March 8 Thursday. Jack does Kenneth Sisam’s Bruce passage. Jack and the others have tea around 4:00. 

Around 4:30 Jack helps with the Doc. Mrs. Moore and Jack go to bed around 2:00 a.m. 

March 9 Friday. Jack goes to College after breakfast. Miss Featherstone comes to help. Mrs. Moore insists 

on Jack going to the discussion class this afternoon, so after an early lunch Jack does so. The 

class is held at Gordon’s house on Chadlington Road. Singh reads a paper on Tagore. Jack leaves 

before tea and walks back to Carfax with Gilbert Burns. Jack goes home and speaks with Miss 

Featherstone. 



March 10 Saturday. The Pensions people now ask when Dr. Askins could be ready to go to the hospital at 

Henley. Jack does some work for Smudge. Jack and the Doc have tea. Jack tells Doc that “there 

was no such place as Hell.” 

March 11 Sunday. Jack rises late after a night on the sofa. After breakfast Jack walks into College and has 

a hot bath there. Then Jack goes to the Union and works on an essay for F. P. Wilson on 

Elizabethan criticism. Jack has tea in the Union and then goes to Chapel at Univ. to hear the 

farewell sermon of the Master, Reginald Macan, who is retiring as Master of Univ. Jack comes 

home, has supper, works for Smudge, and goes to bed on the sofa. 

March 12 Monday. Jack goes in to the University at 10:00 for an hour with F. P. Wilson. The taxi comes to 

take the Doc to the hospital. Rob Askins, Jack, and the Doc drive to Henley, but the Doc ends up 

at Richmond. This seems to be the date that problems with the Doc end for Jack.
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 Jack works 

after tea and goes out before supper for a whiskey and soda. 

March 13 Tuesday. Jack works on Middle English all morning until Smudge comes at noon, and Jack does 

Anglo-Greek with her. Sidney Stevenson comes at three. Jack works with Sidney until after five. 

After tea Jenkin appears on his bike, and Jack goes with him to Elsfield. Later Jack is alone with 

Mrs. Moore. Jack finishes his paper for Miss Wardale afterwards. 

March 14 Wednesday. Jack rises late and reads a few pages of Hazlitt’s essay, “Going a Journey,” over 

morning tea. After breakfast Jack bikes to Margaret Road for his last tutorial with Miss Wardale. 

After lunch Jack bikes to Merton Street, where he finds Jenkin. Jack and Jenkin ride through 

Kennington up the Bagley Woods road to the village of Sunningwell. They separate at Iffley 

Road, and Jack comes home. Before supper Jack reads The Battle of the Books by Jonathan 

Swift. Since the Doc is gone, Maureen comes back tonight. 

March 16 Friday. After lunch Jack buses into town and goes to Merton College, where Gordon reads a 

paper to a joint discussion class and talks about the writing of literary papers in the Senior 

Common Room, probably around 3:00 p.m. Since this is the end of the term, they also discuss 

how classes should be conducted. 

March 17 Saturday. After breakfast Jack finishes reading Gulliver. Just before lunch Jack tries his hand at 

some fourteeners, a poem in Gulliver style, but fails. After lunch Jack buses into town and goes 

to the Union where Jack reads the first book of Chapman’s Iliads. 

March 18 Saturday. After lunch Jack works on Dymer, then he helps fix a curtain. Sidney Stevenson 

arrives for a lesson. Jack does Latin with her for two hours. After tea Jack learns that he won’t 

have to return the mattress to the Gonners this evening. 

March 19 Monday. After supper Jack completes his essay. Jack and Minto discuss their housing prospects. 

Jack agrees to go into town tomorrow to get information about the house on Woodstock Rd. and 

to see Carlyle and Stevenson about his prospects for the future. James Stephens’ The 

Insurrection in Dublin, sent by Rob, arrives for Jack. 

March 21 Wednesday. Jack reads Wordsworth’s The Prelude in the morning. In the Union Jack meets W. 

D. Robson-Scott. Jack writes his opinions of the various Univ. Fellows in his diary. Jack goes 

home, and Mrs. Moore makes him some tea. 

March 22 Thursday. After breakfast Jack walks into town. He goes to Carritt’s room and returns his copy 

of Aristotle. Jack then visits Stevenson and asks about prospects for tutoring. Jack goes to the 

Appointments Committee in Broad Street, asking them about the Nottingham job. Jack comes 

home and discusses the situation with Mrs. Moore. Jack works after lunch. 

March 25 Sunday. After lunch Jack goes back to Prattle Wood, northeast of Oxford, by way of Marston 

and Water Eaton. Jack explores the wood, while Minto golfs with Maureen. After tea Jack writes 

to his father Albert. 

March 26 Monday. In the morning Jack reads Sweet and finishes three acts of Othello. After lunch Jack 

bikes to the Union where he reads Santayana’s article on the naturalist poet and atheist Lucretius. 

Santayana calls Lucretius’ naturalistic view of things “a great work of imagination” and writes of 
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the influence of Epicurus on Lucretius. In the evening Jack reads in The Times about an available 

Research Fellowship at Exeter. 
March 27 Tuesday. Jack works on Old English in the morning. After lunch Jack goes up to where Aunt 

Lily is now living on Stile Road in Headington and sees her. Smudge comes for tea. Jack bikes 

into town and inquires with some agents if it is still possible to sublet houses in Headington. Jack 

tells Mrs. Raymond that they will sublet their rental house. Jack works after supper. 

March 29 Thursday. Jack has tea in the Union. Jack meets Carlyle and tells him about the Exeter 

Fellowship. Jack goes to the train station in the rain to meet Warren. They leave his suitcase in 

the Union and go for a beer at the Mitre. They come out to the house by taxi. After supper 

Warren and Jack chat for a while, but Warren soon goes to bed. Then Jack does so too. Warren is 

reading Gibbon’s The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 

March 30 Good Friday. After lunch Jack starts reading Sidney Colvin’s Life of Keats and Warren also 

reads, probably Gibbon. Jack is unhappy with Warren’s attitude during this visit. 

March 31 Saturday. This morning Jack and Warren walk into town. Jack gets Joseph Conrad’s Typhoon 

and Havelock Ellis’s Kanga Creek out of the Union for Warren. Warren takes Jack for a drink at 

the Roebuck Hotel. 

 

April 1923 

 

April 1 Easter Sunday. Warren takes Jack to the Mitre for beer. Jack feels that he doesn’t want to see 

Warren again soon. They bus home to lunch. They sit in the garden, and Jack writes three stanzas 

of the sixth canto of Dymer, which, Jack claims, is a year old today. Mrs. Moore and Maureen go 

to tea with the Raymonds. Later Warren and Jack have their tea alone in the garden. Later 

Warren and Jack go for a stroll on the golf links. Upon their return, they find Mrs. Moore and 

Maureen at home. Jack and Mrs. Moore realize that they are going to lose out on the Raymond 

house. 

April 2 Monday. Warren departs by the 10:50 train to attend a football match at Aldershot between the 

Army Service Corps and a Scotch regiment. Jack buses in with him and sees him off at the train 

station. Jack returns home and reads Colvin’s Keats until lunchtime. Jack finishes Colvin and 

reads Isabella, St. Agnes, and the Odes. 

April 4 Trinity Term begins. Jack receives a letter from Harwood with a poem for Barfield. Jack replies 

with his opinion of the poem. Jack rides to Headington to see Aunt Lily, and they talk about 

mutations and genetics. 

April 5 Thursday. Jack works on Old English all morning. Jack goes to Stile Road and has supper with 

Aunt Lily. Jack gets home after 10:00 p.m. 

April 6  Friday. Jack prepares a prospectus on ethics to show to his former tutor E. F. Carritt. Dr. John 

Askins, brother of Mrs. Moore, dies today from heart failure. 

April 7 Saturday. In the morning a letter comes from Rob announcing the death of the Doc the previous 

day. The Doc’s funeral will be at Clevedon on Wednesday. Mrs. Moore and Maureen go at about 

six. Jack reads Byron’s Beppo and Vision of Judgment.  

April 10 Tuesday. Tuesday is a bitterly cold day. Jack borrows a black overcoat from Mr. Taylor and gets 

a new bowler hat from Walters for the trip to Bristol for the funeral. Mrs. Moore and Maureen go 

at about six p.m. and Jack sees them off. In the evening Jack reads Lord Byron’s Beppo and The 

Vision of Judgment. 

April 11 Wednesday. Dorothy calls Jack at 7:15. Jack finishes breakfast by eight and walks to the station. 

Jack leaves by the 9:30 train. Jack arrives at the Bristol station where he meets Cranny (Rev. 

Macran), who is going to attend the funeral. Jack, Mrs. Moore, and Maureen get the train for 

Clevedon. Cranny and Willie (William James Askins, clergyman brother of Mrs. Moore from 

Cavan where he has a church)
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 read the funeral service. Cranny and Jack make their way back 
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to the train station and have tea in a cake shop next to the station. Back in Oxford, Jack talks with 

Carritt. Jack works at Old English and also reads Richard III, Twelfth Night, Timon of Athens, 

and Shakespeare’s allegorical poem Shakespeare’s allegorical poem The Phoenix and the Turtle. 

Jack finishes fair copying “Foster.” 

April 12 Thursday. The Doc’s funeral takes place at Clevedon today rather than Wednesday.
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April 20 Friday. In the morning Jack finishes Beowulf and works on the Battle of Maldon. Jack walks to 

Iffley. Jack arrives in Hillsboro. Then Jack walks home. After supper Jack finishes The Battle of 

Maldon and begins The Fall of the Angels. 

April 21 Saturday. Jack writes to Hamilton Jenkin (his first extant letter since October 28, 1922, in part 

due to the problems with Doc Askins) with an apology for Jack’s failure to write, also about his 

inability to visit Jenkin, the Doc’s funeral, and other unanswered correspondence. After breakfast 

Jack goes into Oxford with Mrs. Moore and Maureen. They go to Elliston and Cavell’s and order 

wallpaper for the hallway, then they go to Baker’s and order wallpaper for the bathroom. They 

then go to the gas office in St. Aldate’s to see about renting a stove. Being unsuccessful there, 

they go to a store on Speedwell Street to rent a stove. 

April 22 Sunday. In the midst of doing routine work for exams, Jack writes to Arthur about the Doc’s 

neurasthenia, staying cheerful, the process of moving to a new place, the value of work, and 

Lytton Strachey’s Queen Victoria. Right after breakfast Maureen and Jack head to Hillsboro to 

paint. After lunch Jack returns to the bathroom at Hillsboro and continues painting in preparation 

for moving there. Jack is soon joined by Maureen and later by Mrs. Moore. 

April 24 Tuesday. Hilary Term ends. Jack walks to Hillsboro after breakfast and begins painting. Jack 

paints until 1:15. Jack comes home for lunch. Smudge joins them for lunch. Smudge learns she 

has failed in Mods., but she has passed in Anglo-Greek. After lunch Jack bicycles to Hillsboro 

and paints the drawing room. 

April 25 Wednesday. Jack gets a card from Jenkin. After breakfast Jack walks to Hillsboro and paints. 

April 27 Friday. This morning Jack works on Old English. After lunch at about 3:00 p.m., Jack, Mrs. 

Moore, and Maureen go into town. Jack and Mrs. Moore go to the gas office and order a stove. 

Jack goes to University College where he learns that Sir Michael Sadler has been made Master 

today. Jack meets Alfred Ewing. From there Jack goes to Manor Place, where he finds F. P. 

Wilson and W. D. Robson-Scott just finishing tea. They discuss the Birmingham performance of 

Cymbeline and The Merry Wives of Windsor. After Robson leaves, Wilson dictates a Collections 

paper to Jack and arranges for a tutorial hour. 

April 30 Monday. Jack and the Moore’s return to 14 Holyoake Road, Hillsboro in east Oxford. 

 

May 1923 

 

May 9 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. D. A. Donald’s rooms at 8:00 p.m. Mr. Rink reads a paper 

on Art and the arts. Jack could have attended.
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May 20 Pentecost (Whitsun) Sunday. Jack dines at High Table at Magdalen College. 

May 21 Monday. Warren is in Oxford for the Whitsun weekend and leaves Oxford today. 

May 22 Tuesday. Jack works all morning on a paper for Edith Wardale and on Old English. In the 

evening Jack reads The Testament of Cresseid
 
and part of The Flower and the Leaf. Jack learns 

that the Exeter Fellowship is already arranged for a pre-chosen candidate and that he has no 

chance. Jack has recently received a letter from Harwood about a walking tour. 

May 23 Wednesday. Jack rides his bicycle to Miss Wardale at 11:45 for his tutorial. Jack then comes 

home after getting three volumes of Johnson’s Lives of the Poets from the English Library. Jack 

changes clothes, then sits down in the drawing room to read the life of Savage and wait for 

Alfred Ewing, who is standing for the Exeter Fellowship and whom Jack has asked to tea. At 
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8:00 p.m. the Martlets meet in Mr. R. H. King’s rooms and hear Mr. Keir read a paper on the 

French Academy. Jack may have attended. 

May 24 Thursday. In the morning Jack works on Johnson’s Lives of the Poets and on Hurd in the 

drawing room. After lunch Jack bikes in to town, takes Joseph Wharton’s The Poetical Works of 

Alexander Pope: With a Sketch of the Author’s Life (1825) from the English Library and goes to 

the Union where he works on Addison. Jack has tea in the Union. Coming home Jack finds 

Jenkin and decides to accompany him up Shotover and past Horspath Lane on bikes. Jack invites 

Jenkin to supper. 

May 25 Friday. Jack works all morning on an essay for F.P. Wilson. After lunch Jack rides his bicycle in 

see Wilson, who has changed the tutorial time to 2:30. They meet for an hour. Jack gets from 

Wilson a correct list of the papers he is taking in Schools, and at about 3:30 Jack takes this list to 

the Assistant Registrar’s office. After an early supper Jack buses to the Discussion Class. Jack 

arrives in Coghill’s rooms and chats with Averell Martley. Lloyd Jones reads a paper on 

Jonathan Swift. They discuss the paper afterwards. After the class, Gordon talks to Jack about 

the Exeter Fellowship and offers a testimony in support. 
May 28 Monday. Jack writes to his father about letter-writing, Warren’s visit in late March, Warren’s 

reading of Gibbon, the Exeter fellowship being a done deal for an insider, and the summer 

invasion of American visitors to Oxford. The result of the Exeter fellowship, for which Jack 

applied, has not been announced. Jack takes a day off because of a cold and fever. Jack reads 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses in Latin for most of the day. 

May 29 Tuesday. At supper Jenkin comes in, and after supper Jenkin and Jack sit in the drawing room. 

Jenkin shows Jack an article of his which was rejected by the Daily Mail. They discuss a horror 

play they are thinking of writing together. They discuss other subjects as well until 11:00 p.m. 

May 31 Thursday. After breakfast Jack works on an essay on Cowper and Crabbe. Jack bikes into town 

to the Union for two volumes of Crabbe’s and Cowper’s moral satires. Before leaving town Jack 

looks into the Exeter porch to see if the results of the election have been announced. Though 

Jack has little grounds for hope, he has enough hope to do this regularly. 

 

June 1923 

 

In this month or the next, Owen Barfield and Cecil Harwood probably began attending weekly lectures on 

Anthroposophy.
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June 1 Friday. Rink offers Jack some tickets to a Folk Dance on Saturday, but Jack declines. Returning 

from College, he overhears someone refer to him as “Heavy Lewis.” At 4:30 Jack goes to Wilson 

for an hour’s tutorial, discussing Crabbe, Cowper, Wordsworth, and Shakespeare. Jack bikes 

home, has supper, and buses in to Exeter College. A small gathering assembles at the Discussion 

Class, consisting of George Gordon, Richard Strick, Manley, Nevill Coghill, Wynn, William 

Bateson and Payne. Strick gives a paper on tragedy. They discuss his paper and then John 

Masefield, plus the war reminiscences of Gordon, Strick, Coghill, and Jack. This is the last 

meeting of the term. They drink port to Gordon’s health. 

June 2 Saturday. Jack takes today and the next day off. After breakfast Jack goes for a walk. Nevill 

Coghill comes at five and leaves at 7:30. They discuss Richard Strick’s paper, coeducation, the 

education of boys, psychoanalysis, Meredith’s poem Modern Love, and narrative poetry. 

June 3 Sunday. Jack plays croquet with Maureen in the morning. Then Jack reads Ovid in the garden 

until lunch. After lunch Jack starts reading the New Arabian Nights by Robert Louis Stevenson, 

particularly the “Suicide Club” and the “Rajah’s Diamond.” After tea Jack plays another game of 

croquet with Maureen. Jack then goes to see Aunt Lily, who talks a lot about a new book she has 

discovered—Space and Individuality. 
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June 4 Monday. Jack works hard at revision all day except that he walks into town between lunch and 

tea. 

June 5 Tuesday. Jack does more revision in the Union in the afternoon. 

June 6 Wednesday. The Martlets meet in Mr. Anderson’s rooms at 8:00 p.m. Mr. D. A. Donald reads a 

paper. Jack could have been in attendance, although his diary does not mention it.
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June 7 Thursday. Jack does more revision in preparation for exams. Jack goes into town in the afternoon 

and meets W. D. Robson-Scott. They stand for half an hour in the High comparing notes. 

June 9 Saturday. Jack goes into town in the morning and calls on Nevill Coghill, who is doing Old 

English with Richard Strick. Jack memorizes all afternoon. After supper Jack reads Antony and 

Cleopatra. 

June 13 Wednesday. Jack dines in the Senior Common Room with Carritt, Stevenson, and the Greats 

men of this year. 

June 14-19 Thursday-Tuesday. Jack sits for exams in English language and literature. 

June 14 Thursday. Jack begins Schools, i.e. exams, today. Jack has an Old English exam in the morning. 

Jack is discouraged about his performance, as are Payne, Martley, and Nevill Coghill. Jack 

lunches in College. In the afternoon they do the history of the language exam. Jack bikes home 

and mows the lawn in the evening. 

June 15 Friday. Jack does Middle English in the morning. In the afternoon they do Chaucer. Jack bikes 

home and does gardening in the evening. 

June 16 Saturday. Warren celebrates his twenty-eighth birthday. In the morning Jack spends a lot of time 

working on the lawn. After lunch Jack bikes to the Schools and does a paper on the age of 

Shakespeare. He writes on Spenser as compared to the non-dramatic Shakespeare and Marlowe. 

After the paper Jack meets Nevill Coghill, who invites Jack and Richard Strick to tea.  

June 17 Sunday. Jack spends most of the day reading Waverley. 

June 18 Monday. Jack does a paper on Shakespeare and Milton in the morning. In the afternoon they do a 

paper on the Seventeenth Century about Bunyan and Shadwell. Then Jack has tea with Jenkin in 

Merton Street. 

June 19 Tuesday. Jack does a paper on the Eighteenth Century in the morning. At lunch Jack learns that 

Mr. Studdert Clarke of Balliol has been awarded the Fellowship at Exeter, and so Jack is 

disappointed that he did not get that Fellowship. On the way back to School Jack meets Nevill 

Coghill. In the afternoon Jack does an easy paper on the nineteenth century. 

June 20 Wednesday. Jack bikes on Cowley Road to Richard Strick’s address at 390 (southeast Oxford). 

Jack visits him and then leaves. Jack rides home and reads Williams Wycherley’s play The 

Country Wife before lunch. After lunch Jack rides out to Stanton St. John. Jack goes into a 

church in the village and tries to use a Prayer Book to foretell the future. Jack surveys the tomb 

of Mary Annie Lewis and rides home. After tea Jack mows the lawn, then helps lay linoleum. 

Jack and the rest get to supper a little before ten. Although the Martlets meet tonight at 8:00 p.m. 

and hear a paper on A. E. Housman, Jack could not possibly be in attendance because of family 

duties. 

June 21 Thursday. After breakfast Jack writes in his diary from the 9th. Then Jack lays linoleum until 

lunchtime. After lunch Jack goes to see Aunt Lily on Stile Road, and she tells Jack stories about 

Albert and the Suffern family. After tea Jack walks through old Headington by going down the 

cemetery lane, reaching Elsfield Road, then going up to Elsfield and home across the fields and 

onto Western Road. 

June 22 Friday. In the morning Jack reads Thomas Otway’s English Restoration play Venice Preserv’d. 

Later Jack stains the floor in the hall. After lunch Jack finishes the hall and stains the floor in the 

drawing room and then helps Mrs. Moore with some changes of furniture in the dining room. 

Sheila Gonner and Helen Munro come for tea, and Jack joins them for croquet afterwards. At six 

Jack walks out to find a new field path. He walks uphill to a hedge with wild roses. 
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June 23 Saturday. After breakfast Jack bikes to Margaret Rd. to see Miss Wardale about his language 

papers during the recent exams. At 4:45 Jenkin arrives for tea, bringing his mother. After tea 

they sit in the garden and Jack tries to teach Jenkin croquet. They agree to stay for supper, which 

Jack describes as an uproarious meal. 

June 25 Monday. After writing in his diary Jack looks at the fourth canto of Dymer to come up with a 

better ending. Jack paints until lunchtime. After lunch Jack bikes to Aunt Lily’s new place at 

Lower Farm, Thame Road. She serves strawberries and cream, and they discuss Archibald Allan. 
Jack bikes home in torrents of rain. Later Jack plays croquet with Maureen. After supper Jack 

writes two new stanzas for Dymer. 

June 26 Tuesday. This morning Jack bikes into town and calls on F. P. Wilson, and they discuss the 

exams at Schools. He promises to try to get Jack some examining work to earn some extra 

money. Wilson will come to tea on Thursday. 

June 27 Wednesday. Jack goes to his room after breakfast and spends most of the morning recopying 

Canto V of Dymer and working on the poem. The Encaenia ceremony takes place in the 

Sheldonian Theatre at 11:30 a.m., but Jack seems not to have attended. After lunch Jack goes 

out. Jack walks almost to Forest Hill by the field path. 

June 28 Thursday. After breakfast in his room Jack begins an opening for a new Canto with a semi-

Kirkian figure. Wilson comes shortly before five, and he has tea with Jack in the garden. They 

discuss wounds, pensions, income tax, Farquharson, Doughty, and Bridges. 

June 29 Friday. After breakfast Jack sits in the garden and works on Dymer in beautiful weather. Jack 

walks along Cowley Road and goes on beyond Garsington to a turn to Cuddesdon. 

June 30 Saturday. After breakfast Jack moves the furniture from the dining room and sandpapers the 

varnish off the floor to prepare for staining. Jack finishes the staining. After that Jack waters the 

garden. Jack receives a letter from his father about Jack’s future and offering continued support 

for “some years longer.” They have supper at about 10:45 p.m. 

 

July 1923 

 

July 1 Sunday. Jack writes to his father about the Exeter fellowship not being awarded to an insider but 

to a Balliol man, placing a limit of three years on looking for a fellowship in Oxford, doing a 

research degree such as a B.Litt. or a Doc.Phil., and doing some examining locally to earn more 

money. Arthur’s father Joseph has gone into a nursing home. 

July 3 Tuesday. After breakfast Jack sits in the garden. Jack tries to write Dymer and read Wordsworth. 

Jack reads the next story in Rubezahl. Jack reads more Ovid in the evening. 

July 4 Wednesday. Jack works most of the morning on the stair carpet. Later Jack gives a first coating 

to the worst parts of the stairs. After lunch Jack bikes to town through Divinity Road, Warneford 

Road, and Cowley Road to cash a check at Robertson’s. 

July 5 Thursday. In the morning Jack reads Rubezahl in the garden. The afternoon is spent clearing out 

the yellow room. They have tea late. After tea, Jenkin shows up and chats with Jack about how 

Oxford keeps students doing research so as to give the authorities an appearance of activity. Mrs. 

Moore and Jack start hanging photos above Paddy’s desk. 

July 7 Saturday. Trinity Term ends. Jack goes by bus to the Station where he meets A. C. Harwood. 

Jack and Harwood walk to Parson’s Pleasure where they swim. After a long time they return to 

the Union where Harwood picks up his suitcase, and they bus to Headington. They have tea 

prepared by Minto on the lawn. After tea Harwood and Jack lie under the trees and talk. 

Harwood tells Jack about Rudolf Steiner’s Anthroposophy for the first time. Jack argues 

that the “spiritual forces” Steiner finds are either mythological people or else no-one-knows-

what. 

July 8 Sunday. After lunch Jack reads Boswell on the lawn while Harwood and Maureen play duets. 

Just before tea Jack sees someone at the hall door and finds William Force Stead. Jack talks to 

him in the drawing room and then introduces him to Harwood. They talk about Italy, Mussolini, 

and Fascism. They have tea with Mrs. Moore. Harwood and Jack then bus into the city and go 



for another swim at Parson’s Pleasure. From there they go to the Cathedral to hear the organ 

recital. After supper the four of them play croquet. 

July 9 Monday. Harwood, who appears to have spent the night, leaves right after breakfast. In the 

morning Jack sits in the garden and works on preparation for his viva. After lunch Jack does the 

same, but also thinks about Dymer. After tea Jack rides to the Union where he reads almost all of 

W. J. Turner’s Landscape of Cytherea. Later Jack takes out Sir Walter Raleigh’s Six Essays on 

Johnson and reads them in the Union Garden. 

July 10 Tuesday. Jack gets up and dresses in subfusc and white tie for his viva. He arrives at the Schools 

at 9:30 a.m. and meets Martley and Lloyd Jones who are also being vivaed today. At 9:30 they 

enter the viva room and after the names have been called, six are told to stay, one of them Jack. 

Jack sits in his gown on a hard chair until 11:50. Jack’s viva by Herbert Francis Brett-Smith lasts 

two minutes and covers Dryden and Jack’s source for the word “little-est.” Jack goes to the 

Union, takes out George Meredith’s The Egoist, and then goes home to read much of it before 

lunch. W. A. Craigie is also an external examiner, but did not examine Jack.
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July 11-25 Wednesday-Wednesday. Jack and Minto spend most of the morning putting up blinds. Arthur 

visits Jack for two weeks. Shortly after this Jack goes to tea with F. P. Wilson, who asks Jack if 

he has a book in his head. This results in the eventual writing and publication of The Allegory of 

Love. Jack spends a day sandpapering the stairs. Jack continues some work on Dymer, and Jack 

begins to turn his old poem on “Sigrid” into a new poem in couplets. The next morning Arthur 

and Jack walk up Shotover. Harwood stays until Monday afternoon, July 23. 

July 11 Wednesday. Arthur arrives in Oxford to spend two weeks with Jack. After lunch Jack finishes 

the last picture for Mrs. Moore’s room. Jack buses to the train station where he meets Arthur. 

They take a taxi, stopping for some shopping at Eaglestone’s. They all have tea in the drawing 

room. They have supper outside, then Arthur, Maureen, and Jack play a game of croquet. 

July 12 Thursday. On a very hot day Jack swims with Arthur this evening after tea, and they meet 

Wilson on the way back. 

July 16 Monday. Jack learns that he has earned First Class Honours in English language and literature, as 

do Nevill Coghill and four others.  

July 17 Tuesday. Jack wires his father the news about his First: “A First in English.” 

July 21 Saturday. After swimming Jack walks through the Park and meets Poynton in the Parks Road. 

They talk about the vacancy at Univ. and getting some tutoring for Jack. After this, Jack returns 

home and finds Harwood there. Harwood and Jack walk up and down the lawn and talk. 

Harwood has recently met what he calls “the most beautiful woman” he has ever seen. 

July 23 Monday. Harwood leaves, having favorably impressed Minto and Maureen. 

July 25 Wednesday. Arthur leaves Oxford to return to Belfast. 

July 26? Thursday. Jack begins correcting English essays for the School Certificate for entrance to Oxford 

or Cambridge. 

July 28 Saturday. Jack works all day correcting English essays. 

July 29 Sunday. Jack works all day correcting English essays. 

July 30-31 Monday. This weekend Jack works two days correcting about 150 English essays. Mrs. Moore 

goes to the train station to meet a boarder, Maurice Delanges of Valenciennes, who arrives as a 

paying guest, so Jack comes down to meet him. He had come by an earlier train, so he was 

already there when Mrs. Moore arrived at the station. That afternoon Jack walks with Maurice 

into town.  

July 31 Tuesday. The next day, Tuesday, Jack is still working at exams. 

 

August 1923 

 

August 1-6 Wednesday-Monday. Jack finishes his exam work. Jack also finishes George Eliot’s 

Middlemarch and begins reading Thomas Carlyle’s The French Revolution. During one of these 
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mornings, Jack takes Maurice out in a punt on the river. Dorothy gives notice that she will be 

quitting her job as a maid to the family. 

August 3 Friday. Warren arrives by the 5:58 train. Jack goes to meet him, and they go to the courtyard of 

the Mitre for a drink and some talk. They bus out to Headington. Maureen and Maurice return 

shortly after Jack and Warren arrive. 

August 4 Saturday. On Saturday morning Warren and Jack go on a book hunt and drink in Oxford, 

meeting Maurice at Longwall corner at 11:45 and swimming with him. They go to Parson’s 

Pleasure. 

August 10 Friday. This is Dorothy’s last day on the job as a maid for Jack and Mrs. Moore. 

August 12 Sunday. Jack writes to A. K. Hamilton Jenkin about correcting English essays for the School 

Certificate twelve hours a day. He is renting space in the home to a boarder named Maurice for 

more income and is unable to visit Hamilton Jenkin. 

 

September 1923 

 

September 7 Friday. Mrs. Moore tells Jack that he should not discontinue writing in his diary. 

September 8 Saturday. Maurice is still boarding with Mrs. Moore and Jack. Jack writes two cantos of 

Dymer—the sixth and seventh—and twenty stanzas of canto eight. He also writes extensively in 

his diary, mentioning a postcard that Mrs. Moore has recently received from Mr. Moore, wanting 

the name of Maureen’s school for income tax purposes. Ada has come to replace Dorothy. 

September 9 Sunday. Jack thinks about a poem on the Cupid and Psyche story. 

September 10 Monday. Maurice leaves today after breakfast, catching a bus to London. Jack carries one of his 

bags to the bus station. The spare room is thoroughly cleaned this morning. After tea Jack reads 

two more tales in Crabbe and starts the second volume of George Meredith’s The Ordeal of 

Richard Feverel. At about six o’clock Mrs. Moore and Jack walk to the fields to look for 

mushrooms. 

September 12 Wednesday. Jack writes in his diary about a dream in which his proposed horror play comes to 

life. 

September 13 Thursday. Jack goes for a walk through Mesopotamia and then to Marston where he buys some 

beer and a packet of cigarettes. After tea Jack continues to read Fairfax’s translation of Tasso’s 

Jerusalem Delivered. Mrs. Moore and Jack go out for their usual stroll before supper. Jack reads 

some Repington aloud. 

September 14 Friday. Dr. Allchin comes to see Mrs. Moore soon after ten, and later on Jack joins the conclave. 

They discuss Maureen’s future musical career, especially in teaching music, and other more 

general subjects. 

September 17 Monday. A new puppy, who is to be named Pat, joins the family. In the morning Jack begins 

rereading Bergson’s L’Evolution Créatrice. Jack spends most of the afternoon gardening. Before 

supper they all go for a walk through Old Headington and Barton End. This evening Jack and 

Mrs. Moore sit in the drawing room in front of a fire. Soon after this, Jack makes his annual trip 

to Belfast to visit his father. 

September 22-October 10 Saturday-Wednesday. Jack stays with his father at Little Lea. 

 

October 1923 

 

October 10 Wednesday. Michaelmas Term begins. Jack gets on very well with his father during nearly three 

weeks at Little Lea, working steadily the entire time on his Italian. He goes for many long walks, 

twice up Cave Hill and once over the Castlereigh hills. Today Jack finishes reading Tasso’s 

Gerusalemme. Jack crosses over from Ireland to Oxford on board a boat tonight. 

October 11 Thursday. This morning Jack is called at 7 a.m. in his single berth room on the boat deck. Jack 

has breakfast on board and crosses by ferry to catch the 9:35 train from Woodside, which brings 

him without a transfer of trains to Oxford at 2:18, having lunch on the train. Jack buses to 

Headington. Tibbie the cat was chloroformed during Jack’s absence. Miss Pearce comes to tea. 



After tea, Mrs. Moore and Jack go for a stroll with Pat, then they have an early supper and bus 

into town to see Dr. Allchin about Maureen’s lessons. On the way back they meet Jenkin. 

Getting home, they go to bed early. 

October 12 Friday. Jack and Mrs. Moore go into town before lunch, Mrs. Moore to see Dr. Allchin and Jack 

to Univ. College. Jack meets Curtis and Allen, then Alfred Ewing. Jack sees Carritt, who stops to 

talk. Jack goes to Parkers and orders Boiardo in two volumes. Jack then goes into town again and 

visits Poynton in the Bursary, who is trying to get Jack some pupils. 

October 13 Saturday. This morning a note arrives from Stevenson offering to try to get Jack some work. 

After breakfast Jack goes in to College and returns some books to the library. Jack calls at 

Stevenson’s rooms, but he is out. Jack then walks to Manor Place to see Wilson and, while 

waiting downstairs, reads several chapters of a translation of Candide. Jack returns Archibald 

Marshall’s The Eldest Son, which Jack has read. F. P. Wilson thinks Jack’s idea of “Translation 

of the VIIIth Century” a promising subject for a B.Litt. Jack leaves, does some shopping, looks 

again for Stevenson and buses home. Jenkin comes, and he and Jack go for a walk to the copse 

on this side of Stowe Woods. They talk about the difficulty of describing sky effects and 

landscape. They have tea. This evening Jack and Mrs. Moore sit in the dining room. Jack 

continues to read Robert Browning’s narrative poem The Ring and the Book, which he began in 

Ireland. 

October 14 Sunday. Before lunch Jack starts gilding an old frame. After lunch Jack continues the job for half 

an hour or so and then helps Mrs. Moore give Pat a bath. Miss Baker comes for tea. After tea, 

Jack goes back to picture framing and finishes the job. 

October 16 Tuesday. A note arrives from Stevenson this morning saying that the Master wants to see Jack at 

9:30 a.m. Jack buses in after a quick breakfast. Jack finds the new Master, Michael Sadler, living 

in Emmet’s old rooms in the Radcliffe Tower. Sadler promises to do for Jack what he can, 

asking about journalism, reviewing, and H. W. Garrod’s Wordsworth. After leaving Jack goes to 

see Stevenson and thanks him for opening the contact with Sadler. They talk about ten minutes. 

In the drawing room Jack begins reading Garrod’s book, which Sadler had given him,
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 and 

reads it for most of the afternoon and evening. Jack writes a review of the book this term for 

Sadler.
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 Jack goes to see Stevenson, and he thanks him for the meeting with Sadler. They talk 

for about ten minutes. They compare notes about examining for the Higher Oxford Certificate. 

He reads Garrod’s book for most of the afternoon and evening. 
October 17 Wednesday. After breakfast Jack goes to his room and works on a first draft of his review of 

Garrod’s book. Jack continues Garrod after lunch and by four o’clock has produced an essay. 

Jack takes up Herodotus and reads a good deal of the first book. 

October 18 Thursday. After breakfast Jack writes up his diary and goes into town to see the Master about his 

book review. Sadler reads Jack’s review of Garrod and likes it. Jack leaves Sadler, gets Locke’s 

On Education from the Univ. College library, does some shopping, and comes home after 

leaving his review to be typed in Cornmarket. 

October 19 Friday. After breakfast Jack goes into town and asks the typist’s office why they did not send his 

manuscript to Univ. as promised. They insist that they have. Jack goes to Univ. College and finds 

that it had, after all, come yesterday and the Master has already taken it to his own room. Jack 

has an early tea and catches the 4:30 train to Paddington to see Harwood, who has invited him to 

the Chilterns for the weekend. Reaching Paddington, Jack takes the Metro to Victoria and there 

waits for a bus, but finally takes a taxi and then comes to 2 Lupus St., Pimlico, S.W.1. They have 

dinner with a guest, a Miss Daphne Olivier (Harwood eventually marries her), whom Jack 

meets for the first time. After dinner they have coffee and read Comus together. When this is 

done they have tea and talk, mostly about Steiner. On the return journey Jack tells Harwood how 

much Jack likes his friend, Miss Olivier. They get back to the flat Harwood shares in Pimlico 

with Beckett at 12:45 and go to bed. 
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October 20 Saturday. Harwood calls Jack, and they breakfast at 8:45. Harwood goes to work, while Jack 

goes by bus to Hyde Park Corner and walks through Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens to 

Arthur’s studio at 119 Westbourne Terrace. Arthur is away for the weekend. Jack walks and 

buses back, then begins to read Barfield’s fairy tale The Silver Trumpet. Harwood returns. After 

lunch and a smoke they go for a walk. They go along the embankment to Westminster, especially 

to see Auguste Rodin’s sculpture of the Burghers of Calais. They attach themselves to a party 

that is being guided through the Houses of Parliament on the way to Westminster Hall. They 

have tea and go home to the flat. After an early supper they set out to wait in the pit queue for 

Hassan, but they are unable to get in and go instead to Munro’s At Mrs. Bean’s. They have beer 

after the first act. They walk home to Harwood’s flat in Pimlico. They have a glass of whiskey, a 

chat, and then go to bed. 

October 21  Sunday. Jack begins reading Samuel Butler’s Erewhon while in bed this morning. After a late 

breakfast, Jack and Harwood walk. They take the Metropolitan to Richmond. They then go into 

Richmond Park. They have a good walk, coming into Kingston on Thames at about 2:00 p.m. 

They have a very hasty lunch at a low end restaurant. After lunch they walk into Hampton Court 

Park. This evening Harwood reads and condemns the two new cantos of Dymer. Jack suspends 

his diary for the remainder of this year. 

October 24 Wednesday. The Martlets meet at 8:00 p.m. in Mr. Donald’s rooms. Jack may be present.
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November 1923 

 

November During this month, or in late October, Jack bicycles to Long Crendon to spend a night at 

Barfield’s cottage. During this visit he meets Barfield’s wife and mother-in-law for the first time. 

Jack reads Flecker’s Hassan. In the same month, or in early December, Harwood comes to spend 

a weekend with Jack. Barfield also comes and stays for one night, and Jack notes that Barfield 

has completely given up on materialism. Perhaps during this month Jack attends a meeting of the 

Martlets during which Sir Michael Sadler reads a paper on Day, the author of Sandford and 

Merton. 

November 22 Thursday. Jack writes to his father about not getting private pupils through Poynton, a 

conversation with George Stevenson about prospects for a fellowship, an interview with Sir 

Michael Sadler, getting a book on Wordsworth from Sadler to review, Sadler writing to six 

editors on Jack’s behalf, a pupil he is tutoring on essay writing and English, and a thesis topic. 

He has recently interviewed with Sir Michael Sadler, the new Master of Univ. He is tutoring a 

student by the name of Austin Sandeman for entrance to Oxford. 

November 29 Thursday. Jack celebrates his twenty-fifth birthday. 

 

December 1923 

 

December  Arthur leaves the Slade. 

December 9-28 Sunday-Friday. Jack and Warren stay with their father at Little Lea.
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 While Jack is in Ireland, 

he reads Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, John Masefield’s The Daffodil Fields, James Stephen’s new 

book Deirdre, and Henry James’ Roderick Hudson. 

December 17 Monday. Michaelmas Term ends. 

December 28-29 Friday-Saturday. On the return journey Warren and Jack stop for a night in town, probably 

London. They visit the Zoo and go to see a musical comedy called Katherine.
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The Year 1924 (211) 

 

Summary: Warren continued his service in Colchester. In January Jack applied unsuccessfully for a Fellowship 

at St. John’s College. In February Jack considered, but decided against, the possibility of a B.Litt. In March 

Jack considered applying for an All Souls fellowship. Jack finished Dymer in this year, struggled to find some 

extra work to make ends meet, and in May was offered, and accepted, a one-year philosophy appointment at 

University College during the absence of E. F. Carritt. He also worked on his “Hegemony” paper. After 

applying for a Fellowship at Trinity College, on June 7, Jack learned that he did not get the open philosophy 

position at Trinity. 

 

Warren notes that in this year Clive describes himself as being very full of the idea of rewriting the story of 

Cupid and Psyche.
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January 1924 

 

January 1 Tuesday. After breakfast Jack purchases a new book at Hewitt’s and settles down to read through 

the philosophical works of Henry More and to make a summary of them. Jack spends the 

morning on the preface and also writes into his notes the detail of the title page. 

January 2 Wednesday. Jack works all morning on Henry More’s An Antidote against Atheism, calling the 

material “very curious.” After tea Jack continues with the third book of the Antidote. Shortly 

before suppertime Jack goes out to pay the income tax and house dues to the local official 

Mattock. 

January 3 Thursday. Warren finishes reading Pepys’ Diary, Volume I, and John Masefield’s Reynard the 

Fox. 

January 4 Friday. After breakfast Jack works on Henry More’s Enthusiasmus Triumphatus and begins 

More’s Latin correspondence with Descartes. Jack does various household jobs and then goes to 

the Union where he looks at Campagnac’s Cambridge Platonists and decides it will not be 

useful. Jack borrows Seth’s English Philosophers and comes home by bus. After tea Jack 

continues with the Cartesian letters. Next to Descartes Jack thinks of More’s thinking as muddy. 

After supper Jack continues his work. 

January 5 Saturday. After a late rising, Jack, Maureen, and Mrs. Moore almost immediately after breakfast 

set off for town where Maureen has a tooth pulled. Jack goes to the Union, where he reads the 

opening of Bertrand Russell’s A.B.C. of Atoms and decides that there is no need to go further. 

Instead he takes up Russell’s Philosophical Essays. Jack brings home from the Union 

Santayana’s Winds of Doctrine. 

January 6 Sunday. After catching up on his diary Jack is at first unable to find the first volume of Dymer, 

but he soon finds it. Jack spends the morning rewriting the opening of the “Wild Hunt.” Jack 

reads Santayana and disagrees with his conclusions. After supper, Jack works more on the “Wild 

Hunt” and then reads to Mrs. Moore. Warren finishes reading Pepys’ Diary, Volume II. 

January 8 Tuesday. In the morning Jack thinks about a paper for applying for a fellowship at St. John’s. 

After lunch Jack walks into town and gets his typescript and, in the Union, writes to Squire 

asking if a poem of 480 lines would be excluded from the Mercury because of its length. Jack 

then takes out Huxley’s Romanes Lecture (“Ethics and Evolution”), Russell’s Philosophical 

Essays, and Ward’s Realm of Ends. Jack comes home and has tea. Jack then reads Huxley’s 

lecture. After reading Huxley Jack reads Ward’s book, which is not helpful at all. After supper 

Jack sits down to write and follows the argument where it leads. Jack then reads to Mrs. Moore 

for a little, and they go to bed. When Jack takes Pat out (as Jack always does before going to 

bed), it is snowing. Warren finishes John Masefield’s poem “Good Friday.” 
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January 9 Wednesday. Jack spends the morning working on his paper on “The Promethean Fallacy in 

Ethics,” rejecting Balfour’s solution in Theism and Humanism. Jack walks through Headington 

Quarry to the Hinckleys. They play various simple games. Jack leaves at 6:45 and gets home to 

find old Taylor who stays for supper. Jack goes to bed at about one o’clock. 

January 10 Thursday. Jack goes to the Union and borrows the second volume of Martineau’s Types of 

Ethical Theory and Sorley’s Moral Values and the Idea of God, and then he goes home. After 

lunch Jack works for the rest of the day until 10:30. Jack reads to Mrs. Moore until bedtime. 

January 11 Friday. Warren finishes reading Pepys’ Diary, Volume III. 

January 12 Saturday. At the Union Jack returns Sorley and Martineau and borrows Balfour’s Theism and 

Humanism and Theism and Thought. After lunch Jack works hard until supper at 8:00 p.m. In the 

evening Jack reads Theism and Thought. At about 10:00 Maureen learns she has chickenpox. 

Warren finishes reading The Riddle, and Other Stories by Walter de la Mare. 

January 14 Monday. Hilary Term begins. 

January 16 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Pepys’ Diary, Volume IV. 

January17-20 Thursday-Sunday. Jack reads the Phaedrus. Jack is now rewriting Canto III of Dymer and 

rereading William Morris’s poem, The Life and Death of Jason. 

January 19 Saturday. Warren finishes reading William Morris’ The Well at the World’s End, Vol. 1. 

January 20 Sunday. Warren finishes reading William Morris’ The Well at the World’s End, Vol. 2. 

January 21 Monday. After a late breakfast, washing up, and cleaning vegetables, Jack corrects the typescript 

of his essay on the “Promethean Fallacy in Ethics” and then buses into town. Then Jack takes 

Carritt’s and Wilson’s testimonials, an application, and the essay, and leaves the packet at St. 

John’s. Jack gets home by 2:00, has a cold lunch, washes up, works in the kitchen and the 

scullery, and then works on Dymer until tea time at five and after tea until suppertime. Warren 

finishes reading Aldous Huxley’s Antic Hay. 

January 22 Tuesday. Jack gets up earlier than usual, has breakfast, washes up, cleans vegetables, and is 

finished by eleven. Jack works on a new Canto III, finishes it, goes to Hewitt’s for a book, and 

begins to fair copy the new canto. Jack has lunch at 1:30. Jack washes up, brushes the kitchen, 

mops the scullery, and continues his fair copying. 

January 24 Thursday. Jack does chores and then continues his work on Henry More. Jack works again in the 

afternoon and reads Carr’s translation of Bergson’s Energie Spirituelle in the evening. The Times 

reports that Nevill Coghill has earned a Fellowship at Exeter. 

January 25 Friday. In the morning, Jack takes Pat for a walk in Stowe Woods. Jack works all afternoon, 

probably on Henry More. Jack learns about yesterday’s notice in The Times that Nevill Coghill 

has been awarded a Fellowship at Exeter College. Warren finishes reading Pepys’ Diary, 

Volume V, and Right Royal by John Masefield. 

January 26 Saturday. In the morning Jack works on Henry More. After a late lunch, Alfred Ewing arrives 

and wants Jack to read a paper to the postgraduate philosophical group next Thursday, which 

Jack agrees to do. While Ewing is talking to Jack, Jenkin arrives on his bike. Jack goes for a 

walk with Jenkin on Shotover by the Quarry path. Warren finishes Morley Roberts’ Followers of 

the Sea. 

January 28 Monday. For two days Jack is always cold, coming down with an illness. 

January 29 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Pepys’ Diary, Volume VI. 

January 30 Wednesday. Mrs. Moore learns this afternoon that Jack has a temperature of 102. Jack has the 

chickenpox, so he lives for the next week in the yellow room. Maureen had chickenpox about 

two weeks earlier, and he probably got chickenpox from her. During this illness Jack reads with 

great enjoyment the first three volumes of Gibbon. Jack also reads Vanity Fair and Don Juan. 

Jack rereads the first book of The Faerie Queene. Jack reads Maurice Hewlett’s Fool Errant, 

also Mrs. Humphrey Ward’s Lady Rose’s Daughter. Jack rewrites Dymer VI. Jack sends his 

poem “Foster” to Squire, and it is refused. Appleton of the Beacon writes to Jack saying that he 

had found “Joy” again and asking if Jack still wanted it to appear. A publisher named Stockwell 

writes saying that “a mutual friend” had told him Jack would soon have enough poems for a 

book and stating that he would be pleased to see them. 



January 31 Thursday. Presumably, Jack reads a paper to the postgraduate philosophical group at the request 

of Alfred Ewing. Warren finishes reading Pepys’ Diary, Volume VII. 

 

February 1924 

 

February 2 Saturday. Warren finishes reading Pepys’ Diary, Volume VIII. 

February 3 Sunday. Warren finishes reading George Bernard Shaw’s Back to Methuselah. 

February 4 Monday. Jack writes to his father about the long silence from both of them, applying for a 

Fellowship at St. John’s, his recent bout with chickenpox, this being the first day he could shave 

and not risk cutting himself, his financial difficulties, no longer having Sandeman as a pupil, and 

Chamberlain’s amusing speech. He has read Thackeray’s Vanity Fair and Mrs. Humphrey 

Ward’s Lady Rose’s Daughter. Warren finishes reading Anthony Hamilton’s Memoirs of the 

Comte de Gramont, Vol. I. 

February 5 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Anthony Hamilton’s Memoirs of the Comte de Gramont, Vol. 

II. 

February 7 Thursday. Warren finishes reading Paul Waineman’s A Duchess of France. 

February 9 Friday. Warren finishes reading Aldous Huxley’s Crome Yellow.  

February 10 Sunday. Jack finishes reading Don Juan, writing on the end leaf, “Never again.”
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 Warren 

finishes reading Arnold Bennett’s The Gates of Wrath. 

February 15 Friday. Warren finishes reading John Galsworthy’s The Forsyte Saga.  

February 17 Sunday. Warren finishes reading Louis Golding’s Sea Coast of Bohemia. 

February 19 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading James Stephens’ Deirdre. 

February 20 Wednesday. Jack walks into town after breakfast and calls on Farquharson about the possibility 

of a B.Litt. Jack goes to the Union where he begins to read J. B. S. Haldane’s Daedalus and calls 

it diabolical. Jack meets W. D. Robson-Scott, and they go into the upper room to talk. Jack is to 

go to tea with him next Tuesday. Jack picks up the typescript of a new version of “Joy” for 

Appleton and buses home after some shopping for Mrs. Moore. Jack washes up after lunch and 

reads Oliver Elton’s Sheaf of Papers. Miss Featherstone comes for tea. Consequently, around 

this time Jack writes the new version of the poem “Joy.” In the evening Jack sends “Joy” to the 

Beacon, writes to Stockwell explaining that he is under contract to Heinemann, and to Harwood 

declining an invitation to London. Later on Jack starts reading James Stephens’ The Crock of 

Gold, a book he loves,
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 to Mrs. Moore. 

February 21 Thursday. Jack walks in and calls at Univ. College, and then he goes to the Union, returning by 

bus. Jack then writes in his diary. After lunch Mrs. Moore and Jack walk in the garden, and Jack 

reads over his diary for this time last year. A letter comes from Aunt Lily by the afternoon post. 

February 22 Friday. After breakfast Jack takes down all the gas globes for Mrs. Moore to clean. Jack works in 

the morning on Henry More’s Defense of the Cabbala. After lunch Jack crumbles a ham, sweeps 

the kitchen and scullery, and then takes Pat for a walk. 

February 23 Saturday. Jack goes into town to get a washer for one of the hot water bottles, and a few other 

things. Jack washes the dishes after lunch. The Pasleys arrive at tea time. They have tea in the 

kitchen, and then they talk in the drawing room. They play Boy’s Names, a party game, in the 

evening. Warren finishes reading Unrealities by Bartimeus. 

February 24 Sunday. After breakfast the Pasleys and Jack go for a walk up Shotover, taking Pat. They come 

home shortly after noon and read the papers. Then they have lunch, and Jack washes the dishes 

for Mrs. Moore. After tea Jack and Mrs. Moore see some of the photos that the Pasleys took on a 

recent trip. Jack notes in his diary that for Pasley religion is out of the question. 

February 25 Monday. The Pasleys leave today. Jack sees them off and walks home. Jack and Mrs. Moore sit 

by the fire, talk and read, and have an easily prepared supper. 
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February 26 Tuesday. Jack works all morning on Henry More, finishing More’s “Appendix to the Defense of 

the Philosophic Cabbala” and beginning the Defense of the Moral Cabbala. They have lunch in 

the kitchen. After lunch Jack writes a letter to Aunt Lily and walks in to the Schools where Jack 

visits the English Library and finds Ward’s Life of Henry More. Jack reads Ward there for a 

while and then, checking it out of the library, goes to W. D. Robson-Scott in St. John’s Street. 

Jack and Robson-Scott talk about Walter De la Mare. William Bateson joins them, and they talk 

about Gadney the bookseller and Saintsbury. Jack walks home. After supper Jack works on 

Ward. 

February 27 Wednesday. Jack receives a letter from his father this morning about financial support. Jack 

finishes More’s Philosophical Works this morning and makes out a table of chronology from 

Ward’s Life of Henry More and a table for the English school. After lunch Jack goes first to the 

Union where Jack reads in the Dictionary of National Biography about More and then goes to 

Wilson to borrow his Theological Works. In the evening Jack begins reading Henry More’s An 

Explanation of the Grand Mystery of Godliness, possibly the book of sermons by John Calvin. 

February 28 Thursday. Jack works all morning. Jack walks with Pat through Barton End, down the lane, over 

fields to Elsfield paths, up the edge of the big field, and past the copse. Jack comes home past 

Mrs. Seymour’s and through Old Headington. Jack works for the rest of the day on More’s An 

Explanation of the Grand Mystery of Godliness. 

February 29 Friday. Jack works on Henry More’s An Explanation of the Grand Mystery of Godliness in the 

morning. After lunch Jack polishes the stove and sweeps the kitchen and scullery and then goes 

to Napier House to get Helen Rowell, who is to spend her half-term weekend with them. After 

tea, Jack dresses in preparation for dining with Carritt, Farquharson, an American named Dr. 

Blake, the junior fellow, and an alumnus. At dinner Carritt gives Jack the notice of the vacancy 

at Trinity, a fellowship in Philosophy worth £500 a year. After dinner they go to the Common 

Room, probably for wine or sherry. Carritt and Jack walk to Allen’s home in Holywell for the 

meeting of the Philosophical Society. At Allen’s are Alfred Ewing, Rink, Curtis, Ziman, George 

Fasnacht, King, and others. H. D. Ziman reads a paper on “Some Heresies.” They continue until 

11:15, and then Jack walks back to College and then home, looking at the details of the Trinity 

fellowship by lamplight. Before going to bed Jack and Mrs. Moore talk about the Trinity 

Fellowship. 

 

March 1924 

 

March Jack writes a letter to Harwood about moving to Clevedon April 3 or 4 and applying for an All 

Souls fellowship.
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March 1 Saturday. Jack spends most of the morning cutting turnips and peeling onions for Mrs. Moore, 

and then he goes for an hour’s walk. After lunch and doing some jobs, Jack reads Euripides’ 

Heracleidae. 

March 4 Tuesday. After breakfast Jack walks into town. Jack goes to the library in College and looks up 

in Paley’s translation some passages in the Heracleidae that he has not understood. Jack then 

walks to New Inn Hall Street to see about some rates. By chance, Jack meets Aunt Lily. Jack 

follows her into Buols on Cornmarket Street where she is lunching and talks with her until her 

food comes. After lunch Jack goes for a walk with the new dog Pat on Horspath Lane. On the 

walk Jack meets Alfred Ewing who is with H. H. Price, the man who got the Fellowship Jack 

tried for at Magdalen. Later Jack goes on with the Hippolytus, which he enjoys. 

March 5 Wednesday. Jack returns to work on Henry More’s An Explanation of the Grand Mystery of 

Godliness this morning. He spends the rest of the morning rereading his essay “Promethean 

Fallacy.” After lunch Jack walks into town and returns Ward’s Life of More to the English 

library. He goes to the Union where he studies the Ordnance Survey map of the Bookham 

district, reminiscing about his walks while with Kirkpatrick. Jack looks into the Girdle of 
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Aphrodite, and then he reads G. K. Chesterton’s Life of St. Francis, the chapter about naturalism 

and what it led to among the pagans. He wonders if Christianity made any immediate difference 

on the pagans. 

March 6 Thursday. Jack spends the morning writing a long letter to his father about Albert’s flu, the Univ. 

fellowship, a vacancy at Trinity, Oxford, his book expenses, other types of expenses, working on 

Dr. Henry More, a seventeenth-century theologian, his decision not to do a doctorate, 

chickenpox leaving no marks, the shaving of his mustache, and Thackeray’s Vanity Fair. Jack 

walks into town and goes to the library in College, looking into G. K. Chesterton’s Browning, 

and then Alfred Noyes’ William Morris. Jack leaves the library at about 4 p.m. Jack then goes to 

Manchester College and finds his way to the room where the Postgraduates’ Philosophical Group 

was meeting on the topic of Ernst Troeltsch. There is a vacancy at Trinity, Oxford, and the 

position at Univ. is still unfilled. He is considering applying for an All Souls fellowship. He 

reads a philosophical paper in Manchester College to the Oxford University Philosophical 

Society on “Hegemony of Moral Values.” The Professor of Moral Philosophy is present, 

William Ross David of Oriel College, as are H. H. Price, Alan Stout, and others. Tea, bread, and 

butter are served. The discussion afterwards is flattering toward Jack. 

March 7 Friday. Jack works on the Hippolytus in the morning and before lunch reads some of Gilbert 

Murray’s Greek Epic. After lunch Alfred Ewing calls for Jack, and they walk by Horspath and 

Cowley to Ewing’s place in Iffley Road where they have tea. They talk about H. D. Ziman’s 

paper and Immanuel Kant. 

March 8 Saturday. Jack gets a card from Carritt asking him if he can dine on Monday to meet Harold 

Prichard, Philosophy Fellow at Trinity College. Jack gets up, dresses, writes an acceptance, and 

runs to the post office. Jack also receives a card from Barfield asking to meet him outside the 

Cadena at 11:00 a.m. today. While waiting at the Cadena, George Fasnacht and Rink join Jack. 

Jack sees Barfield’s face in the distance. They put Barfield’s bike into the Union and walk to St. 

John’s garden. They talk about the function of the Greek chorus, Squire, Henry More, the 

difference between Dionysiac and Apolline art, and Rudolf Steiner. They lunch at the Cadena 

where his wife joins them. After lunch they shop together and then separate to meet again later in 

Wadham gardens. Jack takes Samuel Alexander’s Space, Time and Deity out of the Union and 

goes to Wadham where he walks in the garden reading the introduction. Jack goes to tea at 

Yeats’ tea rooms. Jack promises to come over for the night on Thursday week.  

March 9? Sunday. Jack writes to his father about his expenses, about Albert’s overreaction to his expenses, 

his thanks, and the paper he read on March 6 to the Oxford University Philosophical Society 

with the Professor of Moral Philosophy, William Ross David of Oriel College, present to 

respond to it. 

March 10 Monday. In the morning Jack reads more Alexander, and he starts an essay on the “Whole” as a 

way of explaining his theory of potentiality. After lunch a letter from Pasley arrives. Jack and 

Mrs. Moore discuss Baker. Jack goes to the Senior Common Room where he meets Carlyle who 

promises to write to the Trinity people about Jack. Carritt soon comes in.  

March 12 Wednesday. After lunch Jack goes to Headington crossroads and waits for the Aylesbury bus to 

take him to Aunt Lily’s place at Lower Farm, Thame Road. Jack and Aunt Lily talk about Lear, 

Meredith, inspiration, and Mr. Allen. Jack goes to bed early. 

March 13 Thursday. Jack buses into College to attend the Philosophical Society in Robert Remington 

Ware’s room. Attending are Ware, Richard Henry King, Jack, Carritt, Alfred Ewing, H. H. Price 

of Magdalen, Rink, H. D. Ziman, George Fasnacht, Curtis and several others. Carritt reads a 

paper on the “Moral Faculty.” Jack talks with Price during the intermission about the distinction 

between essence and existence, with some talk about Croce’s aesthetics. Jack also talks about 

“antinomy of the practical reason.” Jack leaves at 11:20 p.m. and walks home in thirty minutes. 

March 14 Friday. Jack spends most of the morning at an essay on the Whole, dealing with the question of 

essentia and existentia. After lunch Jack washes up. Later Jack plays croquet with Maureen. 

March 16 Sunday. After breakfast Jack walks to All Souls. Jack goes up to Sir John Simon’s rooms and 

waits there reading Bertrand Russell’s Icarus or The Future of Science (1923) until Beckett turns 



up, followed by Harwood. They soon begin their walk, going under the railway bridge and from 

there to Ferry Hinksey. They walk into Cumnor and by way of the Long Leas to Bablock Hythe, 

where they talk about Hassan and whether the cinema could ever become an art. They go to 

Stanton Harcourt, a village six miles west of Oxford, where they have a lunch of bread, cheese, 

and draft cider. Afterwards they go into the bar. They investigate the church and then walk back 

and arrive for tea in Beckett’s rooms after about 15 miles of walking. Jack asks Beckett’s advice 

about the All Souls Fellowship. Then Jack buses home. 

March 17-25 Monday-Tuesday. Jack helps with making marmalade, spring cleaning, and does some packing 

for an upcoming holiday in Clevedon, Somerset. Jack writes a last canto for Dymer. 

March 20 Thursday. Warren finishes reading Edgar Wallace’s Sanders of the River. 

March 22 Saturday. Warren finishes reading Volume I of M. le Duc de Noailles’ Histoire de Mme. de 

Maintenon. 

March 26 Wednesday. Jack rises early and finishes packing. They set off by taxi at 11:30 with two cats, Pat 

the dog, and all the rest. They get to their new flat at Clevedon, along the coast west of Bristol. 

Minto’s sister Edie is already there. She has been preparing the flat for them. During tea Edie 

tells them a lot about Willie Askins and Carrie. They get to bed late. 

March 27 Thursday. Jack goes to Walton Castle in Clevedon, North Somerset, about ten miles west of 

Bristol, beyond Dial Hill. He returns through fields near the water’s edge. 

March 28 Friday. Jack has a cough and a temperature so he spends the day in bed. Jack reads an English 

translation of Goethe’s Dichtung und Wahrheit. Jack also reads Henry David Thoreau’s essay on 

walking and his speeches on John Brown. Jack reads some of the White Doe of Rylstone and 

stops. In the evening Jack reads George Moore’s Confessions of a Young Man. 

March 29 Saturday. In the morning Jack does odd jobs and then walks along to the church to look at the 

Doc’s grave. Jack returns home for lunch. Maureen and Jack walk past the post office to 

Strawberry Hill. At the village at the bottom of the hill Maureen and Pat leave Jack, who then 

goes on alone up the next hill. After an ascent through thick woods he comes to a level place 

with gorse and clusters of trees, with a path on the ridge of the hill, which he follows. On his left 

lies the valley which divides him from Walton Castle, and on his right there is a flat plain 

stretching to low blue hills a long way in the distance. 

March 30 Sunday. Jack walks out along Highdale Road past Strawberry Hill up the Court Hill. He wanders 

in the woods there. Jack gets home for a late tea and then all three of them call on Miss 

Rimington, an old woman with seven cats. They come home and have a supper of sausages, fried 

tomatoes, and chips. In the evening Jack works on Dymer. 

March 31 Monday. Warren finishes reading Volume II of M. le Duc de Noailles’ Histoire de Mme. de 

Maintenon. 

 

April 1924 

 

April 1 Tuesday. After doing some jobs, Jack finishes fair copying the canto which will be the last in 

Dymer. Jack then begins reading Charles Dickens’ David Copperfield. Jack notes in his diary 

that he read part of David Copperfield at Wynyard around the year 1910. Jack goes out walking 

towards the Walton Castle and then across the valley, eventually climbing Court Hill and 

following the ridge, then reaching Cadbury camp. Jack arrives home at 5:50 p.m. and has tea 

alone. Jack reads David Copperfield until suppertime and beyond.  

April 3 Thursday. Warren finishes reading Volume III of M. le Duc de Noailles’ Histoire de Mme. de 

Maintenon. 

April 3-4 Thursday-Friday. Jack and family move to Clevedon on one of these days. 

April 5 Saturday. In the morning a letter comes from Cyril Wilkinson, then Vice-Provost of Worcester 

College, offering Jack some examining work in July, and Jack gets the proofs of “Joy” which has 

been accepted by The Beacon.
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 After breakfast Jack returns the proofs, replies to Wilkinson, 
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writes to Carritt for a reference, and does his normal jobs. In the afternoon Jack walks with 

Maureen to Walton Castle and into the wood beyond it, then to Walton-in-Gordano and home by 

the shore path. They have afternoon tea. Then Jack walks down into the streets beyond the 

station. 

April 6 Sunday. After the usual jobs, including taking Pat for a walk before breakfast, cleaning the bath, 

taking care of the cats, and cleaning potatoes, Jack does some work on a new Canto VII of 

Dymer and reads some of Mrs. Browning’s Sonnets from the Portuguese. Jack spends the rest of 

the morning reading The Sunday Times and David Copperfield. Jack cuts short his walk and is 

home shortly after 4:00 p.m. They have tea shortly after five. After tea, they all go out, Mrs. 

Moore finding and speaking to Miss Rimington. Maureen, Pat, and Jack sit on the wooded bank 

for about half an hour until the sun sets. 

April 7 Monday. Warren finishes reading the Report of the Royal Commission on War Stores in South 

Africa. 

April 8 Tuesday. After getting clay for the cats and salt water for Maureen’s foot, Jack goes to the coal 

merchant and finds that they cannot send coal today, so Jack carries home about thirty pounds of 

coal on his back. Maureen and Mrs. Moore depart after lunch, so Jack washes up. Jack has some 

tea and then works on Dymer. Jack finishes David Copperfield. Jack reads some of Alice 

Meynell’s essays and then starts to put up curtains in the kitchen. They have a cheerful supper 

and evening. 

April 9 Wednesday. Jack walks to Walton-in-Gordano and up the hill beyond it. He walks along the 

Portishead Road. He walks near the White Harte Inn and finds a ruined cottage where he takes 

refuge from some rain. He walks home through Weston-in-Gordano, the same wood he started in 

and the sea path. Warren finishes reading Volume IV of M. le Duc de Noailles’ Histoire de Mme. 

de Maintenon. 

April 10 Thursday. Jack does jobs and diary-writing in the morning. Edie comes and takes Maureen and 

Minto to visit the churchyard, where Doc Askins is buried. Jack reads through Dymer VIII. After 

tea Jack works at Dymer VII. 

April 11 Friday. Jack walks on the hill beyond Walton. Jack begins reading Friedrich Nietzsche’s Beyond 

Good and Evil. 

April 12 Saturday. Hilary Term ends. Jack does jobs in the morning. After lunch Jack works again on 

Dymer VII and reads more of Friedrich Nietzsche’s book, describing it as material that the 

ordinary egoist believes. 

April 13 Sunday. After lunch Jack takes the dog Pat for a long walk. When he returns he finds guests, 

Willie and Ruth, present. Jack does a lot of different jobs during the day. Jack does some reading 

at about 2:15 p.m. 

April 14 Monday. Jack washes up after breakfast and goes down to the coal merchant. They agree to send 

some coal today. Jack walks home and writes in his diary. They have a late lunch, and Jack 

washes up after lunch and after tea, which follows immediately after lunch. 

April 16 Wednesday. The others travel to Bristol by bus early in the morning, leaving Jack alone. Jack 

sends Warren a card, telling him to pick up Jack at Clapton-in-Gordano between two and four. 

Jack fills the claybox (probably for the cats), takes Pat for a walk, carries the blankets back to 

Miss Rimington, shops, cleans the bath, washes up the breakfast things, and starts writing at 

about 12:15 p.m. Jack lunches at about 2:00, feeds the animals, writes a little more and takes a 

leisurely walk with Pat at 3:30 along the shore, getting home at 6:15. Jack begins reading Samuel 

Butler’s novel Erewhon. 

April 17 Maundy Thursday. Warren leaves Colchester on his way to Clevedon to visit Jack and company. 

He spends the night in Oxford. Jack sends Warren a card, telling him to meet him at Clapton-in-

Gordano on Friday. 

April 18 Good Friday. Warren arrives from Colchester by motor bike, having spent the previous night at 

Oxford. Jack sets out shortly after breakfast to meet Warren at Clapton-in-Gordano between two 

and four. Jack walks to East Clevedon, then to Cadbury Camp, then into Clapton. Jack eats his 

sandwiches, has a pint of beer in a pub, and waits for Warren in the village for two hours. Jack 



finally finds Warren, sitting under a tree. Jack and Warren have tea in the village and Jack rides 

home in Warren’s sidecar. 

April 19-26  Saturday-Saturday. Warren’s visit is very pleasant. In most afternoons Warren reads, while Jack 

often goes out to get something, or reads and writes. After tea Jack and Warren go for a ride on 

Warren’s motorcycle. They visit Yatton, Wrington, the Mendips, and Cheddar. Jack and Warren 

find a pub in Wookey Hole where they eat lunch. They then go into Wells. They visit the 

Cathedral in Wells. Shortly after Warren’s arrival, Jack gets a letter from Baker about their 

strained relationship, and Jack writes back about the qualities in Baker that make the relationship 

more difficult, some of them probably Baker’s religious faith. 

April 19 Saturday. Maureen leaves today to stay with Valerie Evans at Chipping Norton during Warren’s 

visit. Probably on this day, Jack, Warren, and Pat take a walk and stop for beer at the Pier Hotel, 

as they do on most days this week during Warren’s visit. Warren finishes reading Samuel 

Butler’s Erewhon. 

April 20 Easter Sunday. 

April 21 Monday. Warren finishes reading H. Allingham’s William Allingham: A Diary. 

April 22 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Edward Carpenter’s Loves Coming of Age. 

April 23 Wednesday. Trinity Term begins. Warren finishes reading S. L. Strachey’s Landmarks in French 

Literature. 

April 24 Thursday. Warren finishes reading J. Racine’s Esther and Les Plaideurs. 

April 26 Saturday. Today everyone returns to Oxford. Jack goes by train with Mrs. Moore to Yatton and 

gets her on a train to Bristol with the luggage, while Warren, Pat, and Jack continue on the motor 

bike. Jack travels in the sidecar of Warren’s bike. Jack and Warren enter Bristol by Bedminster. 

From Faringdon they make good time through Bickland, Kingston Bagpuize, Fyfield, Bessels, 

Leigh, Cumnor, and Botley all the way to Oxford, arriving home at about 5:00 p.m. Maureen 

arrives at eight o’clock. In the evening Jack introduces Warren to the poems of Walter de la 

Mare. 

April 27 Sunday. Warren leaves by motor bike for Colchester soon after breakfast. Jack writes to his 

father about the check Albert sent, his application for the Trinity Fellowship, the testimonials he 

is soliciting for that fellowship, meeting the person he would succeed at Trinity, wishes that he 

had kept diaries during the war and during his Bookham days, and Albert’s recent flu. He has 

read William Allingham’s William Allingham, A Diary and recommends it to his father. He has 

visited Aunt Lily recently, and she gave him a print of an old picture, “St. Francis preaching 

before Pope Honorius.” 

April 27-30  Sunday-Wednesday. Jack receives an invitation to dine at Trinity on Sunday, May 4, and also a 

wire from the Master, asking him to come to his lodgings at 9:30 on Monday evening to meet 

Farquharson and Carritt. Jack finishes and fair copies Canto VII of Dymer, and he now has a text 

of the entire poem. 

April 30 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Volume I of T. Lavallee’s Correspondance Génévale de 

Mme. de Maintenon. 

 

May 1924 

 

May  University College offers Jack a one-year philosophy appointment during the absence of E. F. 

Carritt. Jack’s poem “Joy” is published in The Beacon, III, No. 31 (May 1924). 

May 4 Sunday. Jack dines at Trinity this evening. Jack goes first to the President’s house and the 

President, Rev. Herbert Blakiston, takes Jack to Hall. He chats with a science fellow newly 

arrived from Cambridge and the law tutor, Philip Landon. At dessert Jack defends Jane Austen to 

Pritchard, who condemn the life presented by her for its narrowness and triviality. They have 

coffee and smokes in an upper room. In the upper room Jack talks with their Mods Tutor about 

Mods, and about Poynton, Bailey, and Myres. He also chats with Melville Patterson, the Senior 

Tutor, and the Rev. Kenneth Kirk, the chaplain, about Dickens and of the translation of grace 

Benedictus benedicatur. 



May 5 Monday. Jack spends the morning working on a new version of his essay “Hegemony of Moral 

Values” for publication in the periodical Mind. Mrs. Moore and Jack take Pat for a walk after tea. 

After supper Jack takes the bus to College and meets Carritt, Farquharson, and the Master of 

Univ., Michael Sadler. Sadler proposes that Jack take over part of Carritt’s work during the 

next year, while Carritt spends a year at the University of Michigan replacing philosopher 

Robert D. H. Parker, who, in turn, was going on leave for the year. Jack wants to know if 

this undertaking involves withdrawing his candidature for Trinity. It does not. Jack is assured of 

£200 for the year. Jack agrees to everything and leaves at about ten. Jack will lecture twice a 

week next term. Warren finishes reading Volume II of T. Lavallee’s Correspondance Génévale 

de Mme. de Maintenon. 

May 6 Tuesday. In the morning Jack works on his philosophical paper. After lunch and the usual jobs 

Jack goes to have tea with W. D. Robson-Scott and with William Bateson in his rooms in 

Beaumont Street. They speak of Yates, Walter de la Mare, Walter Scott, and Marlowe. While 

Bateson thinks that his interest in a poem centers on the author, Jack thinks this is inconsistent 

with real aesthetic experience.
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 Jack gets home by 8:00 p.m. after calling in the Union to take 

out Leibnitz. 

May 7 Wednesday. Jack spends the morning reading Leibniz’s Monadologie. After lunch Jack sweeps 

the kitchen and shakes out the mats before H. D. Ziman comes to go on a walk with Jack. They 

walk by the field path to Stowe Woods road and then home by Elsfield. Jack comes home and 

has tea. After tea Ziman talks with Jack about happiness or real joy until 7:30 p.m. 

May 8 Thursday. This evening Jack goes to the Univ. Philosophical Society after dinner to hear 

philosopher John McMurray, Tutor in Philosophy at Balliol, speak about moral judgment and the 

inconsistency of a universe that is logically coherent but morally incoherent. Discussion follows 

the presentation of his paper. Warren finishes reading Volume III of T. Lavallee’s 

Correspondance Génévale de Mme. de Maintenon. 

May 10 Saturday. Warren finishes reading Volume IV of T. Lavallee’s Correspondance Génévale de 

Mme. de Maintenon. 

May 11 Sunday. Jack writes to his father about the offer given him on May 5 to teach philosophy for 

Carritt, rereading Greats in preparation, Farquharson’s superintendence of Jack during the year, 

dining at Trinity, and the death of Mr. Edgar Rogers, a friend of Jack’s father. He will lecture 

twice a week next term. He has recently dined at Trinity in the evening as a finalist for the 

philosophy position. It has rained for a week. Jack takes a short walk with Pat in the morning. 

Jack washes up after lunch and reads Malory for the first time since about 1914, enjoying it a 

great deal. 

May 12 Monday. Jack washes up after lunch and then locks up the house and goes down to Alfred 

Ewing’s place on Iffley Road to walk with him. Jack returns from Ewing’s place for tea and a 

long talk about theism. On the way back Jack stops in to see Miss Featherstone, who had been 

ill. Warren finishes reading David Bone’s Merchantmen at Arms. 

May 13 Tuesday. Jack spends the morning reading through the new version of his “Hegemony” paper. 

Jack writes a few stanzas of Dymer VI. After lunch Jack goes out and walks with Pat to Quarry, 

from there to Shotover, and into Pullen’s Gap. 

May 15 Thursday. In the morning Jack goes into town to shop and sits for a long time in the Union 

reading Bernard Bosanquet’s Some Suggestions in Ethics, especially for the beautiful passage 

about the Absolute eating out of your hand. Jack returns home, has lunch, does chores, and then 

works on Locke, with a break for tea, until supper time. In the evening Jack reads John 

Masefield’s Right Royal. 

May 18 Sunday. Jack and Mrs. Moore lay linoleum all day, working around meals, until 10:30 p.m. 

May 19 Monday. Jack goes into town after breakfast and shops for Mrs. Moore. Arriving back home, 

Jack is immediately sent to Headington on another mission. Jack spends the afternoon finishing 
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the linoleum job in the kitchen. Mrs. Moore makes cakes in preparation for a visit on Tuesday of 

her cousin Norah Murray. Jack has pain near his appendix. 

May 20 Tuesday. There is a storm at tea time. Norah Murray arrives, thirty-five years old, tall, plain, 

Scotch, uneducated, and a serious bridge player and golfer. Warren finishes reading Wylie’s 

Bone Water. 

May 21 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Volume I of Grant’s History of the French Monarchy. 

May 23 Friday. The Holmes children arrive after breakfast. Since Mrs. Holmes is dying, the children will 

stay the night and perhaps longer. Then Jack washes up. They have supper and are finishing 

when A. C. Harwood arrives. While Jack washes up, Harwood talks of his walking tour with 

Beckett in the Tyrol. Later Harwood, Jack, and Mrs. Moore sit in the dining room. Harwood and 

Jack talk of books and friends. Jack’s pain near his appendix scares him. 

May 24 Saturday. Jack washes up after breakfast while Harwood amuses the Holmes children. Jack does 

various jobs until about noon when he and Harwood carry Norah’s luggage by bus to the station, 

and from there Jack and Harwood go to All Souls to lunch in the round house with Beckett. At 

about 3:00 they leave and Harwood looks to see if the Bodleian Library has a copy of Thomas 

Traherne’s Christian Ethics. They walk home by way of Mesopotamia and Cuckoo Lane. 

Reaching home, they find the boys and Joy Holmes there for tea. Mrs. Holmes died this morning. 

At tea Jack guesses that the two boys are leaving today. After Jack washes up the tea things, he 

comes out to the lawn where Harwood is amusing the children. The Holmes car appears and 

takes both boys away. Mrs. Moore and Jack then go shopping, and later Harwood and Jack take 

Pat for a walk. After supper Harwood reads most of Dymer and gives Jack some new poems to 

read, including “Epitaph on Sudden Death,” “A modern journey,” and two other poems. Warren 

finishes reading Volume II of Grant’s History of the French Monarchy and G. H. Lorimer’s 

Letters from a self-made merchant to his son. 

May 25 Sunday. Harwood and Jack take Pat for a walk to Stanton St. John where they lunch on bread 

and cheese and shandy, and from there through the woods and by field path to Beckley. They 

return by way of by Stowe Woods and Barton End, and Harwood leaves after supper. 

May 31 Saturday. Warren finishes reading Ian Hay’s The Lucky Number. 

 

June 1924 

 

June  Warren asks Albert to supplement his army pay by £6 per quarter. Albert agrees to do so. 

June 1 Sunday. Jack gets up and does the hall and dining room before breakfast. After breakfast Jack 

takes Pat for a walk to Stowe Woods and from there down the hill towards Islip, then goes across 

the field to the corner of the wood, and then home by Elsfield and Old Headington. After lunch 

Jack does his usual jobs and washes up. Then Jack takes down the pictures from the drawing 

room. After tea Jack writes to his father and finishes reading the first part of The Pilgrim’s 

Progress. He thinks Virgil much better. Warren finishes reading John Masefield’s The Daffodil 

Fields. 

June 3 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Ian Hay’s The Willing Horse. 

June 4 Wednesday. Jack works after breakfast on his essay on Locke. In the afternoon, Jack buses to the 

Union where he reads Ferdinand Ossendowski’s Man and Mystery in Asia, a mixture of Rider 

Haggard and Algernon Blackwood. Jack goes home again and after tea Jack works on his paper 

for Mind. After an early supper, Mrs. Moore and Maureen go to the staff play at the school while 

Jack goes to a meeting of the Martlets. In King’s rooms Jack finds Ware and King present and 

talks with King about The Crock of Gold. Soon others turn up, including Carritt, George 

Fasnacht, Dawson, Alfred Ewing, Allen, Carlyle, and George Stevenson. Carritt reads a paper on 

Matthew Arnold, claiming that Jack gave him the idea for the paper. Jack walks home with 

Ewing. 

June 5 Thursday. Jack works on his essay on Locke in the morning. After lunch Jack takes Pat for a 

walk along the lane and over the fields nearly to Horspath. He nearly experiences joy on this trip. 



In the evening Jack goes to George Touche’s and King’s rooms on Beaumont Street where the 

Philosophical Society meets and George Fasnacht reads a paper. 

June 7 Saturday. Jack receives a letter from the President of Trinity College, Oxford, saying that they 

have made their decision, and Jack is not their choice. Their choice is H. H. Price, the same man 

who won the Philosophy Fellowship at Magdalen over Jack in 1922. 

June 8 Sunday. Warren finishes reading Izaak Walton’s The Complete Angler. 

June 9 Monday. Jack dines with Carritt in hall. Jack converses with Rink. They are joined by the 

Master. Jack goes with him into the Common Room. Poynton, Sir John Miles of Merton, Leys, 

Bowen, two others, Allen, Farquharson, Raymond, another unknown, Carritt, and Jack are 

present. Jack talks with Leys and also with Allen about Aldous Huxley’s Antic Hay. In the 

Common Room afterwards Poynton rises to hand out the wine. He talks with Carritt about 

Wordsworth. Later Jack goes to Carritt’s rooms where he receives information about his 

forthcoming duties as a Tutor in philosophy for Carritt. 

June 12 Thursday. Jack starts reading the Anglo-Irish philosopher George Berkeley this morning. After 

lunch Maureen and Jack bus in to Oxford and line up at the Sheldonian Theatre for the Oxford 

Bach Choir performance. They hear the choir perform the Kyrie, Credo and Agnus from 

Beethoven’s Mass in D, and then Beethoven’s Choral Symphony. After the performance, 

Maureen buses out and Jack writes a note to Nevill Coghill in the Union, saying that he will 

come into College after dinner on Sunday. Jack leaves his note at Exeter and buses home to find 

Jenkin at tea. They have supper, and Jack buses into town and goes to W. H. Sutton’s rooms at 

Christ Church for a meeting of the Postgraduates. Stout and others arrive. The reader is Mr. 

Catlin whom Jack met at the Encaenia in 1911 when both were prizemen. Catlin reads read a 

paper called “Prometheus.” Jack excuses himself to W. H. Sutton and goes home by bus from 

Carfax. 

June 13 Friday. Jack takes Pat for a walk on Shotover. Upon their return home Jack takes some aspirin 

and writes in his diary. By lunchtime the headache is gone. After lunch Jack washes up and does 

his usual jobs, then works on Berkeley. Maureen, Aideen, and Jack have tea at 4:45. Jack does 

more Berkeley before supper. Then Jack washes up and takes Pat for a walk. In the evening Jack 

reads in Sir Thomas Browne’s Urn Burial. 

June 14 Saturday. After breakfast Jack finishes Berkeley’s A Treatise Concerning the Principles of 

Human Knowledge then begins Hume. Jack is favorably impressed with Hume. After lunch Jack 

sets off with Pat through Quarry to Shotover, along the plain and down the little alley that leads 

to the railway bridge, then back through the bottom of Pullen’s Gap. Jack gets home and finds 

tea set on the lawn and Jenkin there with Mrs. Moore. Jenkin shows photos from his recent 

travels. After Jenkin leaves, Jack brings Wordsworth to the garden and reads Book I of 

Wordsworth’s The Prelude. He thinks that The Prelude is beginning to replace Paradise Lost as 

his “literary metropolis.” 

June 15 Sunday. After supper Jack buses to Exeter and goes to Nevill Coghill’s rooms where Jack is 

joined by Coghill and Dermot Morrah, a Fellow of All Souls. They talk about Catlin’s 

application for a Fellowship at All Souls and a little about H. G. Wells, but mostly about books 

until Jack leaves at 11:30 p.m. An Exeter professor named Dawson arrives before Jack leaves. 

June 16 Monday. Warren celebrates his twenty-ninth birthday. Jack has a late lunch and finishes his jobs 

after 3:00 p.m. Jack then buses into town to shop. Jack also goes to the Union where he reads De 

la Mare’s Ding Dong Bell. Jack buses home and has tea alone in the garden with Mrs. Moore. 

After this Jack takes Pat for a run along Cuckoo Lane and meets Jenkin just turning into their 

road.  

June 17 Tuesday. Jack records in his diary an unusual dream he had last night. 

June 18 Wednesday. In the evening Jack buses into College to read his paper on James Stephens to the 
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 meeting of the Martlets in D. A. Donald’s Rooms at 8:00 p.m., congratulating himself on 

knowing nothing about the life of James Stephens. In attendance are King, Douglas Donald, 

George Fasnacht, Dawson and two young strangers. 



June 21-24  Saturday-Tuesday. Jack leaves Oxford by the 10:50 train for a weekend with A. C. Harwood and 

travels to London in a crowded train. From Paddington Jack takes the Tube to Victoria and from 

there catches a 24 bus to Lupus Street. After lunch Harwood takes Jack to the British Museum to 

see the Elgin marbles, treasures from the Parthenon, and the busts of Pericles, Homer, and Chry-

sippus. Harwood takes Jack into the reading room at the Museum. Jack and Harwood have a long 

tea later in the garden of a little teashop near the Museum. They go home to supper and then to 

the pit of the New Oxford to see a performance of Shakespeare’s As You Like It. After the show 

Jack and Harwood go around to the stage door to see Leo Baker. Jack, Harwood, and Baker go 

for coffee to a place nearby and then part, arranging to meet in Kew Gardens the next day. 

June 22 Sunday. On Sunday morning Jack and Harwood rise late and do nothing until lunchtime. After 

lunch they take a train to Kew and find Baker at the Pagoda. They have tea in the gardens and 

then walk through the rockeries. Baker, Harwood, and Jack come back by train and have supper 

at a restaurant in Soho, where Baker announces his engagement. Harwood and Jack leave Baker 

soon after this since Harwood has persuaded Jack to go with him to a meeting of the 

Anthroposophical Society, where George von Kaufmann speaks. Barfield is also in attendance, 

as is Harwood’s future wife, Miss Olivier. They go by taxi. They arrange to meet Barfield at the 

Truth offices on Tuesday and have lunch with him. They take Miss Olivier home to the flat by 

bus and she has coffee with them. After some good talk Harwood sees her home. 

June 23 Monday. After breakfast Harwood and Jack decide to go to Wagner’s The Valkyrie at His 

Majesty’s Theatre tonight. Jack gets two tickets for the upper circle. On Jack’s way home he 

goes into the Tate Gallery. Harwood shows Jack some of his new poems. They look into many 

bookshops. They walk home through Pall Mall. 

June 24 Tuesday. Jack and Harwood lunch with Barfield in a little underground restaurant near the 

offices of Truth. Harwood and Barfield attack Jack over his skepticism about anthroposophy, and 

he defends himself. Jack then takes the Tube to Paddington and then he goes home by train after 

the holiday. 

June 25 Wednesday. The Encaenia ceremony takes place in Oxford at 11:30 a.m. 

June 25-30  Wednesday-Monday. Jack takes Pat to swim in Parson’s Pleasure. Mrs. Moore and Jack have 

some evening walks after supper. 

 

July 1924 

 

July 2 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Rudyard Kipling’s Puck of Pook’s Hill. 

July 3 Thursday. Jack goes to Colchester in order to travel back in Warren’s sidecar. Jack leaves by the 

10:50 train and takes the Tube from Paddington to Liverpool Street, where Jack has lunch at the 

G. E. R. Hotel. Jack reaches Colchester where he is met at the station by Warren and driven to 

the Red Lion where they have tea. They walk out to see the town. They see the Roman castle and 

the remains of the old gate of Camolodunum. They motor out of town to a higher, windy land, 

full of camps. They arrive at Warren’s camp. Warren takes Jack into the mess, and Jack is given 

a drink. They then motor back to town to a club where Warren is a member, and there they have 

a meal of sole, cutlets with green peas, strawberries and cream, and the local beer. They drive 

back to camp. Warren has found another hut for himself and has given Jack his bedroom. Jack 

reads some of Anatole France’s Revolt of the Angels. 

July 4 Friday. After breakfast in the mess, Warren and Jack start on Warren’s cycle towards Oxford. 

They pass the villages of Braintree and Dunmow. At St. Alban’s they stop to see the Cathedral. 

In town they buy two pork pies to supplement the sandwiches given them by the mess, and they 

drink some beer. They eat their lunch near Watford at Hunton Bridge on the railway, the 

L.N.W.R., where they used to sit and watch the trains when out on a walk from Wynyard School. 

They drive on and have tea at Aylesbury and get to Oxford by seven. 

July 5 Saturday. Trinity Term ends. After lunch and doing the dishes, Warren and Jack bike to Wantage 

Road where Warren takes a photo of the fastest train in England. They get tea at the Dog House. 



They arrive back in Oxford. Warren finishes reading Taffrail’s Pincher Martin O. D: A Story of 

the Inner Life of the Royal Navy. 

July 6 Sunday. Jack and Warren swim at Parson’s Pleasure with Pat. While Warren is with Jack for the 

weekend, Jack reads Anatole France’s Revolt of the Angels. Warren finishes reading Izaac 

Walton’s Life of Hooker and Sir James M. Barrie’s The Admirable Crichton. 

July 7 Monday. Warren leaves Oxford to return to Colchester. 

July 8 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Anatole France’s Mollier of Pearl. 

July 9-16  Wednesday-Wednesday. Jack spends most of this week finding the books he is to examine in: 

Lamb, Wordsworth, Macbeth, Hamlet, Richard II, Lear, Twelfth Night, Eothen, David 

Copperfield and Macaulay’s Chatham and Clive. On Wednesday Jack gets his first papers to 

correct—Higher Certificate Shakespeare—and begins his work. 

July 10 Thursday. Warren finishes reading Kinglake’s Eothen. 

July 13 Sunday. Warren finishes reading Anatole France’s At the Sign of the Reine Pedauque. 

July 17 Thursday. Warren finishes reading Anatole France’s My Friend’s Book. 

July 17-29  Thursday-Tuesday. For these thirteen days Jack works hard on examining. Jack has breakfast 

each day at 7:45. Jack starts work at eight and continues until lunch. While drinking tea after 

lunch Jack walks for a few minutes in the garden (yard). Jack then begins work again and 

continues until 6:45 or seven, taking afternoon tea while at work. At seven Jack walks over into 

Old Headington for a whiskey and soda and returns for supper. After supper Jack begins again 

and goes on until midnight when he goes to bed. 

July 18 Friday. Warren reads John Milton’s Paradise Lost, Books I, II, and III. 

July 22  Tuesday. Warren finishes reading The Life of the 1
st
 Duke of Newcastle, and other Writings by 

Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle. 

July 24  Thursday. Warren finishes reading Pierre Noziere by Anatole France and Paradise Lost, Books 

IV, V, VI, and VII. 

July 25  Friday. Warren finishes reading Crainqueville by Anatole France. 

July 26  Warren finishes reading Paradise Lost, Books VIII, IX, and X. 

July 27  Warren finishes reading Paradise Lost, Books XI and XII. 

July 28  Warren finishes reading Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels and Rudyard Kipling’s Rewards 

and Fairies. 

July 30 Wednesday. Jack is now through the worst of the papers, so he takes a day’s holiday. Today Jack 

buys a copy of Henry Fielding’s The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling and begins to read it. 

 

August 1924 

 

August 1-3 Friday-Sunday. Jack continues his routine for morning and afternoon, but finishes at 6:30 p.m. 

Then Jack has a drink, washes up after supper, and reads Tom Jones in the evening. Dorothea, or 

Dotty Vaughan, is visiting with Maureen. Jack stops his diary until February. 

August 4 Monday. Warren finishes reading Robert Browning’s Strafford—A Tragedy. 

August 5 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading G. P. Wodehouse’s Something Fresh. 

August 7 Thursday. Warren finishes reading A. C. Benson’s The House of Quiet. 

August 8 Friday. Warren finishes reading Anatole France’s The Merrie Tales of Jacques Tournebroche. 

August 9-12 Saturday-Tuesday. Cecil Harwood meets Rudolf Steiner at a conference at Torquay.
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August 10? Sunday. Jack writes to his father about examining, David Copperfield and Eothen being part of 

the examining, Warren’s recent visit from Colchester, and politics in Ulster newspapers. He 

thanks Albert for money that allows him to purchase a dinner jacket. He has been busy with 

examining the past three weeks from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. He has recently read Kinglake’s Eothen. 

Warren finishes reading Robert Browning’s Fra Lippo Lippi and Bishop Blougram’s Apology. 

August 11 Monday. Jack begins preparing his lectures for the fall.
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August 14 Thursday. Warren finishes reading Anatole France’s The Red Lily. 

August 20 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading J. Cutcliffe Hyne’s Further Adventures of Captain Kettle. 

August 21 Thursday. Warren finishes reading Ian Hay’s The Right Stuff. 

August 25 Monday. Warren finishes reading Anatole France’s Penguin Island. 

August 26 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Horace Wyatt’s Malice in Kulturland. 

August 28 Thursday. Jack writes to his father about Warren as a “shorn lamb,” having his fifth of fourteen 

lectures now prepared for the Michaelmas term, not planning to read his lectures, a photo of 

Warren swimming, the Irish question, and his criticism of a request for a contribution from the 

Salvation Army. 

August 29 Friday. Jack has lunch with Aunt Lily at a restaurant.
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August 30 Saturday. Warren finishes reading Aucassin and Nicolette, with other Medieval Romances, 

translated by Eugene Mason. 

 

September 1924 

 

September E. F. Carritt spends the school year 1924/25 teaching philosophy at the University of Michigan, 

replacing Professor Dewitt Parker, who was going on leave. Carritt earned a salary of $4,500 

with a $500 travel expense account.
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 Jack replaces him during this year. 

September 1 Monday. Warren finishes reading Robert Browning’s Mr. Sludge, the Medium and Emile 

Gaboriau’s An Adventuress of France. 

September 5 Friday. Warren finishes reading Bartimeus’ The Long Trick. 

September 12 Friday. Warren finishes reading Bartimeus’ An Awfully Big Adventure. 

September 18 Thursday. English Idealist philosopher F. H. Bradley dies in Oxford. Warren finishes reading 

Evelene Godley’s The Great Condé. 

September 23 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Ian Hay’s The Lighter Side of School Life. 

September 27 Saturday. Warren finishes reading Volume I of Jean Buvat’s Journal de la Regence. 

 

October 1924 

 

October 1 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Alfred Tennyson’s The Princess: A Medley.  

October 3 Friday. Warren finishes reading Tennyson’s The Coming of Arthur, Garetti and Lynette, Geraint 

and Enid, and Merlin and Vivien. 

October 4 Saturday. Warren finishes reading Tennyson’s Lancelot and Elaine and The Holy Grail. 

October 6 Monday. Warren finishes reading Pelleas and Eltarre, The Last Tournament, Guinevere, and The 

Passing of Arthur. 

October 7 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Robert Barr’s Young Lord Stranleigh. 

October 8 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Tennyson’s Queen Mary: A Drama. 

October 10 Friday. Michaelmas Term begins. 

October 13 Monday. Warren finishes reading A. C. Benson’s The Thread of Gold. 

October 14 Tuesday. Jack’s first lecture at University College, “The Good, Its Position among Values,” is 

heard by four people. 

October 15 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father about his first lecture, which took place at the same time as 

that of Harold Prichard, Fellow of Philosophy at Trinity College, tutoring, the kindness of his 

colleagues, and thanking his father for a parcel of books and handkerchiefs. 

October 19 Sunday. Warren finishes reading R. S. Surtees’ Mr. Sponge’s Sporting Tour. 

October 29 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading H. O. Wakeman’s The Ascendancy of France 1598-1715. 
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November 1924 

 

November 5 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Anatole France’s The Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard. 

November 12 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Melbourne Garahan’s Ship ahoy! 

November 13 Thursday. Warren finishes reading A Knight on Wheels by Ian Hay. 

November 23 Sunday. Warren finishes reading Books I, II, III, and IV of William Morris’s The Life and Death 

of Jason. 

November 24 Monday. Christopher Tolkien, the third son of J. R. R. and Edith Tolkien, is born. Warren 

finishes reading Book V of William Morris’s The Life and Death of Jason. 

November 25 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Books VI, VII, VIII, and IX of William Morris’s The Life and 

Death of Jason. 

November 26 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Books X, XI, and XII of William Morris’s The Life and 

Death of Jason. 

November 27 Thursday. Warren finishes reading Books XIII, XIV, and XV of William Morris’s The Life and 

Death of Jason. 

November 28 Friday. Warren finishes reading Book XVI of William Morris’s The Life and Death of Jason. 

November 29 Saturday. Jack celebrates his twenty-sixth birthday. Warren finishes reading Geoffrey Chaucer’s 

Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. 

November 30 Sunday. Warren finishes reading Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Knightes Tale, The Mylleres Tale, and 

The Reeves Tale. 

 

December 1924 

 

December 1 Monday. Warren finishes reading Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Man of Lawes Tale. 

December 2 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Schipmannes Tale, The Prioresses 

Tale, and The Tale of Sir Thopas. 

December 5 Friday. Warren finishes reading Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Tale of Melibeus and The Monkes Tale. 

December 7 Sunday. Warren finishes reading Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Nonne Prestes Tale, The Tale of the 

Doctor of Phisik, and The Pardoneres Tale. 

December 10 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Tale of the Wyf of Bathe, The 

Freres Tale, The Sompnoures Tale, and The Clerkes Tale. 

December 12 Friday. Warren finishes reading G. H. Lorimer’s Letters from a self-made merchant to his son, 

Ian Hay’s The Lighter Side of School Life, and Chaucer’s The Marchaundes Tale, The Squyeres 

Tale, and The Frankeleynes Tale. He also finishes Volume I of The Early Diaries of Francis 

Burney. 

December 17 Wednesday. Michaelmas Term ends. 

December 20 Saturday. Warren arrives in Oxford on his motorcycle.  

December 21 Sunday. Warren and Jack drive to Liverpool on Warren’s motorcycle. 

December 22 Monday. Jack and Warren cross the Irish Sea to Belfast by overnight ferry. 

December 23 Tuesday. Warren and Jack arrive in Belfast and make their way to Little Lea in the morning. 



The Year 1925 (132) 

 

Summary: Warren began the year continuing his work at Colchester. During this year, Jack applied for a 

Fellowship position in English at Magdalen College, and on Wednesday, May 20, Herbert Warren told Jack that 

he was elected Fellow, Magdalen. On October 10, Jack’s work officially began at Magdalen College, Oxford.  

 

Probably in this year Jack writes the mnemonic poem “West Germanic to Primitive Old English.”
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January 1925 

 

January 10 Saturday. Jack and Warren leave Little Lea. They travel from Shrewsbury through Ledbury to 

Oxford. Between January 1 and 10 Warren reads Volume II of The Early Diaries of Francis 

Burney, George Meredith’s The Egoist, and Lt. Col. Haggard’s The Regent of the Roues. 

January 11 Sunday. Warren finishes reading John Masefield’s Sard Harker. 

January 14 Wednesday. Hilary Term begins. The first two weeks of the term Jack is in bed with the flu.
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Warren finishes reading Latin Prose and Jacks’ All Men Are Ghosts. 

January 15 Thursday. Warren finishes reading J. W. Mackail’s The Springs of Helicon. 

January 16 Friday. Warren finishes reading Maurice Hewlett’s Helen Redeemed and Other Poems. 

January 17 Saturday. Warren finishes reading Shakespeare’s King Henry IV, King Henry V, and Twelfth 

Night. 

January 18 Sunday. Warren finishes reading Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale. 

January 19 Monday. Warren finishes reading Shakespeare’s Cymbeline. 

January 21 Wednesday. Warren finishes reading Colley Cibber’s An Apology for His Life. 

January 22 Thursday. Warren finishes reading William Morris’s Prologue, The Wanderers, Atalanta’s Race, 

and The Man Born to be King from The Earthly Paradise and G. H. Lorimer’s Letters of a Self-

made Merchant to His Son. 

January 23 Friday. Warren finishes reading William Morris’s The Proud King, Cupid and Psyche, The 

Writing on the Image, and The Love of Alcestis from The Earthly Paradise and Ian Hay’s The 

Willing Horse. 

January 24 Saturday. Warren finishes reading William Morris’s The Lady of the Land and The Son of 

Croesus from The Earthly Paradise, Bartimeus’ The Long Trick and Naval Occasions, as well as 

Helen’s Babies. 

January 25 Sunday. Warren finishes reading The Watching of the Falcon, Pygmalion and the Image, Ogler 

the Dane, The Death of Paris, The Land East of the Sun and West of the Moon, and Acontius and 

Cydnippe, all from The Earthly Paradise. 

January 26 Monday. Warren finishes reading The Man Who Never Laughed Again and The Story of 

Rhodope from The Earthly Paradise. 

January 27 Tuesday. Warren finishes reading The Lovers of Gudrun, The Golden Apples, and The Fostering 

of Aslaug from The Earthly Paradise, as well as Lewis Carroll’s The Hunting of the Snark. 

January 28 Wednesday. Around this time Jack is able to get out of bed and deliver his lectures. Warren 

finishes reading Bellerophon at Argos, The Ring Given to Venus, Bellerophon in Lycia, The Hill 

of Venus, and The Epilogue, all from The Earthly Paradise. 

January 30 Friday. Warren finishes reading The Chronicles of an Old Compaigner 1692-1717 written by M. 

de la Colonie and translated from the French by W. C. Horsley. 

 

February 1925 
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February 6 Friday. Jack begins his diary once again. After breakfast Jack goes into town. Charles Buckley 

brings an essay on deduction for his tutorial.
 
Then Robert Hogg comes for his tutorial, followed 

by Michael Swanwick. At noon Jack goes to the Payne to deliver his lecture before an audience 

of two, Hawker and a retired parson, Rev. Frank Nightingale. Jack gets home by 1:30 and has 

lunch. After his jobs Jack goes for a walk up Shotover and past Pullen’s Gap with Pat. Jack gets 

home for tea. After tea Jack sets papers on Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice and starts 

looking for an “English Story” for the Local Certificate. At 6:30 p.m. Jack goes in to Hall, 

returning by 9:00. Jack reads French philosopher Henri Bergson’s Matière et Mémoire in the 

evening. 

February 7 Saturday. George Beattie comes this morning with an essay for his tutorial. Then comes Douglas 

Donald on Kant, followed by Michael Swanwick without an essay. Jack walks out after lunch 

and at Mowbray’s purchases Robert Louis Stevenson’s Travels with a Donkey in the Cévennes, 

which Jack needs for the Local Certificate. Jack buses home and takes a walk up Shotover with 

Pat. At tea, Jack, Maureen, and Maureen’s friend Celia Waterhouse are present. Jack reads 

Travels with a Donkey in the Cévennes in the evening. 

February 9 Monday. Jack goes in to College after breakfast. Little Buchanan comes for his tutorial, probably 

at 10. Next comes Eric Nash, probably at 11. Jack then goes out and gets an envelope to mail a 

long delayed letter for Carritt. Jack orders Gadney’s to send Sidgwick’s Historical Ballad in the 

afternoon, which he will use for the Local Certificate. After tea Jack goes into College and works 

over his Berkeley and Hume notes for Tuesday. Jack dines in with Haig, Ley, Arthur Poynton, 

and others, then buses home. 

February 10 Tuesday. Jack has a tooth pulled. After rising late, Jack goes into town and works on his 

Sidgwick paper for the Local Certificate. At noon Ralph Campbell comes for his tutorial. Keir 

and Frederick Lawson come for lunch. Jack goes home and takes Pat for a walk in Cuckoo Lane. 

Returning to College at 5:30, Bradley and Gordon-Clark come for their combined tutorial. Jack 

dines in hall and leaves for the theater for the Oxford University Dramatic Society (O.U.D.S.) 

production of Peer Gynt. Mrs. Moore, Maureen, and Dotty Vaughan are already there when he 

arrives. 

February 11 Wednesday. Jack gets up at 7:30 and has breakfast. Jack learns that Stevenson thought the 

O.U.D.S. excellent. Harold Cox doesn’t turn up for his 9 a.m. tutorial. Kenneth Henderson, 

probably at 10, and, after him, at 11 James Ross the American, then Keir and Frederic Lawson 

come for lunch tutorials. Jack goes home and takes Pat for a walk. Jack works on Leibnitz in the 

evening. Jack writes to his father from University College about the flu, having a tooth pulled, 

Ledbury and Ludlow, his lectures, and the sparse attendance at those lectures. He has spent the 

first two weeks of the term in bed with the flu. Jack goes to bed early. 

February 12 Thursday. Jack goes in to College in the morning and takes a walk in the afternoon. He gets back 

to town by 5:30 and takes Edward Firth for an hour’s tutorial. Jack dines in hall. After dinner 

Jack goes to Ware’s rooms in Worcester Street for a meeting of the Philosophical Society. H. D. 

Ziman reads a paper on causality with discussion afterwards. Jack gets home late. 

February 14 Saturday. Beattie comes for his tutorial this morning. Then comes Donald. Frederic Lawson 

comes to a lunch tutorial. Jack buys a copy of Peer Gynt and takes Joachim’s Spinoza out of the 

Union. Jack buses home. Jack takes Pat for a walk. After tea Jack works on Spinoza. 

February 15 Sunday. Jack gets home about noon and reads through Dymer I-VI. After lunch Jack washes up 

and does the usual jobs, then works on Leibnitz until tea time. Minto sits with Jack, and they are 

“very snug.” After tea Jack reads Sir James Barrie’s 1920 play Mary Rose. He then reads read 

most of Ibsen’s play The Master Builder. He goes to bed early. 

February 16 Monday. Jack enjoys his walk with Pat near the Croft before breakfast. Buchanan brings an 

essay on Thrasymachus for his tutorial. While Buchanan is with Jack, Dawson invites Jack to the 

Martlets dinner. Jack books him for a walk and tea next Saturday. Nash comes at 11 and reads an 

essay. Jack goes to the Union and returns Hoffding, checking out Pollock’s Spinoza, and then 

goes home by bus. Jack reads a bit of Pollock before lunch. After lunch Jack takes Pat for a walk. 

Jack returns and works on Spinoza. 



February 17 Tuesday. Jack goes to College, having bought a copy of Bertrand Russell’s Problems of 

Philosophy. Jack works on Spinoza and finishes Ethics Part II. Then Jack reads Russell’s 

Problems of Philosophy and thinks it excellent. Jack goes home and reads some of the poetry of 

Bridges. After tea, Jack goes into town and has a tutorial with Bradley and Gordon-Clark on 

Leibnitz and Spinoza. Jack dines in College. 

February 18 Wednesday. Mrs. Moore calls Jack at 7:30 and, after tea and bread and butter, he walks to the top 

of the hill and buses in to breakfast in the Common Room. Harold Cox arrives for his tutorial, 

probably at 9. Then comes Henderson, probably at 10. Then Ross, probably at 11. After him 

Nightingale and Hawker come for a lecture. Jack goes down to Keir’s rooms and lunches with 

him and Frederic Lawson. Jack checks George Moore’s Philosophical Studies out of the library 

and buses home. Phippy is at their home. Jack takes a walk with the dog Pat before tea. Jack 

reads G. E. Moore in the evening. Jack has supper at home. 

February 19 Thursday. Marcus Low comes for his tutorial at 10 and then comes Harold Johnson on Kant’s 

Essay, probably at 11. H. D. Ziman is ill and does not come for his tutorial. Jack buses home. 

After lunch Jack takes Pat for a walk, but rain shortens their walk. Jack goes to his room and 

looks through Dymer VIII. Jack walks home for tea and into College to take a tutorial with 

Edward Firth on Kant’s causality. Jack dines in hall with Poynton, Farquharson, and others. 

February 20 Friday. Arthur’s father, Joseph Greeves, dies. Jack rises early. Buckley comes for his tutorial on 

Spinoza. Then Hogg comes for his tutorial. After him there is a lecture to attend. Hawker and 

Nightingale come for their tutorial. Jack lunches with Keir and Frederic Lawson in Keir’s room. 

Then Jack buses home. Jack walks up Shotover and through Quarry. Jack works on Moore’s 

“External Relations” after tea and then goes into College for dinner. They have wine in the 

summer Common Room after dinner. 

February 21 Saturday. Beattie and then Donald come for tutorials. Then Swanwick comes for his tutorial. 

Then Jack goes home to lunch. Dawson, Touche, and Alfred Ewing come at 2:30 and they walk 

to Stowe Woods. They come back for tea and stay until 6:45. Jack likes them all. 

February 24 Tuesday. Jack arrives in College by 10:00 and works until noon. Then comes Campbell with an 

essay on Plurality of Goods. Jack buses home for lunch and then takes Pat for a short walk in 

Cuckoo Lane. Jack returns to College by 5:30 and has Bradley and Gordon-Clark on Immanuel 

Kant.  

February 25 Wednesday. Jack goes in to College for breakfast by 8:15. He has tutorials with Harold Cox at 9, 

Henderson at 10, and Ross at 11. Then Hawker and Nightingale come for the lecture. At 7:00 

p.m. Jack buses in from home for the Martlets dinner. The Master, Allen, Hayden, Dawson, 

Carlyle, and Keir are there at Cox’s rooms. They have dinner in the J.C.R. Hayden reads a paper 

to the Martlets on Atlantis in the Senior Common Room. 

February 26 Thursday. Low is absent. Johnson reads an essay on the moral faculty. H. D. Ziman has his 

tutorial, then Edward Firth at 5:30. Jack dines in hall and then goes to the Philosophical Society 

in Firth’s rooms. Paton from Queens College reads a paper on “Duty or Duties.” Discussion 

follows. 

February 27 Friday. Jack has Buckley and Hogg for tutorials, and then he gives a lecture for Nightingale and 

Hawker. 

 

March 1925 

 

March 1 Sunday. Jack walks on Shotover with Pat after breakfast. When Jack gets home, he begins 

rereading Tasso’s Jerusalem. After lunch and jobs, Jack has a quiet afternoon reading in the 

yellow room with Mrs. Moore. Mrs. Moore and Jack walk round Barton after tea. Jack stops his 

diary entries until August 16. 

 

April 1925 

 

April 4 Saturday. Hilary Term ends. 



April 6 Monday. Jack and Warren leave on a holiday on motorcycle and sidecar. 

April 7? Tuesday. Jack and Warren visit Salisbury and have tea and supper in Salisbury. After supper 

Jack is struck by “the extraordinary simplicity” and consistent Gothic architecture of Salisbury 

Cathedral in the moonlight. They spend the night in Salisbury. 

April 8 Wednesday. Jack and Warren have another look at the cathedral in the morning light after 

breakfast, and then they leave for Stonehenge. They visit Stonehenge with Warren taking a still 

extant photo of Jack here. 

April 10 Good Friday. 

April 12? Easter Sunday. Jack writes to his father about a two-day trip with Warren, seeing Salisbury on 

that trip, comparing Salisbury to Barset in Trollope’s writings, an open Fellowship in English at 

Magdalen that he is applying for, finances, and his best pupil Harold Cox, who has lost his 

father, and his mother has cancer.
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 There is no word on the Univ. Fellowship. He goes into Hall 

and Common Room and hears a story about Jowett knowing Florence Nightingale and Mrs. 

Asquith asking him about it. 

April 15 Wednesday. Trinity Term begins. 

 

May 1925 

 

May 10 Sunday. Jack dines at Magdalen College as a finalist for the Fellowship in English Language and 

Literature. 

May 16 Saturday. Sir Thomas Herbert Warren, Master of Magdalen, sees Jack on the street and 

converses in a kindly manner. 

May 18 Monday. Jack receives a note from Herbert Warren, asking to see him on Tuesday. 

May 19 Tuesday. Jack meets with Herbert Warren. 

May 20 Wednesday. A phone call at 2:30 p.m. invites Jack to Magdalen. Herbert Warren tells Jack 

that he is elected Fellow at £500 a year. Jack sends his father a telegram: “Elected Fellow 

Magdalen. Jack.” Albert writes a thank you to God in his diary. That evening Jack reads his 

paper on James Boswell (1740-1795), biographer of Samuel Johnson, at the 266
th

 meeting of the 

Martlets at 8 p.m. in Mr. Harold Cox’s rooms. He thinks that Boswell shows both the 

unconscious selection of memory and the conscious selection of a great artist. 

May 21 Thursday. University News notes that Magdalen College has elected Mr. Clive Staples Lewis 

M.A. as Tutor in English Language and Literature.
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May 22 Friday. The Times announces Jack’s appointment to Magdalen College at Oxford University: 

“The President and Fellows of Magdalen College have elected to an official Fellowship in the 

College as Tutor in English Language and Literature, for five years as from next June 15, Mr 

Clive Staples Lewis, M.A. (University College).” 

May 26 Tuesday. Jack writes to his father about the details of his election, including thanks for six years 

of support, Wilson and Gordon giving their support to Nevill Coghill for the Fellowship, 

Coghill’s withdrawal because of an offer from his own college and consequently Wilson and 

Gordon supporting him, the invitation to dine at Magdalen, learning that he and John Bryson 

were the two finalists, seeing Herbert Warren on the street, the note on Monday from Herbert 

Warren about seeing him Tuesday, the election on Wednesday, and the 2:30 p.m. telephone call. 

 

June 1925 

 

June 7 Sunday. Albert notes that his assistance to Jack over the past three years has been £256-5-0 in 

1922, £266-0-0 in 1923, and £270-10-0 in 1924.
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June 16 Tuesday. Warren celebrates his thirtieth birthday. 

June 15 Monday. Jack’s Fellowship officially begins.
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June 24 Wednesday. The Encaenia ceremony at Oxford University takes place in the Sheldonian Theatre 

at 11:30 a.m. 

June 25 Thursday. Jack’s Fellowship officially begins.
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July 1925 

 

July 11 Saturday. Trinity Term ends. During this term Jack receives the M.A.
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July 19-20 Sunday-Monday. Jack writes a five-page letter in Middle English to his friend A. K. Hamilton-

Jenkin. 

 

August 1925 

 

August 8? Saturday. While Jack is in the middle of examining in Cambridge, Warren motorcycles to 

Cambridge from Colchester and takes Jack away at 5 p.m. They reach Colchester by 9. 

August 9? Sunday. Warren and Jack go to the sea and swim, apparently in the North Sea. 

August 10? Monday. Warren and Jack see the country, including Essex and Suffolk. 

August 11? Tuesday. Jack leaves Colchester. 

August 14 Friday. Jack writes to his father in the midst of summer examining, this year as an awarder rather 

than an examiner, about examining, the beauty of Cambridge, rooming with a Cambridge fellow, 

Warren’s military service, Jack’s formal admission at Magdalen since his last letter to Albert on 

May 26, spending some days in London with Barfield before the examining, the change from 

Philosophy to English, preferring English for minds such as theirs, comfort in knowing that 

neither the materialist nor the scientist has the last word, Darwin standing on “a foundation of 

sand,” and the solitude of philosophy. They have been put up at Queens College, Cambridge, and 

work from 9 a.m. until 7 p.m. Cecil Harwood and Daphne Olivier are married and move into a 

house at 51 Angles Road in Streatham, just south of London.
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August 16 Sunday. Jack, Mrs. Moore, and Maureen pack for a three-week holiday in Exmoor. Packing 

begins at about five and ends at 2 a.m. In the afternoon Jack orders a taxi for tomorrow at 

Nicholls on Cowley Road. 

August 17 Monday. Jack, Mrs. Moore, and Maureen leave for Cloud Farm at Oare on Exmoor in Devon, 

southwest England close to the Bristol Channel, about fifty miles west of Bristol, at 10:45. They 

take a train to Reading. They journey through Taunton and Watchet to Minehead, lunching and 

having tea from their own supplies on the train. From Minehead they come to the County Gate 

by charabanc (bus). Then Pat and Jack take a walk back to Cloud Farm. At Cloud Farm Jack 

meets Mrs. Moore and Maureen. They settle in to a farmhouse. After supper Pat and Jack go out 

across Badgworthy and go up the valley. They get to bed by eleven. 

August 18 Tuesday. They have a breakfast of eggs and home-cured bacon at about nine. Maureen and Jack 

take a walk at ten. Jack states that the biblical and scientific accounts of origins are alternatives, 

and he opts for the “scientific.” They go up the Doone Valley, going through Lank Combe and 

arriving back at home at 1:15. They have a lunch of boiled chicken. After tea they explore more 

of the farm. Jack reads William Cowper’s poem The Task for the second time. After supper all 

three go up to the wood. They get to bed by eleven. 

August 19 Wednesday. After shaving, Jack goes down to the river and swims across it and back. After 

breakfast Maureen and Jack take Pat for a walk. They go into Oare and look at the church. In the 
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morning Jack orders Geo. MacDonald’s Lilith. They have chicken and green peas for lunch. 

They stay in until tea time. Jack does some German language study with Maureen and continues 

Cowper’s The Task. After tea they all go out for a walk up the valley, staying on their side of the 

river. 

August 20 Thursday. Jack swims before breakfast. After breakfast, Jack goes for a walk alone across the 

river toward Malmsmead, coming eventually to the upper end of Lank Combe. After lunch Jack 

begins reading St. John Ervine’s Alice and a Family which he found in a cupboard. After tea 

they walk toward the Doone Valley. 

August 21 Friday. Jack swims. He then walks to find the way to the sea at Glenthorne, down their side of 

the valley, crossing the Lyn River at Parsonage Farm, and up to County Gate, west to Brendon, 

then home by road and near Malmsmead. After tea Jack walks with Mrs. Moore and Maureen. 

He gets an unusual letter from Aunt Lily. 

August 22 Saturday. After a swim and breakfast Jack sets out for Brendon. After a lunch of roast mutton 

and peas, Jack, Maureen, and Mrs. Moore sit in the sun under the fir wood. Jack reads 

Esmond.
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 After tea they walk up to the beginning of Lank Combe. 

August 23 Sunday. Jack goes out in the morning over Oare Common, down the valley of Chalk River to 

Oareford, and home by way of the road. Jack stays in all afternoon as does Mrs. Moore. Jack 

writes a few lines on Jesseran. After supper Jack goes for a walk with Pat. Jack is reading 

Esmond, and he writes in his diary at 1:58 a.m. He checks on Mrs. Moore several times in the 

night. Jack is now also reading Hilaire Belloc’s Mr. Emanuel Burden. 

August 24 Monday. Jack gets to bed about 4:30 a.m. and gets up again at 9 a.m. As soon as Jack has 

breakfast, he sets off for the nearest doctor in Rockford for Minto. Jack spends most of the day in 

the kitchen stoking the fires. 

August 25 Tuesday. Jack starts out to walk to Brendon for tobacco, where he has a pint of beer. Jack goes 

on reading The Task. After tea Maureen and Jack interview two black pigs! Later Jack walks to 

the Doone Valley. 

August 26 Wednesday. After breakfast, Jack walks to Rockford and reports to the doctor about Minto’s 

condition. Jack reads The Task and does some work on Jesseran. 

August 27 Thursday. Jack stays in and reads more of Esmond. After a late lunch, Jack goes out at 

3:30, walking to Oareford, also viewing the sea, the Foreland point and the hills beyond 

Porlock. Then he walks southwest and out above Dedd Combe and gets a view of the 

Oare and Malmsmead valley. He gets home by 6 and teaches French to Maureen. Jack 

finishes Esmond later in the evening. 

August 28 Friday. After breakfast Jack stays in and finishes reading The Task. After a late lunch Jack goes 

out walking along Parsonage Farm, County Gate, and Brendon, and then he goes home for a late 

tea. In the evening they chat with a young man and his wife, then Lock shows up. Warren walks 

to the office, reads a letter from Parkin, one from Captain Field at Aldershot, and one from 

“Happy” Hansard, and he notes that he expects to be sent to India in Autumn of 1926. He walks 

to the bank and cashes a detachment paycheck, then pays out at midday. After lunch Warren 

goes to Ipswich on his Daudel, stops in a bookshop, where he purchases the Everyman edition of 

Northanger Abbey and Persuasion, the two Jane Austens which he has not read. He returns by 

way of Stratford St. Mary church and then branches off through Dedham, Ardleigh and Gt. 

Bromley to St. Osyth. He has tea and a cigarette at the Red Lion in St. Osyth, then goes down to 

the beach. Before supper, he starts reading Northanger Abbey. After supper he takes a walk 

around King Harold Road to Lexden, and thence to the Red Lion. He drinks a half pint of beer 

and walks home. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

August 29 Saturday. Jack walks to Simonsbath, starting at 10:30 a.m. walking due south up the Badgworthy 

Water and past Hoccombe. At Simonsbath Jack has lunch in the Exmoor Forest Hotel. Jack then 

has a cup of coffee in the garden and leaves about 2:30, coming home by way of Brendon Two 

Gates and Tippacott Ridge. Later on Jack helps Maureen with her pony. Jack begins reading 
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Joseph Conrad’s Chance. In the morning before going to the office, Warren shaves off his 

mustache. He deals with chimney sweeping schedules, and then he goes to the bank. He goes to 

Medcalf’s to have his headlamp checked for his motorcycle. After lunch he goes out along the 

Maldon Road as far as Braxted Priory, then works his way across country to the little village of 

Fingringhoe. He goes home for tea and afterwards reads Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey. He 

then goes to St. Osyth at 5 o’clock, stopping en route to leave a spool of film at Lacasheer’s for 

developing, going to Boots library to return a book and take out the first volume of Sidney Lee’s 

life of King Edward VII. He goes swimming shortly after six. He takes a walk after supper, 

stopping at the “Lion” on the way. He meets Baker who walks back as far as the Post Office. He 

goes to bed at 10:45. 

August 30 Sunday. After breakfast Jack walks to Rockford to see the doctor about Minto. Jack reads 

Conrad’s Chance. After breakfast Warren gets away from camp at 9:30 a.m. and goes to St. 

Osyth to swim. On returning to camp at Colchester he goes to the office and writes his diary and 

then returns to Constantine Road where he finishes Northanger Abbey before lunch. After lunch 

he starts Edward VII and reads it until 2:30 when he changes and rides his Daudel to meet Mrs. J. 

at Lexden church. She arrives on time, and they go to Coggeshall and have tea at the “Wool 

Packe” Inn. Before tea they look over the inn, and after tea they look over the church. He returns 

to camp via Lexden, dropping his passenger en route, and he reaches Constantine Road about 6 

p.m. and resumes the reading of Edward VII. He takes a walk after supper and then goes to the 

other bar at the Lion to see the new barmaid. He goes home and gets to bed soon after ten-thirty. 

August 31 Monday. Jack goes to Lynton to do some shopping and Maureen accompanies him. They set out 

at 10:30 and walk along the road by the moor. They lunch at the Cottage Hotel. Warren arrives at 

the office shortly before nine and goes through the mail. He leaves on the Daudel shortly before 

9:30, arriving at Warley at 11:00 to do a Barracks inspection. He goes to the E.S.A.’s office, and 

begins work at once on an inspection, after which he writes his report, finishing at about 12:40. 

At 1:15 p.m. St. John arrives. They go to his house for lunch. Warren leaves at 2:30, reaching 

home at five o’clock. After tea he takes the Daudel to the garage, lets himself into the 

Headquarters office, and makes up his log book. Then he walks home and continues reading 

King Edward until supper time. He takes a walk after supper, enjoying a second half-pint of beer 

on his walk before turning back. He gets to bed at 10:45. 

 

September 1925 

 

September 1 Tuesday. It rains all day and Jack stays inside except for five minutes before supper. Jack 

finishes reading Joseph Conrad’s Chance. Warren goes to the office and reads a letter from the 

War Office. Later he takes the Daudel to the bank to pay in some money, and he also goes to 

Medcalf’s, where he finds his accumulator charged. He leaves the bike to have its lights tested 

and walks back to the office. He takes duty after lunch, and spends a dull afternoon, submitting a 

traveling claim for his journey to Warley yesterday. After tea he reads Edward VII until supper 

time. On arrival at a bar for a drink in the evening, he meets Brawn of the Norfolks, who tells his 

story. He gets home and to bed by 10:45. 

September 2 Wednesday. In the morning Jack stays in and reads Sir Walter Scott’s The Bride of Lammermoor 

which he bought in Lynton. In the afternoon Jack walks to the lighthouse at Foreland. Jack has 

tea at Combe Farm on his way back. Warren telephones Medcalf as soon as he gets to the office, 

talking to them about the maintenance of the Daudel by Saturday. A letter comes from ADST 

this morning to say that General O’Dowda plans to visit Colchester tomorrow. He will inspect 

the Detachment RASC if time permits. At noon Warren conducts a meeting about food and 

hospital supplies. He stops at 1 o’clock, getting a lift home in Fogg’s sidecar. They reassemble at 

two, and finish scheduling at 3:45 p.m. After tea Warren returns to the office and does the Bread 

and Flour schedules, and then works on the hospital supplies. By 7:00 Warren is halfway through 

this job and stops for supper. After supper he walks. He goes to bed at 10:40. 



September 3 Thursday. Jack has a short walk after tea and then explores Southern Wood. Warren reads the 

paper this morning about the shipping strike. He gets an expense check this morning in 

reimbursement for his Bury St. Edmunds journey. After dealing with the mail he works on the 

hospital schedules, and finishes them and the covering letter by lunch time. General O’Dowda 

arrives, accompanied by Col. Less, the Deputy C. Engineer, Melville, the Garrison Adjutant, and 

Fogg. After introductions, these four go to inspect the officer’s quarters. After the inspection, 

Warren returns to the office to finish the morning’s work. He goes home and changes clothes 

before lunch. After lunch Warren walks to the office and writes his diary. Warren finishes 

reading the first volume of Edward VII up to the death of Victoria, although the second volume 

is not yet published. He takes his usual walk after supper. He goes to bed soon after 10:30. 

September 4 Friday. In the morning Jack reads some of the fifteenth century poem attributed to James I of 

Scotland, Kingis Quair. In the afternoon Jack goes to Rockford to pay the doctor. Jack goes by 

road to Brendon, then past Combe Farm, Countisbury, near the Brendon valley, the lower Lyn 

gorge, and Lynmouth. He sees the doctor and has tea at Rockford. He returns and in the evening 

reads Hans Anderson. Warren reviews the official mail which includes a McLellan promotion to 

captain. Fogg goes downtown at 10:00 to get some money, so Warren goes with him to High 

Street. He goes to Medcalf’s to inquire about the Daudel. Then he goes to Lacasheer’s to get his 

last lot of photos. He reads in the Morning Post that the shipping strike has virtually collapsed. In 

the afternoon he pays the Detachment. He goes to Thurston, the bootmaker, after tea, and pays 

him for two new pairs of shoes, and then he goes to Boots library where he takes out Mr. Pepys 

and reads it until supper time. Later he takes an evening walk. He gets to bed at 10:30. 

September 5 Saturday. Jack walks up the valley past Oare, past Oareford, then to Oare Post, Whit Stones, and 

Shillett Wood. After arranging for a taxi to come to Cloud Farm at 8:45, Jack has lunch at the 

Castle Hotel. Jack begins the journey home. Back home, Jack has tea by the fire. Jack stops his 

diary until April 27, 1926. At the office Warren gets the grocery schedules back from Eastern 

Command. He reads in the papers that the shipping strike is still on, but sailings do not appear to 

be interrupted. He goes downtown in the morning and pays twenty-seven pounds into the 

Sergeant’s Mess Account. Then he goes Medcalf’s where he learns that the Daudel has the new 

oil pump filled and is ready to take to the road. He rides back to camp where he spends the rest 

of the morning doing odd jobs, such as balancing the Sergeant’s Mess account, paying out some 

C.R.A.
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 (Command Rifle Association), and finishing his correspondence. He changes his 

clothes before lunch and walks downtown to get a new library book. At Boots he checks out a 

Wodehouse farce called The Whiskered Footman, and he also looks around the secondhand 

bookshop where he purchases a 1858 edition of the poet Crabbe. He lights a fire in his sitting 

room and sits down to read Crabbe. During the day he reads “The Village” and the first two parts 

(Marriage & Birth) of “The Parish Register.” He resolves to ask Jack if there is a good edition of 

Crabbe. He takes an unpleasant walk after supper in the dark, cold, and drizzling evening, 

finding the Red Lion so crowded that he only stops for a few minutes. He goes home and to bed. 

September 6 Sunday. Warren gets up at 9:15, walks to the paper shop, and gives instructions for the cessation 

of a delivery of The Morning Post to Constantine Road so that it can be sent to his office. After 

breakfast he begins to move his quarters to Coggeshall, arriving at the “Wool Pack” just before 

noon. He unpacks. After lunch he reads the Observer. After that he walks to the office and writes 

his diary. After tea he starts out for Coggeshall, arriving shortly after 5:30. He settles in and puts 

the Daudel in its new garage. Then he walks around the area, walking as far as Feeningbury, 

about a mile-and-a-half away. When he returns, he goes to the lounge and reads Crabbe, 

finishing “The Parish Register,” “The Library,” and “The Newspaper.” After supper and a 

whiskey and soda, he goes for another walk. Upon his return, he starts reading the preface to The 

Borough. He gets to bed just before eleven o’clock. 

September 7 Monday. Warren is called and has a cup of tea at 7:30 a.m. During breakfast, his host comes in. 

His name is Ockley. He arrives at the office at 9 o’clock and finds a heavy mail. At eleven 
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o’clock he goes downtown and pays in some Sergeant’s Mess money, then he goes to Medcalf’s 

to check on the dynamo, i.e. the headlights for his motorcycle. He gets to Coggeshall at 1:30 

p.m., and after lunch, he walks the new terrain, coming to a place called Marks Hall. Turning left 

at Marks Hall he follows a stream, and then works across some park land into a wood and 

emerging onto a road, finally getting into the West end of Coggeshall. The walk lasts an hour 

and three quarters. He has tea in the dining room and remains there reading in Crabbe and then 

goes upstairs. During the day he finishes the preface to “The Borough” and reads Letters I to VII. 

He sees one line that seems to describe the O.A.B. (his father) emerging from St. Mark’s on a 

Sunday morning. He also starts Persuasion. After dinner he takes a walk, returning at 9:20, when 

he begins again to read Persuasion. Later in the evening he chats with Mrs. Ockley. He goes to 

bed at 10:45. 

September 8 Tuesday. Warren gets in to the office at nine o’clock. He works first at acceptances and 

rejections for recent contracts, and then checks and passes on several bills. He writes several 

letters related to his work. At 1:00 p.m. Warren goes to the Red Lion for a glass of beer and a 

plate of ham sandwiches. Back to the office at 1:30 he does more contract work. Things are slow 

in the office during the afternoon, so he reads Crabbe. He also finishes Jane Austen’s 

Persuasion. He has tea with the Ockleys. During the evening he reads until dinner time, which is 

cod and a piece of fried steak. After dinner he takes his usual walk. He talks with Mrs. Ockley 

for half an hour before bedtime, and he goes to bed at 10:45. 

September 9 Wednesday. After breakfast Warren goes to the office. He handles the daily mail. Then he does a 

morning’s work until 11:45 when he goes to the bank and learns about the repair of the dynamo 

for his motorcycle. He goes to Boots to exchange his library book, and he finally chooses a book 

by Stanley Weyman. He gets back at 12:15, and he does more work in the office. He gets home 

at about 1:30 p.m. After lunch he fixes the loose magneto shield of the Daudel. In the afternoon, 

he sits in the lounge and reads Stanley Weyman’s The Traveler in the Fur Cloak about Austria 

and Germany during the Napoleonic period. He has tea, and during the evening he reads the 

remaining letters of “The Borough” i.e. “Ellen Orford,” “Abel Keene,” “Peter Grimes,” 

“Prisons,” and “Schools” by Crabbe. Warren dines with a shy young man with whom he can 

have no conversation. He takes an evening walk. When he returns, he has the lounge to himself 

and reads until 10:30, when he goes to bed. 

September 10 Thursday. After breakfast Warren leaves for the office and arrives by five minutes to nine. First, 

he deals with the mail, hearing from McLellan and Hodgson. At 10:30 he goes downtown, 

stopping at Medcalf’s because the oil pump started to leak. He goes to Boots for a library book, 

to both Lloyds and the Westminster Bank and to the tobacconists, and then home. He gets home 

at about 1:30, has lunch, then takes a walk to the village of Little Coggeshall and back. After tea 

he reads his new library book The Courtyard by Neville Brand. He finishes the book during the 

evening. After dinner, he goes for his usual walk. When he returns he reads Crabbe until 

bedtime. He reads Crabbe’s poems “The Gentleman Farmer,” “Procrastination,” and “The 

Patron.” He goes to bed at half past ten. 

September 11 Friday. After breakfast Warren goes to Reed Hall where he deals with the mail. At 10:30 he is 

able to go to the bank and cash the Detachment paycheck. He then goes to Boots and exchanges 

his library book for The George and the Crown by Sheila Kaye Smith. Back at the office Warren 

holds a committee of ways and means with Mr. Bills. Warren pays out salary at noon. At one 

o’clock he goes to the Red Lion for a plate of sandwiches and beer and returns to the office at 

1:30. He does some intermittent work in the afternoon, so he is able to read some of Crabbe, 

reading “The Frank Courtship,” “The widow’s Tale,” “The Mother,” “Arabella,” and “The 

Lover’s Journey.” At 4:00 p.m. he goes to the Red Lion for tea in the downstairs lounge. He then 

goes to Wards and buys a new pair of flannel trousers. Then he has his hair cut. Returning to the 

Red Lion he meets Mrs. J. in the courtyard, chats with her for a few minutes, and then goes to his 

room in Coggeshall. Warren gets a letter from Albert in which Albert states that he is sad that 



Jack does not come to Little Lea to visit him.
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 During the evening he reads The George and the 

Crown and likes it. He goes for his usual walk after dinner. When he returns, he continues his 

book until 10:30, then goes to bed. 

September 12 Saturday. Warren rides into Colchester, does the mail, goes downtown in the morning to cash a 

check, and stops at Poysees to buy an Everyman edition of George Eliot’s The Hill on the Floss. 

On the way home, he stops at Medcalf’s garage for a minor repair, and has a drink in the 

“George” while waiting. He gets home at 1:40, then reads in the lounge after lunch. He finishes 

The George and the Crown with the determination to read more Sheila Kaye Smith. He has 

started reading The Mill on the Floss. He takes a walk after dinner. He gets to bed at eleven 

o’clock. 

September 13 Sunday. Jack arrives at Little Lea.
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 Warren rises at half past eight, has a hot bath and breakfast, 

walks to the shops to get a Sunday paper, but without result. Then he reads his new book until 

eleven o’clock when he decides to go to church. The vicar preaches a sermon on “Gratitude.” 

After lunch he checks out the Daudel, then goes to the office. While there, he does some diary 

writing, returning home in time for tea. After tea he reads The Mill. After dinner, he takes a walk. 

Then he reads until 10:30 and goes to bed. 

September 14 Monday. Warren leaves home at 8:30 and travels to Reed Hall, where he opens the mail, and 

then sets out for Landguard to do the annual Barrack Inspection. He arrives at Landguard at 11 

a.m. He finishes his check by twelve, then decides to catch the 2:30 ferry from Felixstowe 

Dock.
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 Prior to that, he goes to the “Felix” for lunch, a big hotel on the cliffs. After lunch he 

has a cup of coffee and a glass of port, and then sets out for the Dock. The ferry takes twenty 

minutes to cross, arriving at Harwich at 2:45. He hurries to the Barrack Store, runs back, and 

leaves for Colchester at 3:00 p.m. He arrives in Colchester at 4:40, stopping at Medcalf’s to 

consult about a new side screen for the sidecar. He goes to the Red Lion for tea. Then he goes 

home by six, and he reads until dinner time. He takes a walk after dinner, and then reads. He 

goes to bed at eleven o’clock. 

September 15 Tuesday. Warren leaves for work at 8:40. At the office he has a busy morning, including dealing 

with mail and the hospital contract. He goes downtown during the morning to pay some money 

into the Sergeant’s Mess account, and leaves the sidecar screen of the Daudel for repairs. At 1:00 

he goes to the Red Lion for a plate of sandwiches, but instead has a meal at the Railway Station. 

After lunch he answers mail, does some odd jobs left over from the morning, and writes to the 

Divisional Train. These and other duties last until 4:00. Warren finishes The Mill on the Floss. 

During the evening he reads more Crabbe: i.e. “Edward Shore,” “Squire Thomas,” “Jessie and 

Colin,” and “The Struggles of Conscience.” He takes an evening walk. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

September 16 Wednesday. Warren wakes up at about 7:15. He leaves for work at 8:30 and arrives in camp by 

8:55. He handles the mail first, then reads bad news in the morning paper about the Turks 

crossing the Iraq frontier at Mosul and deporting Christians from the disputed villages. Warren 

goes downtown at 10:30 to exchange his library book, goes to Medcalf’s garage, and orders a 

spare wheel. He meets Baker downtown and has a glass of beer with him. He goes downtown at 

one o’clock for beer and sandwiches and a chat with Mrs. Jones. In the afternoon he makes out a 

route and distance chart between Oxford and the various RASC Stations at home. This takes him 

until 4 o’clock, when he goes to Boots to get a new library book. After tea he reads his new 

novel but does not like it, so he finds a book in the Inn’s collection of books, Gilbert Frankau’s 

Peter Jackson: Cigar Merchant. He goes for a walk after dinner. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

September 17 Thursday. At the office Warren has a busy and irritating morning trying to persuade the R.A. 

Experimental Est. Shoeburyness to part with their van and various other tasks. He goes 

downtown at about 11:00 to collect a new library book and finds that it has not arrived, so 

instead he checks out Oggs’ Europe in the 17
th

 Century. He also goes to the bank to pay in some 
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Sergeant’s Mess money, and to Medcalf’s where there is still no news of his dynamo. He gets 

home at 1:30 and has a meal of cold mutton, then smokes a pipe and finishes Peter Jackson. In 

the afternoon he takes a walk to Little Coggeshall and then to the remains of the old Abbey, and 

back again. After tea he begins to read Ogg. He reads most of the evening about the Thirty Years 

War. In the evening his takes his usual walk earlier than normal. He gets to bed at 10:40 p.m. 

September 18 Friday. Warren leaves for the office at 8:35. He has a busy morning in the office, including the 

Confidential Reports from the Colonel at Sutton Scotney, so he sorts them and sends them to 

Sub-District officers for initialing. The Colonel says of Warren: “A sensible reliable officer who 

has a sound grasp of R.A.S.C. District work. His judgment is good and he can be relied upon to 

carry on the work of a District Office in his C. O.’s
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 absence, with efficiency, tact, and 

accuracy.” Warren deals with a fair amount of miscellaneous correspondence. Warren goes 

downtown during the morning and cashes the paycheck, and he pays out at noon. At one o’clock 

Warren goes to the Red Lion for lunch. There is little for him to do after lunch so he writes to 

Happy Hansard and McLellan. After that he walks to Reed Hall and has some apples from the 

Colonel’s orchard. Then he reads Crabbe’s “Advice” and “The Confident” before leaving for 

home. In the evening he reads Ogg. After dinner he takes his usual walk, stopping on the way 

home outside the church to listen to the organist and choir and being impressed by it. He goes to 

bed at 11:00 p.m. 

September 19 Saturday. Warren gets to the office and handles the mail. He goes downtown and cashes a check, 

and then goes to Medcalf’s to learn that the dynamo is finished and will soon arrive. He buys 

another Everyman by George Eliot, Adam Bede, at Poyser’s. He learns that 4
th

 Division “Q” 

returns to Colchester on Monday, so he stops the dispatch of their mail. During a wet afternoon, 

he settles down in the lounge and finishes Ogg. He walks around the churchyard after tea, and 

then he returns to the house. He starts Adam Bede, a novel of North Country farmers and 

“Methodys” in 1799. He takes his usual walk after dinner. He goes to bed at eleven o’clock. 

September 20 Sunday. After breakfast Warren takes a walk with his camera, going to the Abbey and using a 

whole spool of film. He returns at 11:00, and decides to go to church. The curate preaches on 

Matthew the tax collector at the seat of custom. After lunch he goes for a walk, setting out 

toward Marks Hall. Until tea time he reads Adam Bede. After tea Warren walks to the church and 

copies the inscriptions on two memorial tablets which had attracted him during the service. As he 

returns to the Inn, he meets his host Mr. Ockley setting out for a walk with Peter, and Warren 

goes with him. They walk around Holfied Grange, a fine modern house with a beautifully kept 

garden and pond. Warren goes into the lounge after dinner, and Mrs. Ockley asks him to 

accompany her to some neighbors. Their hostess, Mrs. Cummins, has a cottage that is well 

stocked with books, and Warren sees Aristotle’s Ethics and books of a similar kind. They visit 

the cottage next door, inhabited by her friend, Mrs. Stokes. He returns home at ten o’clock. 

Before going to bed he talks and has a drink with the Ockleys. Warren is in bed by 11:15. 

September 21 Monday. Warren rides his motorcycle into Colchester. He first handles the correspondence from 

last week, then some damage that needs to be repaired, then some financial records. He goes 

downtown at eleven o’clock and pays into the bank, then goes to Medcalf’s to find that the 

dynamo has arrived and also his new spare wheel. He gets a new book from Boots. He goes 

downtown at 1:00 and has his usual plate of sandwiches. He spends the earlier part of the 

afternoon doing a few jobs left over from the morning, and he writes in his diary. Then he reads 

Cragge’s “Resentment” and “The Wager.” Back home, tea is late, since Mrs. Ockley has been 

shopping in Colchester. Between tea and dinner he reads Adam Bede. After dinner he goes for 

his usual walk. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

September 22 Tuesday. Warren takes the Daudel out of the garage and drives to camp. After opening the mail, 

he goes to Medcalf’s and hands the bike over for the day for its planned repairs, walking back to 

the office and arriving back at 9:45 a.m. His first task is to deal with amendments to “F” Supply 

Company’s mobilization scheme and get out some orders about the procedure for the dispatch of 
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secret documents by post. At noon he has a meeting to deal with forage and removal of manure 

at Warley. Warren goes downtown at 1:00, and lunches at the Red Lion, returning to the office 

by two. In the afternoon, while expressing displeasure over the activity, Warren writes a letter to 

his father Albert until 3:30, filling two double sheets of notepaper. He does various odd jobs 

about the office until four o’clock and then walks downtown for tea at the Red Lion, calling on 

the way at Lacasheer’s to see if his film has been developed. He stays at tea until five. In the 

evening he reads Adam Bede. Warren takes a walk after dinner. He chats with the Ockleys before 

going to bed. He goes to bed at 10:45. 

September 23 Wednesday. After breakfast Warren rides into work, opens the mail, and takes the Daudel down 

to Medcalf’s to be fixed. He issues acceptances and rejections for hospital supplies and for 

chimney sweeping. At eleven o’clock he goes to the Barrack Rooms and inspects the 

Detachment rifles. He learns that the Troops return to Colchester tomorrow. He has lunch in the 

Red Lion and after that goes to the photographers to get his last batch of photos, which he will 

include in his next letter to his father. He goes to Reed Hall in the morning and gets some apples. 

He later reads the three last of Crabbe’s tales: “The Convert,” “The Brothers,” and “The Learned 

Boy.” He has tea at the Red Lion, and then collects the Daudel. After tea he finishes Adam Bede. 

During the rest of the day he reads Neville Brand’s Narrow Seas. Warren reads and talks to Mr. 

Ockley until 10:45. 

September 24 Thursday. After breakfast, Warren goes to the office. As usual, he deals first with the morning’s 

mail. There is still no news of the return of the troops from maneuvers. He goes with Buckle and 

Fogg to Reed Hall to see how the interior construction is doing. He then goes downtown at 11:30 

and pays £5 into the Sergeant’s Mess account, going from the bank to Smith’s where he buys the 

Show issue of the Motorcycle. Then he goes to Poyser’s where he buys a new notebook for 

diary-writing, and he also buys also George Eliot’s Felix Holt—Radical. He goes home to lunch 

at 1:30. After lunch Ockley and Warren go up the church tower via a winding stone staircase. 

After the tower, they go into a little room over the porch where the parish records are kept. 

During the afternoon Warren reads and finishes Narrow Seas. He also reads some of Felix Holt. 

After dinner he takes his usual walk. He spends time chatting in the lounge, sitting, drinking, and 

talking until midnight. 

Saturday 25 Friday. Warren wakes up to a cup of tea. In the morning Warren deals with a lot of 

correspondence. Johnnie Wheeler tells him that the first troop train from the maneuver area 

arrives at 1:45 today at St. Botolph’s, so they go down to the Station, and he gets the list of troop 

trains which arrive at intervals from 2:45 p.m. today to 10:35 a.m. tomorrow. He arranges to get 

the baggage transported. He goes downtown during the morning and has a whiskey and soda at 

the Red Lion. He goes to the Woodville garage for gasoline. After lunch, Warren goes into 

Colchester with the Ockleys in their car. Mr. Ockley delivers Warren to the office after going 

first to St. Botolph’s Station, where he learns that the first troop train has not yet arrived. 

McKeever calls from N. St. Botolph’s Station to say that the Royal Scots have arrived. Warren 

returns to High Street and sees the Norfolks marching up North Hill. They return to Coggeshall 

about 4:30 and have tea. He reads a lot of Felix Holt during the day. After dinner he takes a 

walk. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

September 26 Saturday. Warren gets into camp and gathers information on the arrival of the troops. Then he 

work in the office until 11:00 a.m. when he goes downtown, and cashes a check and a 

paymaster’s draft. During the morning he walks around the mess which is supposed to reopen 

today. During the day Warren reads Felix Holt. He takes his usual walk in the evening, and he 

goes to bed in Coggeshall for the last time. 

September 27 Sunday. Warren has breakfast, packs a suitcase, fills the sidecar with miscellaneous articles of 

kit, and then runs into the camp, where he is met by Corporal Bird. He sees Giblin, Steward, and 

Major Barker in the morning. He invites Mick Hart to lunch at the “Wool Packe,” and they arrive 

there about 1:00. After lunch Warren shows him the church, and then they return to Colchester. 

In the afternoon Warren unpacks his clothes and books, hangs pictures, etc. as he settles in to his 

new room at Colchester. He has tea with Duncan. Warren has supper alone and then walks to the 



Red Lion where he encounter Giblin. They then walk to the “George” where they have a glass of 

beer, and then back to the Red Lion where they meet Murrey of the Royal Scots and Chadwick 

of the Norfolks and talk about the maneuvers from which some had just returned. Warren then 

goes to the mess where he finds Steward, Mick, and Duncan, and drinks beer with them until 

nearly midnight. 

September 28 Monday. Warren gets up at 7:30 a.m. goes to the mess, eventually getting breakfast. He has an 

easy morning in the office, chatting with Major Walker who comes in to get some traveling 

claims. McLeod and Tulloch call to speak to Dyer, but Warren is unable to help them because 

Dyer is not there. He goes to the bank and pays in some Sergeants’ Mess money. Before tea, 

Warren finishes George Eliot’s Felix Holt. After tea Warren walks downtown with Mick to the 

Red Lion. Mick and Warren go to the other bar, where they meet the new bar maid, Miss 

Anderson. They drink cocktails and then have a supper of fried plaice
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 and potatoes. They go 

home to the mess by taxi, talk to Steward over some beer, and then go home to bed. 

September 29 Tuesday. Smith and White return from the maneuvers and describe them to Warren as a failure. 

The Colonel, now living at the “Salisbury,” arrives at about 10:30, and Warren has a busy 

morning doing correspondence. After lunch Warren plays a game of billiards with Mick, then 

changes and goes downtown by Daudel, dropping White at the Morris garage. Then he goes to 

the Boots library, and he takes out Straws in the Wind, an autobiography by Commander Stoker. 

Warren reads until tea time, and after tea he walks downtown with Mick, stopping at the Red 

Lion for a pint of beer. He goes home and changes for mess. Smith, White, Steward, and Warren 

dine in. Steward and Warren play a hundred up and then talk until 10:30 when Warren goes to 

bed. 

September 30 Wednesday. When Warren gets to the office this morning, he opens a letter from his father with 

the next quarter’s allowance, a total of £12-0-0. At the office he writes a covering letter for 

Smith’s protest against the proposed reposting of Corporal Prichard, and then he writes the 

covering letter for his own application for extra duty pay during maneuvers. He speaks to the 

Colonel about his own leave, but the Colonel is not very enthusiastic. Later in the morning 

Warren goes downtown and pays in Sergeant’s mess money to the bank, and also deposits his 

own private check. He does duty in the afternoon and then a little diary-writing. He also finishes 

reading Straws in the Wind. He is curious about the fact that each of three escaped prisoners is 

conscious of the unseen presence of a fourth man in their company who helps them and remains 

with them until dawn. After tea Warren walks to Boots Library and gets a new book, meets Mick 

and goes with him to the Red Lion, where they sit talking until they take a taxi to get them home 

for dinner. 

 

October 1925 

 

October 1 Thursday. Jack leaves Little Lea, his father seeing him off at Donegall Quay. Albert offers to pay 

for the boat trip, but Jack declines because of his much improved finances. They have had a good 

two weeks and a few days. Lewis takes up his fellowship in preparation for the beginning of the 

Michaelmas Term.
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 J. R. R. Tolkien moves from Leeds University to Oxford as Rawlinson and 

Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon and begins teaching at Pembroke College, Oxford 

University, with his service effective today.
164

 Warren has a slow time in the office in the 

morning, having conversations with the Colonel about service in India and with White who tells 

amusing stories of his experiences in North Persia. In the afternoon Warren and Mick go to the 

Felix to have tea, but they decide to walk to the Butter market where they visit the old bookshop. 

Instead of the Felix, they have tea at Limmer and Pipe’s café and return at 5:10. They reach 

Colchester at six o’clock. They meet Lovell who recommends the film at the Hippodrome, so 
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they go and see it after their meal. After supper Mick and Warren go to the Hippodrome, but they 

find a queue, which does not move, so they go back to the bar at the Lion. Mick and Warren 

have a glass of beer when they return to the mess and then go to bed. 

October 2 Friday. Warren rises at 6:00 a.m. In the morning at the office Warren fixes up reliefs for clerks 

and deals with correspondence. He has a game of billiards with Mick after lunch, and then he 

writes to Jack asking him to the dates of his Christmas Vacation. Warren reads his new library 

book Spunyard by Sir H. F. Woods until tea time. After tea he walks downtown with Mick Hart 

to Boots Library, where he places an order for Great Security, a new novel by Bartimaeus. From 

Boots they go to the Red Lion where they drink beer with Miss Anderson the bar maid and chat 

with old Lovell. Smith, White, Mick and Warren come to dinner. After dinner Steward joins 

them. After the others had left, Mick and Warren play a hundred up. Warren goes to bed at about 

10:50 p.m.
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October 3 Saturday. Warren goes to the office in the morning, and the Colonel turns up in mufti. Warren 

does routine work. At 2 o’clock Warren takes the Daudel to Medcalf’s garage. While the Daudel 

is being repaired, they look around Colchester castle. Then they have a cup of tea to pass the 

time while the motorcycle is being fixed. At the proper tea time at four o’clock they have tea at 

Weight’s café. After tea they see a movie, “Phantom of the Moulin Rouge.” At eight o’clock 

they go to Medcalf’s and find the Daudel ready. They go to Miss Anderson’s bar where they talk 

with Lovell, Sargent, Brown, and a couple of Royal Scots officers. During the evening Giblin 

arrives, so Mick and Warren leave for Mrs. J’s bar, but Giblin follows them. Mick and Warren 

have a late supper after 10:00 p.m. when they get back, play a game of billiards, put the Daudel 

away, and go to bed at eleven-thirty. 

October 4 Sunday. Warren gets up at eight o’clock. At breakfast Mick and Warren decide to attend the 

concert to benefit the Middlesex Hospital at the Palladium in the afternoon. After breakfast, they 

leave on the Daudel at 10:10, stopping at the Woodville garage for gasoline. They arrive at Mile 

End at 12:15 and put the Daudel in a garage. Then they catch the District Railway to Charing 

Cross. They walk through a drizzle to the Long Bar at the Trocadero, where they drink a bottle of 

Bass. They have a ham sandwich for lunch in a little place off Leicester Square. They get seats at 

the Palladium and see a very good show, viewing a program of twenty items, including Lilian 

Davies, a version of “Madame Butterfly,” De Groot, Jack Hylton and his band, comedian Laddie 

Cliff, Billy Merson, the R.A. Band octet, and an auction with auctioneer George Robey. The 

event raises £202 for the hospital. They leave and go to the Trocadero where they get a table for 

tea. They catch the tube to Mile End which they reach at 6:45 and leave for Chelmsford at 6:55 

on the Daudel. They stop at the “Spread Eagle” at Whitam at 8:45 for a beer, and they start again 

at 9 o’clock. They arrive at the mess at 9:40 and have a late supper. After supper they play 

billiards and go to bed. 

October 5 Monday. Warren celebrates his third anniversary of joining at Colchester for duty. Warren takes 

the new M. O. in the morning to see the officers’ huts. Then Warren takes him into the mess for 

a drink. The C. O. invites Warren to dinner tonight, which he accepts. Warren changes after 

lunch, does duty in the afternoon, and then reads almost to the end of Crabbe. After tea he goes 

to Thurston’s and purchases a pair of evening shoes. Warren meets Winton this evening and they 

drink a glass of beer together. Warren goes to the Salisbury, has a drink downstairs with Dyer, 

then goes to the drawing room and find Mrs. D., Mrs. Chesney, Joly de Lothbiniere of the 

Sappers, and Mothersole of the NAAFI. They converse before dinner. Warren leaves at 10:40 

p.m. and walks home. He goes to the mess, has a whiskey and soda, and then goes to bed. 

October 6 Tuesday. Warren gets a very heavy cold, but he still leads a tender board from noon until 4:30. 

He goes to bed at 10:30. 

October 10 Saturday. Michaelmas Term begins. This begins Jack’s academic classroom and tutorial work at 

Magdalen College, Oxford.
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 In this term Bede (Alan Richard) Griffiths, a pupil of Jack’s, 
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begins his studies under a Classical Exhibition at Magdalen College, starting with Honour 

Moderations and then following with English Literature.
167

 

October 12 Monday. For the first time since October 6, Warren feels well enough to write his diary. He has 

been working, but work has been a struggle. During the morning Warren works on several 

uninteresting jobs, such as the passing of bills. He plans his leave to visit his father in Belfast, 

since he will probably get four weeks’ leave beginning December 15, and he is hopeful that Jack 

will be able to join them. However, he has not heard from Jack. Warren takes duty in the 

afternoon and spends some time roughing out a program for his Christmas leave. He also reads 

the library book Sea Horses by Francis Brett Young, which he is enjoying. After tea, Mick and 

Warren walk downtown. They chat with Mrs. J at the Lion and then chat with Miss A. They get 

back for a late dinner, and then Mick plays Warren a hundred up. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

October 21 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father about furnishing his rooms at Magdalen, the beauty of his 

surroundings, the deer in the Deer Park, his fellows at Magdalen, his journey with Arthur, and 

the autumn weather. 

October 31 Saturday. Jack writes to his father from Magdalen about finances, an offer of some etchings for 

wall hangings, the books arriving from home, and being advanced some money for a while.
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November 1925 

 

November 4 Wednesday. Jack writes to Hamilton Jenkin about getting together, Mrs. Moore’s illness, the 

Deer Park, Barfield’s wisdom and richness of spirit, Harwood and Hamilton Jenkin, and the 

delightful older men at Magdalen, expressing ease in his finances and the beauty of his 

surroundings. 

November 11? Wednesday. Jack writes to his father about his lectures, the small number of pupils, and reading 

the lessons.
169

 

November 29 Sunday. Jack celebrates his twenty-seventh birthday. 

 

December 1925 

 

December  Warren completes his service at Colchester, England. 

December 2? Wednesday. Perhaps on this night Jack dines at Balliol College while most of the Balliol dons 

are attending a boxing match.
170

 Warren copies into his diary a letter written by Lieutenant 

Colonel De la Pryme, Commander of the Colchester R.A.S.C., as an example of turgid English. 

December 4 Friday. Jack writes to his father, with thanks for a recent check, about his lectures mirroring 

those of Wilson in the next term, dining recently at Balliol, the poor hosting by the Master of 

Balliol, the lack of attendance by Balliol dons, the hard winter, a recent Martlets’ dinner which 

he attended since his last letter of October 21, and getting a copy of his birth certificate for an 

insurance scheme. 

December 15 Tuesday. Presumably, Warren’s leave begins today. Presumably, Warren goes to Oxford either 

before his trip to Belfast or, less likely, after, where he purchases of a life of Bossuet.
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December 17 Thursday. Michaelmas Term ends. 

December 20-28 Sunday-Monday. Warren and Jack are at Little Lea with their father. 

December 25 Friday. Warren and Jack give Albert a painting that looks like one by De Hooch that appears in 

the National Gallery. 

December 28 Monday. Jack and Warren leave Belfast on the overnight ferry to Liverpool. 

December 29 Tuesday. Jack and Warren catch the train, and Warren reads Evelyn’s diaries. 

December 31 Thursday. Warren arrives in Woolwich to begin his new assignment, which starts tomorrow. 
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The Year 1926 (146) 

 

Summary: Warren began to work as officer commanding No. 17 Military Transport Company Army Service 

Corps, RASC in Woolwich on January 1. On January 23, Jack gave his first lecture as a Fellow in the Oxford 

English School at noon on “Some Eighteenth-Century Precursors of the Romantic Movement.” On April 27, T. 

D. Weldon made his comment about death and resurrection: “Rum thing. It almost looks as if it had really 

happened once.” On May 11, Jack met J. R. R. Tolkien for the first time at an English faculty meeting. On 

September 18, Dymer was published by J. M. Dent. In this year, Jack began to tutor John Betjeman, future poet 

laureate of England. 

 

January 1926 

 

Jack reads Chesterton’s The Everlasting Man prior to his April 27 conversation with T. D. Weldon.
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 Author 

Charles Wykeham Formby gives a copy of his 1923 book, The Unveiling of the Fall, to Jack in this year.
173

 

Probably Barfield’s History in English Words is published in this month. 

 

January 1 Friday. Warren begins his duty as officer commanding No. 17 Military Transport Company 

Army Service Corps, RASC, Woolwich, England, just east of London. 

January 3 Sunday. Warren meets C. T. (Thomas? Toynbee?) in town by arrangement and they take a long 

sightseeing walk, finishing up by having dinner at the Trocadero and journeying home together. 

January 5 Tuesday. Jack writes to his father about Albert’s recent cold, the journey back with Warren, a 

literary conversation with a fellow traveler, the scenery near Warwick produced by the floods, a 

picture of New Building in today’s Times that he sends, preparing his lectures, Arthur Benson’s 

writings, and the linking of hitherto unknown facts in his lecture preparation. 

January 6 Wednesday. Warren describes his new assignment in Woolwich in his diary, the nearby shops, 

the guardroom, the offices, the Colonel’s house, the Garrison Church, the mess buildings, the 

mess itself with its anteroom, card room, billiard room, and library, Warren’s room with its 

fireplace, cupboard space, and two electric lights. Warren is the O. C. 17 M. T. Company. He has 

been into London and to Charing Cross Road, where he found some bookshops. The Woolwich 

C. O. is Colonel O’Hara. The Second in Command is M. de B. Scott. Garstin commands “Y” 

Depot Company, Croker commands 3 H.T. Company, and Toynbee commands 12 M. T. 

Company. 

January 7 Thursday. Warren takes a quick look into the F Supply Company office in the rain, and then he 

hurries to the forage barn to meet Scott at 9:30. Mr. Goodie, the depot superintendent, and 

Warren show Scott the stacks of condemned hay. He returns to the office and clears up what is 

left in F Company as quickly as possible and then goes to 17 Company where he examines the 

confidential documents. He works all morning sorting out papers and organizing them. Later in 

the morning he goes again to F Company and finishes their correspondence. After lunch he chats 

with Toynbee and Lt. Hegan, the Corps football star, on the advantages and disadvantages of 

matrimony. Warren changes clothes at about three o’clock and sets out to pay his duty call on the 

O.C. Troops. He arrives at Government House, wanders about the common for ten minutes and 

then rings the doorbell, but they are out, and he goes back to tea. He goes for a walk after tea. He 

goes to his room after dinner, and finishes reading Fenelon. 

January 8 Friday. Warren starts the morning with the usual visit to F Company and then on to 17 Company. 

He goes to a meeting of the forage board at 10 a.m. After this he pays out F and sends Cromie to 

pay out 17 Company. During the morning he calls Col. Vandary to see if he can get any news of 

his missing luggage, and learns that it may arrive by Monday. After lunch he puts his name in the 
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leave book for a day’s leave on Sunday so he doesn’t have to attend church. After that he works 

in the Supply Office until 3:00, balancing the pay sheet, and passing some bills. He changes and 

goes for a short walk. At tea he learns that Col. McLeod is coming on Tuesday to inspect the 

Junior Officers Class. He reads for some time in The Oxford Book of Victorian Verse before 

dinner. Tonight at dinner was guest night, but with no guests he is able to escape to his room 

after dinner and read Mme. de La Fayette by Lilian Rea. 

January 9 Saturday. By the first mail, Warren gets the 1926 license for the Daudel, so he goes to 12 

Company and asks Toynbee to cover for him on Wednesday afternoon and Thursday so that he 

can go to Colchester. He writes to Mick, asking him if he could put Warren up in camp on 

Wednesday night. Warren then has a busy morning in his two offices, including a visit in the 

supply office from Scott. After lunch many go to town, while the Colonel and several others go 

to the Crystal Palace to see Hegan play football. Warren catches the 1:45 train to Charing Cross 

and visits the National Gallery, reaching it at about 2:15. The building closes at four, so he see 

the Dutch rooms with Hobbema’s “The Avenue, Middelharnis,” flanked by two pieces by De 

Hooch, one of them an interior painting similar to one he and Jack gave to their father for 

Christmas. He also sees a Botticelli, “The Miracles of S. Zenobius,” a left profile of Richelieu, 

“The bent tree” by Corot, Constable’s “Malvern Hall” Warwickshire, le Brun par elle meme (the 

straw-hatted one), Manet’s “Firing Party,” and an Italian “Rape of Helen.” In one of the Dutch 

rooms he also sees a “Young Lady at the Virginals.” After this he walks back to Charing Cross 

where he has tea. Then going down Villiers Street and turning left onto the Embankment he 

walks as far as H.M.S. “President” and back to the station, catching a train which leaves about 

5:10 p.m. He arrives back at the barracks shortly after 6:00. He has a cold supper alone and goes 

to his room where he finishes reading Mme. de La Fayette before going to bed. 

January 10 Sunday. Warren gets up late and to breakfast 10:15 a.m. He catches an early train, traveling with 

McFarlane. On getting to town Warren decides to go to Watford and see if could remember one 

of the stock Wynyard walks he used to take. He walks to Piccadilly and travels by Tube, getting 

to Watford at about 1:00 p.m. There he has a bottle of Bass and a ham sandwich in the 

“Clarendon” and then sets out for Langley Road. He does the Grove Mill walk, raising memories 

of the past in the process. The walk lasts over an hour and a half. He leaves Watford at 3:15 and 

reaches Piccadilly at about four o’clock, from which he walks to Charing Cross and has some tea 

in the tea room. After tea he walks along the embankment to Westminster Abbey, wanting to 

take look at Poets’ Corner before attending the 6:30 litany and sermon. After taking a walk, he 

returns and takes his place in a queue. After a wait of about twenty-five minutes the doors open. 

The Dean preaches the sermon. From where he is sitting he sees the monument to Dryden, but 

that is all of Poets’ Corner that he sees. After the service he walks to the Garrick for a drink. He 

has a steak and chips in the Grill of the Grand Hotel, then goes to Charing Cross where he 

catches the 8:36 train home, arriving back at 9:00. After he gets in, he writes in his diary, and 

then goes to bed. 

January 11 Monday. Warren gets to the office about nine o’clock and opens the office mail. He attends the 

forage board and sees some of the new Canada No. 2 Westerns (an order of oats) which the 

contractor is putting in instead of No. 3’s. He begins his week’s duty as Captain of the Week by 

finding two easy jobs to start with—inspecting 12 M. T. Company’s workshops and the meat and 

head board. He receives two welcome parcels from his father, one containing collars, and the 

other the pair of shoes he had had soled and heeled. He gets Kelsall to cover for him in the 

afternoon so that he can go into town and order a military great coat. After lunch, he goes to his 

room to change and finds his three missing uniform cases awaiting him. He hurries to the station 

where he gets a train to Charing Cross at about 2:45 p.m. He has his hair cut at the station and 

then walks to Jones’ where he is measured for a military great coat and arranges to try it on in 

two days. He returns to Charing Cross and tubes to Cannon Street where he takes the 3:40, 

arriving for tea in the mess at about 4:45. Between tea and dinner he unpacks his boxes, hangs 

pictures, and arranges his library. He finishes at bath time. At dinner Daubeny tells him that his 

leave for Wednesday and Thursday is not approved because the C. O. wants Warren to attend the 



married families Christmas tree party. He gets a letter from Mick this morning asking him to 

lunch at the Troc on Friday. After dinner he writes his diary, and then he reads Shakespeare’s 

“Venus and Adonis” until eleven o’clock. At eleven he turns out the guard. Then he is taken 

round the stables by night. He returns to his quarters at about 11:30 and goes straight to bed. 

January 12 Tuesday. Warren is called at 6:10 a.m., dresses in slacks without washing or shaving, gets a cup 

of tea given him by Mace, and emerges. He goes to the bread and meat store where issuing is in 

progress. Having seen that everything is okay there, he watches the watering parade and goes to 

stables where he meets Reeve, the Orderly Officer. Then, from the stables they go to breakfast, 

and after that he returns to his quarters and washes and dresses. At 8:00 he goes on his own 

company parade, going through the weekly practice of reading them a section from the Army 

Act. Then he goes to breakfast. He handles mail in both offices today, then at ten o’clock he 

attends the forage board and finds the hay barn nearly crowded out and several more tons of oats 

delivered. He arranges for Toynbee to cover for him on Friday and Saturday. He also visits the 

school and F and 17 Company Barrack Rooms. He also does a good deal of office work. At 

12:30 he visits the various Regimental Institutes with the Orderly Sergeant, and then he returns 

to the office. He writes to Mick, suggesting an alternative to Friday lunch. He also asks him for 

the loan of his room on Friday night. Col. McLeod comes in to lunch today, having spent the 

morning in inspecting the Junior Officers Class. Warren gets his lunch at 1:30. Warren talks with 

McLeod before lunch. After lunch Warren goes to his two offices and finishes the outstanding 

correspondence. Then he goes to his room and finishes “Venus and Adonis” and writes in his 

diary. He does his round of the evening stables after tea and also round the men’s teas and then 

back to his room to read Shakespeare’s “Rape of Lucrece” until it is time for a bath. At dinner 

they talk about sports. After dinner Warren starts A Princess of Intrigue, a two-volume life of 

Mme. de Longueville by Noel Williams. At eleven o’clock he turns out the guard, goes to the 

lower yard, and inspects the horse lines. He then returns to his room and goes straight to bed.  

January 13 Wednesday. Warren is called at six o’clock and gets down to the stables at about 6:30 after an 

early cup of tea. He returns to his room soon after seven, washes, and dresses. He does the usual 

work early in the office, and at ten o’clock he goes to the forage board, then from there to the 

meat store with Major Chatoz R.A., the president of the board. At 2:15 he sets out for the town 

hall in company with Daubeny, and on arrival they go to a little upstairs room where there is 

some whiskey. They each have a whiskey. The R.A. band plays during and after tea. After tea 

the hall is cleared and the N.C.O.’s form a rope ring. The Sergeant Major then announces that he 

has received a telegram from Father Christmas to say that he is on his way to visit them. A few 

minutes later, a big sleigh, drawn by a pony, is led into the hall and drives all around the ring, 

Father Christmas distributing presents to the children. After this comes a conjuror, and then a 

Punch and Judy show. Warren goes upstairs to smoke and chat with Major Gerstin, Daubeny and 

Allen. The Colonel’s wife distributes presents from the Christmas tree. The show finishes at 

seven o’clock after which Daubeny and Warren catch a train to town with Kelsall. They travel 

first class with third class tickets. After a drink in the Golden Cross Hotel, Kelsall goes to an 

appointment and Daubeny and Warren go to the Grill Room of the Grand Hotel for a meal and a 

Scotch woodcock. After dinner they walk around the West End, visiting the Leicester Lounge 

and other places. They catch the 10:30 train back to Woolwich, meeting C. T. on the platform 

who travels with them, and they go into the mess for a drink upon their return. C. T. asks Warren 

to dine with him in the gunner mess tomorrow night, and Warren accepts. To bed about 

midnight. 

January 14 Thursday. Hilary Term begins. Warren wakes up with a headache. After breakfast he goes to the 

nearest chemist to buy some aspirin. After going to the office, he visits Toynbee to arrange for a 

shipment of bread to be stored. He has a busy morning and does a lot of work. Warren attends 

the forage board at 10 a.m. At he serves on a tender board with Porteus, opening tenders for 

forage. They finish by lunch time. After lunch Warren works in the office and then writes his 

diary. He changes clothes earlier than usual to be on time at the gunner mess which he reaches at 

7:45. The dining room impresses him with its portraits, silverware, and candelabra, the latter 



gifts having come from Buckingham Palace. The band plays during dinner and C. T. and Warren 

listen until the band stops at 10:30. Afterwards they chat about the past and about plans for the 

future. He gets back at about 12:30 p.m. 

January 15 Friday. Warren works hard in the morning, trying to arrange things in time to go to town for 

lunch. He goes to the bank for F Supply Company pay. He pays out at eleven o’clock. Chatham 

calls during the morning to ask for the return of their bread lorry, so Warren arranges for it. 

Warren catches the 12:40 train which gets him to the Troc by 1:30. After a drink he goes to the 

grill room when Mick arrives and takes Warren to his table where he is lunching with Miss 

Goldswain. Mick and Miss Goldswain leave before Warren is finished with lunch to go to a 

matinee of “The Cookoo in the Nest” at the Aldwych Theatre. Warren arranges to meet them at 

the Liverpool Street Hotel at 6:15. After lunch Warren goes book hunting in the Charing Cross 

Road. He has tea at Charing Cross and purchases a half-crown edition of Virginibus Puerisque at 

the bookstall. He reads it during tea and during his trip to Colchester. He finds Mick and Miss 

Goldswain waiting for him on his arrival at Liverpool Street, and they adjourn to the upstairs 

lounge where they have a couple of drinks together and some pleasant talk. They are both very 

enthusiastic over “the Cookoo” and Mick considers it funnier than the book. Warren says 

goodbye to them at seven o’clock and they go to the grill room on the platform, where Warren 

eats his dinner and then catches the 7:42 train for Colchester by way of Marks Tey. The arrive at 

about 10:20 after a delay en route, and he arrives at the mess at about 11:00. He is welcomed by 

Duncan and Taylor, and he stays up talking with them for over an hour. Warren is lodged for the 

night in Mick’s temporary quarter. 

January 16 Saturday. Warren gets up at 8:15. He sees Winton and Bushly for a few minutes before 

breakfast, and Steward and Duncan at breakfast. After breakfast he packs his suitcase and then 

walks to Medcalf’s where he finds that the Daudel is not ready, so he goes to Lloyd’s Bank to 

cash a check to pay the garage bill, and he arranges for the bank to write to their branch at 

Woolwich, instructing them to cash his checks as and when required. Warren walks as far as the 

Vaudeville via Long Wyne Street. When he returns, the Daudel is ready, so he pays his bill. He 

gets away from camp at 11:15, and survives the run in the cold, going by way of Chelmsford, 

where he stops for rum, which gets him to the White Hart at Brentwood, where he stops for 

lunch. He makes his way to the ferry. At the ferry dock he waits for his ferry. He gets back to the 

mess at Woolwich in time for tea, having first stored the Daudel. He finds Daubeny and Kelsall 

in the mess. After tea he unpacks his suitcase and then writes in his diary. After supper he spends 

the evening in reading the life of Mme. de Longueville. He goes to bed at 11 o’clock.. 

January 17 Sunday. Warren gets to breakfast at about 9:15. He goes on parade with Kelsall, and having 

inspected, they march up to the church, whose architecture he does not like. The chaplain 

preaches on the parable of the talents. Coats are not being worn on parade. As soon as parade is 

over, Warren goes to his room and changes clothes. After lunch he goes to the free ferry and 

crosses over with the idea of taking a walk round the docks on the other side, but he abandons 

the attempt and returns. After tea he finishes Mme. de Longueville. He then starts reading 

Feuquieries, which he bought on St. Simons’ recommendation. He takes another look into the 

Victorian poets during the evening, and discovers that the “Chorus of Crystallized Facts” in 

Kipling’s “Masque of Plenty” is a line for line parody of a chorus from “Atalanta.” He goes to 

bed at ten to eleven. 

January 18 Monday. In the morning Warren takes over the certificate for No. 17 Company and then goes to 

F Company, and he spends some time balancing up various accounts and dealing with supply 

bills. After lunch, he finishes in the supply office and also in the Company office. At three 

o’clock he goes to 12 Company and presides over a board of Wimbush, Cromie, and Warren for 

condemning worn out stores. After that he goes to the vehicle office, where he looks at the 

vehicle log sheets and finds them in poor condition. He changes clothes before tea. After tea he 

goes for an hour’s walk past the R.M.A. to the main London-Dartford Road, and there turns 

right, keeping on for about a mile, then takes another right turn which brings him out by the 

gunner mess. He writes to Jack after lunch, asking Jack to send on his great coat and to pay his 



bill at Blackwell’s. He also asks him the dates between which he would be free at Easter. Before 

dinner Warren reads Victorian verse, rereading Tennyson’s “The Lady of Shallot” and 

“Mariana.” He also reads Masefield’s “Congoes.” After dinner Warren puts on heavier clothing 

and reads Feuquieries until bedtime. He gets to bed at 11:10 p.m. 

January 19 Tuesday. Today is the first day of term that Jack is healthy enough to go in to Magdalen College. 

Warren sees Daubeny after breakfast about handing over certificate. At the office he does the 

usual routine work, then he goes to 17 Company lines with Thomas. He speaks to the Corporal 

about the proper procedure regarding inspections reports. He also inspects three vehicles and 

finds that the inspector’s report about their all being unfitted to take the road is an exaggeration. 

He returns to the Company Office to interview Lalley, telling him of the new procedure. Then 

Warren visits the 17 and C Company Barrack Rooms, finding all clean with the exception of one 

of F Company’s. All this and work with correspondence keeps him busy until lunch. After lunch 

he goes on a voluntary sword drill parade with the junior officers’ class. After parade Warren 

returns to the office where he finishes a few jobs, and then changes and goes across to tea. After 

tea he goes for the same walk as last night. Upon his return he writes his diary. Before changing 

he reads the selections given in Victorian Verse from “Sonnets from the Portuguese.” Only three 

dine in, Hegan, Betts, and Warren. After dinner Warren sits in the anteroom and talks to Hegan. 

He goes to bed at 11:30. 

January 20 Wednesday. Warren is called at seven, intending to go on early parade, but changes his mind and 

does not get up until 8:15. At breakfast he reads in the Gazette about P. A. Arden relieving H. N. 

G. Watson as adjutant of the T. C. and Stubbs relieving Martin. He gets his coat from 

Headington this morning, and a postcard from Minto explains that the delay is due to the fact that 

the whole household has been ill. Warren has a busy morning in the F Supply Company office, 

and he is sent for by Scott to discuss the forthcoming oat contract. Warren attends the weekly 

Barrack Room inspections of both F and 17 Company at 11:00 a.m. Wimbush and Warren have a 

drink in the mess before lunch and talk. Warren changes clothes after lunch and catches the 2:12 

to London, meeting Wimbush at the station and traveling with him. He goes to John Jones on 

arrival, stopping for a minute to look in the print shop near Trafalgar Square. The new coat looks 

like a success. Warren tubes to Cannon Street, has tea in the refreshment room, takes the 4:32 

home, and gets back to the mess at 5:15. There is a small party of four at dinner tonight. After 

dinner Warren goes to his room and reads Feuquieries until turning in at eleven o’clock. 

January 21 Thursday. At breakfast Warren meets Captain Herriot Hill who commands one of the H.T. 

Companies at Aldershot. Warren goes to the Orderly Room this morning. He has a slow morning 

with little to do in either office. He writes a letter to Scott about the falling number of 

subscriptions to the Corps Journal with the C.Q.M.S. of 17 Company. He goes to the mess at 

about 12:30 and discovers Labey and H. N. Gallagher, not having seen the latter since 1917 

when they served in 32
nd

 Division together. They talk about old times, finishing a lunch 

lengthened by port, at nearly 3:00 p.m. Then Warren returns to the 17 Company office. Warren 

makes the casual payment in F Company. He then returns to the mess for tea and a further talk 

with Gallagher. For dinner Warren goes into London and has a mixed grill and a pint of beer at 

the Troc, returning to Woolwich about 11, and going to bed at 11:15 p.m. 

January 22 Friday. Warren is Garrison Field Officer of the day today, which includes attending the Ration 

and Forage boards and visiting a couple of guards. He goes to the forage board at 10:00 a.m., 

meeting Kelsall there. After the ration board at 11:00, he goes to the Depot Company stables at 

Kelsall’s invitation and looks at his horses, then walks back via where the Daudel is stored to the 

office where he makes out the paycheck and then goes to the bank with the Major. Warren pays 

out salaries at twelve o’clock. After lunch he returns to the office where he finishes his work and 

then goes to his room. He reads until tea time, finishing the first volume of Feuquieries and 

getting into the second volume. After tea he returns to the office and handles some 

correspondence which had accumulated during the afternoon. After dinner he changes into a 

patrol jacket and goes out into the rain to finish his duties as Field Officer of the week. He first 

goes to the forage barn and the gun pack guard room. From there he goes to the main guard and 



then home. The whole job takes about forty minutes. After this he reads Feuquieries until 

bedtime. He goes to bed shortly before 11:00. 

January 23 Saturday. Jack gives his first lecture as a Fellow in the Oxford English School at noon on “Some 

Eighteenth-Century Precursors of the Romantic Movement.” Because of the size of the group in 

attendance he has to find a larger lecture hall in Magdalen.
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 Warren gets up, has breakfast, and 

goes to the office. During the morning he goes to the forage barn to see about the disposal of the 

bad hay. Overall Warren has a slow morning in the office. After lunch he decides to go to town 

and buy the Comte de Guiche Memoirs. He catches a 2:00 train. He finds the shop in the Charing 

Cross Road and buys the book for 12/6. Then he catches the 3:35 train home, and arrives for tea 

shortly after 4:30. After supper Warren reads Feuquieries until eleven o’clock, and then he goes 

to bed. 

January 24 Sunday. Jack writes to Barfield, having read Barfield’s new book, History in English Words. 

Jack sends the text of Dymer to the typist this week. Around this time Jack sends a letter to 

William Force Stead after reading the galleys for Stead’s book, Shadow of Mount Carmel, 

published this year. Warren commands a Church Parade for the first time. At the garrison church 

they hear a sermon by the second chaplain. After parade he has a drink with Thomas. Then he 

attends the C. O.’s parade at 11:30, which includes lorry inspection. Warren returns to his room 

by noon and changes. Then he writes in his diary. After lunch, he takes the Daudel for a ride on a 

fifty-four mile trip and has a look at the surrounding country, starting at about two o’clock. He 

sees Orpington, Sevenoaks, Riverhead, Wrotham, Seal, and Ightham. He gets back at 4:40 p.m. 

and has tea. After tea he reads Feuquieries until it is time to change for supper. He changes at 

about seven o’clock and arrives at Scott’s home at 7:45. The next arrival is Mrs. Cochrane, wife 

of a subaltern. Then Hegan and his wife arrive. After a glass of sherry they have supper. After 

supper they have coffee in the sitting room, followed by two or three games. This lasts until 

10:45, when everyone leaves. Warren has a couple of drinks with Allen when he gets back to the 

mess. He goes to bed at 12:20. 

January 25 Monday. Jack writes to his father about a misunderstanding over a check, the German measles, 

which Jack has apparently had recently, the minor pleasure of a small illness, reading, Arthur’s 

brother John Greeves’ loss of a girlfriend, Jack’s recent first English lecture, which required a 

larger classroom, and the heavy snow. He has reread some Jane Austen, Sir Walter Scott’s 

Quentin Durward, and Boiardo’s Orlando Innamorato. Jack has had the flu this month.
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Warren works on correspondence in the office. Since the office is not very busy, Warren walks 

to the garage and drives the Daudel round to a firm, giving instructions for the adjustment of the 

tail light and to look at the battery. From there he goes to the forage barn. After lunch, at 2:15 he 

meets C.Q.M.S. Roc and starts taking over the Q.M. stores. He works on this until four o’clock 

when he is caught by the supply office to sign some papers. After tea he changes clothes and 

goes on a short walk. When he returns, he finishes Feuquieries. This book he owes to Jack who 

came upon it in the Cathedral Bookshop at Christmas. He takes a hot bath in the evening. After 

dinner he reads Virginibus Puerisque, including the essays “The Ideal House” and “Walking 

Tours.” After reading this for half an hour, he starts the Memoirs of Primi Visconti. He goes to 

bed at 11:00. 

January 26 Tuesday. Warren goes to his offices as usual after breakfast and stays busy for an hour. Then he 

goes to the forage barn and looks at the day’s delivery of straw, collecting the Daudel on the way 

back. He gets some notepaper from the mess and writes a three-page letter to his father before 

lunch, giving him as full an account of Woolwich as he can. At two o’clock he goes with 

Thomas to the workshop, stopping on the way to look at a car which is for sale for £235, a 
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Morris Cowley Saloon. After that Thomas and Warren go to the post office where he mails the 

letter to his father. He goes to his room and changes clothes. 

January 30 Saturday. Jack continues his lectures at noon at Magdalen on “Some Eighteenth-Century 

Precursors of the Romantic Movement.” 

 

February 1926 

 

February 2 Tuesday. Jack speaks to Nevill Coghill about Dymer.
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February 3 Wednesday. Jack writes to Nevill Coghill, inviting written criticism of Dymer and inviting him 

to dine next Wednesday. He also writes about Walter de la Mare and W. B. Yeats. 

February 4 Thursday. Jack writes again to Nevill Coghill in appreciation of the praise Coghill gave him over 

Dymer, stating that he is not Dymer. 

February 6 Saturday. Jack continues his lectures at Magdalen on “Some Eighteenth-Century Precursors of 

the Romantic Movement.” 

February 10 Wednesday. Jack dines with Nevill Coghill at 7:15 p.m., and they talk about Dymer. 

February 13 Saturday. Jack continues his lectures at noon at Magdalen on “Some Eighteenth-Century 

Precursors of the Romantic Movement.” 

February 20 Saturday. Jack continues his lectures at noon at Magdalen on “Some Eighteenth-Century 

Precursors of the Romantic Movement.” 

February 27 Saturday. Jack continues his lectures at noon at Magdalen on “Some Eighteenth-Century 

Precursors of the Romantic Movement.” 

 

March 1926 

 

Probably in this month Jack writes an undated letter in Old English to Nevill Coghill, probably on March 6 or 

shortly thereafter, on the rejection of his poem Dymer by Mullanings.
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March 5 Friday. Heinemann’s refusal of the Dymer manuscript arrives. Jack reflects on that refusal in 

writing, desiring to be shown to be a good poet, though not necessarily known as such. 

March 6 Saturday. Jack writes some notes to himself about the Dymer rejection. Jack continues his 

lectures at noon at Magdalen on “Some Eighteenth-Century Precursors of the Romantic 

Movement.” 

March 13 Saturday. Jack continues his lectures at noon at Magdalen on “Some Eighteenth-Century 

Precursors of the Romantic Movement.” 

March 20 Saturday. Jack continues his lectures at noon at Magdalen on “Some Eighteenth-Century 

Precursors of the Romantic Movement.” 

March 27 Saturday. Hilary Term ends. Jack concludes his lectures at noon at Magdalen on “Some 

Eighteenth-Century Precursors of the Romantic Movement.” 

 

April 1926 

 

April Jack writes a letter to Owen Barfield in early April about a rendezvous with Barfield on the 

evening of April 8, mentioning Dymer to him, puffing Barfield’s book History in English Words 

in a lecture, and his preferred route for a walking tour. In this month Warren has leave, about ten 

days at Leeborough with the Daudel, and the remainder in the Oxfordshire village of Appleton 

with the Hillsboro family (i.e. Mrs. Moore and Maureen) and Jack, probably between April 12 

and 25. 

April 2 Good Friday. 

April 4 Easter Sunday. 
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April 7 Wednesday. Trinity Term begins. 

April 8 Thursday. Jack meets Barfield in the evening and stays with him. 

April 9 Friday. Jack and Barfield probably walk in the vicinity of Newberry, including Savernake. 

April 11 Monday. Jack leaves Barfield. 

April 26 Monday. Jack writes to Warren. 

April 27 Tuesday. Jack resumes his diary, which he had stopped on Sept. 5, 1925. Jack goes on reading 

Frederic Seebohm’s Oxford Reformers (1914), a book about John Colet, Desiderius Erasmus, 

and Sir Thomas More, in the morning. Jack also drafts a letter to Miss Margery Perham, Tutor in 

Modern History at St. Hugh’s College. He goes out to return books to the Union and meets 

Alfred Rowse, a Fellow of All Souls, in Chaundy’s. Jack met him first last term when dining 

with Nevill Coghill to meet De la Mare. Jack asks him to dine next Wednesday, but that 

probably does not happen. From the Union Jack goes home. Jack goes for a walk with Pat up 

Shotover through Quarry, along the Plain, down nearly to Wheatley, and across the railway. 

After tea Jack goes back to College and goes on with reading Frederic Seebohm’s book. In the 

evening Jack is settling down to Skeat’s introduction (probably Walter William Skeat, An 

Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, revised and enlarged, Courier Dover 

Publications, 1910.) in his larger sitting room at Magdalen when Thomas D. Weldon comes in. 

This means whiskey and talk until 11:30. They discuss the historical truth of the Gospels, and 

Weldon and Lewis agree that there is a lot that cannot be explained away. Weldon makes his 

comment about death and resurrection, “Rum thing. It almost looks as if it had really 

happened once.”
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 This event is probably what causes Jack to take up his diary again on this 

date. 

April 28 Wednesday. Jack has pupils in the morning: Henry Yorke, then John Betjeman and Deric 

Valentin on the ninth century Voyage of Ohthere. Finally Robert Hamilton and William 

Hetherington come for tutorials, probably at noon and apparently for philosophy. Jack then buses 

out to the house, has lunch, and takes a walk in Cuckoo Lane and the Private Road, getting home 

for an early tea. Jack then goes to Lady Margaret Hall for his class on the Dialogues of Plato. 

Seven females are in the class—Joan Colborne, Diana Scoones, Violet Grant, Monica Thring, 

Elizabeth House, Bridget Johnston, and Nancy Carter. On his way Jack looks into Keble Hall for 

the first time since he was a cadet. In the evening Jack finishes Seebohm’s Oxford Reformers and 

begins Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, an Elizabethan play by Robert Greene. 

April 29 Thursday. David Percival and Thomas Waterfield come for their tutorial this morning, the latter 

reading an essay on John Stuart Mill. Jack works on Skeat’s Introduction for the rest of the 

morning. Jack goes home to lunch and then goes for a walk toward Forest Hill. Jack goes home 

again and plays a game of badminton with Maureen and Dotty Vaughan. Mrs. Wilbraham comes 

for tea, along with her daughter, her nephew Wittall of Oriel, and Sydney Disney. When Jack 

gets back to College he talks with Hardie, and then the two of them go to Rev. James Thompson, 

the Home Bursar, about taxes and insurance. Jack dines in but doesn’t go to Common Room. 

Jack reads The Spectator from 9 o’clock on. 

April 30 Friday. Jack reads an exciting review of Ernest de Selincourt’s Prelude in Common Room at 

breakfast this morning. Jack has no pupils this morning. He works for an hour or so on his 

“Outline of History” poem and then walks to Turl Street, a block west of the Bodleian Library, 

and buys Trevelyan’s England Under the Stuarts. Jack stops at the Clarendon Press to look for 

de Selincourt’s Prelude, but he cannot find it.
 
Jack returns to College and reads Trevelyan until 

one. Jack buses home. Jack takes Pat for a walk over the fields to Stowe Woods. They have tea 

in the garden. 

 

May 1926 
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May 1 Saturday. Jack is called at 5:00 a.m. to attend the May Day observance. Jack shaves, dresses and 

goes over to the Tower in surplice and hood. There are crowds going up the Tower, and it is a 

slow business. They sing a Latin hymn and a Vaughan Williams piece. Jack comes back to New 

Building at about 7, has a long hot bath, drinks a cup of tea, and reads Trevelyan’s England 

Under the Stuarts. At 8 a.m. Jack has breakfast with P. V. M. Benecke and then the normal day 

begins. For tutorials Jack has Eric De Peyer and Leonard Clark together, Yorke reading a paper 

on Steele and Addison, and then Paul Glasgow reading one on Lydgate. In the afternoon Jack 

walks with the dog Pat to Stowe Woods. After tea Jack works on Aristotle. Jack has supper at 

home and then goes back to College to spend the evening with Hardie on Aristotle. Jack goes to 

bed about 11:30. On the bus this evening, heading back to College, Jack hears that the miners 

have gone out on strike. 

May 2 Sunday. At breakfast at Magdalen College, everyone is talking about the strike, including 

William F. R. Hardie, Edward Craig and Rev. Anthony Chute. Jack walks home after breakfast. 

He spends time in the morning reading the newspapers. After tea Jack walks to Stowe Woods 

and Elsfield and home again by the field path. Jack gets home again for supper. Jack works on 

Aristotle after supper.  

May 3 Monday. Jack works on Aristotle all morning in preparation for Hubert Boddington, who comes 

at noon. At 1:00 Jack goes to Merton College to lunch with Frederic Lawson and Keir. Jack 

looks into the Union, then leaves them and goes home. Jack walks up Shotover and comes back 

for tea in the garden with Mrs. Moore. Jack returns to College at about 5:30 p.m., finding a 

notice from the Vice-Chancellor about the strike. In his rooms Jack finds the new de Selincourt 

Prelude and begins to read it. There is a Masonic dinner tonight so Jack has a small party with 

the non-Masons in Hall, including Edward Craig. Jack talks with Arthur Dixon and Benecke in 

the smoking room. Hardie and Jack go out for a walk in the Grove in the twilight. Jack returns to 

his rooms by about 9:30, reads the new Wordsworth and works on his Outline of History until 

bedtime. 

May 5 Wednesday. Jack rises at 7:45. Thomas Waddington and Richard Sykes come for their tutorial at 

9. At 11 Deric Valentin and John Betjeman arrive for their tutorial on Old English. At noon 

Robert Hamilton and William Hetherington come. Jack lunches in Common Room and then goes 

to Balliol at 2:00 for a meeting. The meeting takes place in the old Common Room with the Vice 

Chancellor in the chair. Jack finishes by about 2:30 and then goes to the English Library and 

takes out Dunbar. Jack returns to College, writes in his diary, works at his Outline of History, 

and then writes a note to G. R. Driver, who probably becomes Jack’s advisor on questions of Old 

Testament and Semitic issues.
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 He has tea in Common Room and then goes to Lady Margaret 

Hall to teach his class at about 5. Miss Scoones reads a paper. Jack leaves at 6:15 and buses 

home. Jack has tea at home.  

May 6 Thursday. Jack begins correcting Charles Spencer’s English paper on the history of language. 

Jack tries to purchase Wyld’s Mother Tongue, but he is unable to find it. Jack goes home for 

lunch. Jack reads the newspapers, the Times and the Govt. Gazette. Jack cites Weldon favorably 

in his diary. Jack returns to his rooms and works on William Dunbar (1460-??). Hardie comes in 

around 10:30 and they make hot toddy, a drink of liquor, water, sugar, and spices. 

May 7 Friday. Jack goes on correcting Charles Spencer’s paper. Thomas Waterfield and David Percival 

come for their tutorial at noon. Jack arrives home at about 1:30 p.m. for lunch. After lunch Jack 

walks toward Forest Hill, changes clothes, has tea, and reads the Times about the coal miners’ 

strike. Jack returns to College by 5:30 and works on Thomas Hoccleve (1368-1426). In the 

smoking room after dinner Edward Wrong circulates a petition in favor of resuming labor 

negotiations. Jack does not sign the petition. Back in his rooms he works on the Chaucerians 

until about 11:00, cleans his room, and goes to bed. 
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May 8 Saturday. Eric De Peyer and Clark come for their tutorial at 12. Jack goes home for lunch at 1:30 

and reads the newspaper about the strike. Jack goes to the Playhouse, hearing Vaughan 

Williams’ Shepherds of the Delectable Mountains during the first half. During the interval Jack 

finds Benecke, Rev. Anthony Chute, and Hardie outside, waiting for a chance to get in. During 

the second half Jack hears the J. S. Bach Coffee Cantata (BWV 211) and the Henry Purcell ballet 

of the Gentleman Dancing Master. Everyone goes home by taxi, dropping Jack at Magdalen 

gate. 

May 9 Sunday. Jack walks by the Cherwell River as he goes home from Magdalen College after 

breakfast. Jack plays badminton in the afternoon with Maureen and Dotty Vaughan. Jack rereads 

some of the best stories in H. G. Wells’ Country of the Blind. Jack returns to College at about 

5:30. Jack meets Deric Valentin in the cloisters, who says that he is leaving college tomorrow. 

Jack attends Chapel and reads Deuteronomy 8. Jack sits beside Harry Weldon in Hall and finds 

himself in agreement with Weldon about the strike. Jack goes to the Smoking Room where there 

is much talk about the strike. Jack goes to Craig’s room with Edward Murray Wrong
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 and 

Weldon, Rev. Anthony Chute later, to drink whiskey and talk. 

May 10 Monday. Jack has lunch at University College with Keir and Frederic Lawson. Jack buses home. 

Miss Baker comes to tea at the Lewis household. Jack returns to College for dinner and goes 

with Hardie to the pictures where Jack sees Felix and Harold Lloyd. Hardie and Lewis decide to 

go and see T. D. Weldon. They go to Chute’s rooms, where they find Craig, Chute, Weldon, 

Jellicoe and also some undergraduates. Hardie and Jack go to Weldon’s rooms to drink toddy 

and try Virgil’s Sortes Virgilianae, then Milton, then Virgil again. 

May 11 Tuesday. William Hetherington comes to visit Jack, and they are joined by Hardie. Jack goes in 

to Merton College for the English tea at 4:00 for the Oxford English faculty. Jack meets J. R. R. 

Tolkien for the first time at an English faculty meeting. This may be the first meeting of the 

English School under a separate English faculty board, since English was part of the Modern 

Languages Board until 1926.
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 Margaret Lee, Tutor in English at what is later called St. Anne’s 

College, is in attendance, as are the Rev. Ronald Fletcher (Chaplain and Tutor in English 

Language and Literature at St. Edmund Hall), and George Gordon (Merton Professor of English 

Literature).
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 Tolkien gets the faculty to discuss the proposed English Preliminary Exam. Jack 

talks with Tolkien after the meeting. Jack goes home again and reads the Times. Jack has an 

evening with Mrs. Moore after supper. Jack goes back to College by 10:15 p.m. Jack talks with 

Hardie and goes to bed by eleven. 

May 12 Wednesday. Jack writes more of his Outline of History, and he is then interrupted by Hardie. 

They discuss plans for going to London. Jack goes home at 11:30. Jack drops into the bank and 

gets the figures for last year’s income, fills in the necessary forms (apparently income tax forms), 

and mails them. At one o’clock Jack listens to the news. He has a lunch of cold chicken and 

tongue. Jack takes Pat for a walk in Cuckoo Lane. Jack goes to College about 3:30, and changes 

clothes. Jack meets Hardie and John David Mabbott
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 of St. Johns. Jack has tea in the Smoking 

Room with Benecke, and from there he walks through the Parks to Lady Margaret Hall for his 

5:00 philosophy class. They discuss Bishop George Berkeley and Samuel Alexander’s 

distinction between contemplation and enjoyment, and Miss Thring reads a paper. Miss Joan 

Colborne and Miss Grant are also in attendance. The strike ends today. 

May 13 Thursday. Jack reads the Times in the morning. After lunch Jack walks up Shotover. Jack goes to 

the Union where he checks out Gavin Douglas’ Prologues to Virgil and Robert Graves’ Poetic 

Unreason. Jack reads Graves’ book in the evening. 
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May 14 Friday. Jack reads Gavin Douglas’ Prologues to Virgil. John Betjeman, future Poet Laureate of 

England, arrives for a tutorial. Jack gets home by 1:15 and reads the newspaper. After tea at 

home Jack reads Gavin Douglas’s The Palice of Honor. Jack goes back to College at 7:00. Jack 

takes Chesterton’s The Club of Queer Trades from the Smoking Room library after dinner, reads 

some of it, makes tea, and gets to bed by eleven. 

May 15 Saturday. Eric De Peyer comes alone for a tutorial this morning on Butler. Then Yorke comes for 

Old English. Jack gets home by 1:00. Jack walks in the fields below Shotover after lunch and 

spends the rest of the day at home, reading William Roberts’ Memoirs of the Life and 

Correspondence of Mrs. Hannah More. 

May 16 Sunday. Jack continues to read the book on Hannah More. Jack does the dishes after lunch and 

goes for a short walk after tea. After supper Maureen does the dishes. Jack then back to College 

at 9. Spencer meets Lewis and comes up to his room. Then Hardie also stops by. Spencer doesn’t 

go until 11:45 and Jack then goes to Hardie’s room. Jack goes to bed at 11:30. 

May 17 Monday. Hubert Boddington calls and arranges for his tutorial with Jack on Tuesday. Jack works 

on Aristotle in the morning and reads Marlowe’s Edward II. Jack lunches in his rooms with Keir 

and Frederic Lawson. Jack gets home by 2:30. Jack reads Rose Macaulay’s
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 novel Potterism 

for thirty minutes. Jack takes Pat for a walk along Cuckoo Lane and the Private Road. Jack has 

tea and then goes back to College shortly after five, finishes Edward II, and then reads some of 

Christopher Marlowe’s play Tamburlaine. Jack reads Boddington’s Aristotle gobbets. Hardie 

comes and reads Dr. Brown’s paper on Personality to Jack. 

May 18 Tuesday. Jack has tutorials with Hubert Boddington at 10 on Aristotle, then at 11 Spencer has his 

tutorial on Lydgate and Hoccleve. Jack goes home at noon, talks, and has lunch. Jack buses back 

to College at two to meet Alfred Ewing and go for a walk with him to Marston Road and the 

cemetery to Headington. Jack and Ewing have tea at Hillsboro, and Ewing leaves immediately 

thereafter. Mrs. Moore and Jack walk to Phippy’s with the dog Pat. 

May 19 Wednesday. Jack works on Roger Ascham’s Toxophilus. William Hetherington and Robert 

Hamilton come for a tutorial at 12, and Hetherington reads a paper on the Moral Faculty. Jack 

goes home for lunch, reads a little more of Macaulay’s Potterism, walks in Cuckoo Lane, and 

returns after an early tea to his class at Lady Margaret Hall. They meet today in Sir Charles’ 

Library. Jack returns to College, dresses, and goes to the Martlets dinner at Univ. Jack sits next 

to undergraduate Bryan Fell. After dinner John Freeman reads some of his poems to them. 

May 20 Thursday. Henry Yorke comes for his tutorial on Old English and they do The Fall of the Angels 

together. After Yorke Jack goes to Alfred Street, where he enlisted in 1917, to see someone 

about his income tax. Jack buys Lord Berner’s The Chronicles of Froissart and buses home. Jack 

takes a short walk and returns to find Mrs. Wilbraham at their home for tea. Jack writes in his 

diary about Robert Graves’ contention that an artist is like a medium.
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May 21 Friday. Thomas Waterfield and David Percival come for tutorials in the morning. Jack returns 

home and has a walk near Marston. Jack returns for tea. 

May 22 Saturday. Jack has tutorials with John Betjeman, Clark and Eric De Peyer, Henry Yorke (who 

reads a paper on Jonathan Swift) and Glasgow this morning. Then he goes home. Jack takes a 

long walk to Elsfield by the fields. Back home Jack reads Descartes’ Meditations. Jack plays a 

game of badminton with Dotty Vaughan, then after supper he plays badminton with both Dotty 

and Maureen. Everyone sits in the dining room and talks until 10:00 p.m. when Jack goes back to 

Magdalen College. 

May 23 Sunday. Jack returns home right after breakfast. Jack goes into College, attends chapel, and reads 

the first lesson. J. A. Smith, Hardie,
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 and Jack leave the Smoking Room together and stay in the 

cloister of New Building talking about books. Jack gets to bed at 11:30 and reads The Lunatic at 

Large by J. Storer Clouston, a Magdalen College alumnus, for half an hour before falling asleep. 
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May 24 Monday. Jack has lunch at Merton College with Frederic Lawson and Keir, then goes home. Jack 

has a short walk. Later Jack plays a game of badminton with Dotty Vaughan. Jack eats supper at 

home, and then he goes back to College late and to bed. 

May 25 Tuesday. Hubert Boddington comes this morning for a discussion on his Collections paper on 

Logic. A note arrives from Spencer apologizing for not coming. Jack leaves home after tea and 

works in College on Descartes. Magdalen Fellow Robert Segar gives Jack a free ticket for 

tonight’s Gilbert and Sullivan’s Ruddigore, so Jack leaves at once and arrives ten minutes after 

the start of the musical. Jack gets home by walking down Holywell, and he gets to bed by 

twelve. 

May 26 Wednesday. Richard Sykes and Thomas Waddington come this morning for their tutorials, and 

later William Hetherington and Robert Hamilton, probably at noon. Jack goes home for lunch, 

and after lunch he takes his walk to the firs on the way to Forest Hill. Jack goes home for early 

tea and then in to Lady Margaret Hall for his 5:00 class. Jack spends an hour on Hume’s theory 

of causation at Lady Margaret Hall. Jack goes back to College and works on Descartes. He dines 

and then goes into Common Room. J. A. Smith has an American guest who sits on Jack’s left. At 

about 10:30 Weldon comes in and takes Jack for a walk. They return and drink whiskey in Jack’s 

rooms, talking of the ideal state, eugenics, and seventeenth-century witch hunts, all topics that 

appear in G. K. Chesterton’s book Eugenics and Other Evils. On June 13, Jack begins reading 

that book, probably on the suggestion or influence of Weldon. 

May 27 Thursday. John Betjeman and Deric Valentin come for a tutorial on Old English. Then, after 

working for the rest of the morning on the Alexander Pope satire The Dunciad, Jack goes home 

for lunch. Jack takes a walk towards Stowe Woods. Jack returns to the house for tea and then he, 

Maureen, and Mrs. Moore go shopping in Headington. Jack then returns to College and attends a 

meeting of the Fellowship examiners in the Smoking Room. Jack dines and then goes to work on 

Courthope. Going toward the cloister Jack meets Hardie and Brightman returning from Gilbert 

and Sullivan’s The Pirates of Penzance. Jack goes up to Hardie’s rooms and talks for a while. He 

goes to bed late. 

May 28 Friday. David Percival and Thomas Waterfield come this morning for their tutorial. Jack goes 

home for lunch where they have a telegram from Warren, writing from Woolwich, who hopes to 

visit them for the weekend. Jack walks back to College after tea. Jack attends a tutorial meeting 

in the Chaplain’s room after hall. 

May 29 Saturday. John Betjeman arrives at 9 with a good essay. Then Clark and Eric De Peyer come for 

their tutorial on Descartes. Henry Yorke has a tutorial on Pope. Finally Paul Glasgow has his 

tutorial. Warren arrives at 1:00 from Woolwich and takes Jack to the Mitre for a beer after 

dropping off his motor bike for some minor repair. Jack and Warren go to Leighton’s in 

Holywell where they had left Warren’s motorbike for a small repair. The bike is not ready. They 

go for lunch at the Town & Gown, then they retrieve the bike and go home. Jack plays two sets 

of badminton with Warren before tea, and then they walk to Mesopotamia and give Pat a bath. 

After supper Warren bikes Jack back to College, comes in for a drink, and leaves for Headington 

at eleven. Jack writes the first sonnet and a half of a sonnet sequence, part of which later 

becomes the poem “Infatuation.” 

May 30 Sunday. After breakfast Jack rewrites the sonnet he wrote last night. Warren comes at about 

10:00 a.m. and takes Jack home in his sidecar. Warren and Jack spend the morning walking 

down to Mesopotamia, and they give Pat another dip. They drink beer in Headington when they 

return. After lunch Jack washes the dishes. They have an early supper and return to College from 

where Hardie (either Colin or Frank Hardie) takes Jack to Hertford to hear Samuel Alexander at 

the Philosophical Society. Pritchard, E. F. Carritt, Harold Cox, J. A. Smith, and others are also 

present. They meet H. H. Price in Hertford quad and remain there chatting until Alexander 

appears. Alexander reads a paper on artistic creation, attacking Croce in the process. The second 

part of the paper deals with cosmic creation. Jack goes back to College with Hardie at about 

11:00 p.m. 



May 31 Monday. Deric Valentin comes for his tutorial this morning. Jack works on his new poem 

(probably the sonnets of May 29) before lunch. Jack goes to Univ. for lunch with Keir. Jack 

buses home. Jack gets a letter from Pasley in India. Jack walks between lunch and tea time, then 

he settles down to Sir Thomas Elyot’s Boke of the Governour after tea time. Jack has supper at 

home and then goes in to College at 10:00. Jack goes on with Elyot until 11:30, then reads 

January, February, and March in Spenser’s Calendar. Then he goes to bed. 

 

June 1926 

 

June 1 Tuesday. Dymer is accepted by J. M. Dent for publication.
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 Jack spends much of the morning 

on Sir Thomas Elyot’s Titus & Gisippus, then he goes home for lunch. Jack walks in the 

afternoon in Shotover and through Headington Quarry. Jack returns home for tea during which a 

letter arrives from Harwood, announcing the birth of his first child, John Oliver. Jack returns to 

College where he writes to Harwood, then reads Elyot again. Jack goes into Common Room and 

sits next to J. A. Smith. Jack then walks to the Union to return the Gavin Douglas book. In 

Market Street Jack meets Hardie and allows himself to be persuaded to go to the Cinema, where 

they see a Harold Lloyd film, very possibly “The Freshman,” Lloyd’s highest grossing film, 

released in 1925. Jack returns to Hardie’s room to talk about selfhood until 11:30. 

June 2 Wednesday. Jack takes Thomas Waddington and Richard Sykes for a tutorial at 9:00. William 

Hetherington and Robert Hamilton come at twelve with Hetherington talking with understanding 

about modern idealism. Jack goes to a meeting in hall, where Robert Segar talks about his war 

experiences. 

June 3 Thursday. Henry Yorke comes for his tutorial this morning followed by John Betjeman and 

Deric Valentin. Jack works on a new poem to no avail. Jack goes home for lunch. Jack goes for a 

short walk near the cemetery and comes home for tea. After tea Jack goes back to College and 

works on Spenser, also finishing Elyot’s Governour. Jack stays in the Smoking Room after 

dinner, doing a crossword puzzle with J. A. Smith and Edward Wrong. Jack goes back to his 

rooms and spends the whole evening on Spenser. He retires about 11:30. 

June 4 Friday. After breakfast Jack writes more of his poem. John Betjeman comes this morning, then 

David Percival and Thomas Waterfield. Jack goes home for lunch, walks, and goes back to 

College after tea, when Jack begins reading Richard Hooker’s Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical 

Polity. Jack is thinking of lectures next term on Elyot, Roger Ascham, Hooker and Bacon, which 

become the lectures “Some English Thinkers of the Renaissance (Elyot, Ascham, Hooker, 

Bacon).” After dinner, Jack gets into an interesting conversation with J. A. Smith on Norse 

mythology. 

June 5 Saturday. Jack has read some of The Letters of Sir Walter Raleigh. Jack is still taking a class of 

women from Lady Margaret Hall. There is a General Strike in England. Jack goes out after 

breakfast and buys the Everyman Hooker in two volumes. Clark and Eric De Peyer, then Henry 

Yorke and Paul Glasgow, come for tutorials this morning. Jack goes home for lunch. Jack reads 

Richard Hooker all afternoon. After tea Jack goes for a walk with Pat along the crabapple road as 

far as the stile and then home along the fields. Mrs. Moore and Jack have a quiet evening, and 

Jack finishes the first volume of Hooker, returning to College at 10:30 p.m. At College Jack gets 

a letter from his father, which Jack answers immediately in the evening. He writes about Albert 

visiting him this summer, Raleigh’s letters, teaching a weekly class to women at a women’s 

College (Lady Margaret Hall), students marrying their tutor, the strike, which is now over, and 

plans to examine during the autumn. He goes to bed after finishing his letter. 

June 6 Sunday. Jack walks home from College after breakfast. Jack takes a morning walk to the field 

with fir trees, so he can have the afternoon free. Jack returns to drink beer in Headington, and 

then he goes home for lunch. Mrs. Moore and Jack spend the afternoon in the garden. Jack reads 

Lascelles Abercrombie’s The Idea of Great Poetry. Jack leaves home about 5:30 and intends to 
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go to chapel but misses it. At dinner C. T. Onions introduces Jack to his guest, Hermann Fiedler, 

a German scholar and lecturer at Mason Science College in Birmingham, England, and then 

leaves Jack with Bosche. T. D. Weldon is also present and chats with Jack. As Hardie and Jack 

are coming to New Building, they are overtaken by J. A. Smith, who proposes a stroll in the 

walks. They go and sit in the garden until it is dark. Jack reads a few of Emily Brontë’s poems in 

his rooms and then goes to bed. 

June 7 Monday. Deric Valentin and Hubert Boddington come for tutorials this morning. Jack writes a 

few couplets for another part of his poem. Frederic Lawson and Keir join Jack for lunch. They 

look at the Everyman list with a view to suggesting additional titles, as Guy Pocock, an agent 

with Dent, has invited Jack to do. They continue doing this in the grove until about three o'clock. 

Jack then buses home. Jack goes out after tea and then takes a short walk to Bayswater brook. 

June 8 Tuesday. Jack finishes setting a Literature and Criticism paper for the Fellowship examination 

this morning. Jack calls up the theater and gets three tickets for Shakespeare’s Coriolanus 

tonight. Jack writes to Spencer in answer to his apologies, to Herschel Margoliouth giving him 

Yorke’s name for the English fund, to G. R. Driver about the paper he has set, to Fell accepting 

the invitation to join the Mermaid Club, and finally to Joan Colborne about moving tomorrow’s 

class at Lady Margaret Hall to 5:30. Jack skims Coriolanus until dinner time and looks at 

William Force Stead’s Shadow of Mt Carmel. Jack attends Coriolanus tonight at the theater and 

meets Carter there during one of the intervals. 

June 9 Wednesday. Jack takes Thomas Waddington and Richard Sykes for a tutorial at 9. Jack then 

writes a thank you to Stead for the book and enclosing for Stead’s criticism a parody of T. S. 

Eliot for publication in The Criterion. Then Robert Hamilton and William Hetherington come for 

their tutorial, probably at noon. At 3:45 Jack goes to the board room in old Clarendon for a 

meeting of the sub faculty. Jack meets Miss Janet Spens. The meeting lasts until 4:30, which 

includes Miss Eleanor Willoughby Rooke, Tutor in English at St. Hilda’s College. Jack then has 

tea in the Smoking Room and then goes to Lady Margaret Hall for his philosophy class, 

rescheduled for 5:30. Miss Colborne reads a paper on skepticism followed by a lively discussion. 

He goes home by bus. Jack gets letters from Guy Pocock about his list of proposed Everymans 

and asking about the design of the title page of Dymer and one from Knowles. After Jack writes 

Pocock, asking for something more classical for the title page of Dymer. 

June 10 Thursday. John Betjeman comes this morning and shifts his tutorial to next Monday. Then comes 

Henry Yorke for his tutorial on Old English and then talks to him about the attempt to fool Eliot. 

Jack goes home at 1:00 and back to College where Jack finds a letter from William Force Stead. 

Yorke comes with a completed poem for Eliot’s periodical. 

June 11 Friday. Jack enlists Hardie in the anti-Eliot group. John Betjeman comes for his tutorial, having 

done practically no work. Jack buses home. The proofs of Dymer arrive from Temple Press at 

Letchworth. Jack returns to College after tea. Jack corrects his proofs and mails them. Jack 

writes another poem. Hardie comes in and reads Jack his “A Portrait,” another Eliot spoof. 

June 12 Saturday. Jack has pupils from 9 until 1, then goes home, has a lunch of sandwiches, and attends 

a party at home from 1:30 until 6. More proofs of Dymer arrive, and a letter arrives from Guy 

Pocock agreeing with the title page design. Jack returns to College at 10:30. Jack reads a 

detective story, has some whiskey, and then goes to bed. 

June 13 Sunday. After breakfast at College, Jack gets into an argument with J. A. Smith on aesthetics. 

Then he goes home. In the morning Jack has time in the garden correcting proofs, and he helps 

Mrs. Moore in the kitchen. Jack washes up after lunch. In the afternoon, Jack rereads some of 

Hewlett’s Lore of Proserpine, causing him to think of Christina dreams and melting, as if he 

were a man of snow. Jack returns to College at 6:30. Jack chats in Common Room with an aged 

parson about the Great Eastern, the first bicycle, and English feeling during the American civil 

war. Jack begins reading G. K. Chesterton’s Eugenics and Other Evils. 

June 14 Monday. John Betjeman and Deric Valentin come for an Old English tutorial. Jack corrects and 

sends off the second group of Dymer proofs. Jack buses home. He gets a letter from Guy Pocock 

about a contract sent to Jack on April 7, one that never reached Jack, and then he takes Pat for a 



short walk in Cuckoo Lane. Jack returns to College at 5:00 to attend a fellowship meeting with 

Harry Weldon and Hardie in Benecke’s rooms. The meeting lasts until 6:30 when Hardie and 

Jack have to leave to dress for dinner. They bus out to the home of Harold Prichard. In 

attendance are Mabbott, Harrod of the House, Hardie, and Jack. They talk philosophy until 

11:30. 

June 15 Tuesday. Deric Valentin comes for his tutorial on Spenser this morning. Jack writes another Eliot 

parody. Nevill Coghill comes for dinner and talks about Gertrude Stein’s “gift of repartee.” After 

coffee Jack and Coghill come to Jack’s rooms and are joined by Henry Yorke and then by 

Hardie. They read their Eliotic poems and discuss strategy. The meeting ends at midnight. Jack 

goes to bed. 

June 16 Wednesday. Warren celebrates his thirty-first birthday. Jack corrects proofs of Dymer all 

morning until noon. At noon Robert Hamilton and William Hetherington come for their tutorial 

on Berkeley, which lasts until 1:30. Jack buses home. Jack takes Pat for a short walk on Cuckoo 

Lane and goes home for an early tea. Jack receives more proofs today and a letter. Jack returns to 

College and then out to Lady Margaret Hall to teach his 5:00 philosophy class, where Miss Grant 

reads a paper. Jack goes back to Univ. College where he begins correcting the new proofs. Henry 

Yorke arrives with two new Bridget poems. Jack dresses and goes to Univ. at 7:45 for the Greats 

dinner, where he sits next to Archibald Compbell, a fan of T. S. Eliot. After dinner Jack talks to 

Harold Cox and to Keith Henderson. 

June 18  Friday. Jack has a heavy cold. On Friday a selection of covers for Dymer arrives from Dent. Jack 

dines in and goes into the Common Room for talk. Jack reads John Buchan’s Path of the King 

afterwards and goes to bed early.  

June 19 Saturday. In the morning Jack sends off the last galleys of Dymer. The revised proofs for Dymer 

come. At 2:00 Jack goes to the Schools to invigilate,
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 first with Miss Janet Spens, and then with 

Miss Wardale. This lasts for three hours, and then Jack returns to College by 5:15 and has tea in 

the Smoking Room. Jack buses home, taking Joseph Conrad’s Lord Jim. Jack goes to bed right 

after supper because he is not feeling well. 

June 20 Sunday. Jack stays in bed all day, reading Joseph Conrad’s Lord Jim.  

June 21 Monday. Jack does not get up until noon. Jack corrects the proofs of Dymer, which came on 

Saturday. He sits in the garden during the afternoon reading H. G. Wells’s Modern Utopia. Jack 

takes Pat for a walk after tea and drinks some beer in Old Headington. He goes to bed early. 

June 22 Tuesday. Jack writes his diary about the last five days. 

June 23 Wednesday. The Encaenia ceremony in the Sheldonian Theatre takes place at 11:30 a.m. In the 

morning, Jack finishes rereading Anthony Trollope’s Warden and reads The Times. He writes a 

letter to Pasley. In the evening Jack dines with the Warrens and meets Sir James Craig, the Prime 

Minister of Northern Ireland. Jack leaves the dinner at about 10:35 after conversation with Mrs. 

Pickard-Cambridge, Lady Craig, and Mrs. Webb. Jack watches the Oxford University Dramatic 

Society, apparently practicing, from the grass between cloisters and New Building for a short 

time with Benecke and then walks home. He probably still has a cold. 

June 24 Thursday. Jack gets up late and goes into College. Jack spends the morning working on 

Raleigh’s preface to Thomas Hoby’s The Book of the Courtier. Jack goes to the Founder’s Tower 

to get Erasmus’ Institutio Regis Christiani. After some time on the leads, Jack comes back to the 

Library. Jack is pleasantly surprised by Jenkin who came up to take his M.A. Jack and Jenkin 

arrange to meet at 7:30. Jack goes to Merton Street and finds Jenkin in his former flat. They have 

supper together at the George. They go to Magdalen where they sit until 10:30 when Jack 

catches the last bus home, has a saucer of strawberries and cream, and goes to bed. 

June 25 Friday. After breakfast Jack does more work on his paper. At about 11 Jack goes into College 

and finds a note from P. V. M. Benecke in the Lodge, stating that the fellowship meeting at noon 

will still take place. Jack goes to Hardie’s room and reads Henry Yorke’s new Bridget poem. 

They are joined by Frederic Lawson and later by Fordyce. At noon they go to the New Room to 
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meet the President, Benecke, G. R. Driver, and T. D. Weldon. They especially set the philosophy 

paper prepared by Jack, Weldon, and Hardie. Jack leaves College at 1:10 and hurries to the Good 

Luck to have lunch with Jenkin. After lunch they sit in the garden of the Union. Jack gets home 

by 3:00 p.m. and continues his paper. After tea Jack takes a walk. Jack returns and begins to 

reread George MacDonald’s Lilith. After supper Jack goes back to College. Jack goes into the 

Smoking Room, has a cup of coffee, talks, and reads in the Times Literary Supplement a review 

of a new long poem by William Leonard named Two Lives, published by Heinemanns. 

June 27 Sunday. Jack returns to the back room at home after breakfast to write. After lunch and washing 

up, Jack works again on some writing. 

June 28 Monday. Jack goes in to College in the morning. Jack finds Hardie on a seat sunning himself in 

front of New Building. They converse and agree to have a game of bowls with Edward Wrong. 

They play on the grass in the cloisters. Jack talks to Robert Segar for a short time and then 

returns home and works until tea time. Jack plays badminton with Maureen, takes a bath, and 

walks beyond the cemetery. Jack reads John Masefield’s long narrative poem Dauber (1913), 

which deals with the eternal struggle of the visionary against materialism and ignorance,
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 in the 

evening. Jack goes to bed early, but he lies awake until 12:30. 

June 29 Tuesday. Jack goes into College after breakfast and comes to Edward Wrong’s house to talk 

about housing on Merton Street owned by the College. Jack is sent to Rev. Cyril Carter. Jack 

buses home and returns with Mrs. Moore to Merton Street, where, after a wait, they are met by 

Maureen so they can see a house. A woman shows them the house. Jack again reads Dauber in 

the evening, which supports his growing idealism in metaphysics. 

June 30 Wednesday. Jack spends the morning working on Thomas Hoby’s The Book of the Courtyer, and 

he also writes a stanza of poetry. After lunch, Jack changes and goes into College at 3:30 and 

pays a dinner call on Lady Warren. Lady Warren is out, so he doesn’t speak with her. Jack finds 

Price and Hardie playing bowls, so he talks with them. Jack buys a copy of the John 

Galsworthy’s Forsyte Saga and returns home. After tea Jack walks towards Forest Hill. Jack 

writes to Rev. Cyril Carter to ask about housing in the College courts. 

 

July 1926 

 

July 1 Thursday. Jack goes into College by 9:30 to consult Thompson at Mrs. Moore’s request. After 

some time in the Smoking Room Jack sees Thompson and Carter about finances. Jack goes to 

the Union where he reads Chesterton’s Bernard Shaw and comes home at 1:00. Jack spends a 

lazy afternoon finishing Chesterton and the Merry Wives. Mrs. Wilbraham and Miss Blaxland 

come for tea and they have four for badminton. Afterwards Mrs. Moore also tries badminton and 

Jack helps her. Then Jack has a bath, a walk, and beer. After supper he plays another game of 

badminton with Mrs. Moore, who gets on very well. Jack gets to bed at about midnight. 

July 2 Friday. After supper Mrs. Moore, Maureen, and Jack play badminton. Jack comes up to the back 

room again and writes more. He listens to the song “How beautiful they are” from the opera The 

Immortal Hour, by Rutland Boughton, apparently on the radio. Jack reads from Yeats’ 

Wanderings of Oisin, which he rates far below Morris. 

July 3 Saturday. Jack wakes up at 4:30 because of a nightmare about the little end room. Jack finishes 

work on Hoby in the morning and works on “Sigrid,” which he had last worked on in 1923. At 

tea time a letter from Rev. Cyril Carter arrives about housing for Maureen at a College court. 

Jack takes the dog Pat to Parson’s Pleasure to swim. 

July 4 Sunday. Jack goes to Parson’s Pleasure after breakfast and reads Oliver Goldsmith’s Citizen of 

the World. Jack eventually acquires The Miscellaneous Works of Oliver Goldsmith.
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 Jack 

swims at about 12:15. Jack walks home. Jack and Minto sit in the dining room after lunch while 

it is raining outside. After tea Jack takes Pat for a walk on the crabapple road to the stile and 
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back over the fields to Barton. Jack works on “Sigrid” during the afternoon and evening and 

begins to reread William Morris’s The Well at the World’s End, finding that the old Morris spell 

still works very well. 

July 5 Monday. After breakfast, Jack writes ten more lines of “Sigrid.” Jack continues reading The Well 

at the World’s End with much enjoyment, and the others come back at lunchtime. Jack reads 

Morris again after lunch until tea time. After tea Jack walks to College along Cuckoo Lane and 

by the back way. In College Jack gets letters from Thomas Waddington and Richard Sykes 

asking about what they should study during vacation, and one from Edwin Craig of Magdalen, 

inviting Jack to a tea fight in the Common Room. Jack brings out the lnstitutio Principis 

Christiani of Erasmus which he has recently borrowed from the library. Jack goes home and 

answers Thomas Waddington and Richard Sykes before supper. 

July 6 Tuesday. Jack spends the morning reading Erasmus’ lnstitutio Principis Christiani, noting 

parallels with Elyot. After lunch Jack goes for a walk through Headington Quarry, Shotover, 

down the fir tree lane beyond Shotover House, right over the fields, across the railway line, and 

back. Jack arrives home for tea at 4:30 p.m. Jack reads through the revised proofs of Dymer, 

which arrived today. 

July 7 Wednesday. Jack goes to his room after breakfast and works on Erasmus, finishing the Institutio. 

Jack spends the last half-hour of the morning trying to work on his poem “Sigrid.” After lunch 

Jack walks to Stowe Woods, to Elsfield, across the fields to the big house with pigs in the 

orchard, and then home. 

July 8 Thursday. After breakfast Jack goes into town, buys Sir Walter Scott’s Quentin Durward, which 

he examines on for the Lower Certificate, and then goes to the Radcliffe Camera to order De 

Regno by Patrizi, but he has to go to the Bodleian library to find it. Jack goes to College, 

spending a half-hour in the Smoking Room looking at Godley’s Unpublished Works. 

July 9 Friday. Jack takes Pat for a morning walk. Jack gets to the Bodleian Library around 10:30 and 

spends the morning on Francesco Patrizi’s (1413-1494) De Regno, for the sake of learning about 

its influence on Thomas Elyot (1490-1546). Just before Jack leaves the library for lunch, C. T. 

Onions meets him. Jack goes to College for lunch, probably at 1:00 p.m., where he meets Onions 

again. 

July 10 Saturday. Trinity Term ends. Jack states in his diary that he abandons his diary because of the 

heat. In the morning and afternoon Jack spends time in the Bodleian Library, lunching in 

College, and he swims after tea.  

July 11 Sunday. Jack begins reading Rose Macaulay’s The Lee Shore (1913), which has shaken up 

Jack’s mind. The book addresses the public school morals of England and has a touch of earthy 

poetry. In the afternoon Mrs. Wilbraham comes and plays badminton.  

July 12 Monday. Jack again spends the day in the Bodleian Library because of the heat. Jack buys Henry 

Fielding’s Amelia and begins to read it. 

July 14 Wednesday. Jack begins to write his first lecture for the Michaelmas term this fall in the garden. 

July 15-17  Thursday-Saturday. Jack spends most of his time composing a Latin speech which he has to 

deliver at the Gaudy, an annual reunion of Oxford alumni that includes a formal dinner and 

speech. Jack finishes Amelia and begins to read the Kalevala, which he thinks good. 

July 18 Sunday. Jack wakes up late. He spends the morning reading the Kalevala, bathing Pat’s paw, and 

going round to Hewitt’s occasionally to see if the papers had come yet. Mr. Thomas, an 

Egyptologist whom Maureen knows, comes for tea. After tea the Wilbrahams arrive. They play 

badminton. This is Jack’s last diary entry until Jan. 9, 1927. 

 

August 1926 

 

August 24 Tuesday. Jack writes to Barfield about meeting soon in Oxford, claiming to be free on Thursday 

and the days thereafter when they could meet. 

 

September 1926 



 

September 8 Wednesday. Jack writes to Hamilton Jenkin, his first subsequently published letter after June 5: 

“I grow daily more and more doubtful in all subjects.” Jack writes about a toothache, recently 

correcting examination papers, congratulating Jenkin on his marriage earlier this year, and his 

busy summer writing lectures. His busy summer is probably the reason for the small number of 

entries in August. 

September 11-20 Saturday-Monday. Jack visits his father. 

September 15 Wednesday. In a letter related to the Great War correspondence, which has been redated by 

handwriting analysis to 1930, Jack writes to Barfield about meeting at Beckley pub on Friday 

next at 1:00 p.m.
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September 18 Saturday. Dymer is published by J. M. Dent.
192

 

September 19 Sunday. Warren learns that he has been selected to attend a six-month course in economics for 

the RASC at London University. In the Sunday Times Dilys Powell’s review of Jack’s Dymer 

appears.
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September 24 Friday. Jack meets Barfield at the Beckley pub, the Abingdon Arms, at 1:00 p.m. Beckley is four 

miles northeast of Oxford. 

September 29 Wednesday. Hugh l’Anson Fausset writes to Jack about his strong review of Dymer for The 

Times Literary Supplement. 

September 30 Thursday. Presumably, Jack receives Hugh l’Anson Fausset’s letter. 

 

October 1926 

 

October Jack writes to Barfield about Barfield’s poem, comparing it to Wordsworth’s Prelude, and a 

possible Barfield visit to Oxford. 

October 4 Monday. Warren concludes his service at Woolwich under Colonel O’Hara as Commanding 

Officer. 

October 5 Tuesday. Warren is selected for the six-month Economics Course at London University for 

which he had applied, and he moves out of the mess at Woolwich to the RAMC Headquarter 

mess at Millbank, just a few blocks from St. Paul’s Cathedral. 

October 10 Sunday. Michaelmas Term begins. This term Jack lectures on “Some English Thinkers of the 

Renaissance (Elyot, Ascham, Hooker, Bacon).”
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October 15 Friday. C. Henry Hamilton reviews Dymer in The New Leader.
195

 

October 20? Wednesday. Barfield spends the evening and the night with Jack in College. 

October 28 Thursday. Jack writes to Cecil Harwood about Barfield’s review of Dymer, the inadequacy of 

reason, knowledge through the mystic, and Barfield. 

 

November 1926 

 

November? Jack writes to his aunt, Lily Suffern, about her health, Lily publishing something she has written, 

the beauty and comfort of Jack’s life, Dymer, and her living situation since she is living alone. 

He signs the letter “Clive.” 

November 29 Monday. Jack celebrates his twenty-eighth birthday. 

 

December 1926 
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December Jack writes to Arthur, who has written to him from Paris, about not seeing Arthur at Christmas, 

Arthur’s play entitled “Trees,” Gribbon, Maureen and Mrs. Moore, and not knowing how Dymer 

is selling. Jack is learning Old Norse. Warren gets a month’s leave at Christmas, which he 

spends with Jack at Leeborough in Belfast. 

December 11 Saturday. Michaelmas term ends.
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December 17 Friday. Michaelmas term ends. 

December 21 Warren travels with Jack to Belfast for the Christmas holidays, the last Christmas that Jack, 

Warren, and Albert will be together. They stay in Belfast until 9:30 p.m. on January 8. 
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The Year 1927 (160) 

 

Summary: The Great War letters between Jack and Barfield began this year. Jack joined Tolkien in meeting 

with the Kolbitár (Coalbiter) to read Icelandic myths in the original language. On April 11, Warren sailed at 

3:15 p.m. from Southampton on the troopship S.S. Derbyshire for service with the RASC in Shanghai, China. 

For most of July, August, and September, Warren was hospitalized with a fever and boils. During Michaelmas 

Term, Jack was the President of the Mermaid Club, which read Elizabethan and post-Elizabethan drama. 

 

In this year and in 1928, Jack probably writes the Great War letters, including Series I, Letters 7 (redated as the 

first letter), 1, 2, 3, and 6, although the war itself started at least by 1923. Jack makes his only attempt at a 

modern novel.
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 Perhaps this year Jack writes the poem “The Hedgehog Moralized.” Probably in this year, 

Jack reads John Buchan’s book, Witch Wood, which was released on January 1.
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January 1927 

 

January 8 Saturday. Jack and Warren catch the Fleetwood boat to cross the Irish Sea to England in the 

night. Jack and Warren stay in Belfast until 9:30 p.m. and catch the Fleetwood boat at 11. 

January 9 Sunday. Jack is called at quarter to seven on the Fleetwood boat. The train leaves Fleetwood at 8. 

Jack and Warren have breakfast and lunch on the train. Jack reads Samuel Butler’s Erewhon 

Revisited on the trip. Jack and Warren reach Euston at 2:45, Jack leaves his luggage at 

Paddington and then Jack and Warren go by taxi to the R.A.M.C. Mess at Millbank (where 

Warren is taking a six-month Economics Course at London University) where Warren’s leaves 

his things. Warren and Jack walk back to Paddington. Jack leaves Paddington for Oxford at 4:10 

p.m., arriving in Oxford at about 6:00 p.m. Maureen has had German measles. Jack gets to bed 

about eleven o’clock. Term begins on Friday week.
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 Jack resumes his diary for the first time 

since July 18, 1926. 

January 10 Monday. Jack takes Pat out for a walk before breakfast, and he spends the morning setting exam 

papers for the Local Certificate on Story, Dictation, and Sidgwick. Jack writes to his student 

John Betjeman. After lunch Jack takes a walk through Barton and over the fields, returning by 

the Crab Apple Road. In the evening Jack, Maureen, and Mrs. Moore talk about Dotty Vaughan 

and the trouble of her late hours and entertaining. 

January 11 Tuesday. Jack reads Sir Walter Scott’s Guy Mannering all morning, then he walks after lunch 

with Pat. He meets Mrs. Hinckley, who is trying to get Dymer from the Times Book Club. Jack 

goes near Shotover and then home for tea. Jack finishes Guy Mannering after supper and writes a 

Local Certificate paper on it. Jack gets a letter from Warren to tell Jack that he has seats for 

Hansel and Gretel on Saturday week, but that is collection Saturday. Jack won’t be able to go. 

January 12 Wednesday. After breakfast Jack writes an exam paper on Macbeth, writes to Attenborough 

about the Local Certificate, and then to Warren about Hansel and Gretel. Jack goes to the 

Davenport to see about a set of Milton’s Prose Works. Jack goes home and reads Wyld’s Mother 

Tongue until lunch. Jack takes a long walk in the afternoon to Elsfield and home through Barton. 

January 13 Thursday. Hugh l’Anson Fausset’s review of Dymer is published in The Times Literary 

Supplement. Jack goes into town after breakfast, gets his hair cut, pays for his Milton works, and 

brings home one volume, ordering the rest to be sent to Magdalen College. Jack begins John 

Milton’s Reformation in England, reading much of it before a hot roast lunch. Jack walks up 

Shotover in the afternoon through Quarry and along the Plain. Jack works hard on language for 
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the rest of the day. Jack makes notes of the West Germanic to Primitive Old English vowel and 

consonant changes and writes a mnemonic poem to help remember it. 

January 14 Friday. Hilary Term begins. Mrs. Moore brings Jack in bed this morning an advertisement from a 

Press Cutting Agency which contains the Times Literary Supplement review of Dymer. Fausset 

wrote to Jack in September to say that he had reviewed it, and it finally appears now. Jack works 

until lunch on vowel changes in Old English. Jack writes to Fausset, thanking him for his review 

of Dymer. Jack goes out for a walk along Windmill Road to the turn for the Barracks, then across 

the fields and up Shotover by Pullens Gap, then home through Quarry. Jack goes on with 

language until suppertime and reads more Milton after supper. Jack finishes Reformation in 

England and most of John Milton’s religious tract Prelaticall Episcopacy. 

January 15 Saturday. Jack works all morning on the vowel changes in Wyld’s book from Old English to 

Middle English. After lunch Jack walks out and puts a copy of Dymer in Mrs. Hinckley’s letter 

box, then he goes up Shotover to the end of the Plain and back. They have tea. Jack goes on with 

language study until supper and beyond and then begins the next stage of his mnemonic poems. 

Maureen goes out tonight to see the Ghost Train at the theater, returning at about 11. Jack also 

receives a letter from his father enclosing a bad review of Dymer from the Westminster Gazette. 

January 16 Sunday. Jack works on the first part of “The King of Drum.” Jack washes up after lunch. Jack 

then takes Pat for a short walk in Cuckoo Lane. After tea Jack writes until supper. Jack washes 

dishes after supper and rereads some of Raleigh’s letters. 

January 17 Monday. Jack works from breakfast to lunch on language, writing a mnemonic for “Old English 

to Middle English (Vowels).” In the afternoon Pat and Jack walk down Cuckoo Lane and into 

College. Jack walks home for tea and continues his work on the language, now doing the 

consonants. A letter from Barfield arrives, saying that he will come over. After supper Jack 

finishes Prelaticall Episcopacy and reads the first book of Reason of Church Govt, an essay by 

John Milton which he likes, containing Platonism in the section on Discipline. 

January 18 Tuesday. After breakfast Jack works on Normal influence in Middle English. Jack goes for a 

walk in the afternoon, going up Shotover through Quarry and along the top to Horspath Lane and 

home late for tea. Jack writes in his diary about imagination and intellect and his intellectual 

struggle with idealism and rationalism. He is concerned about “the danger of falling back into 

most childish superstitions.”
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 Mrs. Studer and the Thomases come at about 5:00, and Mr. 

Thomas stays until 6:30, ruining Jack’s work for the evening. Jack goes on with Norse influences 

on English before and after supper. Jack finishes the day by reading much of Milton’s Reason of 

Church Govt. 

January 19 Wednesday. In the morning Jack works on language. Jack goes for a walk to Stowe Woods and 

back, puzzling about imagination, and then he buses into College to look for Collection papers. 

He wants to think about imagination based on Coleridge and Wordsworth. While Jack is in 

College, John Betjeman calls Jack. 

January 20 Thursday. Jack goes into town soon after breakfast. Jack goes to the printers and leaves his Old 

English paper. The printers will let him have proofs at 3 p.m. tomorrow. Jack buys some butter, 

pays his book bill at the Davenant, and comes home. Jack spends the rest of the morning on 

Raleigh’s Milton, complaining that Raleigh sees Satan as the real sympathetic character in 

Paradise Lost. Jack walks into Old Headington after lunch and meets Percy Simpson with two 

children. Jack goes on with his study of language after tea.  

January 21 Friday. Jack settles down after breakfast to writing the lengthy poem “The King of Drum.” Jack 

writes about 20 lines. Jack takes Pat out for a short walk down Cuckoo Lane. After lunch Jack 

buses to College where he finds Baxter’s proofs of his Old English paper, a note from Barfield, 

and a letter from Fausset. Jack goes home to tea and a crossword puzzle. Term begins tomorrow. 

January 22 Saturday. Jack gets up early and buses into town after breakfast for Collections. Jack finds T. D. 

Weldon in the Smoking Room and is disappointed to learn from Weldon that Jack will keep the 

Greats men this term to study Aristotle. Jack holds Collections in Hall. Jack has lunch in 
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Common Room and then returns to his room where Deric Valentin and John Betjeman come to 

do a paper on Old English. Jack sits by the chimney corner and corrects papers, while they sit at 

the table and mutter. They stop at about 4:00 p.m. Jack buses home. Jack has tea and a chat by 

the fire. Jack returns to College for dinner and finishes correcting Collections papers after dinner. 

Weldon comes in shortly after 10:00, and they have hot toddy and bawdy talk until 1:00 a.m. 

January 23 Sunday. Jack gets up late at College. With Sweet’s Reader in his pocket, Jack sets out after 

breakfast to walk home. Jack spends the morning rereading Wulfstan’s Sermon. Jack goes for a 

long walk to Stowe Woods and back over the fields to Barton after lunch, trying to get rid of 

some of the oppression he feels. Jack arrives home about 4:30. Jack reads some of The Fall of 

the Angels and then takes the bus to College. Jack sits next to C. T. Onions after dinner and tells 

him about Wyld’s contradictory statements about the word fought. The husband of Mrs. Moore’s 

friend, Mrs. Studer, dies. He was Paul Studer (1879-1927), the Taylorian Professor of the 

Romance Languages in the University of Oxford. 

January 24 Monday. After sleeping in College, Jack is called by his scout Hatton. At 8:30 he has tea, which 

is now cold.
 
He reads a good review by a man named Crofte-Cooke in G. K’s Weekly, which 

arrives by the morning post, where the author thinks of Dymer as “a great poem.” This morning 

William Hetherington and Deric Valentin come in successive hours, the latter over Wulfstan. A 

Greats pupil named John C. Campbell interviews Jack. John Betjeman calls Jack on the 

telephone and invites him to tea this afternoon. Jack buses home. Jack walks up Shotover after 

lunch. He buses back into town and goes to Betjeman’s rooms in St. Aldate’s for tea. The tea 

includes John Sparrow of Nonesuch Press, the Irish poet Louis MacNeice, and George Harwood 

(not related to Cecil Harwood). Jack returns to College after tea to pull Betjeman through 

Wulfstan until dinner time. After dinner Jack goes back to his rooms in College. Jack works on 

the Collections papers until 11:00 and finishes them. He reads Milton for forty-five minutes and 

goes to bed. 

January 25 Tuesday. Jack works on Milton’s Minor Poems in the morning and then goes home for lunch. 

Jack helps with cooking lunch. He goes for a walk after lunch over the fields to Elsfield and then 

back by way of Barton. He has a hasty tea, then returns to College to meet Owen Barfield, whom 

Jack was supposed to meet in College at 3:00. Jack and Barfield settle down to read the Greek 

poet Aeschylus’ Prometheus Unbound together in Greek. Before dinner Jack shows Barfield his 

poem “The King of Drum,” and Barfield approves. After an hour they go out and dine at the 

Town & Gown. They return and finish the play at 1:30 a.m. 

January 26 Wednesday. Jack is called at 8:00. After breakfast Barfield and Jack go for a walk. Barfield tells 

Jack about a negative comment from a friend about Dymer. They also talk about death and the 

supernatural. After coffee at the Cadena, Barfield goes to pick up his wife at Hillsboro and drive 

to London. Just before lunch Henry Parker comes into Jack’s room to discuss Thomas 

Waterfield. Jack lunches in Common Room and attends a meeting of the Tutorial Board. Jack 

returns to his rooms soon after three o'clock, then walks home. Mrs. Barfield tells Mrs. Moore 

that she hates Owen’s Anthroposophy.
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 Jack and Mrs. Moore talk income tax after supper and 

then talk more about general things until 10:15 when she and Pat walk with Jack to the bus. Jack 

goes to bed as soon as he gets back to Magdalen, after glancing at Denis Saurat’s Milton: Man 

and Thinker. Before retiring, Jack pulls up the blinds to see the stars and thinks of Bergson. Then 

he thinks that he is allowing things he doesn’t believe in to haunt his imagination. He has a 

strong conviction that he has turned a corner.
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January 27 Thursday. Jack starts the John Milton’s tract Apology for Smectymnuus today and reads it all 

morning until 12:30 p.m. when he goes to the Davenant to order a copy of Aristotle’s 

Metaphysics. From there, Jack goes home by bus. Jack walks to Stowe Woods after lunch. Jack 

returns home, has tea, chats, and then returns to College. Jack continues with Milton. At dinner 

tonight Dr. Ernest Mallam, Litchfield Lecturer in Medicine, is present, as is J. A. Smith. J. A. 
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Smith tells Jack in the Smoking Room afterwards that Jack will find W. A. Craigie’s The 

Icelandic Sagas in his room and asks Jack to take it, which Jack does because of the reopening of 

the Kolbitár (Coalbiter). Jack returns to New Building and, after reading through Ohthere, goes 

on with Smectymnuus and finishes it. Then Jack reads Denis Saurat’s Milton: Man and Thinker. 

Jack also copies various passages from the Bishop pamphlets into his Paradise Lost notes. He 

goes to bed about 11:45 p.m. 

January 28 Friday. Jack has tutorials in the morning with Edward Albert Radice, John Betjeman, and Arthur 

Denis Wood. Jack goes home for lunch. Jack has a nice walk up Shotover through Quarry to the 

end of the plain and then returns to College after tea to take Thomas Waterfield for a tutorial. 

Jack does some Icelandic after dinner, working through the first chapter of the Younger Edda. 

Jack spends the rest of the evening on Richard Bentley and Milton. 

January 29 Saturday. John Douglas Lloyd Hood, Arthur Denis Wood, and Deric Valentin come for tutorials 

in the morning. Jack goes home for lunch. Jack walks in the afternoon on the Forest Hill path, 

then up Shotover and through the Park. He gets back home for tea about 4:30. Then Jack works 

on Aristotle. Mrs. Moore returns around 6:00. Dotty Vaughan turns up. Jack stays at home for 

supper, comes back to College, and then does some more collating with Richard Bentley’s 

edition of Paradise Lost. Jack receives a letter from Harwood promising to visit and asking Jack 

to entertain an anthroposophist named Hans Kruger. 

January 30 Sunday. Jack is called by his scout at 8:00 a.m. He walks home after breakfast. Jack works on 

Aristotle all morning. Jack washes up after lunch, and Maureen takes the dog Pat out for a walk. 

Jack continues work and after tea goes for a walk with Mrs. Moore. Jack washes up again after 

supper and stays at home until about 10:00. Then he returns to College by bus. Jack looks over 

Wulfstan and reads half a chapter of the Edda. 

January 31 Monday. Jack writes in his diary after breakfast. Then William Hetherington comes for his 

tutorial on Aristotle’s criticism of the Ideas. After him, Deric Valentin comes for Old English. 

John C. Campbell, the new student in Greats, comes for a tutorial at noon on Mill, Christianity, 

and ethics. Then Jack goes to Univ. for lunch with Keir, with whom he goes on an afternoon 

walk. Jack looks in at home to get Pat for the walk, and then he goes on walking with Keir. Jack 

goes home at about four o'clock, has tea, and chats with Mrs. Moore. Jack goes back to College 

to take a tutorial with Robert Hamilton at five. At 6 p.m. John Betjeman comes for his tutorial on 

Old English. Jack eats dinner with J. A. Smith and others. In the evening Jack reads the speech of 

Michael at the end of Paradise Lost, i.e. most of Books XI and XII. Jack also reads some of New 

Poems by Robert Bridges which Betjeman has lent him. Jack gets to bed about 11. 

 

February 1927 

 

February 1 Tuesday. Jack gets two letters from Aunt Lily, the first one very enthusiastic about Dymer. He 

reads the Doctrine and Discipline
203

 all morning. Jack goes home to lunch. He goes for a walk 

after lunch to Stowe Woods and then back home across the fields. At 7:30 p.m. Jack attends a 

meeting in Common Room to admit botanist Arthur G. Tansley to the faculty of Magdalen. Jack 

arranges to go to Hardie’s Thursday show on the Theaetetus. Jack goes to Conway J. Peacock’s 

room at Oriel College and afterwards to a meeting of the Mermaids. 

February 2 Wednesday. Jack writes to Barfield requesting information about the London-based Panton Arts 

Club,
204

 which he has been invited to join by today’s mail (because of Dymer). Jack works until 

lunchtime on the Divorce pamphlets. Jack lunches in Common Room and at 2:00 p.m. goes to 

the College meeting. Craig chairs the meeting, since the President is ill, and they finish by 3:30. 

The meeting mostly deals with grants for buying books. Jack buses home. Except for a 

discussion with Dotty Vaughan, Jack spends the rest of the day at home working on Milton.  
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February 3 Thursday. Jack goes home for lunch. After lunch Jack takes a walk on Shotover and Horspath 

and goes home for tea, then back to College on the top of a bus. Jack finishes working out in his 

Lydgate a “tree of Troy,” which he had begun in the morning. Jack has a tutorial with Thomas 

Waterfield at 6:15. Jack dines in and sits in the Common Room beside J. A. Smith. 

February 4 Friday. Jack has tutorials with Edward Albert Radice and Arthur Denis Wood in the morning. 

Jack goes home to lunch and finds the Panton Magazine has arrived, containing a review of 

Dymer. After lunch Jack walks across the field path, to Elsfield, about three miles northeast of 

the center of Oxford, and then home again. Jack returns to Magdalen College after tea and sits 

down to write more of “The King of Drum.” Jack is interrupted by Deric Valentin for a tutorial. 

Jack writes about twenty lines after dinner. 

February 5 Saturday. Jack has students all morning for tutorials, including John Betjeman, who apparently 

plagiarized an essay. He goes home for lunch. Jack starts a walk afterwards but yields to rain, 

and after tea he walks again. They have a later supper, and Jack does the dishes. 

February 6 Sunday. Jack walks home from Magdalen College after breakfast. Jack spends the morning 

writing, finishes writing the King’s first interview with the Queen, and makes a start on the 

“College meeting.” After lunch Jack walks through Quarry to Shotover and the railway line, then 

goes home for tea. Jack returns to College and dines in, chatting with C. C. J. Webb. Back to his 

rooms, Jack fair copies what he has written, and he reads some Quarles. 

February 7 Monday. William Hetherington comes for a tutorial on Spengler. Then Jack has a break since 

Deric Valentin is gone and will not come for his tutorial. Jack goes out to the Davenant buy a 

copy of the Theaetetus and discovers that he already has it. Jack sees a new book, Trench on 

Study of Words, which he buys and immediately begins to read. John C. Campbell comes for his 

tutorial at noon, which Jack says holds up philosophical discussion because of Campbell’s 

religious views. Jack goes home on top of the bus. Mrs. Moore convinces Jack not to take Pat 

out, and Jack continues Trench in the dining room. He goes back to College to take a tutorial 

with Robert Hamilton at 5 and then John Betjeman on Old English at 6. After dinner Jack begins 

reading the Theaetetus and reads about ten pages, then he reads more Trench. He goes to bed at 

midnight after a very pleasant evening. 

February 8 Tuesday. Jack spends about an hour of the morning on the Edda, and some time on the Realtetus. 

The original thrill of the Norse comes back to him. Jack has a conversation after dinner in the 

Smoking Room with Robert Segar, T. D. Weldon, and Tansley, the new botanist on the 

Magdalen faculty, about the fate of the virtuous heathen with Segar declaring them capable of 

salvation. Back to his rooms Jack goes on with the Theaetetus and Trench. Jack also reads the 

myth from the Politicus, a Socratic dialogue by Plato. He writes about the negative side of 

imagination when it slips into the occult. Jack writes the first Great War letter to Barfield at some 

point between this approximate date and January 1929 in a letter that corresponds closely to the 

content of his letter that he wrote on February 2, 1927.
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February 9 Wednesday. Jack buys a copy of the Volsunga Saga for meetings of the Kolbitár with Tolkien 

and begins working on it. Jack looks at Morris’s translation of the Volsunga Saga in the Union. 

Soon after 4 o’clock, probably for tea, Jack turns up at the M. H. Driver-MacKeith at home in 

hall and gets away at about five.
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 Jack learns from the Carlyles about Prince Youssopoff, from 

the Imperial House of Russia, who was once a student at Oxford University. 

February 10 Thursday. Jack goes home for lunch, then for a walk on the Forest Hill path, through Shotover 

House Park and then home. After tea Jack returns to Magdalen College. Thomas Waterfield 

doesn’t turn up, so Jack reads Troilus. Jack goes into Common Room after dinner, especially 

conversing with J. A. Smith. Jack goes on to Corpus, since Hardie invited him to come and talk. 

They have a pleasant evening, and Weldon joins the group later. They talk about whether God 

can understand His own necessity and other foolishness. 
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February 11 Friday. Edward Albert Radice, Arthur Denis Wood, and John Betjeman come for their tutorials 

in the morning. Jack goes home on the bus. He spends the afternoon reading Laurence 

Housman’s Trimblerigg: A Book of Revelation, a political satire against Lloyd George. Jack 

returns to College and takes David Percival and Thomas Waterfield together for their tutorial. 

February 12 Saturday. After pupils on Saturday morning, Jack goes home for the weekend. He has a nice 

walk on Shotover. 

February 14 Monday. Jack returns to Magdalen College in the morning, feeling much better. William 

Hetherington, Deric Valentin, and John C. Campbell come for their tutorial in the morning. Jack 

engages Valentin with Socratic questions. Jack lunches with Keir and then goes home for a short 

walk and tea. Robert Hamilton and John Betjeman come for a tutorial. Jack dines at 7:30 in New 

Room with Benecke, G. R. Driver, Parker, Rev. Thomas Blockley (former chaplain of 

Magdalen), and the Torpids (rowers). Jack converses with Humphrey Slade. 

February 15 Tuesday. Jack reads Trevelyan’s England in the Age of Wycliffe and a bit of Gower in the 

morning. Jack walks after lunch through Shotover, Horspath, and the field and returns to 

College, reading Gower until dinner time. After dinner Jack meets Mrs. Moore and Maureen at 

the theater where the O.U.D.S. performs Shakespeare’s tragedy King Lear. Jack buses with the 

others to Magdalen gate at the end of the evening. Jack looks into the Smoking Room and finds 

Benecke with whom he talks for a while. Then Jack goes to New Building, makes tea, and goes 

to bed. 

February 16 Wednesday. Jack works on the first two chapters of the Volsunga Saga for the Coalbiters’ 

meeting. Jack then walks to the Union to consult William Morris’s translation. Jack takes the bus 

home. After lunch Jack walks through Elsfield and Barton and then home. After dinner Thomas 

Waterfield comes and talks about universals. He stays until 11:50 p.m. 

February 17 Thursday. Jack goes to Corpus in the evening to read the Theaetetus with Hardie and his three 

pupils Erskine, Green, and Shewring. 

February 18 Friday. Jack goes to the Kolbitár (Coalbiters) at Exeter College in the evening, finding the 

discussion of the Volsunga Saga “very pleasant.” 

February 20 Sunday. Jack is home all day, working on “The King of Drum.” Jack returns to College later and 

attends a meeting of the Philosophical Society at which Hardie reads a good paper. J. A. Smith’s 

motion to admit female guests is defeated. 

February 21 Monday. Jack has his usual tutorials. John Betjeman comes, but Jack sends him away because 

Betjeman is ill. Jack spends the evening answering a philosophical letter from Harold Prichard, 

Philosophy Fellow at Trinity College, and reading Gower. 

February 22 Tuesday. Deric Valentin comes for a tutorial on Old English this morning. Robert Hamilton 

comes and talks about the practical syllogism. Jack gets a note from Nevill Coghill today about 

the review of Dymer in the Irish Statesman. After dinner Jack reads the Knightes Tale from 

Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, and then T. D. Weldon comes and drinks whiskey with Jack. They 

chat until 12:15 a.m. 

February 23 Wednesday. Jack lunches in College and has a Tutorial Board meeting at two about a lecturer in 

Physics, Patrick Johnson. Jack takes a bus home for tea, then he takes Pat out for a walk after tea. 

Jack does a lot of work on the poem “The King of Drum.” 

February 24 Thursday. This morning the German anthroposophist, Hans Kruger, whom Harwood asked Jack 

to be kind to, arrives. Kruger stays until about 12:30 and then leaves. Jack takes a bus home. Jack 

takes a walk on Cuckoo Lane and then returns to College after tea. Thomas Waterfield comes for 

his tutorial. Jack goes into Common Room after dinner and gets into an argument with Benecke 

on the difference between poetry and rhetoric. Then Jack returns to his rooms and begins to read 

Waller, whom he reads until midnight.  

February 25 Friday. Edward Albert Radice, Deric Valentin, and Arthur Denis Wood come for their tutorials 

in the morning. Jack goes home for lunch. In the afternoon Jack skips the walk because of rain 

and begins Rose Macaulay’s Mystery at Geneva. Jack returns to College after tea and takes 

David Percival for his tutorial. After dinner Jack reads more Waller and also Johnson’s Life of 



Waller. Jack then begins John Denham and is about halfway through his 1642 poem Cooper’s 

Hill when J. A. Smith asks him to visit. 

February 26 Saturday. Jack takes tutorials with pupils in the morning, and then goes home for lunch. Jack 

returns to town at 7:00 to meet the Barfields for dinner and theater. Jack, Owen Barfield, Mrs. 

Barfield, and his two sisters eat at the Good Luck. They see C. K. Munro’s play The Rumour. 

February 27 Sunday. Jack talks to James Thompson
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 at breakfast about the play, The Rumour. Jack walks 

home. Jack tries to rewrite the Queen’s speech in the “Drum” poem in the morning. Jack washes 

up after lunch. Jack walks to Forest Hill and then reads Plato’s Erastae after supper. He returns 

to College. 

February 28 Monday. William Hetherington comes for a tutorial and turns out to be an admirer of George 

MacDonald’s Phantastes. Jack goes home for lunch. Mrs. Moore is not well. Jack returns to 

Magdalen College after tea to take Robert Hamilton and John Betjeman for tutorials. After 

dinner Jack takes it easy because of an illness. Jack sits in front of a fire reading a detective story 

and drinking a hot toddy until 10:45, and then he goes to bed. 

 

March 1927 

 

March 1 Tuesday. Jack spends the morning noticing parallels between Donne, Milton, and Burton. 

Hudson comes from All Souls College and gives him a recipe for punch, so Jack can entertain 

the Mermaids tonight, something he does not relish. Jack goes home for lunch. Jack takes his 

walk through Stowe Woods and Crab Apple Road, then he returns to College. Jack takes a lot of 

time getting ready for the members of the Mermaids. Jack hosts a meeting of the Mermaids in his 

rooms this evening. Cyril Tourneur’s play, The Revenger’s Tragedy, is read at the meeting. 

March 2 Wednesday. Jack reads some of Courthope on wit. Jack also reads some Dryden on wit. Jack 

goes to the Bodleian Library and orders the first, second, third, and fourth editions of Paradise 

Lost for tomorrow so he can learn about “crouch” or “couch.” Jack has tea, probably at 4:00 with 

Dotty Vaughan, Mrs. Moore, and a guest. This is Jack’s last diary entry. 

March 27 Sunday. Warren starts a week’s leave, which he spends with his father in Belfast before returning 

to Woolwich. 

March 28? Monday. Jack dines at Cesare Foligno’s home, the Magdalen Professor of Italian. 

March 30 Wednesday. Jack writes to his father about Albert not coming to Oxford, Albert’s poor health, a 

new building that Magdalen is erecting, his busy term, a nightmare about being on the moon, 

doing Entrance Examinations during this Vac., reviews of Dymer, including Fausset’s favorable 

review in The Times Literary Supplement, evolution being taught to infants, needing to have 

more faith in science than in theology, dining with Foligno, meeting a French woman who talked 

about Mussolini, and letter-writing. Magdalen President Herbert Warren
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 has announced his 

retirement, and Jack writes affectionately about him. 

 

April 1927 

 

April During the first week of this month Warren is in Belfast, having a happy time with his father, the 

last time they would see each other.
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April 1 Friday. In the evening Warren is listening to Uncle Gussie in the study at Leeborough. 

April 3 Sunday. Warren ends his week’s leave, a happy time with his father, and he returns to Woolwich. 

April 4 Monday. At about 5:30 p.m. Warren learns that he is ordered to Aldershot to be sent to the Far 

East, so he requests leave until the afternoon of Thursday. 
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April 6 Wednesday. Warren has a farewell supper with Jack, Minto, and Maureen, then spends the night 

at the “Golden Cross” in Oxford. 

April 7 Thursday. Starting at 7:30 a.m. by eating breakfast with Jack, Warren then works on deciding 

which books and pictures to leave in Oxford. He leaves two trunks of books at Magdalen and 

then purchases some books to read on the voyage to China. Warren and Jack go out to 

Headington, having lunch together after a pint of beer at the “White Horse” and talking about 

Chinese philosophy. They then walk into Oxford with Mr. Papworth, and Warren catches the bus 

at Carfax shortly before four. He arrives in Aldershot in the evening. 

April 8 Friday. Hilary Term ends. Warren wakes up at 6:30. He goes to breakfast and has a hurried meal. 

Outside he meets Hunt, the subaltern who is going out in charge of the Supply Unit, who helps to 

explain things. Badcock is the O.C.R.A.S.C.,
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 Drysdale the Supply Officer, Warren the 

Requisitioning Officer, and Hunt the O.C. Unit. At the Service Company’s Orderly Room he 

meets Stubbs, the Adjutant. The parade is an inspection of the China draft by the G.O.C. in C. 

and consists of an inspection, a farewell speech, introduction to each officer, and “three cheers 

for the Commander in Chief.” Warren has a few words with Badcock before the parade. After 

parade Warren meets Porteus, formerly of the W.A.R. and now in the Corps, whom he knew in 

Sierra Leone. After lunch, he changes clothes and goes downtown to send a letter to Lloyd’s 

Bank and do some shopping. At tea he meets Hacker. Shortly after seven he goes into town. He 

goes to the “South Western” with a quiet, old-fashioned dining room. After smoking a cigarette 

he returns home through a drizzling rain and writes in his diary, then reads until bedtime. 

April 9 Saturday. Warren goes to breakfast early at 8:30. After breakfast he walks with Hunt to the 

Company, meeting Col. White on the way. He does the usual morning duties, and Col. White, 

Major Smythe, Capt. Lewis, Lt. Hunt, one Warren Officer, one Sergeant Major, and one 

C.Q.M.D. do an inspection of “C” Company’s huts. Before lunch, he meets Richardson, Roscoe, 

and Reckitt in the mess, also B. A. S. Dyer. He changes clothes after lunch and goes downtown 

to shop, purchasing toilet and medical requisites which he will need for his tour of duty in China. 

He finishes shopping in a short time, then catches a bus to Camberley to revisit the Royal 

Military College. He enjoys a walk through the grounds. He returns by bus. Drysdale turns up 

after tea, angry at being recalled off leave. In the evening Warren walks downtown to have a 

bottle of beer at the “Victoria.” After that he has supper in the mess and finishes Mary Russell 

Mitford’s Our Village before going to bed. 

April 10 Sunday. Warren gets up at eight o’clock, has a hot bath, then goes to breakfast. Then he begins to 

pack, and by lunch time has made progress. Later in the morning he walks to “C” Company to 

meet Smythe. Smythe has brought a white mess jacket and a tropical cloth mess jacket which he 

gives Warren as a present, requesting that Warren try to get him some stamps at each of the ports 

where they stop along the way. Until lunch time and then again to two o’clock Warren writes out 

labels and puts them on his boxes for shipping. Then he goes for a walk that takes him to Laffens 

Plain. Before tea Warren reads a review of Belloc’s History of England, Volume II, in The 

Observer. After tea he writes to his father, describing his position and noting that he would have 

had to go abroad next year anyway. He also writes to Jack, giving him the latest news about 

himself and asking him to take Albert to some spa for his rheumatism. Later in the evening, he 

walks into Aldershot and has a bottle of beer. After supper in the mess, a pipe, and some reading, 

he goes to bed early at ten o’clock. 

April 11 Monday. Warren gets up at six, has breakfast at 6:45, and then packs, after which he goes to 

parade at 7:15. The band plays the detachment down to the station, while Warren goes with 

Stubbs in his car. He gets a 1
st
 Class compartment in the troop train for himself and Hunt, and 

sits smoking in it with Stubbs. Finally all the men are on board the train and to the strains of 

“Shanghai” and “Auld Lang Syne” they move out. They travel to Frimley and then get onto the 

main line from where they run down to Southampton. They arrive at Southampton at about 11:10 

a.m., alongside the ship called “City of Marseilles,” and in a few minutes Badcock appears and 
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leads them to the “Derbyshire.” Warren writes three postcards (photos of the ship) to his father, 

Jack, and Fuller. During this time he goes across to the “Marseilles” dock and meets Drysdale for 

whom he has two official letters. Warren sees his traveling kit get on board at half past one, and 

finds that he has a two-berth stateroom to himself. Warren has a lunch of cold ham, cheese, and 

beer. Warren sails at 3:15 p.m. from Southampton on the troopship S.S. Derbyshire, with 

seaplanes swooping around them, for service with the RASC in Shanghai, China, after getting an 

orientation to the ship, including a visit to the troop deck. After dinner they parade around with 

their life belts on, and then meet the O.C. Ship and the mate. Warren gets some tea, then 

unpacks. After that he goes to the lounge where he finds Badcock and Hunt. They have dinner at 

seven. Warren purchases a bottle of Jamieson at dinner. Before settling down for the night, he 

takes a walk with Hunt. After a few minutes he goes to the saloon and writes his diary. He goes 

to bed early and after climbing in bed, he smokes a pipe and starts Tom Jones. 

April 12 Tuesday. Before Warren rises they have passed Ushant
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 and are well out of sight of land. He 

has a cup of tea, takes a bath, shaves, and gets the steward to open his port. He arrives on deck 

by 7:30 and finds the ship traveling south. After breakfast, he meets with Badcock and Hunt for a 

preliminary discussion of plans. They discuss organization for the supply side until 10 o’clock 

when Warren inspects the troop decks and then goes on the Captain’s 10:15 parade. This lasts 

over an hour and a quarter. After this, Warren spends some time on deck looking at the sea. After 

lunch and a pipe on deck, he reads Tom Jones in the lounge until tea time. Badcock tells Warren 

this afternoon that he wants him to sit on the sports committee whose first meeting is tomorrow. 

He goes on deck after dinner, and later he goes to bed early and reads more Tom Jones. 

April 13 Wednesday. As the morning begins, Warren sees Cape Finisterre
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 in sight on the port bow. He 

arrives on deck by 7:45 and walks before breakfast. After breakfast he visits with the mate to get 

an idea of the military stores on board, and he is busy for an hour converting cases and sacks into 

pounds. After that he goes to the wireless office and finds out the cost of messages, in case they 

need to communicate with the War Office. After lunch he borrows Badcock’s portfolio on the 

China force and reads through it. After this, he reads Tom Jones until tea time. After tea he sees a 

man hoisting the RASC ensign. They have a sports meeting at 5:00 with Badcock in the chair. 

The Welch Regiment band plays at dinner tonight. Warren and Auten have a couple of glasses of 

port afterwards. After dinner he learns that a case of pneumonia aboard may necessitate calling at 

Gibraltar after all. He is in bed at 11:00. 

April 14 Thursday. Warren has breakfast and then walks with Powell for about half an hour on the boat 

deck. He meets the mate with Reeves, the Sergeant Major, and is handed over to the boatswain 

who takes them down into the hold to examine the damaged flour. They decide that the flour is 

in quite good condition. He returns to the deck in time to attend the Captain’s rounds, then he 

reports to Badcock about the flour and revises the figures he compiled yesterday. All morning 

they draw closer to the Portuguese coast, which first becomes visible at about 9 a.m. At 11:45 

a.m. they pass Sagres, the southwestern corner of Portugal. Warren takes a photo of St. Vincent 

as they pass it. During the later part of the morning he writes to his father. After lunch he writes 

more fully to Jack, which takes him until 3:30. He takes a short walk with Badcock before tea. 

Then he reads for a half-hour in Tom Jones. He changes clothes for dinner. After dinner he 

writes two more letters, one to Lloyd’s and another to Birch at Woolwich, giving him formal 

written authority to dispose of the Daudel on Warren’s behalf. After that, he takes a short walk 

and smokes a pipe. Then he goes to bed. 

April 15 Good Friday. Warren’s ship, the Derbyshire touches at Gibraltar at 3:00 a.m. to land a sick man, 

but Warren misses seeing the Rock of Gibraltar. Warren is able to miss church, although he 

listens to a bit of the service from the boat deck. During the day he reads a great deal in Tom 

Jones. After dinner he walks with the fourth mate and then goes to bed early. 
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April 16 Saturday. Warren takes a bath at 6:30, while they are quite close to the African coast. He sees 

Algiers which they pass at about 11:30. At lunch time they pass very close to an English-looking 

setting. Warren is Captain of the Day so he accompanies the captain on his rounds. After 

inspection he walks about until noon, when he inspects dinners with the ship’s orderly Sergeant. 

In the afternoon he reads more of Tom Jones. He also takes a short nap in the smoking room. 

Dinner takes place while the sea is rolling. Warren visits the smoking room after dinner. At 

10:00 p.m. he walks around the troop decks with the troop officer. He has a drink before going to 

bed. 

April 17 Easter Sunday. Warren arrives on deck, viewing the island of Galita off the coast of Tunisia and, 

for most of the day, the North African coast of Tunisia. At noon they pass Bizerta, the major 

town of Tunisia. He reads a lot of Tom Jones during the day. During the day he plays a few 

games of quoits. At tea time they see the Iles Cani. After dinner Warren talks for an hour with 

the Fourth Mate on the boat deck. By 9:00 p.m. they are abeam of Pantelleria, an island midway 

between Tunisia and Sicily. Before going to bed, Warren spends some time in the smoking room 

with one of the M.O.’s. 

April 18 Monday. Jack writes to Warren about Mr. Papworth, going up the Magdalen Tower, Maureen’s 

former music teacher at Bristol Miss Kathleen Whitty (who is visiting), and Coleridge’s 

Biographia Literaria, which Jack is reading, and Coleridge’s distinction between imagination 

and fancy. Mrs. Moore is dining at the Eastgate with Florence de Forest and her friend Villie 

Goût. Warren is on deck shortly after 7:30 a.m. His ship, the Derbyshire, passes on the left side 

of the island group of Malta at 8:00 a.m. They can see the town of Valetta, the capital, on the 

largest of the islands. During the day Warren plays deck quoits, reads, and enjoys the usual 

meals. He finishes Tom Jones. Badcock and Warren talk with the mate this evening about the 

local resources of Tientsin, from which it appears that they have plenty of vegetables, fruit, etc. 

After dinner Warren reads Matthew Arnold in his Victorian verse book before going to sleep. 

April 19 Tuesday. At 2:30, Barfield, Jack, Harwood, and Walter O. Field (“Wof”) start their six-day walk, 

three of them assembling at Oxford station and proceeding to Goring station. Barfield, Harwood, 

and Field are all anthroposophists. Barfield and Lewis make Walter Field send home some items 

from his backpack. At Goring the fourth person, probably Cecil Harwood, meets them. They 

have tea at Goring in the garden of Goring lock, and then they head north-northwest on foot 

toward the Chilterns. They spend the night at East Ilsey. Warren takes parade for Hunt who 

spends the day in his bunk suffering from the effects of inoculation. In the afternoon he reads Sir 

Walter Scott’s novel Old Mortality. The band plays on the boat deck during dinner. After dinner 

Warren talks with Barnes, the Sapper Major, on coming on leave from India. He goes to bed late, 

after sitting in the smoking room with Quin and some others, being shown card tricks. 

April 20 Wednesday. Trinity Term begins. The four tourists follow the Icknield Way along the northern 

edge of the downs with the Wantage valley on the right. They have tea at Lambourn and sleep at 

Aldbourne. In the morning Hunt and Warren have a conference with Badcock on the subject of 

clerks. As Captain of the Day, he checks out dinners with Powell. Then he reads more of Scott’s 

Old Mortality. In the evening Warren chats with Powell, who was at Balliol College. Warren 

does rounds at 10:00. 

April 21 Thursday. Jack and company walk into a strong wind, see Barberry Castle, which was once a 

Roman camp, have a noon meal of bread, cheese, butter, and oranges under a gorse bush, and 

then they walk southwest. Barfield and Lewis compose a Pope-ian satire about people who 

arrange walking tours. At 5:00 p.m. they come to the village of Avebury where they have tea in 

the orchard of an inn, talk, and fair copy the satire. They get a ride on a milk cart along the Bath 

road into Marlborough. Warren’s ship, the Derbyshire, arrives at Port Said at 7:00 a.m. At 10:00 

a.m. Warren gets leave for Hunt and himself to go ashore on duty, while the ship loads coal. 

Hunt and Warren take a boat and row across the harbor to the town proper, where they set out to 

do some shopping. Warren buys a deck chair, some photographs of the town, a Locke novel, and 

a volume of essays by a man who calls himself “Alpha of the Plow.” They go into a café for two 

bottles of lager and one of ginger beer. Having finished their shopping, they walk to the Customs 



building, where the RASC offices are located. There Warren meets Sinclair, with whom he talks. 

Warren also meets Murray of the Royal Scots, an old Colchester friend of the Red Lion circle, 

and Murray introduces his wife, with whom they drink some beer. After that Warren takes 

Sinclair on board ship. They all go to the smoking room and have a few cocktails after which 

Sinclair has lunch with Warren and also stops for tea. The Derbyshire leaves at 5:00 p.m., and 

begins gliding through the canal. To port is a sandy waste, and to starboard, the canal is 

paralleled by the sweet water canal with its belt of green vegetation and a railway line. Most of 

the evening they spend tied up in order to let a convoy of six homeward bound vessels pass. 

Warren is late getting to bed because of the novelty of the surroundings. 

April 22 Friday. Jack and friends walk four miles into Savernake Forest, west into the vale of Pewsey for 

an hour, crossing Hansell Hill and getting a view from the top of the Berkshire Downs to the 

north and the edge of the Salisbury Plain to the south, lunching (beer, cheese, and tea) at the 

village of Ocue, where they have a game of darts after lunch. They spend an hour with half-shut 

eyes. They have tea later and spend the night at Devizes. Warren’s ship anchored is in the Bitter 

Lake when he awakens. After breakfast the ship is soon in the canal proper again. During the 

morning they pass a few ships and an oil tanker with passengers on board. Warren is called 

below to a conference at 11:30 with the clerks. Badcock looks at each N.C.O.’s particulars and 

then outlines the policy which he proposes to adopt. In the afternoon Warren draws a diagram of 

how he proposes to run the Supply Depot, and he fills in the name of the N.C.O.’s who are to be 

in charge of groups. He decides to shift the bread and flour from the Supply Depot to a special 

bakery store. For the rest of the day he reads on deck. He goes to bed early. 

April 23 Saturday. Leaving Devizes, Jack’s walking tour crosses the vale of Pewsey and comes to 

Cuckold’s Green, where they lunch (boiled eggs, bread, and jam) and have tea. They walk 

further, see Warminster, which has a fair going on, have a supper of ham and eggs, cider, bread, 

cheese, marmalade and tea, have a philosophical discussion until midnight, and go to bed. 

Warren writes to his father en route to China. At rounds he interviews each of the clerks whom 

he proposes to put in charge of a group in the supply depot. Before the C. O.’s morning 

conference, Warren finishes Scott’s Old Mortality. In the afternoon he reads Chaucer’s the Hous 

of Fame. After tea, he plays Hunt a couple of games of deck quoits. He has a long chat with 

Badcock before going to bed. Before going to sleep he reads some letters of religious 

controversy in a Folkestone newspaper. 

April 24 Sunday. Jack and friends spend the morning walking through the forested estates of the Marquis 

of Bath. At one o’clock they have lunch at a pub in a village near there, just outside of the park 

gates, and at 8:00 p.m. Jack is in a hot bath at Shepton Mallett near the eastern end of the 

Mendips. At breakfast Warren is annoyed with Somerset, who insists on having the fans off. A 

church parade service is held on the forward end of the boat deck with the padre preaching from 

the seat which runs along the saloon skylight. He speaks on the proofs existing of the truth of the 

Resurrection, and Warren thinks that he handled his subject well. In the afternoon, he reads in a 

book called Windfalls by a writer named “Alpha of the Plow.” At about six o’clock the wind 

changes, and there is soon a fresh breeze blowing which makes the ship much more comfortable. 

After dinner Warren goes forward with another man and enjoys the breeze. He goes to bed by 

10:30. 

April 25 Monday. Warren rises and participates in the early morning exercise at 7:20. After breakfast he 

goes to the smoking room and draws up plans for the various notice boards they will require 

when they land and gives them to Badcock at the 11:30 a.m. conference. Warren is Captain of 

the Day and goes on morning rounds, the Captain having elected to have lifebelt drill. At dinners 

there are complaints from several people about the fatness and limited quantity of the meat. In 

the afternoon he reads in Windfalls and has a short nap. Sports start after tea with a series of tugs 

of war. After watching some of it Warren goes and reads on the boat deck. At 9:00 p.m. they 

pass a lighthouse on an island. At ten o’clock he inspects the troop decks with Burt. Jack takes a 

train back to Oxford arriving at ca. 1:00 p.m. Jack gets a letter from Warren. 



April 26 Tuesday. Jack’s income tax forms arrive this morning. Jack has pupils, takes Mr. Papworth for a 

walk, and writes to Warren about the walking tour, fiction writer Squire Western, Warren’s 

letter, Lamb’s puns, W. D. Robson-Scott’s taking “salacious” to mean “salubrious,” taking 

pupils, walking Mr. Papworth, and playing bowls. He retires at nearly midnight. While sailing 

near the city of Aden, a seaport of Yemen, at 9:00 a.m. Warren has a conference with Hunt and 

Sergeant Twelves on the subject of what returns are to be rendered by and to them when they get 

started in China. He gives these decisions to Badcock at 11:30. Warren works in the morning 

preparing a statement of the railway rolling stock which they will require to move supplies from 

Ching Wang Tao to Tientsin. He finishes just before lunch and gives it to Reeves to check. At 

about midday they are close to Birim Island at the southern end of the Red Sea. In the afternoon, 

they decide to get the ship put into Aden and send a wire that they are landing a sick man. His 

ship, the Derbyshire, touches at Aden at 5:00 p.m. Warren writes a letter to his father, a note to 

Jack, and a letter to Lloyd’s about paying his subscriptions and other things. The Captain keeps 

the ship in port long enough to allow the officers of the Welch Regiment to entertain the officers 

of the other Battalion at a seven p.m. dinner. They pass Aden before dark and then anchor. 

Warren has a letter to deliver to the officer in charge of a boat from Aden, and he waits until 8 

o’clock when Hunt relieves him while he gets dinner. At about 8:30 the officers of the other 

Battalion of the Welch arrive in white mess kit. A motorboat arrives and carries away the ill 

Corporal Mitchell. Warren gets to bed just before midnight. 

April 27 Wednesday. Warren gets on deck at 7:30, sees the exercise squad hard at work, sneaks below, 

and has a bath. He attends to the ceremony of rounds at 10:15 and Badcock’s daily conference at 

11:30, where he hands in his railway figures. For the rest of the morning he works on getting out 

a statement showing how the War Office figures of supplies compare with an actual 60 days’ 

reserve. Warren reads Sir Walter Scott’s The Antiquary on deck most of the afternoon, except a 

short game of quoits with Auten. He goes to bed early, and before going to sleep, reads Matthew 

Arnold’s poem “The Scholar Gypsy.” 

April 28 Thursday. Warren comes on deck for early morning exercise. At nine o’clock, Abd-el-Kuri 

appears on their left and later they pass Socotra. At the 11:30 conference Warren produces his 

figures of surpluses and deficiencies as shown by the War Office letter. Warren reads The 

Antiquary on deck for most of the afternoon. The band gives a good program tonight during and 

after dinner, including a selection from Gilbert and Sullivan. They also play “Katja the Dancer.” 

Before going sleep he reads some Francis Thompson. 

April 29 Friday. Term begins today for Jack.
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 Warren does rounds for Hunt because of Hunt;s illness. he 

spends most the day in his chair on the boat deck, finishing The Antiquary. In the evening 

Warren watches the boxing competition. After going to bed he reads Meredith’s Love in the 

Valley. 

April 30 Saturday. At breakfast Warren arranges with Somerset and Cripps to go down to the engine room 

at 11 o’clock. However, he then discovers that there is a lecture for all ranks at 11:30 so he 

cancels the appointment. First he attends rounds at 10:30 a.m. and then attends the M.O.’s lecture 

on No. 3 troop deck on the subject of venereal disease. As soon as this is over, he attends the 

daily conference. At noon he goes round dinners and sentries with Crawford of the Middlesex, 

the orderly officer. They finish at 12:40, so Warren has a cool drink. After lunch, he is in the 

smoking room until three o’clock, working out a system of stock-taking for the supply depot and 

making out a pro forma of a weekly supply return. He starts reading Jane Austen’s Emma. The 

band performs at dinner tonight. He goes to bed at midnight. 

 

May 1927 

 

May 1 Sunday. Warren arrives on deck at his usual time with the ship on the way to Colombo. He does 

not attend church, and he thinks that decision causes him “a harassed existence all morning.” 
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Badcock seems to harass him at the conference this morning. Warren reads and dozes on deck 

most of the afternoon. The steering competition continues after tea. There is a concert in the 

evening, but Warren does not attend, instead choosing to talk on the boat deck with Pearce, the 

Fourth Officer, and with Wilkinson, the Purser. After a glass or two of beer in the smoking room, 

he goes to bed at eleven and reads Meredith’s poem “Melampus” before going to sleep. 

May 2 Monday. After breakfast, Warren arranges with Harris, the mate, to go down to the hold as soon 

as rounds are over. He attends the usual morning conference. He later goes to the smoking room, 

finding Studdart, Osmand, and Dent talking about the number of drinks per day which they will 

consume in the future. He reads and sleeps in his deck chair until tea time. They sight land at 

about 3:30 and by 5:00 p.m. the island of Minikoi (Minicoy), an island 200 miles west of the 

southern tip of India, is on their left. The finals of the boxing competition are fought after dinner, 

which Warren watches from the wireless house, after which he sits in the smoking room, and 

then he goes to sleep as soon as he turns in. 

May 3 Tuesday. After breakfast Warren gets permission from Whitty to exempt himself from morning 

exercise because of his prickly heat condition. They have the usual conference during the 

morning at which nothing of any interest is discussed except the arrangements for going ashore 

tomorrow. All afternoon Warren writes a seven-page letter to his father. The band plays on the 

boat deck during and after dinner. Warren spends time in the smoking room in the evening and 

does not get to bed until nearly midnight, having fallen into a game of poker. 

May 4 Wednesday. Warren’s ship arrives in the harbor of Colombo, Ceylon, at daybreak. Shortly after 

8:00 a.m. a tug pulls out five barges for disembarkation and Warren gets on board the tug at 

8:45, which finally lands at 10:30. Warren is very impressed with Colombo. They walk for about 

twenty minutes to the barracks. They are received by the Ceylon Light Infantry, who make them 

feel at home. Eventually they go back into the town. After mailing some letters, they go to a pub 

called the Bristol to drink beer. After a glass apiece they decide to return to the ship for lunch. 

After lunch, they go ashore again and change their money into rupees and cents and then go to 

the Grand Oriental Hotel to drink some beer before going shopping. Warren purchases three 

novels at Whiteway and Laidlaw’s and, at the Post Office, five rupees worth of stamps to send to 

Smyth. Major Montgomery, Auten, Williams, and Warren hire a car and go out to Mount 

Lavinia, where there is reputed to be good sea swimming. They make the trip and are soon in the 

warm sea. They drive back in the cool of the evening, and they pay for their taxi at the Galle 

Face Hotel. They have tea, and then at about six o'clock, Drysdale comes in, the party breaks up, 

and Warren stays behind with Drysdale. After some chat and a few drinks, they stop at the Galle 

Face for dinner. They sit talking in the hotel until 10:00 when they take a taxi to the Colombo 

Club and have a drink in a bar. They decide to have a nightcap at the Oriental which is near the 

jetty. They make the journey by rickshaw. The Oriental is shut when they arrive, so they go 

instead to little place near the Railway Station for some beer. After this Warren returns to the 

ship and Drysdale to his hotel. Warren arrives on board at about 12:30 a,m. 

May 5 Thursday. There is much discussion of yesterday’s adventures on shore during the morning. 

Warren’s ship leaves Colombo at 10:00 a.m. with the band playing on the boat deck, cheers from 

the other ships, and a message of farewell from the “Yarmouth.” The coast of Ceylon is in sight 

all day. There is no conference this morning, but Warren chats with Badcock on matters of shop. 

Warren spends the afternoon in his deck chair, taking a short nap, and reading W. W. Jacob’s 

Short Cruises (1907). After dinner they play poker in the smoking room until 12:40 a.m. 

May 6 Friday. At noon in Magdalen College Jack begins his Trinity term lecture series on “Eighteenth-

Century Romantics.” Warren arrives on deck at his usual time. He attends the exercise regimen 

this morning and sees only three men present out of a total number of 44. The 11:30 conference 

this morning is short and violent. Most of the rest of the day Warren reads Lion Feuchtwanger’s 

book Jew Süss, on the topic of “Power.” In the evening Warren plays poker with Robertson, 

Quin, Montgomery, Osman, and Hunt. He goes to bed at 11:30. 

May 7 Saturday. Warren starts the day with a bath. Going on deck he meets Badcock who tells him that 

he cannot have any more men for P.T. After breakfast Warren goes on the bridge, and then he 



goes along to the smoking room where he helps Quin to draw the sweep. After tending to the 

Captain’s rounds, he hears a lecture on water and its cleansing by Hill on the troop deck. At the 

11:30 a.m. conference this morning, Badcock calls for information about the previous 

employment of all clerks. Warren discusses supply depot arrangements with him after the 

conference and asks him to take steps to get a guard for the depot, and to discover the local 

methods of dealing with civilian labor. After lunch he has all N.C.O.’s in charge of Groups come 

into the smoking room, and he gets them to work out the number of days’ supply available for 

each of their commodities, while Warren works it out and charts it independently, which takes 

most of the afternoon. During the day he nearly finishes Jew Süss. There is a Court Martial in the 

smoking room today on Sergeant Wells. The court adjourns at 6:30. Warren reads on deck after 

dinner. He goes to bed at about 11:30. 

May 8 Sunday. While Warren is taking a bath on the starboard side, his ship passes close to a large 

island at the entrance to the Straits of Malacca. After breakfast the ship traveled in sight of 

Sumatra. During the morning he finishes Jew Süss. Most of the rest of the day he writes an eight-

page letter to his father about Colombo, finishing at nine o’clock. He goes to bed at 10:30. 

Before going to sleep, he reads in Lamb for about half an hour. 

May 9 Monday. The Court Martial reassembles in the smoking room at 9:15 a.m. and finishes by 11:00 

with Sergeant Wells being acquitted. After breakfast Warren works on his figures of the number 

of days’ reserve they have on board. The on deck exercise routine happens at 10:00. They have 

the usual 11:30 conference. In the afternoon Warren reads Montaigne in his chair and also sleeps 

until tea time. After dinner there is a novice’s boxing competition which Warren attends for a 

short time, then he goes to the end of the deck and talks with Pearce until 10:00 p.m. Warren has 

a beer or two in the smoking room and is in bed soon after 10:30. Before going to sleep he reads 

a couple of Elias’ popular fallacies. 

May 10 Tuesday. Warren arrives in Singapore harbor at 6:15 a.m.
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 The ship leaves at 12:30 p.m. 

During the day. Shortly after 8:00, the officers go ashore. They land at Johnson’s Wharf. They 

first visit the Post Office, where Warren mails his letter to his father and buys some stamps for 

Smyth. Then Somerset, Auten and Warren explore the town. They cross the river of Singapore 

where it curves into the native quarter. After walking for some time they come near a high green 

hill on top of which is a lighthouse and a signaling station. They climb to the top and find it to be 

the remains of a fort with gun emplacements, surrounded by a moat, called Fort Canning. From 

here they view the town in all directions. On reentering the town, they meet Hunt being driven in 

an Austin Seven Price, the R.A.S.C. Captain in Singapore. They go to the Europe for drinks, a 

pub of the usual eastern type with Chinese waiters. After going to Whiteway & Laidlaw’s shop, 

Warren buys a copy of Metropolis, and then they go to the Singapore Cricket Club. They stop for 

only a few minutes, because they have to catch the tender back to the ship. They get back to the 

ship at 12:10 p.m. and go to sea a few minutes later. In the afternoon Warren reads his new book. 

Warren is Captain of the Day and goes around with Burt at 10:15. 

May 11 Wednesday. At the 11:30 conference this morning, Badcock asks for a scheme for taking over 

supplies at the destination. In the afternoon Warren goes to the smoking room and sends a series 

of rather vague orders. When finished, Warren reads the remainder of Metropolis. The jazz band 

plays on deck tonight. Warren stays up late, chatting with Montgomery and Laddie Powell, 

getting to bed at midnight. 

May 12 Thursday. There is no conference today, because of the finals of the relay race and the tug of 

war, which begin at 11:40. Warren gathers to have the Chief show them around the engine room, 

namely Hirsch, B. D. Jones, & Reynolds. They return on deck. In the afternoon, he reads 

Conrad’s Typhoon. After tea Bennett and Warren arrange for the next sweepstake, which takes 

them until 6:15. The Welch Regiment plays the RASC Regimental march. 

May 13 Friday. At noon in Magdalen College Jack continues his Trinity term lecture series on 

“Eighteenth-Century Romantics.” Warren is on board the S. S. Derbyshire on the way to Hong 
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Kong. He speaks with Badcock about the typewriter breaking down and attends a conference in 

the morning, where he gets his orders for disembarkation. In the evening he drinks whiskey in 

Osman’s cabin. 

May 15 Sunday. Warren arrives in Kowloon at daybreak, berthing at Holt’s wharf in Kowloon, on the 

mainland of China, opposite the island of Hong Kong. Warren stays at the Kowloon Hotel. He 

will start work at the Base Supply Depot of Shanghai Defense Force at Holt’s wharf. For the next 

ten days Warren works twelve-hour night shifts under the charge of Badcock, unloading and 

organizing cargo from various shipments for the supply depot, getting to bed just before 

daybreak. Warren is rooming with Drysdale. 

May 20 Friday. At noon in Magdalen College Jack continues his Trinity term lecture series on 

“Eighteenth-Century Romantics.” 

May 25 Wednesday. On approximately this date, the unloading of cargo ships ends for Warren. 

May 27 Friday. At noon in Magdalen College Jack continues his Trinity term lecture series on 

“Eighteenth-Century Romantics.” 

May 28 Saturday. This morning Jack meets with Sambo (Herbert Warren), who asks if Jack is writing 

anything. Jack hopes to write a book about Sir Thomas More and Erasmus. Herbert Warren has 

heard about Dymer. Jack receives a wire from his father and then writes to his father about his 

lack of writing, summer term being the busiest, Helen Waddell’s The Wandering Scholars, 

getting Albert out of Ireland this summer to Oxford and other places in September or early 

October, Warren’s service in China and the threat of war there, an essay by Sir William Temple, 

and Jack’s health and daily walk. He normally is called at 7:30 and gets out of bed at 7:45. He 

works from 9 to 1, from 5 to 7:15 when it is dinner, and then after dinner until 11 or 12. Jack 

concludes with “so to bed,” which is what Pepys used to say. 

 

June 1927 

 

June 3 Friday. At noon in Magdalen College Jack continues his Trinity term lecture series on 

“Eighteenth-Century Romantics.” 

June 7 Tuesday. Warren writes to Jack about serving as second in command of the base supply depot, 

Kowloon, South China, for the 15
th

 Infantry Brigade. 

June 10 Friday. At noon in Magdalen College Jack continues his Trinity term lecture series on 

“Eighteenth-Century Romantics.” 

June 14 Tuesday. Warren writes to his father about his Commanding Officer, Colonel Gerald Badcock. 

The University of Oxford passes a statute that asserts the right of the university to remain a 

predominantly men’s university. 

June 15 Wednesday. Gundreda Ewart marries Colonel John Forrest. 

June 16 Thursday. Warren celebrates his thirty-second birthday. 

June 17 Friday. At noon in Magdalen College Jack continues his Trinity term lecture series on 

“Eighteenth-Century Romantics.” 

June 24 Friday. At noon in Magdalen College Jack completes his eighth Trinity term lecture on 

“Eighteenth-Century Romantics.” 

June 26 Sunday. Jack writes to Arthur this morning. He plans to purchase a three-volume edition of 

Thomas Browne with cash that Arthur has sent. He writes about Minto possibly needing an 

operation because of her varicose veins, a Clutton Brock essay about drawing from the deep 

reservoirs of nature for power and inspiration to make good or evil, the Kolbitár club, Helen 

Waddell’s The Wandering Scholars,
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 just published in April, and his father’s health. Jack is 

reading Sir Gawain and the Green Knight in the original and has recently read the Younger Edda 

and the Volsung Saga with the Kolbitars. 

June 29 Wednesday. T. S. Eliot is baptized into the Church of England at Finstock. 

June 30 Thursday. The Encaenia ceremony takes place in the Sheldonian Theatre at 11:30 a.m. 
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July 1927 

 

July  Warren is hospitalized with boils and a high fever. Jack writes Great War letters, Series I, Letters 

3 and 6 during July and the fall.
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 Perhaps this summer Jack writes the poem “The Lord Is a 

Jealous God—A Careful Shepherd.”
217

 

July 6? Wednesday. Perhaps on this night Jack is involved in the hilarious supervising of the house of 

Mme. Studer for fear of an attempted suicide.
218

 

July 7 Thursday. Warren writes to his father. 

July 8 Friday. Jack receives a letter from Warren, who writes from Hong Kong. 

July 9 Saturday. Jack writes to Warren about buying some paper from a door-to-door salesman, the end 

of term some weeks ago, the recently approved new statute with a limitation on the number of 

women attending Oxford University and how people voted, movements versus people of a 

movement, Frank Brightman in the Magdalen Common Room, Sir Walter Scott and Jane 

Austen’s influence, Mme. Studer (and the fear of her committing suicide) and Mrs. Wilbraham 

(a psychoanalyst who does not believe the theories of Freud), Warren’s letter, the Chinese, the 

weather and an eclipse, Albert’s silence over Jack’s proposal for Albert to travel to England, and 

Joynson Hicks’ support of English Evangelicalism. Jack is reading Tobias Smollett’s’ The 

Adventures of Roderick Random and the Edda. He has also recently read Fanny Burney, Evelina, 

or a Young Lady’s Entrance into the World. 

July 10 Sunday. Examining begins today at Oxford University. 

July 11 Monday. Warren is admitted to the hospital with a high fever. He shares a ward with Sewell of 

the Northamptonshire Regiment, Proes of the Artillery, and an empty bed with different patients. 

He remains here for weeks.
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July 12 Tuesday. Warren enters the 3
rd

 British General Hospital with a fever and boils over his entire 

body. 

July 20 Wednesday. On this approximate date examining at Oxford University ends. 

July 28 Thursday. Owen Barfield writes Jack a letter as part of the Great War.
220

 

July 29 Friday. Jack writes to his father about a possible trip to England for Albert, the possibility of 

Joey’s medical advice, humorous stories from examining, Dymer and Herbert Warren, “the first 

business of a novel is to tell a story,” Warren’s “rotten time,” and Jack going bald. Jack has now 

finished the first of two periods of summer examining.
221

 He has recently done about ten days of 

examining, which began on July 10. Next week he goes to Cambridge for more examining and 

awarding. Jack comments humorously about a recent visit to the dentist. Jack is reading The 

Woman in White by Wilkie Collins. 

 

August 1927 

 

August Owen Barfield writes Jack a second letter as part of the Great War.
222

 

August 1 Monday. Jack goes to Cambridge for the second stint of summer examining and awarding.  

August 5 Friday. The week of examining in Cambridge ends. Jack has visited King’s College Chapel in 

Cambridge this week. 
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August 12 Friday. Jack writes to his father, having gotten back from examining in Cambridge, about a story 

he heard in Cambridge of a biochemist starving himself to death, a funny story of Phelps (former 

Provost of Oriel), and where Albert and Jack should visit when Albert comes to England. 

August 15? Monday. Jack leaves for Perranporth, Cornwall, probably on a holiday with Mrs. Moore and 

Maureen. 

August 24 Wednesday. Jack writes to Arthur from Perranporth, Cornwall, acknowledging Arthur’s check. 

He writes about the holiday with Minto and Maureen, showing Albert the play Arthur is writing, 

Minto’s improved health, and his travel plans to Belfast. He expects to be home by September 5. 

 

September 1927 

 

September 1 Thursday. Warren leaves the hospital in Kowloon. Warren is transferred in the S. S. Bellerophon 

along with Proes and Hutchinson of the Northants to Wei-Hei-Wei convalescent camp for one 

month. 

September 2 Friday. Jack writes a letter to Warren, which he finishes on Saturday. 

September 3 Saturday. Jack sends the letter from Perranporth, Cornwall, with a photograph of himself, Mrs. 

Moore, and Maureen to Warren in Kowloon, China. Jack writes to Warren about topics raised in 

Warren’s letter, the possibility of Warren retiring to a life at Little Lea with Albert, visiting 

King’s College Cambridge and the Backs during examining, swimming in the River Cam, the 

views of the sea in Cornwall, swimming in Cornwall, especially at St. Agnes’ Cove, a 

comparison of Cornwall to County Down, the city of Truro in Cornwall and its ugly cathedral, 

Warren loathing America as reflected in Dickens, the poets Dyer and Armstrong, and a strange 

Newquay bookshop. Jack has finished Charles Dickens’ Martin Chuzzlewit. He has purchased 

The Poetical Works of Armstrong, Dyer and Green at an S.P.C.K. bookshop. Warren arrives in 

Shanghai via the Bellerophon in the morning. He has read Rose Macaulay’s Told by an Idiot on 

the journey to Shanghai. He visits the Shanghai Club with the longest bar in the world. They 

catch the launch at 6:00 pm. And they return to the ship where they have dinner and spend the 

night. 

September 4 Sunday. Warren leaves Shanghai and travels to Wei-Hei-Wei. Warren is taken to the S. S. Assaye 

in which they continue their voyage. He meets Dazy Faithfull who is going north in the same 

ship for the seven days round trip, and Dazy takes Warren to the Shanghai Club to drink beer. 

They return to the ship and are joined by Mick Hart and most of 12 M. T. Company including 

Toynbee and Robertson for their meal. Jack sets out for Belfast to visit his father.
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September 5 Monday. Jack leaves Oxford or Cornwall for Belfast. 

September 6 Tuesday. Jack arrives in Belfast, and during this time he begins work on an Encyclopedia 

Boxoniana. During the next month he walks from Cragantlet to Helen’s Tower through thick 

woods, goes to Hannah’s Town (at the Western extremity of Divis range) and then walks all 

afternoon over the mountains to Ligoniel, and he takes other walks with Arthur and talks with 

Albert. He purchases three volumes of Montaigne during this visit and tells Albert that Hogarth 

was a possibility for President of Magdalen. 

September 7 Wednesday. Warren arrives in Wei-Hei-Wei, a convalescent depot, what Warren calls “a 

delightful little place consisting of an island in the middle of a deep bay with pine-clad slopes 

and the dim blue mountains of Shantung forming a magnificent background to the whole 

picture.”
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 Warren’s routine is “breakfast, and a walk to the bathing beach, stopping in the 

cheerful semi-Europeanized village to buy fruit after our bathe. After an excellent dip we would 

stroll back to lunch which was followed by a book or a sleep until tea time and then a longish 

walk in the cool of the evening. A bath in one’s tub in the bedroom, dinner, and to bed about ten 

o’clock.”
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September 10 Saturday. In a letter related to the Great War correspondence, which has been redated according 

to handwriting analysis to 1930, Jack writes to Barfield about Barfield’s long poem Tower, 

having just read Edith Sitwell’s The Sleeping Beauty.
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September 14? Wednesday. On a day like this one, Jack walks with Arthur from Cragantlet to Helen’s Tower 

through thick woods, crossing the road only once. 

September 15? Thursday. On a day like this one, Jack and Arthur drive out to Hannah’s Town at the Western 

extremity of Divis range and spend all afternoon walking over the mountains to Ligoniel. 

September 25 Sunday. At the end of his convalescence at Wei-Hei-Wei, Warren sets sail for Shanghai in the 

“Assaye.” For the next period of months he spends a lot of time with Mick Hart and Tom Turner. 

Warren learns from Colonel Cameron that he is earmarked to relieve Butler as O.C. Base Supply 

Depot Shanghai. 

 

October 1927 

 

October 5 Wednesday. Shortly after Arthur leaves (Jack is in Belfast), Jack begins to write to Warren from 

the S. S. Patriotic Belfast Steamship Company Limited, just before shoving off for England,
227

 

about Arthur, cousin Joey the doctor, Albert, and Encyclopedia Boxoniana. 

October 6 Thursday. Jack leaves Belfast for Oxford. 

October 7 Friday. Jack arrives in Oxford. 

October 10 Monday. Michaelmas Term begins. This term Jack is the President of the Mermaid Club.
228

 

Presumably, in this term Alan Griffiths takes tutorials from Jack.
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October 15 Saturday. Warren leaves with Toynbee and Haydon for Hong Kong in S. S. Karmala. He meets 

Badcock on arrival and is temporarily assigned to 38 M. T. Company for duty. In the evening 

with Toynbee and a couple of others, he has dinner at the Hong Kong Club, finishing up at 

Lyndhurst Terrace, and returning early in the morning to his old quarters at the Kowloon Hotel.  

October 16 Sunday. Warren lunches with Haydon at the Club and says goodbye to him and to Toynbee. 

October 18 Tuesday. Warren is posted to Hong Kong. 

October 21 Friday. In the morning Warren has his farewell interview with Badcock. In the evening Warren 

sails for Shanghai in the S. S. Sarpedon. 

October 24 Monday. Warren’s ship arrives in Shanghai in the afternoon. He takes a lorry, then goes to No. 

16 Wei-Hei-Wei Road where Hart and Turner are living and there gets a room 

 

November 1927 

 

November 1 Tuesday. Warren takes over command as officer in command of the Supply Depot, Shanghai, 

China for the R.A.S.C. 

November 14 Monday. Colonel Badcock returns to England. 

November 21-25? Monday-Friday. Lord Birkenhead speaks at the Union one evening this week. 

November 23 Wednesday. Albert writes a letter to Jack, indicating that Jack has not written for a long time and 

hoping that this is due to lots of agreeable work. He wishes Jack a good birthday next Tuesday 

and offers to purchase a birthday present of books for him.
230

 

November 29 Tuesday. Jack celebrates his twenty-ninth birthday. Jack writes (?) to his father about his 

schedule, the accounts of Hogarth and his writings in the newspapers (including the possibility of 

Hogarth becoming the next president of Magdalen College), Lord Birkenhead speaking and 

debating at the Oxford Union, and Albert’s health, thanking him for the birthday wishes and 

present. On Monday nights he reads an Elizabethan play with undergraduates (the Mermaids 

Club), on Wednesday nights he reads Anglo-Saxon with junior students, ending around 10:30 
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p.m. but continuing in conversation until midnight. Every other week he has a meeting of the 

Kolbitár Society on a Tuesday evening and the same week a philosophical supper on a Thursday 

evening with William Francis Ross Hardie. In the mornings, he does tutoring or prepares for 

them, and in the afternoons he sometimes has a college meeting, a meeting of the Tutorial Board, 

or a meeting of the English Faculty. 

 

December 1927 

 

December 12 Monday. Jack writes to Warren about his normal schedule,
231

 taking dinner late, walking with 

Arthur, taking dinner in town with Arthur and John N. Bryson, his month in Ireland, King Alfred 

(on Boethius), Beowulf (wishing there were a good translation of Beowulf), Plutarch, history-

writing, news of Shanghai, American bragging, Walt Whitman, James Russell Lowell, 

Hawthorne, Longfellow, and Alice Meynell’s theory about one’s idea of antiquity, the death of 

Hogarth, adding to information about his schedule.
232

 In addition to the above, Jack has the 

Mermaid Club (reads Elizabethan and post-Elizabethan drama) on Tuesday evening, Thursday-

Friday-Saturday-Sunday in the Common Room until late.
233

 Jack has recently read Coningsby, 

probably Coningsby or The New Generation by Benjamin Disraeli (The Century Company, 

1905). He has been reading Sir Charles Oman’s The Dark Ages 476-918. 

December 13 Tuesday. Jack probably heads for Belfast to visit his father.
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December 14 Jack arrives in Belfast. During his time he does some reading and some work on Encyclopedia 

Boxoniana. 

December 17 Saturday. Michaelmas Term ends. 

December 21 Wednesday. Jack arrives in Belfast for the holidays. 

December 25 Sunday. Christmas Day. Warren and the Colonel make a courtesy visit to the Russian Labor 

Corps, where the Colonel and he are entertained with alternate wine glasses full of whiskey and 

vodka. 
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The Year 1928 (94) 

 

Summary: Warren continued his service in the RASC in Shanghai, China, including a nine-day vacation in 

Hong Kong. In May, Jack and Warren’s father, Albert Lewis, retired. Warren met Major Herbert Denis Parkin, 

officer commanding RASC Shanghai, who became a lifelong friend. Jack continued his Great War with Owen 

Barfield. During the summer and autumn Jack wrote his Great War Summa to Barfield. In November George 

Gordon was elected president of Magdalen College. 

 

Walter Hooper, Collected Letters, I, p. 767, n. 50: “In each of these terms there is a period of eight weeks 

known as Full Term. (1) Michaelmas Term is the first of the academic year and it begins on and includes 1 

October and ends on and includes 17 December; (2) Hilary Term begins on and includes 7 January and ends on 

and includes 25 March or the Saturday before Palm Sunday; (3) Trinity Term begins on and includes 20 April 

or the Wednesday after Easter, whichever is the later, and ends on and includes 6 July. Long Vacation runs from 

the end of Trinity Term to the start of Michaelmas Term.” Perhaps this year Jack writes the mnemonic poem 

“Thus Æ to Ĕ.”
235

 

 

Jack writes to Barfield about dining with Tolkien, including the Great War letter, Series I, Letters 8, 5 (redated 

to follow 8), and 4 (redated to follow 5), and Series II, Letters 1 and 2. The Great War concludes in November. 

Owen Barfield’s book, Poetic Diction: A Study in Meaning is published. 

 

January 1928 

 

January During this month Jack probably writes the Great War letter, Series I, letter 8.
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January 11 Wednesday. Jack leaves Belfast for Oxford. Presumably, Jack writes the Great War letters, 

Series II, Letters 1 and 2 during the spring of 1928. 

January 14 Saturday. Hilary Term begins. 

 

February 1928 

 

February 23 Thursday. Jack dines at Univ. in the evening for the first time. Poynton, Farquharson, Carritt and 

Stevenson, are all present this evening, and they spend time together in the Common Room.
237

 

February 24 Friday. Jack enjoys Arthur Bircham’s lecture on Hamlet this evening.
238

 

February 25 Saturday. Jack writes to his father about his busy schedule, some minor health problems, the 

death of Edward Wrong (a Magdalen History Fellow), the difficulties of letter-writing, William 

Cowper’s letter-writing, and asking him to have a jumper and a mackintosh sent to him. He has 

reread Mrs. Gaskell’s The Life of Charlotte Brontë during his recent illness. 

February 27 Monday. As a farewell dinner in the evening, Warren, Mick, and Tom dine at the French Club 

and play a game of pin pool afterwards. Later in the evening Mick and Warren go to the Palais 

de Danse for the last time and drink beer after which Mick boards the ship and Warren returns to 

his flat. 

February 28 Tuesday. The “City of Marseilles” sails with Mick and Tom, plus Winton and Gordon of Signals, 

and Morris the second in command, who goes home because of illness.  

February 29 Wednesday. Warren leaves his accommodations at Wei-Hei-Wei Road and moves to his new 

home at 54 Edinburgh Road, which he shares with Minniece, Eassie, and Harrison. 
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March 1928 

 

March 31 Saturday. Hilary Term ends. Jack writes to his father about sixteenth century literary history, the 

difficulty of dividing history into periods, his proposed book on Erasmus, a boat race, and a 

religious revival among the undergraduates under the leadership of Dr. Buchman, which he 

ridicules. He thanks Albert for the parcel that was sent. He is spending all his mornings in the 

Duke Humphrey’s Library portion of the Bodleian Library and working on his German in the 

evenings. 

 

April 1928 

 

April 6 Good Friday. Warren begins a four-day Easter holiday. 

April 7-8 Saturday-Sunday. Jack is on a walking tour to the Cotswolds, including the Bathhurst estate 

beyond Cirencester, the Stroud valley, the canal tunnel that runs under the Chilterns, 

Cheltenham, where they stop at a hotel, and Temple Guiting. 

April 8 Easter Sunday. 

April 9-13 Monday-Friday. Jack rereads John Galsworthy’s The Man of Property in the mornings while still 

in bed. Jack also spends a great deal of time in the Bodleian Library doing research on what will 

later become The Allegory of Love.
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April 10 Tuesday. Warren brings his diary up to date, rising in the morning to head back to work after the 

Easter holiday. After breakfast, Warren walks to the office. Gardiner, who sails home today on 

board the Mongolia, comes in to say goodbye. Warren sends a letter to his father and a package 

to Janie McNeill. After tiffin
240

 Warren walks via Nankin Rd. to the office and tackles the ordure 

coolie and also the question of outstanding bills with Harrison. Warren walks home through 

French town. This evening he reads and enjoys Samuel Johnson’s Lives of the Poets. After going 

to bed, Warren reads some more pages of Cowley’s “The Task.” He goes to sleep at 11:00. 

April 11 Wednesday. Trinity Term begins. Warren speaks to Meenan about his vision problem. Barnes 

and Wilson come with the plans for the new offices, which Warren reviews. Warren walks back 

to the office after tiffin and goes into the club on the way to see the new copies of the Times. 

Warren gets a copy of a letter recommending that the Shanghai station be a one-year 

appointment, which he agrees with. Warren walks home and after dinner reads most of Samuel 

Johnson’s The Life of Dryden. After going to bed Warren reads Cowper’s “Winter Evening” 

until nearly half past eleven. 

April 12 Thursday. Warren spends some brief time in the office before going up to Headquarters for 

Bass’s interview with Cameron about his inefficiency. Warren goes to Headquarters at 9:30 a.m. 

for the interview. Then Warren goes to the office and does some work, then inspects their stock 

of onions. Warren discharges another Russian today and then after tiffin he goes to the Club, 

where he takes out the second volume of Johnson’s Lives of the Poets. In the afternoon Warren 

works on bills and various minor jobs and then walks home. At the house he meets Charles 

Hirsch, who comes in for some drinks. After dinner Warren writes up his diary. After turning in, 

Warren reads some more of Cowper’s “The Task.” He goes to sleep at 11:30 p.m. 

April 13 Friday. Warren walks to the office in the morning. He talks to Harrison about the Russian 

laborers. After tiffin Warren walks to the office, going into the club on the way and paying his 

bill. He also looks through the current copy of Motor Cycling. He gets a letter in the afternoon 

from Headquarters asking about expenses. During the afternoon the S. S. Glentara arrives with a 

cargo of jam from Deptford. Warren spends a half-hour checking Wright’s bakery statement, 

leaving the office to walk home at about five and getting back home shortly before seven. After 

dinner Warren starts on Volume 2 of Johnson’s Lives of the Poets, reading about Smith, Duke, 
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King, Sprat, Halifax, Parnell, Garth, and Rowe before going to bed. After going to bed Warren 

begins Book V of Cowper’s The Task: A Poem, in Six Books and reads until 11:30 p.m. 

April 14 Saturday. Warren reads the morning paper about an attempt to assassinate the King of Italy and 

also Mussolini. At the office he writes a proposal for Headquarters about a tour for his men at 

Wei-Hei-Wei and about his now unemployed Russian men. After tiffin he takes a two-hour 

country walk along Hungjao Rd. to Warren Road, and home down Lincoln Avenue, along the 

Railway embankment, and coming out at Jessfield Park. He finds Minniece at home, then after 

dinner reads some more Lives, i.e., Addison, Hughes, Buckingham, Prior, and Congreve. In bed 

he finishes Book V of Cowper. 

April 15 Sunday. Jack writes to Warren about his walking tour last weekend in the Cotswolds, which 

included the Bathhurst estate beyond Cirencester, the Stroud valley, the Chilterns, Cheltenham, 

and Temple Guiting. He also writes about Rhossilli in the Gower peninsula and Swansea and 

about The Man of Property. Warren rises, has breakfast, feeds the goldfish, and reads a volume 

of Kipling until eleven o’clock. They go to the Depot in the car. Warren, Minniece, and Eassie 

arrive at the Russians’ billet at noon and are welcomed by the Russian officer, Saragenikoff. 

They go upstairs to their room where they meet Baron Grosse the ex-Russian Consul General 

and a friend of his. They sit down to a Russian meal, beginning with a dyed hard-boiled egg. 

Warren has fish salad, sausage, a pork pate, raw onion, and five glasses of vodka. Near the end 

of the meal, the Russian male choir from the church comes to the foot of the stairs and sings 

some beautiful carols or chants unaccompanied. Then they go downstairs where (thro’ the 

interpreter) Warren wishes the men of the Company prosperity and drinks to their health after 

which they leave. After getting back, Warren changes clothes and goes for a walk. After his 

walk, Warren has tea on the veranda, reads a Kipling story during tea, then goes to his room to 

write his diary. He has dinner with Harrison. After dinner Warren finishes Volume 2 of 

Johnson’s Lives. At bedtime he reads more of Cowper. 

April 16 Monday. Warren has breakfast and then walks along the docks. Wilson comes to the office and 

gets Warren to sign off on the plans for the new offices. Warren goes to the manager of China 

Merchants wharf later. Warren inspects the onions. He writes a letter about the problem with the 

onions. After tiffin Warren walks to the depot, and while on the way calls at Whiteway & 

Laidlaw’s where he tries on a pair of brown boots and two pairs of leggings. He gets an irritating 

letter from Headquarters about finances. After walking home he welcomes Charles Hirsch to 

dinner as arranged, and Eassie provides him with a good meal. Fanny Steward comes in the 

evening, and Warren doesn’t get to bed until midnight. 

April 17 Tuesday. Warren takes the car to the depot in the morning. He deals with various stores of food. 

After tiffin Warren walks to the office, stopping on the way at the Shanghai Club to return the 

first and second volumes of Johnson’s Lives and check out the final volume. Back at the office, 

Warren writes a letter of protest. Then he signs and dispatches a report on the deficiencies of 

margarine, cheese, and potatoes. Back at his billet Warren has a whiskey and then writes up his 

diary. Warren goes to bed early and reads in bed Johnson’s Lives about “Swift” and a certain 

amount of “Pope.” Warren reads more Cowper before going to sleep. 

April 18 Wednesday. Warren drives the car to the office in the morning. At 10:30 a.m. they start 

unloading meat from the Glenshiel. At eleven o’clock Cameron and Collins come to the depot 

accompanied by Fitzherbert and have a quick look around. On the way home he stops at the 

flower shop where he purchases sweet peas and tulips for the mess. After tiffin Warren takes the 

bus from St. George’s and goes to the Club, where he has his hair cut. He walks from the Club to 

the office. Later Warren meets Bucknall the A.M.L.O. on the wharf and talks with him. Warren 

goes home by bus. T. C. Thompson of the Signals comes to dinner as Eassie’s guest, and they 

have a pleasant evening. Warren gets to bed at 12:30 a.m. 

April 19 Thursday. The Glenshiel continues to be unloaded. Warren inspects the camp and then walks to 

the hospital with Eassie in order to arrange to see an oculist. Warren then inspects the bakery. 

Warren walks to the office by way of Nankin Road and then along Sezetchun Road to the Post 

Office and then to the wharves to visit the bookshops. He walks to the office, talks with 



Minniece, and then later walks home in the rain. After dinner Warren reads more Alexander 

Pope. After going to bed Warren finishes Cowper’s Task, then reads Cowper’s Colubriad and his 

epitaph on Tiney. 

April 20 Friday. They finish the Glenshiel today. Warren takes the car to see the oculist, and he makes an 

appointment for 4:30 on Monday. Warren gets the Russians started on the job of moving the 

wood, and he talks to the people at the bakery. In the afternoon at the office, he answers the letter 

about an overexpenditure and some bills. Warren returns to the billet at 7:15 p.m., washes, 

changes shoes, and glances at the paper until dinner time. After dinner he writes his diary, and 

then he reads for an hour downstairs before turning in, finishing Johnson’s Lives about 

Alexander Pope and also Pitt, Thompson, Watts, and Ambrose Philips. He then reads half of 

Cowper’s “Conversation” before going to sleep. 

April 21 Saturday. Warren goes to the office and looks at the wharfage charges, food supplies, and 

accounts. Warren and Harrison drive home for lunch, stopping on the way at the grocer’s to buy 

sugar. With all afternoon ahead of him Warren goes to his room and finishes the third and last 

volume of Johnson’s Lives. Warren goes to the Shanghai Club before dinner by bus and comes 

back the same way. At the Club Warren looks around the library for about twenty minutes and 

then checks out the first volume of Fanny Burney’s diary. In the evening Warren reads about half 

of Rudyard Kipling’s Kim before going to bed. In bed he reads more of Cowper until 11:30 when 

he turns out the lights. 

April 22 Sunday. Warren has morning tea and then eats breakfast alone. Then he sits on the veranda and 

finishes reading Kim. Minniece comes in, then Harrison arrives with Bullard shortly before tiffin. 

After tiffin Warren goes for a two-hour walk across the railway line at Jessfield to Brennan 

village, then left along Warren Road, then home by Hungjao Road. Warren then has tea on the 

veranda, after which he begins Fanny Burney’s diary. He reads more of Fanny Burney after 

dinner but gives it up and reads a few Kipling stories instead. After going to bed he finishes 

“Conversation” and reads some of “Retirement,” wishing the author did not have that “religious 

kink.” He goes to sleep at 11:30 p.m. 

April 23 Monday. Warren reads the paper in the morning and then goes to Headquarters in Eassie’s car. 

He meets with Sleut, Hunt, and Sergeant King to work on the October P.S. account report, which 

takes them from nine till midday. Then he catches a 12 M. T. Company lorry down to the Depot 

and in about twenty minutes there signs a few letters. After lunch Warren changes clothes and 

goes back to Headquarters in Eassie’s car to continue the session on the October P.S. account, 

this time assisted by Vacher. After an hour-and-a-half of work, they explain the report, put 

together the original list with the revised one, include statements explaining the differences 

between the two, and add a complete loss statement to cover the whole lot. Warren goes to the 

oculist for his eye appointment and then walks home. On the way home he goes to the Club 

where he turns in a library book for Eassie and exchanges his own, taking out the first volume of 

The Abbot. He has tea at the Club in the upstairs reading room and reads a very good article 

during tea in one of the reviews on the improvement of English Railway Stations. He walks 

home via Nankin Road. At dinner he and Eassie talk of dogs, vets, horses, and racing. Warren 

reads the first two or three chapters of Sir Walter Scott’s The Abbot before going to bed. After 

going to bed he reads some more of Retirement. 

April 24 Tuesday. Jack writes to Warren about his inability to write letters during term, a humorous 

definition of an egoist, Encyclopedia Boxoniana, Jack beginning to drink whiskey, his reading of 

medieval works, Old French, and medieval love poetry. Jack has read The Pickwick Papers by 

Charles Dickens. Warren goes to work in the morning, then out on the wharf to see the Empress 

of Russia sail. Seeing Togo Williams of the A.M.L.O.’s staff on the Fan Sang, he goes on board 

and talks with him. Later he walks down to the office after tiffin via the Nankin Road and finds 

Dr. Findley for an appointment about his new glasses. In the afternoon Warren checks 

Minniece’s confidential register and documents and finds them alright. Warren walks home 

through Frenchtown, arriving at about six. After washing up he writes his diary. Minniece and 

Eassie go to dine with Hunt this evening, so Harrison and Warren dine together. They talk about 



the slowness of promotion in the Municipal services, about Shanghai life in general, and their 

mutual dislike of Americans. Warren reads The Abbot after dinner. He finishes Retirement in 

bed. He goes to sleep at 11:30. 

April 25 Wednesday. Warren goes to the office and then goes in Eassie’s car to the Baikal Road District 

to 12 M. T. Company where Warren does a survey on a Ford van. He returns to the office and 

finds men measuring for the new hut. He shows these plans to Harrison. Warren then feeds the 

goldfish after tiffin, changes clothes, and walks down to the office. He stops at the oculist on the 

way and gets his new glasses. Warren walks home for dinner. Since Flood comes to dinner and 

stays late, Warren does not get to bed until about 1:00 a.m. 

April 26 Thursday. After breakfast Warren walks along the docks on the way to the office. At the office 

he writes a letter about officers’ tours at Wei-Hei-Wei. Warren does a weekly barrack inspection 

at 10:30 and is very pleased with their appearance. Then he inspects the bakery. After doing the 

Russian billet Warren goes to Headquarters to see Vacher about getting in some linseed. In the 

afternoon, he goes by bus to the depot, stopping on the way at the Club, where he reads the 

Gazette and sees that Carey Thomas has been promoted to Major. At the wharf (where his office 

is located) he signs some letters and then works on the March P.S. account with Hunt until five 

o’clock after which they adjourn to the club. Warren reads a new Blackwood book for a while, 

has a drink, then comes home by bus and writes his diary until nearly dinner time. Minniece and 

Warren have dinner by themselves. Warren finishes the first volume of The Abbot after dinner, 

skims through about half of a farce by Wodehouse, then goes to bed earlier than usual, after 

reading a few pages of “Trivia.” 

April 27 Friday. On the way down to the office Warren stops at the Club and takes out the second volume 

of The Abbot. At the office Warren works on the March P.S. account. He sends a large batch of 

bills to the paymaster. The mail arrives with their extra allowances authorized by the military. 

On the way home he stops at the flower shop for flowers since Fitzherbert is coming to dinner 

tonight. He enjoys tiffin, then writes up his diary at about 6:30. Lambert of the Ordnance comes 

in at about seven o’clock for a talk, and he stays until Fitzherbert’s arrival at about 8:00. They 

have an enjoyable evening of food and conversation until midnight. 

April 28 Saturday. Warren drives to the office this morning. He arranges to condemn the bad onions. This 

morning he deals with Pearce for disorderly behavior. Warren goes to the Club where he has a 

couple of bottles of beer and then returns with Eassie to the Depot. Warren reads in the sitting 

room, then after tea he walks to the Shanghai Club where he meets George Dent, the 

quartermaster of the Welch Regiment, with whom he has a couple of drinks. Warren goes home 

by bus and has dinner with Minniece. Harrison and Warren sit up reading until 10:30. Warren 

gets about halfway through the second volume of The Abbot before turning in. 

April 29 Sunday. Warren rises late, has breakfast shortly after 9:00, Minniece shows up just before ten, 

and Warren reads a magazine with photographs of south France. Warren goes upstairs and writes 

in his diary while Eassie makes up the mess bills. Harrison returns just before tiffin with his 

S.V.C. Company Commander, a man named Behrens. Warren goes for an hour’s walk after 

tiffin. Back at his billet, Warren finishes The Abbot. Warren has tea with Eassie and arranges to 

have dinner at 7:30 so as to be able to go to the municipal orchestral concert in the town hall at 

9:15. After dinner Warren walks to the town hall, but ends up taking a rickshaw in order to arrive 

in time. He hears the following musical pieces performed: “A Dancing Play” by Schreker, a 

piece by Richard Strauss entitled “Aus Italien,” and three movements from Beethoven’s Ninth 

Symphony. He walks home, arrives at about midnight, has two bottles of beer, and then goes to 

bed. 

April 30 Monday. Warren drives the car to the depot. Warren sees two Japanese cruisers today while he is 

talking to Harrison on the wharf. On the way home Warren does some shopping, stopping at 

various places for oranges, sugar, tea, vermouth, and cheese. He takes the bus to the office and 

then home. Warren starts reading his new library book, the life of Alonso de Contrares. After 

turning in, he reads a little of Keats before going to sleep. 

 



May 1928 

 

May 1 Tuesday. Fitzherbert inspects the depot at 10:00 a.m., inspecting each office, then the depot 

proper, after that the camp, then on to the bakery, and finally the Russian Labor Corps billet. 

Warren goes to tiffin, then to the bank and the club where he changes his book. After that 

Warren walks down to the office to do work that has accumulated during the morning. Warren 

takes Keats to bed with him and begins to reread Lamia. 

May 2 Wednesday. Albert Lewis retires with an annual pension from the Petty Sessions of £550 as 

Belfast Corporation County Solicitor (a position he held since 1889).
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 Warren takes a half-

holiday today, and he has half an hour’s doze, after which he sits on the veranda and reads a 

collection of sea stories. After tea he walks to the Club. In the Club he meets Bucknell and 

speaks to him about Wei-Hei-Wei. He looks around the library and takes out Dear Duck, a new 

collection of stories by Lynn Doyle. He then walks home, finds his mess bill ready, and spends 

the time until dinner checking it. After dinner Warren reads several stories in his new book. After 

going to bed he finishes Lamia. 

May 3 Thursday. Warren walks to the office. He does his usual Thursday camp inspection at 10:30 a.m. 

and concludes by going into the new Sergeant’s Mess, which looks very comfortable. The new 

offices are now well under way, and the contractor hopes to have them ready for occupation in 

two to three weeks. He speaks with Vacher and Major Deyner. Warren does his inspection of the 

bakery and the Russian Labor Corps billet. He goes home and changes clothes. He then walks to 

the depot and has a cup of strong sweet soldier’s tea. After walking home, Warren changes, has a 

bath, and then writes in his diary. Smith comes to dinner tonight as Eassie’s guest. Smith goes 

home at 10:30 p.m., and Warren goes to bed at 11:00 without any additional reading. 

May 4 Friday. Warren walks along the waterfront. Collins calls the office during the morning to say that 

the farewell dinner for the Colonel has been arranged for Thursday, May 10, at the Shanghai 

Club. Warren goes into town in the car to do various jobs. He pays for his glasses and then goes 

to the bank where he gets a checkbook. Before going back to the office, Eassie and Warren go to 

the club where they celebrate the good news of an additional allowance with a pint of beer 

apiece. In the afternoon Warren walks to the office. When he gets home, Warren has a hot bath 

and then a bottle of beer. After dinner Warren finishes Lynn Doyle’s Dear Ducks and Other 

Ballygullion Stories. Later Warren reads a chapter or two of Montaigne before going to bed. 

After going upstairs Warren begins “Endymion” again. 

May 5 Saturday. When Warren gets to the office, he finds that the Colonel wants to see him about a 

deficiency in margarine. He takes a bus to see the Colonel. He talks to various people and does 

not leave for the depot until 11:00 a.m., arriving back at 11:30. He deals with a conflict between 

the personnel office and the bakery and then goes to tiffin. He later walks to the club and in the 

library finds a new book. He takes out a historical novel of the Napoleonic era called 

Schonbrunn. Warren sees Smith and Eassie for a few moments with Field and talks with Field. 

He has tea upstairs at the Club in the reading room and looks at an Art magazine. Warren goes 

home to his billet at about six o’clock and has a hot bath. Harrison and Warren dine together at 

home with Minniece and Eassie gone. Warren reads a good deal of Schonbrunn after dinner. He 

reads some more “Endymion” after going to bed and turns out the light at 11:15 p.m. 

May 6 Sunday. Warren has breakfast at 9:15 by himself, reading the newspaper about the massacre of 

the Japanese at Tsinanfu while eating breakfast. Warren smokes a pipe in the garden and feeds 

the goldfish after breakfast. In the morning Warren reads Schonbrunn until tiffin. Behrens 

returns with Harrison before tiffin and drinks beer with them. In the afternoon Warren goes for a 

walk, a short walk, and comes back to tea at four o’clock and finishes Schonbrunn. He has dinner 

alone at 7:30. Warren goes by bus down to the town hall for the concert, led tonight by the 

assistant conductor, for a program of Weber’s “Der Freischutz” overture, Saint Saëns’ “Sailé 
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Algerienne,” then “Finlandia,” and lastly German’s Welsh Rhapsody. He resolves to purchase a 

gramophone when he can. 

May 7 Monday. Warren is called at 6:30 to get up. He has breakfast with Minniece. Today is the first in 

a series of lectures at 8:30, so Warren and Eassie set out for the location where they mistakenly 

think the lecture will take place. He arranges for a mosquito net for sleeping at night because of 

some mosquito bites. He goes with Hunt on a crowded bus to lunch. After tiffin in the afternoon 

Warren goes to the Shanghai Club by bus and takes out Prince Otto by Robert Louis Stevenson. 

On getting home he finds the mosquito net has been delivered and gets the help of his Chinese 

boy to put up the net. Warren has dinner with Harrison and Eassie. Before going to bed he reads 

about half of Prince Otto, which he enjoys. After going upstairs Warren reads “Endymion” for 

half an hour before going to bed. 

May 8 Tuesday. Warren rises and has breakfast at 7:15. He and Eassie go to their lecture at 8:30, a 

lecture by McHaskard on attack and protection generally. Eassie, Hunt, and Warren then go to 

the depot, and they see that the contractors are making progress on the new office building. 

Warren goes home by car shortly after 12:30, dropping off Hunt’s at his place and drinking a 

glass of beer with him there. Warren finishes Prince Otto after tiffin on the veranda. After tea 

Warren walks to the club, and goes to the library to find a book by Anthony Trollope. He 

chooses The Claverings. He then walks home, meeting “Uncle” Auten and Dent of the Welch 

Regiment and walks with them a good part of the way home. Warren takes a bath, then receives 

Lambert, who stays for about a half-hour. Warren has the evening to himself, smoking and 

reading his new Trollope. He goes upstairs at the usual time and reads a little “Endymion” before 

going to bed. 

May 9 Wednesday. Warren rises later than usual and attends the morning lecture with Barrett, the 

Brigade Commander, lecturing on mountain warfare. They give Smith a lift as far as the corner 

of Nanking Rd., and then drive on to the depot where Fitz calls almost as soon as they arrive to 

say that Warren is to set out at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow to inspect some dairies. Warren has a busy 

hour in the office passing a multitude of bills and giving directions about one or two urgent 

matters. He goes home by bus and walks up from St. George’s and has tiffin with Minniece. 

Warren reads The Claverings until tea time, then goes upstairs and checks his drill uniform for 

tomorrow’s journey and inspection. After tea Warren goes for a walk to Jessfield, along the 

railway line, and home by the Chinese university. He reads until dinner time with a short chat 

with Minniece in the middle of his reading. After dinner they have fun drawing up a list of 

supplies for the river trip, a trip that never occurs. Warren goes to bed at ten o’clock, writes his 

diary and then reads some more “Endymion.” 

May 10 Thursday. Warren and his friends hold a farewell dinner for Chang, and shortly afterwards he 

sails for home via Canada. 

May 27 Sunday. At breakfast Jack tries to lend Barfield’s Poetic Diction to J. A. Smith. Jack writes to 

Owen Barfield about property in Long Crendon and the role of Brooks, Poetic Diction, the 

review of the book in The Times Literary Supplement, their agreement that imagination is the 

source of meanings, the “cesspool” that is Magdalen College, T. D. Weldon “the one honest 

man,” and the start of what eventually becomes The Allegory of Love. He has spent much time in 

the Bodleian Library lately, starting a book on the Romance of the Rose and its school. He has 

just purchased Barfield’s Poetic Diction. 

Summer Jack writes his Great War Summa to Barfield during the summer and autumn (see the entry for 

November). 

 

June 1928 

 

June 7? Thursday. Jack writes to Owen Barfield, inviting him to visit on June 13. He includes a note that 

is probably part of their Great War controversy. 

June 8? Friday. Jack, referring to himself as “Deutero-Homer” and Barfield as his guide, writes to 

Barfield about coming next Tuesday with his wife, staying overnight at Magdalen while his wife 



stays at the Kilns, also about their reading Aeschylus together when Barfield comes, and the 

need for a new word for the science of myths, such as mythonomy or mythopoeics. 

June 12 Tuesday. Presumably Owen Barfield and his wife arrive at about 3:00 p.m. and visit Jack this 

afternoon and evening.
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June 16 Saturday. Warren celebrates his thirty-third birthday. 

June 27 Wednesday. The Encaenia ceremony takes place in the Sheldonian Theatre at 11:30 a.m. 

June 30-July 1? Saturday-Sunday. Jack spends a weekend at a farmhouse in the Forest of Dean.
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July 1928 

 

July  Warren gets away for a nine-day trip to Hong Kong during which he spends two long afternoons 

on Stonecutter’s Island, swimming, drowsing, and listening to the waves breaking on the beach. 

July 2-6? Monday-Friday. Uncle Dick and Aunt Agnes (Richard and Agnes Lewis) visit Jack, arriving first 

at New Building in Magdalen College. 

July 7 Saturday. Trinity Term ends. 

July 10 Tuesday. Jack writes to his father about not hearing from Albert, a visit from Uncle Dick and 

Aunt Agnes, Uncle Dick’s sense of humor, the postponement of the idea of a book on Erasmus 

in favor of one about medieval love poetry, and disillusionment about his colleagues. He has 

begun writing The Allegory of Love. He plans an August visit to Belfast this year, which is 

earlier because of the presidential election at Magdalene College. He has a bad cold. 

July 23-27 Monday-Friday. Jack is engaged in a week of examining papers. 

July 23 Monday. Warren writes a letter to Jack. 

 

August 1928 

 

August 1 Wednesday. Warren’s letter reaches Jack. 

August 2 Thursday. Jack writes to his brother Warren about the visit of Uncle Dick and Aunt Agnes, the 

similarities and differences between Albert and Uncle Dick, P’daytism, Uncle Dick’s refusal to 

whine, the pleasant character of Aunt Agnes, Pongee (a place in Boxen), Dr. Thorne’s book, the 

snobbery of the rich, Dr. Johnson’s Lives of the English Poets, the twice-weekly Johnson 

periodical The Rambler, Johnson on the shortness of life and on marriage, Warren’s account of 

Wei-Hei-Wei, the inability to take a holiday, the hot weather, a weekend at the Forest of Dean 

before term, the novels of Rose Macaulay, a philosophy of piggibotianism, English poetry, and 

the Paston letters. Jack has read a lot of Dr. Johnson’s The Rambler this term. He also read Rose 

Macaulay’s Crewe Train some months ago. 

August 20? Monday. This is the approximate date that Jack leaves Oxford for Belfast to visit his father. 

 

September 1928 

 

September 10? Monday. This is the approximate date that Jack leaves Belfast for Oxford.  

September 15  Saturday. Jack’s review, “Hugh Kingsmill, Matthew Arnold,” appears in The Oxford 

Magazine.
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September 28 Friday. Minniece’s marriage to Miss Beane, a matron of the country hospital, takes place in 

Shanghai with Warren in attendance. The reception for 40+ is held in the house where Warren 

lives. 

 

October 1928 
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October 1 Monday. Michaelmas Term begins at Oxford University. 

October 17 Wednesday. Jack begins a lecture series with the lecture, “The Romance of the Rose and Its 

Successors,” at Magdalen College. He will lecture twice weekly at noon on Wednesdays and 

Saturdays. 

October 20 Saturday. Jack continues his twice weekly lecture series on “The Romance of the Rose and Its 

Successors” at Magdalen College. 

October 23 Tuesday. Warren writes to Jack. 

October 24 Wednesday. Jack continues his twice weekly lecture series at noon on “The Romance of the 

Rose and Its Successors” at Magdalen College. 

October 25 Thursday. Jack’s review of Evelyn Waugh’s Rosetti: His Life and Works appears in The Oxford 

Magazine. 

October 27 Saturday. Jack continues his twice weekly lecture series at noon on “The Romance of the Rose 

and Its Successors” at Magdalen College. 

October 28 Sunday. The Somersetshire, the first of the outward bound troopers, arrives, and Warren is 

succeeded as the officer commanding Shanghai supply depot by the incoming officer, A. de B. 

Jenkins. Warren meets Major Herbert Denis Parkin, officer commanding RASC Shanghai, who 

becomes a lifelong friend. 

October 31 Wednesday. Jack continues his twice weekly lecture series at noon on “The Romance of the 

Rose and Its Successors” at Magdalen College. 

 

November 1928 

 

November  Jack concludes the writing of the Great War document, Clivi Hamiltonis Summae Metaphysices 

contra Anthroposophos.
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November 3 Saturday. Jack writes to his father about the presidential election at Magdalen College, sharing 

philosophy pupils with T. D. Weldon, the forming of a literary society for undergraduates 

(previously not allowed in Herbert Warren’s administration), the problems of public schools, the 

completion of the first chapter of his book, the possibility of Albert visiting him in Oxford, and 

wishes for Albert’s health. Arthur has very recently visited Jack in Oxford. Jack has a cold. Jack 

continues his twice weekly lecture series on “The Romance of the Rose and Its Successors” at 

Magdalen College. 

November 5 Monday. Jack appears at a preparatory meeting for founding an undergraduate literary society at 

Magdalen College. 

November 6 Tuesday. In the evening, Jack delivers a talk, “Variation in Shakespeare and Others,” to the 

Oxford University Mermaid Club. 

November 7 Wednesday. Jack continues his twice weekly lecture series at noon on “The Romance of the 

Rose and Its Successors” at Magdalen College. 

November 10 Saturday. Jack continues his twice weekly lecture series at noon on “The Romance of the Rose 

and Its Successors” at Magdalen College. 

November 12 Monday. Warren’s life changes with the sailing of the Somersetshire, which takes Collins and 

Eassie to Egypt and also takes Minniece, Stubbs, and Mullington home. Their departure is 

coupled with the loss of Warren’s job, making him feel depressed. 

November 14 Wednesday. Jack continues his twice weekly lecture series at noon on “The Romance of the 

Rose and Its Successors” at Magdalen College. 

November 17 Saturday. George Gordon is elected President of Magdalen College. Jack continues his twice 

weekly lecture series at noon on “The Romance of the Rose and Its Successors” at Magdalen 

College. 
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November 19 Monday. The Times announces that Magdalen College has elected Professor George Gordon as 

its President. The Bishop of Winchester presides at a welcoming ceremony during an evening 

dinner for Gordon. 

November 21 Wednesday. Jack continues his twice weekly lecture series at noon on “The Romance of the 

Rose and Its Successors” at Magdalen College. 

November 24 Saturday. Jack completes his twice weekly lecture series at noon on “The Romance of the Rose 

and Its Successors” at Magdalen College. 

November 25 Sunday. Albert writes to Jack about the election of George Gordon, hoping that it is acceptable to 

Jack. 

November 26 Monday. Michaelmas Term ends. 

November 27? Tuesday. Jack writes to his father about coming to Belfast, his choice for a birthday-Christmas 

gift, and the way the presidential election took place, electing George Gordon in nine stages. 

November 29 Thursday. Jack celebrates his thirtieth birthday. 

 

December 1928 

 

December 6 Thursday. Jack’s review of W. P. Ker’s Form and Style in Poetry is published in The Oxford 

Magazine.
246

 

December 7 Friday. Jack leaves Oxford and crosses over on a boat to Belfast. 

December 8 Saturday. Jack arrives at Little Lea in Belfast in the morning. 

December 10? Monday. While the day is not certain, Jack and Arthur did take a walk in Antrim while Jack was 

at home. They take a car to the top of Glengariff at about 11:00 a.m. and walk until dark on the 

moors above the northern wall of the valley. During the day they have tea at a Post Office.
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The Year 1929 (170) 

 

Summary: Jack wrote more Great War letters this year. In July Jack was nominated to stand for election to the 

Board of Governors of Malvern College, and he accepted the nomination. Between August 13 and September 

21, Jack was at home caring for an ailing father. Then, after he returned to Oxford he learned that his father had 

worsened, started back to Belfast, but arrived after his father’s death on September 25. During the fall months 

Jack wrote to Warren and worked on distributing the contents of Little Lea and selling the house. 

 

Owen Barfield writes his Replicit and Autem
248

 to Jack in the early part of this year. Jack writes Replicit and 

Autem to Barfield as well as a letter not easily dated.
249

 Jack writes Replies to Objections and Note on the Law 

of Contradiction to Barfield. Barfield spends the first half of 1929 in Germany.
250

 Ernest de Selincourt 

addresses the Martlets on “The Art of Conversation.” Perhaps this year Jack writes the poems “Artless and 

Ignorant Is Andvari” and “Save Yourself, Run and Leave Me, I Must Go Back,” and “I Woke from a Fool’s 

Dream, to Find All Spent.”
251

 He may also write the poem “Essence,” although see also the year 1940.
252

 Don 

King dates the following poems from The Pilgrim’s Regress to 1929 or 1930: “He Whom I Bow To,” “You 

Rest Upon Me All My Days,” “My Heart Is Empty,” “Thou Only Art Alternative to God,” “God in His Mercy 

Made,” “Nearly They Stood Who Fall,” “I Have Scraped Clean the Plateau,” “Because of Endless Pride,” “Iron 

Will Eat the World’s Old Beauty Up,” “Quick! The Black, Sulphurous, Never Quenched,” “When Lilith Means 

to Draw Me,” “Once the Worm-laid Egg Broke in the Wood,” “I Have Come Back with Victory Got,” and “I 

Am Not One that Easily Flits Past in Thought.” He also dates these poems to 1929 or 1930: “Passing Today by 

a Cottage, I Shed Tears,” “I Know Not, I,” “The Shortest Way Home,” and “They Tell Me, Lord that When I 

Seem.”
253

 This poem may have been written between 1929 and 1932: “Set on the Soul’s Acropolis the Reason 

Stands.”
254

 Perhaps during this year Jack writes the sonnet Fidelia Vulnera Amantis. 

 

January 1929 

 

January 5 Saturday. Jack leaves Belfast for Oxford by boat and then train. 

January 6 Sunday. Jack arrives back in Oxford. 

January 10 Thursday. Hilary Term begins. 

January 15 Tuesday. Warren is now living with 12 Mechanical Transport Company in the Tramway depot at 

Baikal Road in Shanghai, but with the move of the Depot to Ash camp he will probably go back 

to his old quarters with Denny. 

January 23 Wednesday. Jack begins his lecture series twice weekly this term on “The Eighteenth-Century 

Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon.” He will lecture at noon on Wednesdays 

and Saturdays at Magdalen College. 

January 25 Friday. Fitzherbert and Hunt sail for home from Shanghai, China on board the City of Marseilles, 

and Wilson comes to the depot for temporary duty to work with Warren. 

January 26 Saturday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, 

Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

January 28 Monday. Warren is admitted to the hospital with influenza. He is very ill for two days, but 

remains in the hospital until February 9. 
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January 30 Wednesday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, 

Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

January 31 Thursday. As part of a lecture class Jack is attending with undergraduates, Jack visits the 

Clarendon Press with J. A. Smith and others to examine a hand press. 

 

February 1929 

 

February Between this month and June 1930, Jack writes Great War letter 4 in Series I.
255

 

February 2 Saturday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, 

Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen College. 

February 3 Sunday. Jack writes to his father about the cold winter, his journey back to Oxford, the plans for 

the new President to move in at Magdalen College, the presence of the local Catholic Mother 

Superior at his lectures, and lectures he is attending on Bibliography, and he encloses two of his 

reviews of Evelyn Waugh’s Rosetti and Hugh Kingsmill’s Matthew Arnold from The Oxford 

Magazine. He also thanks his father for his birthday picture. Jack has a bad cold. 

February 6 Wednesday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, 

Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

February 9 Saturday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, 

Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. Warren is released from the hospital after thirteen days. 

February 13 Wednesday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, 

Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

February 16 Saturday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, 

Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

February 20 Wednesday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, 

Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

February 23 Saturday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, 

Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

February 27 Wednesday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, 

Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

 

March 1929 

 

March Jack writes an apology to Arthur about not being able to complete a task by purchasing 

something for Arthur, blaming his heavy schedule. This apparently refers to some letters by 

Lamb that Arthur wanted.
256

 

March 2 Saturday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, 

Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

March 6 Wednesday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, 

Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

March 9 Saturday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, 

Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

March 13 Wednesday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, 

Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

March 16 Saturday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, 

Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

March 20 Wednesday. Jack lectures at noon on “The Eighteenth-Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, 

Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 

March 23 Saturday. Hilary Term ends. Jack completes his lecture series at noon on “The Eighteenth-

Century Medievalists,” i.e. “Elyot, Ascham, Hooker, and Bacon” at Magdalen. 
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March 29 Good Friday. 

March 31 Easter Sunday. 

 

April 1929 

 

April During the first week of this month, approximately, and probably during the last days of March, 

Jack is in bed with the flu for ten days.
257

 He reads Sir Walter Scott’s The Antiquary, Jane 

Austen’s Sense and Sensibility, and Charles Dickens’ The Pickwick Papers during his illness. 

April 3 Wednesday. Trinity Term begins. Traditionally, this has been considered the term during which 

Jack becomes a theist. However, it is best seen as happening one year later in June 1930.
258

 

April 5-8 Friday-Monday. Jack starts his annual walking tour from Salisbury, ending on the coast of Lyme 

Regis.
259

 They assemble at Salisbury on Friday afternoon, attend Evensong in the evening, and 

begin the walking tour Saturday morning. 

April 13 Saturday. Jack writes to Warren about a joke he heard last night, his three-week Christmas 

holiday with Albert, the books Jack sent to Warren (Thomas Chatterton’s Poems and John 

Fletcher’s play The Faithfull Shepherdess), Sir Walter Scott, The Antiquary as Scott’s best, the 

Scotch people, respectability, to profess no philosophy is to have bad philosophy, Albert while 

Jack was home, Uncle Dick, walking with Arthur while in Belfast, proposing a walking tour 

through Ballynahinch, Newcastle, and Rostrevor the next time they are both in Ireland, Arthur 

Tilley’s recently published book The Decline of the Age of Louis XIV, keeping hens at Hillsboro, 

his “upcoming” (this having been written before April 5 but sent on April 13) walking tour from 

Salisbury, Jack’s enjoyment of Beethoven, and Warren’s musical tastes. 

April 15 Monday. Jack, Mrs. Moore, and Maureen take a vacation in a Sussex farmhouse and the Dorking 

valley. 

April 18 Thursday. Jack’s letter on “The Kingis Quair” appears in The Times Literary Supplement.
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April 22 Monday. Jack and the Moore’s arrive back from Sussex. Jack writes to Arthur about his ten days 

of illness, his walking tour, his weekend in Sussex with Minto and family, an apology for being 

unable to locate Lamb’s letters, and during his illness rereading Jane Austen’s Sense and 

Sensibility and Sir Walter Scott’s The Antiquary. 

 

May 1929 

 

May 1 Wednesday. Warren leaves Edinburgh Road and moves into the new Corps Mess in Hayins 

Gardens, located on Avenue Haig, which had been set up in mid-April. 

May 16 Thursday. Jack’s review of H. W. Garrod’s Collins (1929) is published in The Oxford 

Magazine.
261

 Jack’s review, “Arundell Esdaile, The Sources of English Literature,” appears in 

The Oxford Magazine.
262

 

May 19 Sunday. Jack writes to his father about his illness, Albert’s flu, disliking Pickwick, the walking 

tour, completing the second chapter of The Allegory of Love, and a humorous story about a 

mongoose. Jack states that around this time he becomes a theist: “In the Trinity Term of 1929 I 

gave in, and admitted that God was God….”
263

 However, the correct year is undoubtedly 1930. 

Jack writes to Arthur about Arthur coming to Oxford the next day, staying in College with Jack, 

and staying at the Eastgate Hotel as an alternative. He apparently encloses his letter of April 22. 
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May 20 Monday. Arthur comes to Oxford. 

May-June Jack writes his Replies to Objections and Note on the Law of Contradiction to Barfield. 

 

June 1929 

 

June 10-14? Monday-Friday. Jack does a week of examining. 

June 16 Sunday. Warren celebrates his thirty-fourth birthday. 

June 17 Monday. Jack writes to his father about not hearing from Albert or Warren, his vacation plans for 

mid-August, possibly bringing a dog with him to Ireland since he is dog-sitting for a friend, and 

a week of examining that has just finished. 

June 18 Tuesday. Priscilla Tolkien, the youngest child and only daughter of J. R. R. and Edith Tolkien, is 

born. 

June 26 Wednesday. The Encaenia ceremony takes place at the Sheldonian Theatre at 11:30 a.m. Jack 

writes to Owen Barfield about the poem “Artless and Ignorant is Andvari.”
264

 

 

July 1929 

 

July 6 Saturday. Trinity Term ends. Perhaps during this term just ended, during which Lewis 

incorrectly alleged that he became a theist, he wrote the early version of Surprised by Joy.
265

 

During the summer, Alan Griffiths leaves Oxford.
266

 

July 7 Sunday. Jack writes to his father about bringing the dog, Albert’s poor health, working in the 

Bodleian Library on The Allegory of Love, doing examining next week in Cambridge, the Zulu 

deluge story in Lang’s Myth, Ritual and Religion, the current drought, and news that Harry 

Weldon’s “sinister presence” will be gone for two terms. Jack is reading Andrew Lang’s Myth, 

Ritual and Religion. 

July 15-19? Monday-Friday. Jack does a week of examining in Cambridge. 

July 16 Tuesday. Jack writes to Arthur about his holiday plans for Ireland, according to John Bryson, and 

Katharine Burdekin’s The Rebel Passion. 

July 17 Wednesday. Apparently today Jack solves the dog problem and will not have to dog-sit for his 

friend. Jack writes to his father, proposing to come to Belfast on August 24. He writes about 

other travel plans, Warren’s letterlessness, and getting a letter from Albert. He has received a 

letter from Malvern College, stating that he has been nominated to stand for election to the Board 

of Governors. He writes an acceptance of the nomination. 

July 18? Thursday. Jack writes to Arthur, who is in London, about Belfast and examining in English 

Literature in Cambridge. He will book passage for an August 12 trip to Belfast. 

July 20 Saturday. Albert feels pains again. 

July 21 Sunday. Albert is in more pain. 

July 23 Tuesday. Irwin and Joey visit Albert before 10 a.m. They do not think an operation is necessary, 

but Albert must be x-rayed.  

July 25 Thursday. Albert goes to a Belfast nursing home for X-rays. Having heard from his Uncle Dick 

about Albert’s health, Jack writes to Arthur about Albert’s poor health, possibly traveling with 

Albert, and coming with Jack on August 12. 

July 26 Friday. Albert is x-rayed with disquieting results. 

July 29-Aug 2 Monday-Friday. Jack grades examination papers in Oxford for nine hours a day. 

July 31 Wednesday. Warren rises, has a breakfast of boiled egg and coffee with Bill Wilson, then goes 

down to the depot by rickshaw. He spends the morning stocktaking, doing first the D.I.S. with 

Corporal Skillman and then the Bulk stores with Corporal Wellstead. At tiffin Warren learns the 

proposal for the upcoming trooping season. In the afternoon Warren naps, reads, then takes a 
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bath and dresses. He goes by rickshaw to the French Club. There he finds Parkin and Lorero 

together in a corner of the bar. Denny’s head appears through the window and asks them to join 

him and his wife, so they go out onto the terrace, where they find his wife and seven men. 

Warren is introduced to the Finnish Vice Consul, who speaks excellent English and tells Warren 

about his country. After the party on the terrace, Warren and Bill dine on the terrace and then go 

to the Majestic Cinema. After the show they go to the roof of the French Club where they drink 

beer and watch the dancing. He gets back to the mess and to bed at 12:45 a.m. Later, probably 

the next day, he writes in his diary. 

 

August 1929 

 

August 1 Thursday. Warren goes to the depot in mufti and finishes his stocktaking. Warren returns to the 

mess about eleven and loafs until tiffin. Warren spends the afternoon chuckling over Les 

discours du Docteur O’Grady by André Maurois (1926), an amusing account of the British 

Army in France from the viewpoint of an interpreter. Warren has dinner with some talk about 

Japan with McFeely and Fat Boy. After dinner Warren and Parkin check out the food stores. 

August 2 Friday. Warren attends the seven o’clock parade this morning. Then he corrects his supply 

record, inspects the men’s breakfasts, and goes home by rickshaw and has some Ningpo cod for 

breakfast. Warren gets to the Depot just before nine, and does the books, then does the monthly 

bakery stocktaking. He then hurries back to the mess, changes clothes, and at eleven o’clock 

goes downtown by taxi with Parkin. He goes to the bank to pay in and draw out money, from 

there to a passport photographer’s to get a passport tomorrow, from there to the American Club 

for an iced brandy and ginger ale, and then to the gramophone shop to get them to take in his 

machine and repair the spring. Then he goes to the chemist for another bottle of his tonic and 

finally to Whiteway & Laidlaw’s where he buys two shirts, a dozen collars, and a bathing suit. 

He and Parkin then go by rickshaw to the Shanghai Club for tiffin. Warren spends the afternoon 

loafing in the upstairs reading room and reads an article in one of the quarterlies on the reign of 

the last of the Habsburgs. After a cup of tea at the Club Warren returns home by taxi with his 

own parcels and the Major’s parcels. Barton, Bill, and Warren motor to the Club where they 

have dinner on the verandah. On the way home they drop into St. George’s cabaret where they 

drink beer, and watch other people dancing. Warren goes home and gets to bed about one 

o’clock. 

August 3 Saturday. After breakfast Warren walks to the photographer’s at Garden Bridge for passport 

photos. Having picked up his photos Warren goes to the Consulate. He then goes to the Japanese 

Consulate where he gets his visa. He leaves at 11:55 a.m. Warren drives home in Barton’s car 

with Wilfred Denny and Archie Lang all of whom come into the mess and have a couple of 

drinks before going on. Warren has a late tiffin. In the afternoon he reads some of H. G. Wells’ 

collected short stories until tea time when he does his packing. Then he writes up his diary. At 

7:30 p.m. Warren goes to the French Club to dine with Bill and Coade of the Wiltshire 

Regiment. After dinner they sit on the roof for a short time, and then go to St. George’s where 

they drink beer. Warren goes to bed at two o’clock. 

August 4 Sunday. Barton arrives at the mess while Warren is still shaving. He puts his luggage in the car, 

and they drive to the Shanghai Club for breakfast, then put their baggage in a couple of 

rickshaws and walk with them to the Customs jetty. After Warren, Barton, Baring, and Parkin go 

on board, Green Price, Prain and Hensley see Warren and company off by joining them for a 

drink in the smoking room. The ship, the S. S. Antenov, leaves at 11:00 a.m. After lunch Warren 

dozes in a deck chair until 3:30. He then goes up to the boat deck and takes a look at the ship. 

They sail past the Yangtze River at about 6:00 p.m., and they enjoy whiskey and sodas on the 

smoking room veranda. After dinner Warren tries to read in the lounge, but soon leaves for the 

smoking room where he reads in comfort until 10 o’clock and then turns in. 

August 5 Monday. Jack writes to his father about his travels, Albert’s health, examining this past week, 

and his upcoming trip to Cambridge. Warren is called at seven, walks for a half-hour on deck, 



then has breakfast. They see land by noon and Tsingtao by one o’clock. They tie up astern of a 

Chinese collier at 3:00 p.m. Having gotten their towels and bathing suits they hire a taxi and 

drive to the house of someone named Witcher, a Shanghai schoolmaster and Tsingtao 

landowner, and a friend of Barton. Barton and Warren go swimming shortly after they arrive. 

They return to the bungalow of Mr. and Mrs. Witcher and their son for tea, bread, marmalade, 

tomatoes, and corn on the cob. At 6:00 p.m. they get in the car with the son driving, and he takes 

Warren and Barton back to the ship, seeing sights along the way and arriving just before 7:00. 

After dinner on board, Warren meets Mrs. Bult and a Shanghai girl. He gets to bed about 11:00. 

August 6 Tuesday. Albert returns to the nursing home for additional X-rays. Warren rises and has some 

talk before breakfast with Stephen Pope of the Norfolks. At breakfast they decide that Barton, 

Baring, and Warren will walk to the public bathing beach, and that the Major will follow in a taxi 

and meet them either at the beach or at the Café Flossel, a German ale house. After swimming, 

they hire a car and drive to Flossel’s where they find the Major waiting for them, and there they 

drink their celebrated beer. They meet Witcher there, and invite him and his wife to dinner this 

evening. Then they return to the ship for lunch, having arranged to swim at Witcher’s beach this 

afternoon. Warren reads Sackville West’s The Land at lunch. They read and doze on deck until 

three. Then they drive by car to Witcher’s place. After swimming, they return to the ship via 

Flossel’s soon after six, because of the Witchers who are arriving for dinner at seven o’clock. 

They have dinner at 7:00 in the saloon. After dinner they sit on deck and talk. The guests leave at 

9:00, and Warren and company walk them to the end of the jetty. After a nightcap Warren goes 

to bed at 10:30. 

August 7 Wednesday. The Witcher son comes to breakfast by arrangement. After breakfast Barton, 

Baring, and Warren get into Witcher’s car and leave at about nine o’clock. The first part of the 

route goes past Iltes Hook where they turn inland, double round on their tracks until they are in 

sight of the harbor, and pass through the city of Tsingtao. They then come out into the country, 

gradually approach the mountains, and stop at a Japanese tea house for a bottle of beer. They 

arrive back at the ship shortly before 1:00 p.m. After tiffin Warren dozes until the ship gets under 

way at 3:00. Warren spends the afternoon walking, and watching the Saarbrucker, which left 

port this morning, being overhauled. He changes his library book, checking out a collection of 

essays by Robert Louis Stevenson before changing for dinner. Warren and Parkin each have a 

whiskey and soda and discuss their Pekin plans. After dinner they stay on the lower deck until 

8:30, and then they go to the smoking room for a drink. They are disturbed by a loud party so 

they go to bed at 9:00. After going to bed Warren reads Stevenson until 10:00 and then goes to 

sleep. 

August 8 Thursday. Exams in Cambridge take place from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Jack has his own sitting room in 

Queens College. When Warren awakens, he finds the ship anchored off Wei-Hei-Wei island 

after arriving at 8 a.m. After a bath, Warren goes on deck and finds Parkin. The launch leaves the 

ship’s side at 10:00 a.m. They head to Port Edward, then land, then Warren, the Major, and 

Barton walk up to Lavers and Clark where Barton delivers a message. They then hire a 

victoria
267

 in which they drive through the woods past the hotel to the beach. After swimming, 

they dress and the Major leaves in the victoria to see the native village while Barton and Warren 

walk back to Port Edward. They return to the ship by launch at 1:00 p.m. and have a bottle of 

beer and tiffin. After this the Major and Warren watch a seaplane for a time and then fall asleep. 

At about 3:30 Warren is awakened by preparations to go to sea and converses with a friend of 

Barton. They go to sea at 3:50 p.m., and Warren reads Stevenson’s Portraits and Memories until 

nearly six o’clock. Parkin, Barton, Baring and Warren discuss their trip to Pekin the next day and 

decide not to book tours. After dinner Warren goes to the lower deck and listens to the ship 

moving through the water. They change course sharply at 8:40, bringing the moon into view on 

the starboard side. 
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August 9 Friday. Exams in Cambridge take place from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Jack has his own sitting room in 

Queens College. Warren wakes up at 7 a.m. and finds the ship at anchor, having arrived at Taku 

Bar at 6 a.m. After breakfast Warren packs a suitcase, gets some money and a Railway ticket 

from the purser, and copies the local timetable. They leave the ship at 11:00 a.m. They reach 

Tongku at 1:00 p.m. They land and have lunch. They get away at 2:54 p.m. in a train. They reach 

Tientsin about 4:00 p.m. and find “Tapey” Pindar on the platform to greet them. They arrive at 

Pekin, their destination, at 7:15 p.m. Their hotel, the “Wagon Lits,” is in the Legation Quarter. 

After a cold bath they have dinner, and then Barton, Baring, and Warren walk around to have a 

look at the Hotel de Pekin, where they are not staying. Warren goes to bed at 12:30 a.m. 

August 10 Saturday. Exams in Cambridge take place from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Jack has his own sitting room in 

Queens College. Warren gets up at 7:00 a.m., and after breakfast they hire a guide and rickshaws 

and set out for the Temple of Heaven. They arrive after a half hour’s ride. They see first the 

temple of Abstinence, then the Altar of Heaven, which is entered through a Chinese gate, then a 

causeway leading up to the altar itself. Then they go through another gateway toward the Temple 

of Ancestors, and on again to the Temple of Heaven proper. They enter the temple of ancestors, 

then the final temple, the Temple of Heaven itself. They leave the area and have a bottle of beer 

at the Hotel de Pekin and then walk back to their own pub for tiffin. At 2:00 p.m. they find their 

guide and his fleet of rickshaws and set out for the Forbidden City. They visit the State Museum 

and at about 5:00 leave for their hotel where they have tea. They have a beer at about 7:00 

instead of a whiskey and soda. Warren gets to bed at 11:30 after a nightcap with Parkin in his 

room. 

August 11 Sunday. Barton, Baring, and Warren check out of the hotel after breakfast. Then they leave by 

rickshaw with their guide to see the Buddhist temple, which takes nearly an hour to reach. They 

visit a side temple and then the Temple of Confucius and the Gate of the Classics. They return to 

their hotel by rickshaw in the rain. At 2:30 they were again under way by car to visit the Summer 

Palace, about ten miles out of the city. They pass through several courts and reach the 

preliminary palace. They reach the Summer Palace in front of which is an open paved space with 

Imperial bronze lions on pedestals. The palace contains a series of halls and temples, with 

intervening courts, connected by many flights of marble stairs. They climb these stairs and spend 

half an hour on the top terrace. They climb down and then visit the Dowager Empress’s marble 

junk. They return to their hotel, and Warren writes his diary before dinner. Before going to bed 

Warren invites Parkin in for a nightcap. Warren gets to bed at 11:00 after packing his suitcase. 

August 12 Monday. Jack leaves Cambridge for Belfast. Warren gets up at 6:30 a.m. After an early 

breakfast, Baring, and Warren pay their bills and go to the station to get seats in the Mukden 

express. Barton follows later. Their train leaves at 8:25 a.m. in pouring rain. On the way Warren 

reads the current issue of the Nineteenth Century. They arrive in Tanku at 12:30 and have a lunch 

of sandwiches and hard-boiled eggs provided by the Wagon Lits Hotel, with the local beer. They 

board a tug, which takes them to the Railway Station. Then they stop at the B. & S. wharf and 

finally set out for the ship. After a long journey they get alongside the ship at 6:30 p.m., where 

they get on board in time for a whiskey and soda. They go to their cabins to change for dinner 

and sit down at about 7:30 for dinner. Warren goes to bed at 10:30. 

August 13 Tuesday. Jack arrives in Belfast because of Albert’s illness.
268

 Every day for the next two weeks 

Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime during this 

day.
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 At breakfast Warren and his friends evaluate their trip to Pekin and pronounce it a 

success. Warren spends most of the morning writing his diary. After tiffin Warren goes to his 

bunk and reads Basil Lubbock’s Round the Horn before the Mast until 5:00 p.m. when he comes 

on deck to find the ship under way, leaving Taku Bar, the ship having left an hour and a half 
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early. On deck he meets Pindar with whom he speaks for half an hour. Warren washes in his 

cabin before dinner and talks with Parkin. Warren goes to bed at 11:00. 

August 14 Wednesday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. The S. S. Antenov arrives at Dairen at 6:00 a.m. While at anchor in the bay and 

waiting to dock, Warren sees Dairen, a town of factories, below the hills. The main industry of 

the town is soya beans and bean oil, and the ship is taking on 3,700 tons of the beans and oil. The 

ship finally docks at 3:00 after tiffin. When they are allowed on shore, Barton, Baring, and 

Warren set out with their bathing things to find the beach, after calling at the Yamato Hotel to 

change some money. After this they hire a taxi and head for Hoshigama Beach. After a half an 

hour’s drive, they come to the top of a low reddish cliff with a steep path down to a beautiful 

little bay, with long open sheds for bathing boxes. Here they pay for the taxi and then swim in 

clean warm water with a fine sand bottom. They get back to the ship late and have a whiskey and 

soda before going below to change. After dinner they assemble in the smoking room where 

Pindar coerces the company into arranging details of the visit to Port Arthur tomorrow.  

August 15 Thursday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Warren and Parkin leave the ship by taxi at 9:30 with sandwiches, and they meet 

Barton and Baring at the dock gates with the taxis. They go into town to meet the Major. After 

arriving at Port Arthur, Pindar insists on going to call at the Japanese Military Headquarters. 

They then drive to the Yamato Hotel where Pindar announces tiffin, but Barton, Baring, and 

Warren instead insist on eating their sandwiches in the hall and drinking some beer. At quarter to 

two they reassemble and order a new pair of cars. They climb up a 203-meter hill, the scene of a 

famous battle, then Barton and Warren go down to the foot of the hill and travel to Ogendai 

where they pay for their taxi. They take an hour’s walk to the Railway Station and stop near the 

Station at a Japanese shop for a bottle of Kirin beer. Just as they are getting their tickets, Parkin 

arrives in a rickshaw. Pindar and Baring arrive at the train station a little later. They take a 90-

minute trip on the train to Dairen. They arrive at six o’clock and take rickshaws to the ship. After 

dinner and a walk on the dock they go to the smoking room and have a nightcap. Warren gets to 

bed at 11:30 p.m. 

August 16 Friday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime during 

this day. Warren gets up at 6:30, and he and Barton take their swimming suits at 9:30 and catch a 

train for Hoshigama. After swimming, they shower, dress, and walk along the beach and up the 

cliff to the Yamato Hotel. After a bottle of beer in the hotel, they take the hotel bus to the Dairen 

Yamato and then take rickshaws to the dock in order to get on board in time for tiffin. Violet 

Richards comes and sits beside Warren, and they talk until 3:00 when he sets out for the beach 

again. They go to Hoshigama first by rickshaw to the hotel and then by hotel bus to the boat. 

Back on board they enjoy a wonderful sunset over an evening whiskey and soda. In the evening 

Warren writes on the boat deck. He goes to bed at ten. 

August 17 Saturday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. After breakfast Warren and friends hire a taxi between them and are on the 

beach soon after ten o’clock. They spend more than an hour in the water. Four of them get a taxi 

to return to the ship. The ship moves to the Oil Wharf at 2:00 p.m. Warren chooses not to go 

ashore in the afternoon, trying unsuccessfully to sleep in a deck chair. Warren gets Sir Walter 

Scott’s Peveril of the Peak from the ship’s library. In the evening Warren has a drink with Hoey 

of the A.P.C. Later Warren finds Pindar, Barton, and Baring in the smoking room and joins them 

for about half an hour. He goes to bed at eleven. 

August 18 Sunday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Before breakfast Warren arranges a bathing party with Davis, Barton, and 

Baring, and gets Davis to arrange for a taxi to be at the dock gate at 9:15. After swimming and 

the usual beer, they taxi back to the ship which they reach at 12:30. After tiffin Warren tries to 

nap on deck, but because of the flies, he reads instead, reading Peveril of the Peak. After tea, at 

about 4:30 the ship goes to sea, leaving Dairen. After dinner Warren reads some of the speeches 



in Kipling’s Book of Words. He then spends about an hour forward on the lower deck, has a 

nightcap with Barton and Baring, and goes to bed at 10:30. 

August 19 Monday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. The S. S. Antenov arrives at Taku Bar at 6:00 a.m. After breakfast Warren walks 

for an hour, and then he has his hair cut. After tiffin Warren tries to sleep in his chair, but fails 

and instead reads Peveril of the Peak. They sail from Taku Bar at 5:00. Warren has a solitary 

nightcap and then goes to bed at 10:30. 

August 20 Tuesday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. The steward calls Warren at 7:00, stating that breakfast is at eight, a half-hour 

earlier than usual for those going ashore at 9:00. The ship arrives at Wei-Hei-Wei at 8:00 a.m. 

They board the launch “Alexander” at 9:00 and sit on board until it leaves at ten. By 10:30 they 

come to the Port Edward jetty. They swim at the beach for nearly an hour. After dressing they 

charter a sampan for a dollar and have a long sail of three-quarters of an hour back to the ship. 

They get back to the ship at 12:30 and have a round of cocktails before lunch and some talk from 

Bungey. Warren spends the afternoon dozing in a chair and reading Peveril of the Peak. After tea 

they go to sea at 5:15. He goes to bed early. 

August 21 Wednesday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. When Warren gets up, the ship is entering the inner harbor of Tsingtao. The ship 

ties up at 8:00 a.m., they have breakfast, shut up the cabin, and Barton, Davis, another fellow, 

and Warren go to Iltes Hook by car, where they find the beach empty, and have a wonderful 

morning of swimming for about an hour. The Whitcher son comes down and invites them to 

come to the house, which they agree to do. On the way up they meet Mrs. Whitcher going down 

to the beach, who, on hearing that they are coming swimming again in the afternoon, asks them 

to tea. On the way home they stop at Flossel’s for a stein of beer. Back on board the ship, they 

have four gins before tiffin. At 2:00 they set off again for the beach, adding Baring to their 

group. They swim for about an hour, then Whitcher comes down to the beach while they are 

dressing and confirms their invitation to tea. They walk to the house for an excellent tea of 

tomato sandwiches and pears. They take a taxi home in the evening, stopping at Flossel’s for a 

drink. Warren reads Peveril of the Peak until 10:00 p.m. and then goes to bed after a nightcap. 

August 22 Thursday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one o'clock. Jack sees Arthur 

sometime during this day. With the ship sailing at noon Warren and friends stay on board. He 

finishes Peveril of the Peak and likes it, then exchanges it for The Dynasts which he reads for the 

rest of the day. He reads half of it and then decides not to finish it. After the boat sails from 

Tsingtao at noon, Warren sleeps on deck until tea time with short intervals of reading Hardy, and 

after tea he goes for a walk. After dinner Mrs. Leonard bends his ear for a while until he escapes. 

He goes to bed at eleven o’clock. 

August 23 Friday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime during 

the day. After breakfast Warren settles his wine bill and draws the balance of his money from the 

Chief Steward. By 11:00 a.m. they are into the Yangtze water. They anchor a long way out off 

Woosung at 1:00, so Warren spends the afternoon loafing about the ship. At 4:00 they pull up the 

anchor and head to Holt’s wharf. Warren distributes various tips, and then Bill Wilson joins him, 

and they have a drink before going ashore at 6:00 p.m. in Shanghai. They get their luggage and 

then get into rickshaws and go to the Shanghai Club where they dine in the grill room, with 

Barton, Bill, and Warren going home soon thereafter in two taxis. They chat with Jenks and Mac 

for about an hour and then go to bed. 

August 24 Saturday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one o'clock. Jack sees Arthur 

sometime during this day. Though still on leave, Warren has breakfast wearing mufti in the heat. 

Barton calls for Warren in his car at ten o’clock, dropping Warren at Wing On’s where he buys 

razor blades and a comb. Warren walks to Hall & Holtz for brilliantine
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 and to Robinson’s for a 

gramophone, and he asks them to send out some new records on approval. He arranges the 
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Major’s money affairs for him at the bank and at Cooks, and goes to Garland’s where he pays his 

bill for the mess jackets, finishing up at the Club where he pays his bill and checks out a thriller, 

S. Fowler Wright’s The Island of Captain Sparrow. He takes a taxi home after having a gin sling. 

He takes a nap after tiffin, but he does not get to sleep in the heat. After tea, he tries the new 

records which have arrived with the gramophone, especially liking Schumann’s 4
th

 Symphony 

and some Mozart chamber music for a string quartet and clarinet. Bill and Warren go to the 

French Club by rickshaw shortly after 7:00 and meet Wilfred Denny with whom they have a 

drink. In the evening they become involved in one of Mrs. Denny’s cocktail parties. After eating 

an omelet, they set out in rickshaws to go to the Majestic Lawn Cinema, and then the Embassy. 

They then go to the French Club where they sit on the roof, drink beer, and watch the dancers. 

They go to St. George’s at 1:00 a.m. or thereabouts and drink more beer until 2:30 and then go 

home. 

August 25 Sunday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack writes Warren from the 

little end room in Belfast from 8:30 p.m. to about 10 p.m. about their father’s serious abdominal 

illness, but the letter is not received until October 9. Jack has stayed up many nights with his 

father. Jack intended to write about the Liverpool Cathedral, the new Liverpool boat, and other 

topics, but has confined his remarks to Albert’s health. Then Jack tiptoes to the cellar for a 

mouthful of whiskey. Jack sees Arthur sometime during the day. 

August 26 Monday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. 

August 27 Tuesday. Jack’s letter to Warren is posted. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at 

one, and he is unable to leave Little Lea even for a short walk. A letter from Warren arrives 

around this time. Jack sees Arthur sometime during this day. 

August 28 Wednesday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. 

August 29 Thursday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack writes to his brother about 

their father’s health, completing the letter in the little end room at 11:15 p.m. The doctor is 

visiting the house daily. Jack has a light lunch at one. Jack has just finished reading the whole 

works of Rabelais, which he describes for his influence on the Renaissance and the Elizabethans 

and for his sly humor. Jack sees Arthur sometime during the day. 

August 30 Friday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack writes more to Warren about 

Little Lea and Albert, Albert’s courage in the face of illness, a description of the new Liverpool 

boat, the status of the little end room, and taking a mouthful of whiskey before bed. Jack reads a 

few pages of Macaulay’s letters before going to bed. Jack sees Arthur sometime during this day. 

August 31 Saturday. In the morning Jack goes to the McNeills to fetch the various jellies and confections. 

Jack adds to his letter to Warren at 12:30 p.m. and throughout the day, about Albert, Macaulay’s 

writings about England, Macaulay’s letters from India, the education of natives in India, and 

lunch. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one and high tea at seven. Albert is 

slightly better tonight. He normally has tea at 10:30 and Negus
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 at 11:30. Jack sees Arthur 

sometime during this day. 

 

September 1929 

 

September 3 Tuesday. Jack informs Warren in his lengthy letter first dated August 29 that the surgeon, 

Squeaky, and Joey have decided that Albert will have an operation. Albert takes the news well. 

Jack sees Arthur sometime during this day. 

September 4 Wednesday. Jack sends the lengthy letter, which he completed yesterday, to Warren. Jack sees 

Arthur sometime during this day. 
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September 5 Thursday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Perhaps during this visit to Belfast Jack writes the sonnet Fidelia Vulnera 

Amantis (or perhaps during his December 8-20 visit to Belfast). 

September 6 Friday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime during 

this day. 

September 7 Saturday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. 

September 8 Sunday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. 

September 9 Monday. Jack writes to Owen Barfield about intimacy vs. familiarity in a letter that touches on 

the Great War concepts, caring for Albert, Arthur, and painful memories from the past. During 

this week Albert is admitted to a nursing home and undergoes an operation. Around this time 

Jack reads All Quiet on the Western Front by Erich Remarque. Jack sees Arthur every day, 

especially at night. 

September 10 Tuesday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. 

September 11 Wednesday. Probably on this date Albert has an operation, and cancer is discovered.
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 Jack sees 

Arthur sometime during this day. 

September 12 Thursday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. 

September 13 Friday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime during 

this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. 

September 14 Saturday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. 

September 15 Sunday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. 

September 16 Monday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. 

September 17 Tuesday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. 

September 18 Wednesday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. 

September 19 Thursday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. 

September 20 Friday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime during 

this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. 

September 21 Saturday. Jack has a light lunch of cheese, fruit, and wine at one. Jack sees Arthur sometime 

during this day. Jack probably visits his father in the nursing home. Jack leaves Belfast in the 

evening. 

September 22 Sunday. Jack arrives in Oxford. 

September 25 Wednesday. Jack receives a wire that his father is worse and leaves by train for Belfast 

immediately. After spending some time at Miss Bradshaw’s Nursing Home in College Park 

East, Albert James Lewis dies at 7 Upper Crescent in Belfast in the afternoon before Jack’s 

arrival. He had turned 66 on August 23.
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September 26 Thursday. Jack arrives in Belfast. In Belfast Jack sends a telegram to Warren at 4:20 p.m.
274

 

September 27 Friday. Jack sends Warren a telegram telling him of Albert’s death. Albert’s funeral is today. 

Uncle Dick arrives before breakfast and comes to Uncle Bill (nicknamed Limpopo) who is 
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sleeping in the spare room, and they talk about getting ready for the day. In the afternoon they 

discuss the disposition of some of Albert’s clothing. They speak with the funeral home staff 

about coffins.
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 Warren reads Jack’s telegram and writes a letter in return. Albert is buried in 

City Cemetery, where his wife Flora was buried. 

September 29 Sunday. Jack writes to Warren about Albert’s cancer and the operation. In response to her letter 

of condolence over Albert’s death, Jack writes to Nurse A. M. Davison, who had lived at Little 

Lea with the Lewis family, about family memories. 

 

October 1929 

 

October 1 Tuesday. Michaelmas Term begins. Perhaps this month Jack writes the poem “Long at 

Lectures.”
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October 3 Thursday. Jack bathes, takes Mr. Papworth for a walk, has breakfast, and then begins a long 

letter to Arthur in installments. Jack is feeling better. Barfield comes to lunch, and he and Jack 

go for a drive and a walk in the fields by the Thames near Iffley. This may be the time that 

Barfield, just returned from six months in Germany, introduced the German word Sehnsucht to 

Jack, a time when Jack was, according to Barfield, a subjective idealist and an agnostic.
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 This 

is probably the date when Barfield says to Jack, who had thought of longing as a bad thing, 

“Nonsense, a man must have his Sehnsucht!’” and … “yearning and wanting things badly was 

really part of your being.” In the evening Jack tells Minto about Arthur’s nursery rhyme book. 

October 4 Friday. Jack writes more to Arthur about the weather, Magdalen College, setting the first fire 

tonight, and Minto listening to the radio. Jack works all morning and afternoon, walking into 

town after tea. Jack probably answers letters of condolence this evening and on other evenings 

and deals with business matters with the family lawyer Condlin.
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October 5 Saturday. Jack reads a short new book, Cesare Foligno’s Latin Thought in the Middle Ages. He 

also reads some of A. E. Housman’s Shropshire Lad. 

October 6 Sunday. Jack writes more to Arthur about making notes on Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost, 

which he is doing in the mornings and afternoons, and what he is reading. Jack works until 

lunch, has lunch, digs up the hen run, and then works again until tea. After tea he takes a long 

walk down Cuckoo Lane and Pullens Lane. Around this time Jack writes to Barfield about 

Barfield’s unpublished novel.
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October 7 Monday. In the morning Warren finishes taking over the Depot from Jenkins, who sails 

tomorrow for Tientsin in the “Tunchow.” Warren expects to be single-handed for about six 

weeks. 

October 9 Wednesday. Warren receives Jack’s letter of August 25 about their father’s illness. 

October 10 Thursday. Jack writes more to Arthur from Hillsboro about Mr. Papworth’s illness, the busyness 

of preparations for term, and George Herbert vs. George MacDonald. He is reading George 

MacDonald’s Diary of an Old Soul and writes favorably about it. 

October 11 Friday. Warren receives Jack’s letter of August 29. 

October 15 Tuesday. Jack writes to Arthur about being back in College, his busy routine which makes letter-

writing difficult, and the beautiful weather. 

October 16 Wednesday. Jack starts his twice weekly Michaelmas term lectures on “The Romance of the 

Rose and its Successors” at 5:00 p.m. at Magdalen on Wednesdays and Fridays.
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 Jack walks 

with Griffiths for a half-hour through the grove. He gets to bed at 1 a.m. Warren’s letter of 

September 27 arrives. 
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October 17 Thursday. Jack writes to Warren about Little Lea, selling the house, a possible closing date of 

December 1, selling some of the contents of the house, income and expenses, and the personality 

of Albert. He was up the previous night until 1 a.m. After breakfast at Magdalen, he walks with 

Griffiths and then bicycles to Newbury at 10. He has pupils from 10 to 1. He goes home for 

lunch, digs the hen run, digs worms, takes Tykes (or Pat) for a short walk, at 3:30 walks up 

Shotover, and gets back home about 4:15 for tea. He leaves home at 5 for a pupil at 5:30 at 

Magdalen. He has just gotten a book by Frederick Boas, Marlowe and His Circle, which he reads 

after dinner. Jack visits John Christie for thirty minutes and gets to bed by 11:15 after reading a 

verse from Diary of an Old Soul. 

October 18 Friday. Jack starts his twice weekly Michaelmas term lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and 

its Successors” at 5:00 p.m. at Magdalen. 

October 21 Monday. Jack writes to Barfield about Barfield’s novel, English People, which is in progress, in 

a letter related to the Great War letters.
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October 23 Wednesday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 

5:00 p.m. at Magdalen. 

October 25 Friday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 5:00 

p.m. at Magdalen. 

October 28 Monday. Jack writes to Arthur about Warren getting home in April, bringing Mrs. Moore along, 

and Mrs. Moore and Jack staying with Arthur in Belfast from December 7 to 15. Barfield calls 

on Jack at 1:00 p.m.
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October 30 Wednesday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 

5:00 p.m. at Magdalen. 

 

November 1929 

 

November 1 Friday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 5:00 

p.m. at Magdalen. 

November 2 Saturday. Warren sends a telegram to Jack, insisting on equal shares in the inheritance. 

November 4 Monday. After breakfast Jack returns to College, but has no pupils in the morning. He has had 

the flu and a cold. He spends the morning answering letters and setting examination papers. He 

comes home for lunch, digs the hen run, digs for worms (thinking of worms as related to 

dragons), and takes Mr. Papworth for a walk along Cuckoo Lane. He returns to College after tea 

and answers letters from Condlin. After dinner the Michaelmas Club meets in Jack’s rooms. 

Undergraduate philosophy student Harry Acton reads a paper on “Pessimism,” and there is talk 

until 11:45 p.m. Bruce McFarlane stays and talks until 12:30 a.m. Jack writes to Arthur a note of 

thanks for allowing him and Minto to stay at Bernagh in December. 

November 5 Tuesday. Jack works all morning at College and gets home by one. The Barfields come after 

lunch, so Jack and Owen take a short walk, and they talk about Barfield’s novel, English People, 

and the idea of the spiritual world as home, along the lines of MacDonald, Chesterton, and Jack. 

Jack is back in Oxford by 5:00 p.m. to attend Percy Simpson’s class on Textual Criticism, which 

he will teach next year. After dinner he reads some fragments of Anglo-Saxon poetry with 

student Neil Ker. 

November 6 Wednesday. Jack works all morning, lunches in College, and attends a college meeting at 2 

during which everything goes the wrong way. He rushes home, takes Mr. Papworth for a run, has 

tea, and returns to give his lecture at 5:00 on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors,” take 

a pupil at 6, dine at 7:15, and receive a visit from a pupil at 8:30. Bruce McFarlane comes at ten, 

they make cocoa, and the two chat until eleven. Jack describes himself as entangled with the 

world and not where he wants to be. 
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November 7 Thursday. Jack gets a free evening, but he lounges in the Smoking Room until after ten talking to 

various people. 

November 8 Friday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 5:00 

p.m. at Magdalen. 

November 11? Monday. Jack writes to Arthur. He and Mrs. Moore will arrive in Belfast on Sunday morning, 

December 8 around 9:30. 

November 13 Wednesday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 

5:00 p.m. at Magdalen. 

November 15 Friday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 5:00 

p.m. at Magdalen. Warren has some bad experiences with Captain W. H. Williams, spending 

much of the day looking for a drunken Williams. After an exhausting day he gets to bed shortly 

after midnight. 

November 20 Wednesday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 

5:00 p.m. at Magdalen. 

November 22 Friday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 5:00 

p.m. at Magdalen. 

November 25 Monday. In this week, probably, he talks to Tolkien for three hours until 2:30 a.m. Tuesday 

morning about “the gods and giants of Asgard,” either this night or Thursday night. 

November 26 Tuesday. Probably on this night Jack talks until 1:00 a.m. 

November 27 Wednesday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 

5:00 p.m. at Magdalen. Probably on this night Jack talks until midnight with the Icelandics. 

November 29 Friday. Jack celebrates his thirty-first birthday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of 

the Rose and its Successors” at 5:00 p.m. at Magdalen. 

 

December 1929 

 

December 3 Tuesday. Jack writes to the lawyer Condlin in the evening about business matters related to his 

father’s estate and the sale of Little Lea, his heavy schedule, which he writes is bad for him 

spiritually, and Barfield’s novel, English People, which has been rejected by one publisher 

already. Warren takes stock of his new group of workers, who have been with him for a month. 

They are R. M. (Monty) Airey, Farquharson Roberts, Warren, Allen, Curtis, and Mayell. In a 

serial letter to Arthur, Jack indicates that he has recently sat up with Tolkien for three hours 

while Tolkien talked about “the gods and giants of Asgard.”
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December 4 Wednesday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 

5:00 p.m. at Magdalen. 

December 5 Thursday. Warren writes to Jack about having had just about enough of Army life. 

December 6 Friday. Jack continues his lectures on “The Romance of the Rose and its Successors” at 5:00 

p.m. at Magdalen. This evening Jack reads the “Lay of Leithien,” or Leithian, the poetic version 

of the tale of Beren and Lúthien, which Tolkien gave him.
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December 7 Saturday. Jack writes very affirmatively to Tolkien about the “Lay of Leithien.”
285

 Jack and Mrs. 

Moore leave Oxford. Jack reads John Bunyan’s The Life and Death of Mr. Badman on the trip. 

December 8 Sunday. Jack and Mrs. Moore have breakfast on board ship and then arrive in Belfast in the 

morning at about 9:30 a.m. 

December 11 Wednesday. Perhaps on this day the Greeves’s motors Jack and Minto up the coast road and up 

the glens of Antrim. 

December 14 Saturday. Perhaps on this day Uncle Gussie and Aunt Annie take Jack and Minto down to 

Cloghy to their cottage at the end of the Ards. 

December 17 Tuesday. Michaelmas Term ends. 
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December 20 Friday. Jack and Mrs. Moore leave Belfast and cross on the Ulster Monarch after a final chat 

with John Greeves. Jack reads John Bunyan’s Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners on the 

trip. Warren writes more in his diary about Monty Airey. 

December 21 Saturday. Jack and Mrs. Moore arrive back in Oxford. Jack writes to Warren about coming up 

for reelection to his five-year post next summer, their equal shares of Albert’s estate, the sale of 

Little Lea, what books and papers and photographs and other stuff they will keep and which they 

sell with the aid of Forrest Reid and Arthur, or destroy, some of the events at the funeral, and 

requesting the dates of Warren’s arrival in April. Jack writes some to Arthur that ends up in a 

lengthy letter, especially about their final chat with John Greeves and drink on board the Ulster 

Monarch before sailing. 

December 22 Sunday. Jack writes more to Arthur about the L.N.W. R. (London and North Western Railway) 

railway line, John Bunyan’s Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners, and the darker side of 

religion in the old books. “There must be something in it: only what?” Warren has breakfast in 

his own room, then walks to the Shanghai Club which he reaches at about 12:45 p.m. There 

Warren orders a dozen oysters and drinks a bottle of stout, after which he walks along the docks. 

He then walks up Baikal Road past 12 Company’s old lines, where the notice “Tramway Depot 

Camp” still stands and then into the country until he meets the river again. He goes home by bus. 

December 23 Monday. Jack works in the morning on textual problems in Chaucer, takes a short walk after 

lunch, and in the evening writes part of a letter to Warren. He writes a short note as part of a 

letter to Arthur about Chaucer. He is surprised that he is so little upset about losing his keys. 

December 24 Tuesday. Jack writes part of a letter to Arthur. Jack gets a haircut in the morning, and in the 

afternoon he begins indexing John Bunyan’s Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners. He also 

walks past some men penning sheep in the afternoon. At seven he dines in College, sitting 

between Henry Parker, the “Wounded Buffalo,” and Italian Fellow Cesare Foligno, at 9 to the 

hall for the Christmas Eve celebration, when the choir sings the first part of the Messiah to the 

accompaniment of a piano only. Mrs. Moore and Maureen are present in the gallery.
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sandwiches, Negus, and talk in the Common Room, they hear carols like the Coventry Carol and 

one by Byrd and In dulci jubilo, this last one on the stroke of midnight in the candlelight and 

firelight. At midnight the ringers ring on the signal of the Vice President, a sack in a cup is 

passed around and they pledge one another. Jack feels “a blessed sense of charity.” They go 

home by taxi at 12:30 a.m. 

December 25 Wednesday. Christmas Day. Everyone rises late. Jack takes Mr. Papworth for several short 

walks, the last one at 5:00 p.m. He begins reading H. G. Wells’ 1927 novel Meanwhile, dealing 

with the General Strike. Warren has a church parade at 9:15 a.m. After breakfast Monty Airey 

arrives in a taxi, and the two of them walk to the church. A Christmas Day service is held in 

Bubbling Well Chapel. They are back in the mess by 10:00 a.m. Shortly after noon, Warren 

walks to his lines and waits there for Airey, Mac, and Powle who arrive at 1:00. They make the 

rounds to the men’s mess, then to the Russian Labor Corps billet where they have hors 

d’oeuvres, washed down with glasses of vodka, “Bison,” and neat whiskey, and last to the 

Sergeant’s mess. Bill Wilson and Warren eat dinner on getting back to the Mess, and they have a 

bottle of champagne after which they retire to bed. Warren wakes up at seven, gets up and goes 

out with Bill, first to the French Club and then to the Shanghai Club where they have supper. 

Warren gets home about 10:30 and then goes to bed. 

December 26 Thursday. Jack works in College starting at 10:30, then goes for a long walk with Bruce 

McFarlane out of Oxford beginning at eleven, climbing Cumnor Hill to the west of Oxford. They 

reach the ferry at Bablock Hythe in a punt that carries them through the flooded area, and they 

feast on bread, cheese, beer, and tea at a pub. It is boxing day. They walk to the village of 

Stanton Harcourt, see the manor house and the church, they hear the ringers at the church 

practicing and Jack has a sense of “absolute peace and safety,” have tea at Eynsham, talk about 

the rival claims of reason and instinct in the pub, and then walk back to Oxford, arriving around 
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6:30 p.m. Jack gets home by bus at seven, has supper, bathes, and finishes H. G. Wells’ 

Meanwhile. 

December 27 Friday. In the morning Jack works on Chaucer. Since Maureen takes Mr. Papworth for a walk, 

Jack buses into College, takes the second chapter of The Allegory of Love to a professor in 

Marston who offered to give his opinion on it, continues Chaucer before supper, and after supper 

writes to Condlin, Aunt Annie, Uncle Bill, Uncle Dick, and Arthur. Jack writes to Arthur to see 

if Arthur can find Jack’s keys in Little Lea. 

December 28 Saturday. Arthur wires Jack to say that he found Jack’s keys, and Jack writes a note of thanks to 

him. Jack goes to Barfield’s home, an ex-farmhouse, in Long Crendon, Buckinghamshire, for 

four days. Warren writes in his diary that the bakery moved to the new location today, 

completing the move of the Depot. 

December 29 Sunday. Each day Jack and Owen Barfield read Aristotle’s Ethics in the morning, walk after 

lunch, and read Dante’s Paradiso the rest of the day. One night they stay up until 4:00 a.m. 

Warren gets up late and then walks to the French Club with Bill Wilson, where he has his hair 

cut while he reads the papers. They walk to the Shanghai Club where they have a light lunch, 

after which Warren takes Wilson for a two-hour walk, the same one he did last Sunday, and then 

by bus they go back to the Club and home, after getting out library books. 

December 30 Monday. Jack is staying at the Barfield home in Long Crendon, Buckinghamshire. They discuss 

Aristotle’s Ethics and Dante’s Paradiso.
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December 31 Tuesday. Jack is staying at the Barfield home in Long Crendon. Barfield’s wife and child return. 

Warren meets Barton at 3:00 in his laboratory. They walk to Dodwell’s in Canton Road and 

confirm their booking on board the Tai-Yin for New York on February 25. From Dodwell’s they 

go to Cook’s to see about a berth from New York to Liverpool, and put their names down for 

Andania sailing for Liverpool via Boston and Queenstown on April 5. 
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